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ACCOLADES & AWARDS
Black Light Express Lois Lane :
page 71, 170
Triple Threat

Marvelous,
Amazing, Pig-Tastic
Gracie LaRoo!

™

page 97
Caldecott Honor Book
Charlotte Zolotow Award Winner
Ezra Jack Keats New Writer Honor
Ezra Jack Keats New
Illustrator Honor
Kirkus Reviews
STARRED REVIEW!
“A must-read for our times.“

School Library Journal
STARRED REVIEW! “For
fans of fantasy adventure,
especially those who are new
to the genre.“

Publishers Weekly
STARRED REVIEW!
“Phi celebrates an unexpected superhero:
a father who endures a strange new
culture…and draws no attention to the
sacrifices he’s made.“
Booklist
STARRED REVIEW!
“This wistful, beautifully illustrated story
will resonate not only with immigrant
families but any family that has faced
struggle.“

2

Entertainment Weekly's
Most Anticipated YA
Novels of 2017

Kirkus Reviews
STARRED REVIEW! “The
action-packed plot never
flags… Hop aboard and
prepare for the ride of your
life.“

School Library Journal
STARRED REVIEW!
“This gentle coming-of-age story is filled
with loving, important aspects of the
immigrant experience…“
Horn Book
STARRED REVIEW!
“Powerfully understated picture book,
which shifts the focus of the refugee
narrative from the harrowing journey to
the reality awaiting the family members
once they reach their destination…“

page 170

page 105
School Library Journal
“Gracie proves that courage
and confidence can help one
face life’s challenges.“
Booklist
“What’s more charming than
a story about a synchronizedswimming pig? Four stories!“

TM & © DC Comics. (s18)

A Different Pond

Lois Lane:
Double Down
page 170

Boy Seeking Band

Entertainment Weekly's
Best YA Books of 2016,
Honorable Mention

page 132
Kirkus Reviews
“…the story is comfortably
uplifting. Music fans will
delight in (and most likely run
to look up) the dizzying array
of musicians mentioned…
culminates in a feel-good
read.“

Redbook Magazine
10 Books to Read While
Waiting for Your Favorite
TV Shows to Come Back
Redbook Magazine
“If you love Supergirl, read
Double Down by Gwenda
Bond. Who doesn’t love a
good leading lady, especially
one of the crime-fighting
variety?“

Legend of
Jack Riddle
page127
Kirkus Reviews
STARRED REVIEW!
“A rousing addition to the dark
and Grimm shelf.“

TM & © DC Comics. (s18)

Good Morning,
Superman

Mabel Opal Pear and
the Rules for Spying

page 82, 85

page 124

™

School Library Journal
“Young readers will chuckle, as
will their caregivers, when the
child has to call upon his courage
to face his greatest weakness…
Young superhero lovers will also
enjoy this imaginative take on a
typical morning routine.“

Kirkus Reviews
“A suspenseful, multifaceted
puzzler with a savvy girl sleuth.“

Waking in Time

Botanical Beauty

page 169

page 168

School Library Journal
“This well-constructed narrative
reads like Audrey Niffenegger’s
The Time Traveler’s Wife for a
teen audience. Recommended for
all YA collections.“
VOYA
STARRED REVIEW! “Stanton
creates an intricate and wellcrafted tale…filled with mysteries
and revelations that will surprise
the reader.“

Booklist
Top 10 Project Books for Youth
Booklist
“Teens who enjoy being
pampered will revel in this unique
compendium of soothing, allnatural treatments for body, feet,
face, and hair. The mix of recipes
and craft projects makes this all
the more useful.“
Publishers Weekly
“Airy photographs of ingredients
and finished products accompany
each recipe, emphasizing
their simplicity and natural
components“

Gods and Thunder:
A Graphic Novel of
Old Norse Myths
page 135
School Library Journal
“Faithfully retold and brilliantly
illustrated, this graphic novel
brings Norse myths to life….
Clearly demarcated panels and
bright, eye-catching illustrations
have a classic comic book feel.“

Booth Brothers:
Drama, Fame,
and the Death of
President Lincoln
page 150
School Library Journal
Looking at U.S. History
Through a Different Lens
“This goes beyond the usual
exciting and tragic story of
Lincoln’s assassination.“

Che Guevara’s
Face: How A Cuban
Photographer's
Image Became A
Cultural Icon

Face of Freedom:
How the Photos of
Frederick Douglass
Celebrated Racial
Equality

page 157

page 157

Booklist
Top 10 Diverse Nonfiction
for Youth 2017
Booklist
“Using an iconic photograph to
introduce Guevara, this book
also looks at Cuban history, the
country’s tangled relationship
with the U.S., and, finally, the
image itself. A handsome, factfilled offering.“

School Library Journal
Looking at U.S. History
Through a Different Lens
“a skilled portrait of Frederick
Douglass that not only shows
his own evolution from a freed
slave to abolitionist to retired
and wealthy orator but also
shows the evolution of black
history through the Civil War and
Reconstruction.“
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Board Books
NEW TITLE

BE A STAR,
WONDER WOMAN™!
SELLING POINTS

Be A Star, Wonder Woman!
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Omar Lozano
978-1-68436-222-6

In this board book, young girl braves a challenge-filled day—just like her hero, Wonder
Woman! As a new day dawns, a young girl faces the ultimate challenge: school! Follow along
as she thwarts potential foes (playground bullies), communicates with animals (class pets),
and overcomes her greatest fear (show-and-tell). With courage, kindness, and other heroic
traits of DC Comics’ Wonder Woman, she’ll turn a difficult school day into an AMAZING
ADVENTURE! Along with bright, bold illustrations, bestselling author Michael Dahl (Bedtime
for Batman and Good Morning, Superman) delivers an imaginative read-aloud for your littlest
super heroes.
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Michael Dahl — Minneapolis, Minnesota

ÍÍ Author Michael Dahl has sold
over 3.5 million books, including
companion picture books Bedtime
for Batman and Good Morning,
Superman
ÍÍDual narrative introduces
character education, bravery and
empowerment in a fun, creative
way
ÍÍPerfect for children just starting
daycare or school: features some
of the daily activities that young
kids experience
ÍÍWonder Woman was the highestgrossing film ever released by a
female director
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$7.99 ($9.95 can)
JULY 2018
rights: US & Canada
age level: 3-5 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
6” x 7”
30 pages
28 illustrations
board book
carton qty: 20

MORE TITLES ON PAGE 84

Michael Dahl is the prolific author of the bestselling Goodnight Baseball
picture book and more than 200 other books for children and young
adults. He has won the AEP Distinguished Achievement Award three
times for his nonfiction, a Teacher’s Choice award from Learning
magazine, and a Seal of Excellence from the Creative Child Awards. Dahl
currently lives in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Omar Lozano — Monterrey, Mexico
Omar lives in Monterrey, Mexico. He has always been crazy for
illustration, constantly on the lookout for awesome things to draw. In his
free time, he watches lots of movies, reads fantasy and sci-fi books, and
draws! Omar has worked for Marvel, DC, IDW, Capstone and several
other publishing companies.

Be A Star, Wonder Woman!
978-1-62370-875-7
TM & © DC Comics. (s18)

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Will Tortoise
learn to celebrate
friendship and winter?

6
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Board Books
NEW TITLE

A LOUD WINTER’S NAP
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍBoard book version of the
bestselling picture book which has
sold over 100,000 copies
ÍÍFollow-up to Katy Hudson’s Too
Many Carrots which has sold over
100,000 copies
ÍÍFeatures the same cast of
characters as Too Many Carrots
including Tortoise and Rabbit
ÍÍPerfect read-aloud for storytime:
both heartwarming and humorous,
this tale will keep young ones
engaged
ÍÍFor those who struggle with
winter, a lovely reminder that the
little things in life can change the
big perspective
A Loud Winter’s Nap
by Katy Hudson
978-1-68436-223-3

Every year Tortoise sleeps through winter. He assumes he isn’t missing much.
However, his friends are determined to prove otherwise! Will Tortoise sleep
through another winter, or will his friends convince him to stay awake and
experience the frosty fun of winter? Best-selling author Katy Hudson’s charming
picture book, now in a board book format, will convince even the biggest winter
grouche that winter can be magical if you have friends by your side.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$7.99 ($9.95 can)
JULY 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 3-5 years
reading level: Grades PreK-1
7” x 7”
30 pages
30 illustrations
board book
carton qty: 25

MORE TITLES ON PAGE 85
Too Many Carrots
978-1-68436-005-5
Katy Hudson — London, England
Katy Hudson won the Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Best Book Award Gold in
2014 for her illustrations in the book Animal Teachers. Her debut picture
book, Bear and Duck, received strong reviews, including a starred review
from Kirkus. Katy is the author of the best-selling picture books Too Many
Carrots and A Loud Winter’s Nap, which both received numerous positive
reviews. Katy lives in London.

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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To turn potty training into a
fun-filled, step-by-step mission!

#

1 Identify
the target!

#

2 Open
fire!

#

3 Make a clean
getaway!

In no time,
little soldiers
will be ready to
answer the . . .

---------------------------------------------------------
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Board Books
NEW TITLE

BASIC TRAINING:
CALL OF DOODIE
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍA hilarious, imaginative approach
to potty training
ÍÍStep-by-step reward charts and
stickers to motivate toddlers
ÍÍFrom Lemke & Lentz, the team
behind the acclaimed Book-OBeards: A Wearable Book
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$9.95 ($12.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World
age level: 2-4 years
reading level: Grades PreK
7” x 7”
32 pages
20 illustrations
board book
carton qty: 20

Basic Training: Call of Doodie
by Donald Lemke
Illustrated by Bob Lentz
978-1-68446-008-3

Transform toilet training into an action-packed, fun-filled mission! There comes a
time when every toddler must answer the call—the call of doodie! Their mission:
identify the target (the toilet), open fire (pee and poo), and make a clean getaway
(wash those hands). With each success, little soldiers
move up the ranks, from rookie privates to
full-fledged poo-tenants!
he
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - Donald Lemke — Saint Paul, Minnesota
Donald Lemke is 50% of the Lemke & Lentz creative team and a co-creator of
their Basic Training and Wearable Books series. He works as a children’s
book editor and has written more than 100 books for young readers. He’s
also 25% of his beloved family, which includes his amazing wife, Amy,
and their two growing-up-way-too-fast daughters.
Bob Lentz — Bloomington, Minnesota
Bob Lentz is 1/2 of the Lemke & Lentz creative team and a co-creator
of their Basic Training and Wearable Books series. He works as an art
director and has designed and illustrated many successful books for
children. In his spare time, he likes to talk about food while eating. He’s
also 1/4 of his beloved family, which includes his wife and two children, one of
which is answering the call of doodie right about now.
capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Picture Books
NEW TITLE

BEING YOU
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍDiverse creators contribute to the
#ownvoices movement
ÍÍA positive, self-affirming
message will appeal to kids of all
ages
ÍÍStimulates conversations around
self-acceptance and bullying
MARKETING

Being You

by Alexs Pate
Illustrated by Soud
978-1-68446-021-2
Award-winning author and professor Alexs Pate delivers a message of hope and
self-discovery in a time of uncertainty in our world. YOU is a beautiful picture
book celebrating every readers’ individuality and talents. With an authentic voice,
YOU’s poetic message of love and optimism for the future speaks directly to today’s
children. YOU helps us to see the wonder and light within each of us.

Alexs Pate — Debut children’s author — Minneapolis, Minnesota
Alexs Pate is an award-winning American author, novelist, playwright,
and writing professor. He has published five novels to date, including the
New York Times Bestseller Amistad. His novel Losing Absalom has received
the Minnesota Book Award and was named Best First Novel by the Black
Caucus of the American Library Association. Pate also serves as president
of Innocent Technologies, LLC, whose mission is to provide professional
development experiences to educators and healthcare workers that
improve and build better relationships with students and patients.

ÍÍNational publicity campaign
ÍÍSchool, library and indie outreach
and advertising
ÍÍComprehensive awards strategy
ÍÍBook trailer
ÍÍExtensive advanced reader copy
distribution
ÍÍ#OwnVoices promotions
ÍÍSelect author appearances
including ALA
CAPSTONE EDITIONS

$17.95 ($22.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World
age level: 6-7 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
10” x 10”
32 pages
16 illustrations
hardcover + jacket
carton qty: 25

Soud — Brazil
Soud is a freelance illustrator working in advertising, editorial, and
children’s illustration. He has illustrated many books for children and young
readers in his native Brazil. He won the Abril Award of Journalism for Best
Illustration, and the Highly Commended Seal by FNLIJ (Brazil’s National
Children’s Book and Youth Foundation). In the US, Soud illustrated Dionne
Warwick’s picture book, Say A Little Prayer, which was nominated for an
NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Literary Work and won a Mom’s
Choice Awards Gold Medal.
capstoneyoungreaders.com
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She is NOT a baby.
She is a grown-up.
She should be at the adult table!
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Picture Books
NEW TITLE

THE KIDDIE TABLE
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍFills a gap in the marketplace:
very few books about
Thanksgiving
ÍÍChildren ages 6-8 will relate to
the story topic of growing up and
feeling out of place
ÍÍTeaches character education
traits of empowerment and
persistence
ÍÍAuthor/illustrator Colleen
Madden has a lot of published
books
MARKETING

The Kiddie Table

ÍÍARC giveaways at BEA and ALA
ÍÍSocial media campaign
ÍÍHoliday promotions

by Colleen Madden
978-1-68446-002-1

At every Thanksgiving there are two tables—the kiddie table and the
adult table. So why in the world would an 8-year-old girl be stuck
at the kiddie table? She is NOT a baby. She is NOT a toddler. She is
a grown-up! She can do two-digit multiplication and knows how to
cut her own food. She deserves to be at the adult table! And after
an empowered speech and mini-breakdown, the girl is moved to the
adult table. Growing up is never easy, and author Colleen Madden
brilliantly tackles that issue in this delightful picture book.

CAPSTONE EDITIONS

$15.95 ($19.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 4-8 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
10” x 10”
32 pages
32 illustrations
hardcover + jacket
carton qty: 25

Colleen Madden — Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
The fourth girl in a family of 8 children, Colleen Madden made it
through childhood pretending to be a space princess with a wookie
sidekick and drawing in her cardboard box art studio. Colleen spent
some time acting and training at The Second City in Chicago, then
went on to graduate from a small liberal arts school in Massachusetts,
with a contract major in illustration and English literature. She is
currently residing in the Philadelphia area, with her writer-husband,
and their 2 sons. She has illustrated for many different kinds of clients
and is the recipient of an International Greeting Card Louie Award.
When not illustrating, Colleen can be found long distance running,
making her boys giggle, and eating lots and lots of sushi.

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Picture Books
NEW TITLE

A PLACE FOR PLUTO
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍMixes science with Character Ed
ÍÍFresh approach to a common
science theme
ÍÍAdded nonfiction back matter
connect the narrative story to the
curriculum
ÍÍAddresses need for books on
acceptance and self-awareness
CAPSTONE EDITIONS

$15.95 ($19.95 can)
AUGUST 2018

A Place for Pluto

by Stef Wade
Illustrated by Melanie Demmer
978-1-68446-004-5

rights: World except UK
age level: 5-8 years
reading level: Grades K-3
9 1/4” x 10 1/4”
32 pages
14 illustrations
hardcover + jacket
carton qty: 25

Pluto got the shock of his life when he was kicked out of the
famous nine. His planet status was stripped away, leaving him
lost and confused. Poor Pluto! On his quest to find a place where
he belongs, he talks to comets, asteroids, and meteoroids. He
doesn’t fit in anywhere! But when Pluto is about to give up,
he runs into a dwarf planet and finally finds his place in the
solar system. This feel-good picture book combines a popular
science topic with character education themes of self-discovery,
acceptance, and friendship.
Stef Wade — Debut children’s author — Brookfield, Wisconsin
Stef Wade used to write about cardboard boxes, but thinks writing
books is far more exciting. She was the co-creator and writer for the
former cooking and home blog Haute Apple Pie. Stef holds a BA in
advertising from Marquette University and an MBA in Integrated
Marketing Communication from DePaul University. Stef is a member
of the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators (SCBWI). She
currently resides in the greater Milwaukee area with her husband and
three boys.
Melanie Demmer — Los Angeles, California
Melanie is an American artist born and raised in Plymouth, Michigan. She
has been drawing since she was a little girl. Back then, her favorite canvas
was pavement and her go to medium was sidewalk chalk. Nowadays,
Melanie likes to create artwork digitally but also enjoys using watercolor,
markers, colored pencils, and acrylic paint. Oh, and sometimes a pinch
of glitter too! Melanie is a 2013 graduate of the College for Creative
Studies in Detroit, Michigan where she earned a BFA in Illustration. The
Michigan-native has since relocated to Los Angeles, California to pursue
a career in illustration and design.

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Can a friendship survive
this much AWESOME?
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Picture Books
NEW TITLE

AWESOME!
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍTeaches an important life lesson
about jealousy and how to
handle it
ÍÍUseful tool for teachers and
caregivers to talk about
friendship and how to treat
others
ÍÍPerfect read-aloud for younger
elementary children
CAPSTONE EDITIONS

$15.95 ($19.95 can)
AUGUST 2018

Awesome!

by Craig Shuttlewood
978-1-68446-013-7
Marvin the moose and Woody the beaver are BFFs. But their friendship
is tested when Marvin does something totally AWESOME and Woody
remains ordinary. The other forest animals now adore Marvin—calling
in his new superhero services to help right wrongs, solve problems,
and fix trouble. They even build a statue in his honor! Woody watches
with envy, hatching a not-so-awesome plan to put all eyes on him. Can
Woody and Marvin save their friendship? Craig Shuttlewood explores
friendship, jealousy, and forgiveness in this relatable picture book about
finding the awesome inside each of us.

rights: World
age level: 4-8 years
reading level: Grades K-2
9” x 11”
32 pages
30 illustrations
hardcover + jacket
carton qty: 25

Craig Shuttlewood — Brighton, UK
Craig Shuttlewood is an artist and illustrator from Brighton, UK. His work
combines paint, found materials, scribbles, and drawings representative
of everyday things. His work has been exhibited in many galleries from
London to New York and purchased by private collectors. Craig’s debut
picture book, Who’s In the Tree That Shouldn’t Be?, received a highly
commended award at the Cambridgeshire Read it Again! Award.

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Sometimes you have to
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Picture Books
NEW TITLE

HARRISON P. SPADER,
PERSONAL SPACE
INVADER
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍFrom the author of Lacey Walker,
Nonstop Talker
ÍÍSupport the concepts of selfmonitoring, self-regulation, and
self-evaluation
ÍÍKey issue for children on the
autism spectrum
MARKETING

Harrison P. Spader, Personal Space Invader
by Christianne C. Jones
Illustrated by Cale Atkinson
978-1-5158-2723-8

Harrison P. Spader sat a little too close. Shook hands a little too
long. High-fived a little too hard. And hugged a little too much.
Harrison P. Spader was a personal space invader. But that all
changes when he learns the Space Saver rhyme: Arms out front,
then out real wide. Now place your arms back by your sides.
Author Christianne Jones uses humor and relatable situations
to teach early learners about self awareness. This entertaining
picture book in the Little Boost series will tackle a much-needed
topic for teachers, parents, and librarians.

Christianne C. Jones — Mankato, Minnesota

ÍÍSocial media campaign
ÍÍGoodReads and NetGalley
promotions
ÍÍOutreach to early childhood and
autism organizations
ÍÍAdvanced reader copy
distribution
ÍÍSelect author appearances
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$14.95 ($18.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 4-8 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
10” x 10”
32 pages
16 illustrations
paper over board
carton qty: 25

MORE TITLES ON PAGE 86

Christianne Jones is an award-winning author of books for younger
children. Her picture book Lacey Walker, Nonstop Talker won a 2013
Gelett Burgess Award and was a Midwest Book Award finalist, and
Hello, Goodbye, and a Very Little Lie was listed as one of the 100 best
children’s books by popular parenting site babble.com. Christianne lives
in Mankato, Minnesota, with her husband and three daughters.
Cale Atkinson — Vancouver, Canada
Cale Atkinson is an author, illustrator, and animator. His work can be
found in animated shorts, television, games, and children’s books,
including To the Sea, Explorers of the Wild, Maxwell the Monkey Barber, and
Where Oliver Fits. Cale currently resides in Kelowna, Canada.

Lacey Walker,
Nonstop Talker
978-1-4795-2156-2

The Social Butterfly
978-1-5158-1697-3

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Picture Books
NEW TITLE

THE PICKY EATER
Little Boost books tackle early life
lessons in a funny and relatable
manner. From learning to share
to telling lies, life isn’t easy.
These picture books include
many teachable moments,
which are important elements
in children’s books. Caregivers
will be able to engage young
children with entertaining stories
while introducing and instilling
important life skills. These books
are sure to give everyone a little
boost!
SELLING POINTS

The Picky Eater

ÍÍIncludes teachable moments for
young children
ÍÍAddresses a common problem in
young children—picky eating—
while entertaining and engaging
them
ÍÍHelps instill important life skills

by Betsy Parkinson
Illustrated by Shane Clester
978-1-5158-2943-0

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

Piper is a picky piglet! Especially when it comes to food.
She prefers foods that begin with the letter P. Can she
overcome her picky eating habits?

$14.95 ($18.95 can)
AUGUST 2018

Betsy Parkinson — Chicago, Illinois

rights: World except UK
age level: 4-7 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
10” x 10”
32 pages
15 illustrations
paper over board
carton qty: 25

MORE TITLES ON PAGE 86

Betsy grew up in Green Bay, Wisconsin. A graduate of the University of Wisconsin, she
has taught Kindergarten in five different states. She loves her morning runs and traveling
during summer. She lives just outside of Chicago with her husband and two daughters.
Shane Clester — Jacksonville, Florida
Largely self taught, Shane has been a professional illustrator since 2005. Initially working
in comics and storyboards, Shane has transitioned to his real passion—children’s books—
even self-publishing several of his own. Shane’s commitment and work ethic are unrivaled,
with many clients going on to become personal friends. Above all else, Shane values
his flexibility, diversity and determination to produce nothing less than perfect. Shane
currently lives in Florida with his wonderful wife and their two tots. When not illustrating,
he can usually be found by his in-laws’s pool.

Miles McHale,
Tattletale
978-1-5158-0753-7

You Get What You Get
978-1-4795-2157-9

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Find out why

DRAGONS

shouldn’t go
to recess!

22
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Picture Books
NEW TITLE

DO NOT BRING YOUR
DRAGON TO RECESS
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍGreat read aloud with energetic
rhyming text
ÍÍDragons are a popular subject
ÍÍUnderlying theme of following
rules and proper etiquette
ÍÍImportant message: Story
reminds the readers how to have
fun and share at recess
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($18.95 can)
AUGUST 2018

Do Not Bring Your Dragon to Recess

rights: World except UK
age level: 4-7 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
9” x 11”
32 pages
13 illustrations
paper over board
carton qty: 25

by Julie Gassman
Illustrated by Andy Elkerton
978-1-68436-035-2

Dragons are more than just fire and wings. They have outside
interests like slides and swings. But can a dragon follow the rules
and use proper playground manners at recess? With the help
of her best friend she can! This is the third book in author Julie
Gassman’s popular dragon series. Using a diverse cast, relatable
situations, and rhyming text, the importance of recess etiquette
has never been funnier!

Julie Gassman — St. Peter, Minnesota
The youngest in a family of nine children, Julie Gassman grew up in
Howard, South Dakota. After college, she traded in small-town life for the
world of magazine publishing in New York City. She now lives in southern
Minnesota with her husband and their three children.

MORE TITLES ON PAGE 90

Andy Elkerton — Scotland
After graudating from Art College in the UK, Andy began a career as a
graphic designer in the video games industry, when it was very much
in it’s infancy. He continued as a graphic designer for fourteen years,
until he decided to go back to his illustrative roots and try his hand at
being a children’s book illustrator. Since 2002 he has produced work for
picturebooks, educational books, advertising, and toy design. He has been
a finalist, twice, in the “Language Learner Literature” Awards, and has
worked for clients all over the world. He currently lives in a small tourist
town on the West coast of Scotland, with his wife and three children.

Do Not Bring Your
Dragon to the Library
978-1-62370-651-7

Do Not Take Your
Dragon to Dinner
978-1-62370-916-7
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Picture Books

Code for the youngest learners.

NEW SERIES

CODE PLAY
It’s time to clean Adi’s room. If
only a computer could do it for
her! That gives Adi and her best
friend Gabi an idea—think like a
coder! These scientific thinkers
put on their computer coding caps
and make cleaning up a snap by
sorting with variables!
SELLING POINTS

ÌÌIntroduces basic concepts of
coding to young readers in a
story format
ÌÌCompares coding concepts to
everyday scenarios children will
relate to
ÌÌFeatures two girls of color who
are scientific thinkers
ÌÌAuthor is a developer and
designer who works to increase
accessibility and sustainability
through technology

Adi Sorts with Variables
by Caroline Karanja
978-1-5158-3442-7

It’s time to clean Adi’s room. If
only a computer could do it for
her! That gives Adi and her best
friend Gabi an idea—think like a
coder! These scientific thinkers
put on their computer coding
caps and make cleaning up a
snap by sorting with variables!

Adi’s Perfect Patterns
and Loops
by Caroline Karanja
978-1-5158-3443-4

Best friends Adi and Gabi love to
play with Adi’s toy train. Round
and round it goes—choo choo!
Watching it loop the track gives
the girls an idea. These scientific
thinkers use their computer
coding knowledge to put the
train to work!

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$14.95 ($18.95 can)
SEPTEMBER 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 5-8 years
reading level: Grades K-3
10” x 10”
24 pages
20 illustrations
paper over board
carton qty: 50

Gabi’s Fabulous Functions

Gabi’s If/Then Garden

Computer coding in the kitchen?
Yes! Best friends Gabi and Adi are
baking a special birthday treat—
and making a recipe is a lot like
creating a function in a computer
code. These scientifically minded
junior programmers are always
on the lookout for ways to work
coding concepts into their day
with Code Play!

Gabi’s garden needs some help.
Where to begin? Gabi and her
best friend Adi use if/then
statements to decide what to
plant, what to water, and what
to pick! These scientific thinkers
find ways every day to use
computer coding concepts to
make work and play more fun!

by Caroline Karanja
978-1-5158-3444-1

by Caroline Karanja
978-1-5158-3445-8

Caroline Karanja — Minneapolis, Minnesota
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Caroline Karanja is a developer and designer who is on a mission to
increase accessibility and sustainability through technology. She enjoys
figuring out how things work and sharing this knowledge with others.

The Ants and the Grasshopper, Narrated by the
Fanciful But Truthful Grasshopper

Picture Books

by Nancy Loewen, Illustrated by Carles Arbat
978-1-5158-2872-3

Why wasn’t the grasshopper preparing for winter like the
industrious ants were? The grasshopper himself treats you to
HIS side of this classic Aesop’s fable in a story that celebrates
friendship and music—and is all about point of view. Includes a
condensed version of the original tale.

The Boy Who Cried Wolf, Narrated by the
Sheepish But Truthful Wolf
by Nancy Loewen, Illustrated by Juan M. Moreno
978-1-5158-2873-0

Would EWE like to know who was really pulling the wool over
whose eyes? The Wolf shares HIS point of view and gets candid
about “the boy who cried” in this fractured version of a classic
Aesop’s fable. Includes a condensed version of the original tale.

The Lion and the Mouse, Narrated by the Timid
But Truthful Mouse
by Nancy Loewen, Illustrated by Cristian Luis Bernardini
978-1-5158-2870-9

She’s always been the “invisible” twin, but when her sister
reneges on a promise to the king of beasts, a timid mouse
chews her way into the spotlight. This sweet, fractured twist
on a classic Aesop’s fable, told from the mouse’s point of
view, celebrates kindness and bravery of all sizes. Includes a
condensed version of the original tale.

The Tortoise and the Hare, Narrated by the Silly
But Truthful Tortoise
by Nancy Loewen, Illustrated by Thomas Russell Cox
978-1-5158-2871-6

The tortoise may be slow, but he’s killing it onstage, much to the
hare’s dismay. Get every punchline straight from the reptilian
comedian’s mouth in this fractured take on a classic Aesop’s
fable. Includes a condensed version of the original tale.

Nancy Loewen — Minnesota
Nancy Loewen writes fiction and nonfiction for children and young adults.
Recent awards include: 2012 Minnesota Book Awards finalist (The LAST
Day of Kindergarten); 2011 Bank Street’s Best Children’s Books of the
Year (Share a Scare: Writing Your Own Scary Story); 2011 Book of Note,
Tri-State Young Adult Review Committee (Stubborn as a Mule and Other
Silly Similes); and 2010 Distinguished Achievement Award from the
Association of Educational Publishers (Writer’s Toolbox Series). She’s
also received awards from The American Library Association, the New
York Public Library, the Independent Book Publishers Association, and
the Society of School Librarians International. Nancy holds an MFA in
creative writing from Hamline University, St. Paul. She lives in the Twin
Cities with her husband and two teenage children.

NEW SERIES

THE OTHER SIDE OF
THE FABLE
Aesop had his say. Now it’s time
to give the mic to some of his
characters and get their take on
his classic fables. A collection
of twists on enduring morality
tales, The Other Side of the Fable
provides sweet-natured fun from a
fresh point of view.
SELLING POINTS

ÌÌSpin-off of the wildly popular,
bestselling series The Other Side
of the Story ensures an eager
audience already familiar with
the format
ÌÌLighthearted, playful twists on
classic Aesop fables are fun for
personal reading, but they also
subtly teach the concept of point
of view
ÌÌEach title includes a condensed
version of the original fable to
aquaint/reaquaint readers with
the story and/or to use it for
compare/contrast purposes
ÌÌColorful, whimsical illustrations
enhance read-aloud time
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 4-8 years
reading level: Grades K-2
8” x 10”
24 pages
20 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 100
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Picture Books
NEW TITLE

UNSTOPPABLE: HOW
JIM THORPE AND THE
CARLISLE INDIAN
SCHOOL DEFEATED
THE ARMY
SELLING POINTS

Unstoppable: How Jim Thorpe and the Carlisle Indian School
Defeated Army
by Art Coulson
Illustrated by Nick Hardcastle
978-1-5435-0406-4

In the autumn of 1912, the football team from Carlisle Indian Industrial School took the
field at the U.S. Military Academy, home to the bigger, stronger, and better-equipped
West Points Cadets. Sportswriters billed the game as a sort of rematch, pitting against
each other the descendants of U.S. soldiers and American Indians who fought on the
battlefield only 20 years earlier. But for lightning-fast Jim Thorpe and the other Carlisle
players, that day’s game was about skill, strategy, and determination. Known for
unusual formations and innovative plays, the Carlisle squad was out to prove just one
thing—that it was the best football team in all the land.

ÍÍAgainst-the-odds football story
perfect for Fall
ÍÍIdeal offering for National Native
American Heritage month in
November
ÍÍAuthor Art Coulson is an enrolled
member of the Cherokee Nation
and provides an afterword with
additional context about the
story
CAPSTONE EDITIONS

$15.95 ($19.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World
age level: 6-10 years
reading level: Grades 1-5
9” x 11”
40 pages
20-30 illustrations
hardcover
carton qty: 25

Art Coulson — Apple Valley, Minnesota
Art Coulson, Cherokee, was an award-winning journalist and the first
executive director of the Wilma Mankiller Foundation in Oklahoma. His first
children’s book, The Creator’s Game: A Story of Baaga’adowe/Lacrosse
(Minnesota Historical Society Press, 2013), told of the deep spiritual and
cultural connections of American Indian people to the sport of lacrosse. Art
still plays traditional Cherokee stickball, an original version of lacrosse, when
he is visiting friends and family in the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma. Art
lives in Apple Valley, Minnesota, with his wife and two daughters.
Nick Hardcastle — Bridport, Dorset
After studying illustration at Maidstone College of Art in Kent, Nick
Hardcastle was accepted on the illustration course at the Royal College of
Art in London, and following his graduation he continued to live and work in
London for 18 years. During that time he created illustrations for clients in
publishing, advertising, design, architecture, and editorial work. Now based
in Bridport, Dorset, which is on the famous Jurassic Coast, he continues to
work for a wide range of high-profile clients in the UK and elsewhere. His
more unusual commissions have included a series of illustrated panels on
the walls of Wapping Underground Station in London and a drawing of the
Royal Train for Intercity that was presented to the Queen and which resides
in the library at Windsor Castle.

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Young Readers
NEW TITLE

MEET YASMIN!
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍEarly reader featuring a Muslim,
Pakistani American girl and her
family
ÍÍStrong female character with a
knack for solving problems in
unique ways
ÍÍSubtly weaves Muslim traditions
into fun, relatable stories
ÍÍPerfect for fans of Katie Woo!
MARKETING

Meet Yasmin!

by Saadia Faruqi
Illustrated by Hatem Aly
978-1-68436-022-2

Katie Woo
fans love
Yasmin!

Meet Yasmin! Yasmin Ahmad is a spirited second-grader who’s
always on the lookout for those “aha” moments to help her solve
life’s little problems. Taking inspiration from her surroundings and
her big imagination, she boldly faces any situation—assuming
her imagination doesn’t get too big, of course! A creative thinker
and curious explorer, Yasmin and her multi-generational Pakistani
American family will delight and inspire readers.
Saadia Faruqi — Debut children’s author — Houston, Texas
Saadia Faruqi is a Pakistani American writer, essayist and interfaith
activist. She writes for a number of publications including the Huffington
Post, and is editor-in-chief of Blue Minaret, a magazine for Muslim art,
poetry and prose. Her adult short story collection Brick Walls: Tales of
Hope & Courage from Pakistan was published in 2015. She resides in
Houston, TX with her husband and children.

ÍÍNational publicity campaign
ÍÍSchool, library and indie outreach
and advertising
ÍÍABA Children’s White Box
Mailing, Spring 2018
ÍÍExtensive advanced reader copy
distribution
ÍÍ#OwnVoices promotions
ÍÍSelect author appearances
including TLA and BEA
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$5.95 ($7.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 5-8 years
reading level: Grades K-2
6” x 9”
96 pages
60 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

Hatem Aly — New Brunswick, Canada
Hatem Aly is an Egyptian-born illustrator whose work has been featured
in multiple publications worldwide. He currently lives in beautiful New
Brunswick, Canada, with his wife, son, and more pets than people. When
he is not dipping cookies in a cup of tea or staring at blank pieces of
paper, he is usually drawing books. One of the books he illustrated is The
Inquisitor’s Tale by Adam Gidwitz, which won a Newbery Honor and other
awards despite Hatem’s drawings of a farting dragon, a two-headed cat,
and stinky cheese.
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Young Readers
NEW TITLE

More adventures with
Katie Woo’s best friend Pedro

PEDRO
From the creator of Katie Woo,
Fran Manushkin, comes a series
about Katie’s pal Pedro. Join
Pedro and his friends as he enjoys
adventures at school, on the
soccer field, and at home with his
sometimes pesky, younger brother
Paco!
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍHispanic main character fits the
need for more diverse series for
young readers
ÍÍSpin off series from Fran
Manushkin’s popular Katie Woo
series
ÍÍReaders will relate to Pedro’s
interests and his happy-go-lucky
personality
ÍÍPerfect for beginning readers
ÍÍShort chapters and familiar words
build confidence.
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$4.95 ($6.95 can)
OCTOBER 2018
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
5 1/2” x 7 1/4”
96 pages
60-80 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

MORE TITLES ON PAGE 100

Pedro, First-Class Friend
by Fran Manushkin
Illustrated by Tammie Lyon
978-1-5158-2840-2

What makes Pedro a first-class friend? One,
he will bravely search out the classroom
stink. Two, he loves driving monster trucks.
Three, he knows how to have fun, even with
a broken arm. And four, he’s even a friend to
his little brother! Read his latest adventures
in this early chapter book from author Fran
Manushkin and join in the fun!

Fran Manushkin — New York, New York
Fran Manushkin is the author of many popular picture books, including
How Mama Brought the Spring; Baby, Come Out!; Latkes and
Applesauce: A Hanukkah Story; and The Tushy Book. There is a real Katie
Woo — she’s Fran’s great-niece — but she never gets in half the trouble
of the Katie Woo in the books. Fran writes on her beloved MacBook in
New York City.
Tammie Lyon — Milford, Ohio

Pedro the Great
978-1-5158-1913-4
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Pedro, First-Grade
Hero
978-1-5158-0112-2
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Tammie Lyon began her love for drawing at a young age while sitting
at the kitchen table with her dad. She continued her love of art and
eventually attended The Columbus College of Art and Design, where
she earned a Bachelors degree in Fine Art. After a brief career as a
professional ballet dancer, she decided to devote herself full time to
illustration. Today she lives with her husband, Lee, in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Her dogs, Gus and Dudley, keep her company as she works in her studio.

Two new stories.
Two more contests to win.

Young Readers
NEW TITLES

KYLIE JEAN
Second grader Kylie Jean wants
to be the queen of everything! But
in her quest to be the best, this
young southern belle learns a few
lessons of her own. Mischievous,
delightful, and fun, this series will
be a must-read for girls who love
ruffles, tiaras, and anything pink just like Kylie Jean!
SELLING POINTS

Art Queen

Robot Queen

Kylie Jean wants to be the queen of
everything! She joins the art club and
meets a new friend. Together they learn to
paint in the style of several famous artists.
When Kylie enters her school’s Mural
Art Contest, she knows just the painting
that could win. But the painting takes a
surprising turn. Will Kylie’s masterpiece
make a great impression?

Kylie Jean wants to be the queen of
everything! She joins the school’s
robotics team. It’s a new challenge,
and Kylie has a lot to learn about
building robots. She even has to learn
how to code. Soon her team enters a
big competition. Will Kylie Jean’s hard
work pay off?

by Marci Peschke
Illustrated by Tuesday Mourning
978-1-5158-2935-5

by Marci Peschke
Illustrated by Tuesday Mourning
978-1-5158-2934-8

ÍÍRecipe in the back of every book,
along with discussion questions
and writing prompts
ÍÍIdeal for girl readers interested in
all things pink
ÍÍTexas-based author lends
authentic feel to Kylie Jean’s
setting
ÍÍStrong female
protagonistEmphasizes character
ÍÍSupports STEAM for girls
MARKETING

$8.95 ($9.95 can)
SEPTEMBER 2018
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
5 3/4” x 7 1/2”
112 pages
30 illustrations
paper over board
carton qty: 30

MORE TITLES ON PAGE 104
Marci Peschke — Garland, Texas
Marci Bales Peschke was born in Indiana, grew up in Florida, and now
lives in Texas, where she is a librarian. She has lived in three haunted
houses, but now lives with her husband, two children, and a feisty black
and white cat named Phoebe. She loves reading and watching movies.
Tuesday Mourning — Utah
When Tuesday Mourning was a little girl, she knew she wanted to be an
artist when she grew up. Now, she is an illustrator who lives in Utah. She
especially loves illustrating books for kids and teenagers. When she isn’t
illustrating, Tuesday loves spending time with her husband, who is an
actor, and their children.

Fishing Queen
978-1-4795-9902-8
(PoB)

Cooking Queen
978-1-4795-9901-1 (PoB)

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Young Readers
NEW TITLE

BUMBLE B.
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍPerfect for fans of Katie Woo
ÍÍRelatable stories with a strong
focus on resilience/perseverance
ÍÍShort chapters and easy-to-read
text mixed with colorful art are
just right for younger readers
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$7.95 ($9.95 can)
OCTOBER 2018
rights: World
age level: 5-7 years
reading level: Grades K-2
5 3/4” x 7 1/2”
96 pages
80 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

Bumble B. Mission Fun
by Marsha Qualey
Illustrated by Jessica Gibson
978-1-68436-016-1

Beatrice “Bumble B.” Flinn is funny (she loves jokes), smart (she loves science), and
creative (she loves to draw). Beatrice is also very clumsy and tends to bumble her
way through life, which is how she got the nickname Bumble B. (the fact that she
loves bugs and hates her full name plays a role as well). But clumsiness doesn’t
damper her confidence! Every day she tackles a self-assigned mission. And every
mission is a new opportunity for success. With humor, spunk, and a whole lot of
spirit, Bumble B. proves, without a doubt, that what doesn’t kill her makes her
stronger! With fun-filled illustrations, short chapters, and easy-to-read text, this
early chapter book will prove that every negative can be turned into a positive if you
have the right attitude, a little confidence, and a ton of resilience.

Marsha Qualey — Eau Claire, Wisconsin
Marsha Qualey is the author of many books for readers young and old.
She tries to tackle every day with as much spirit as Beatrice.
Jessica Gibson
Jessica Gibson is a self-taught illustrator born in Detroit, Michigan who
has worked with various companies and publishers. Her heart-warming,
whimsical illustrations have been featured in many picture books,
magazines, and some galleries. She has a strong fondness for animals
and nature, and a lot of her artwork reflects this.
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YOUNG READERS
NEW TITLES

MOLLY MAC
Meet Molly Mac, the curious girl who is
always onto something. She’s a whirlwind
full of questions, and she’s out to find the
answers!

Cute and curious Molly Mac
takes on 1st grade
Campground Creature
by Marty Kelley
978-1-5158-2389-6

Molly’s family and Kayley go on a camping trip. With a new camera
in hand, Molly is determined to take a picture of a mysterious
creature. Will Molly click the perfect pic? Or will the campground
creature remain a mystery?

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Readers who like Katie Woo and Junie B.
Jones will love Molly Mac
ÍÍ Written and illustrated by Marty Kelley,
whose picture book Twelve Terrible
Things received a glowing review in the
New York Times
ÍÍ Discussion questions and writing prompts
encourage reflection and analysis
ÍÍ A diverse main character will allow a
wider range of readers to connect with
the text

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$4.95 ($5.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades K-2
6” x 8 1/2”
56 pages
20 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 100

Magic Molly

by Marty Kelley
978-1-5158-2388-9
Molly decides she wants to be a famous magician, but there’s one
problem-she doesn’t know any REAL magic tricks. An old magic kit
in the attic may do just the trick! Will Molly make REAL magic? Or
will her magic fizzle?

Three . . . Two . . .One . . . Blastoff!
by Marty Kelley
978-1-5158-2391-9

Molly’s class is going on a field trip to the Space Science Center,
but Molly thinks they’ll be blasting off into outer space. Everyone
tries to tell Molly that the trip won’t involve visiting outer space,
but Molly is sure they’re all wrong. When Mr. Rose confirms that
they will be keeping their feet on Earth, Molly comes up with a
secret plan. Will Molly’s secret plan send her into space? Or will she
remain grounded?

Top Secret Author Visit
by Marty Kelley
978-1-5158-2390-2

When a famous author visits Molly’s classroom, Molly is bound
and determined to find out his big secret - you know, the secret to
being a rich, famous author. Molly tries inventing a special mindcontrolling hat in order to steal his secret. Will Molly’s hat help her
find out the big secret? Or will Molly forever wonder what it takes to
be a rich, famous author?

MORE TITLES ON PAGE 100
Marty Kelley — New Boston, New Hampshire

The Best Friend
Bandit
978-1-5158-0840-4
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Tooth Fairy Trouble
978-1-5158-0842-8
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Marty Kelley is the author and/or illustrator of over 20 books for children.
His books have been nominated for state awards, written about lovingly
in the New York Times, and worn out in the hands of eager, young
readers. Marty spent his formative years drawing action-packed pictures
of his teachers being eaten by dinosaurs. While some of the teachers
suggested that he should focus more on his math worksheets, he now
makes a living doing what he loves. Marty spent many years as a second
grade teacher and loved it when students gave him pictures of himself
being eaten by dinosaurs. When he’s not busy writing and painting,
Marty visits between 50–70 schools each year to help kids get excited
about writing. Learn more at www.martykelley.com.

Ellie Ultra Saves the World…Again!

YOUNG READERS
NEW TITLES

ELLIE ULTRA

Camp Hero Double Trouble

Super Spooked

Ellie is excited to go to Camp Hero, where
the motto is: Where Super Friendships
are Made! But when Ellie’s cabinmates,
superhero twins Mona and Leona, give her
the cold shoulder, Ellie decides to use her
parents’ latest invention to get them to like
her. The invention works — too well — and
the twins start fighting over Ellie! Can Ellie
stop their double trouble and find out why
they weren’t friendly to her in the first
place?

Ellie is invited to a Halloween sleepover at
her best friend Hannah’s house. She can’t
wait to have some spooky fun with her
friends . . . until the lights go out. Nothing
scares Ellie worse than the dark! But when
the villainous Fairy Frightmare strikes the
sleepover and sprinkles the girls with bad
dream dust — trapping them inside their
worst nightmares — there are bigger things
to worry about. Can Ellie squash her fear
and save her friends?

by Gina Bellisario
Illustrated by Jessika von Innerebner
978-1-4965-6517-4

by Gina Bellisario
Illustrated by Jessika von Innerebner
978-1-4965-6516-7

Ellie Ultra is no ordinary girl — she’s a
superhero. She fights alien blobs. She
knows about death ray safety. She flies
through the sky and sees through walls.
Saving the world is all in a day’s work for
Ellie, but fitting in in the mostly normal
town of Winkopolis? Not so much. Tackling
everyday problems can be harder than
taking down a super-villain when you’re a
third-grade superhero! Being a super kid
isn’t easy, and nobody knows that better
than Ellie Ultra. Chapter-book readers will
be charmed by Ellie and her super sense of
adventure in these girl-centric superhero
stories.

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Fun, humorous, action-packed stories
with a strong female protagonist
ÍÍ Focus on friendships and family
relationships
ÍÍ Diverse characters
ÍÍ African American superhero for girls

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
SEPTEMBER 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 2-3
5 3/4” x 7 1/2”
128 pages
15 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

Gina Bellisario — Park Ridge, Illinois
Gina Bellisario is an ordinary grown-up who can do many extraordinary
things. She can make things disappear, such as a cheeseburger or a grass
stain. She can create a masterpiece out of glitter glue and shoelaces. She
can even thwart a messy room with her super-cleaning power! Gina lives
in Park Ridge, Illinois, not too far from Winkopolis, with her husband and
their super kids.

MORE TITLES ON PAGE 104

Jessika von Innerebner — Kelowna, Canada
Jess loves creating! Especially when it inspires and empowers others to
make the world a better place. She landed her first illustration job at 17
and hasn’t looked back! Jess has colored her way through projects with
Disney.com, Nickelodeon, Fisher Price, and Atomic Cartoons to name a
few. She is an illustrator who loves humor and heart, and can draw her
way out of anything! In her spare moments, Jess can be found longboarding, yoga-ing, dancing, adventuring to distant lands and laughing
with friends

Super Fluffy to the
Rescue
978-1-4965-3146-9

Team Earth Takeover
978-1-4965-3147-6
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YOUNG READERS
NEW TITLES

Be a Part of Molly and Olive’s
Long-Distance Friendship

DEAR MOLLY,
DEAR OLIVE
Molly and Olive are best friends—best
friends who’ve never met! One’s a city girl
living with a single mom. The other’s at
home on the family farm in Iowa. But these
third-graders understand each other better
than anyone, thanks to their participation
in a cross-country Pen Pal Club. Told
through narrative, letters, email messages,
and postcards, this series entertains while
celebrating true friendship.

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Broad appeal: Multicultural main
characters from different geographic
areas and family structures
ÍÍ Follows trend of friendship chapter books
for elementary school kids
ÍÍ 1st-person narration alternates from
chapter to chapter between Molly and
Olive for a greater understanding of their
characters

$5.95 ($7.95 can)
SEPTEMBER 2018

Molly Gets a Goat: (and Wants to
Give It Back)
by Megan Atwood
Illustrated by Kim Barnes
978-1-68436-040-6

City-girl Molly makes a bet with her pen pal, Olive, who
lives on a farm in Iowa. Olive doesn’t believe Molly knows
what real country life is like, and Molly doesn’t think Olive
would do well in a city. Through a series of emails, they
decide they will each spend a day living like the other
one does. Between hungry goats and confusing city
transportation, the girls realize walking in another person’s
shoes is not as easy as they expected! First-person
narratives that alternate point-of-view from chapter to
chapter show the crazy struggles of these two relatable
characters.

Olive Becomes Famous: (and
Hopes She Can Become UnFamous)
by Megan Atwood
Illustrated by Kim Barnes
978-1-68436-041-3

Olive is going to be in a commercial! The only problem is
that Olive can’t land the gymnastics stunt for it, and she is
afraid to tell the truth. Meanwhile, her cross-country pen
pal, Molly, has started taken acting classes and is super
jealous of Olive, but doesn’t want to tell her. Molly goes on
a mission to get on a commercial, too, with her new friend
from class. Follow the secrets and threatened friendship
through reading the jealous emails and alternating firstperson points of view to discover Olive’s plan to make
everything right.

rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
5 3/4” x 7 1/2”
96 pages
40 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

MORE TITLES ON PAGE 103

Megan Atwood — Minneapolis, Minnesota
Megan Atwood lives and works in Minneapolis, MN. She has written over
35 children’s books and teaches creative writing at Hamline University.
When she is not writing books or teaching, she is inflicting love and
affection on her cats and dreaming up more characters to keep her
company. She also is trying to find more time to write personal letters to
her loved ones, much like Molly and Olive.
Kim Barnes

Molly Meets Trouble
(Whose Real Name Is
Jenna)
978-1-62370-618-0
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Olive Finds Treasure
(of the Most Precious
Kind)
978-1-62370-615-9
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After I graduated in 2014, I decided to stay in Lincoln (in the United
Kingdom), and I now work from my home studio surrounded by books
and my two cats. I can normally be found with a pencil in one hand and
a cup of tea in the other. When I’m not illustrating, I love to bake and
garden. I am lucky enough to live right next to the lovely canal in Lincoln,
where I often take short walks in the sunshine.

YOUNG READERS
NEW TITLES

GINGER GREEN,
PLAYDATE QUEEN
Every playdate is different, and
no playdate is perfect. But Ginger
Green is the queen of playdates!
Ginger brings creativity and
energy to all of her playdates, and
she loves playing with her friends
in this series of beginning chapter
books perfect for readers ready to
transition past picture books.
The Clever Friend

by Kim Kane
Illustrated by Jon Davis
978-1-5158-2013-0
Ginger Green is the playdate queen. She
is playing with Meagan today. But what
happens when Meagan is too clever for
Ginger? Can Ginger find a way for them to
play together?

The Only Friend

by Kim Kane
Illustrated by Jon Davis
978-1-5158-2012-3
Ginger Green is the playdate queen. She is
playing with Maya today. But what happens
when Maya wants to play with Ginger’s
sister instead?

SELLING POINTS

ÍÍFun, sweet stories for beginning
readers
ÍÍTeaches social skills, problem
solving, and friendship basics
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$5.95 ($7.95 can)
SEPTEMBER 2018
rights: United States, Canada, The
Phillippines, Europe including the United
Kingdom
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
5” x 7 3/4”
64 pages
49 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 100

MORE TITLES ON PAGE 105
Kim Kane — Melbourne, Australia
Kim Kane is an award-winning author who writes for children and teens
in Australia and overseas. Kim’s books include the CBCA short-listed
picture book Family Forest and her middle-grade novel Pip: the Story of
Olive. Kim lives with her family in Melbourne and writes whenever and
wherever she can.
Jon Davis — Twickenham, United Kingdom
Pirates, old elephants, witches in bloomers, bears on bikes, ugly cats,
sweet kids — Jon Davis does it all! Based in Twickenham, United
Kingdom, Jon Davis has illustrated more than 40 kids’ books for
publishers across the globe.

The Crazy Friend
978-1-5158-1953-0

The New Friend
978-1-5158-1952-3

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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NEARLY FEARLESS
MONKEY PIRATES
The Nearly Fearless Monkey Pirates sail
the seas, hunting for treasure, but what
they find is trouble! Developing readers will
enjoy getting their reading sea legs with
these funny tales of great feats and frights.
The monkey crew never knows where their
leader, Captain Banana Beard, will take
them next. But one thing’s for certain: this
series of early chapter books is more fun
than a barrel of monkeys! Download the
Capstone 4D app to access a variety of
bonus content.

Attack of the Zombie Mermaids
by Michael Anthony Steele
Illustrated by Pauline Reeves
978-1-5158-2685-9

Captain Banana Beard thinks that finding Neptune’s Trident will
bring him great fortune. But the treasure carries a curse! What
will the Nearly Fearless Monkey Pirates do when they come face
to face with zombie mermaids?

Battle of the Pirate Bands
by Michael Anthony Steele
Illustrated by Pauline Reeves
978-1-5158-2687-3

Pirates from across the seven seas are gathering for the greatest
of pirate competitions. But when the prize trophy is stolen, the
Monkey Pirates are framed as the thieves. Can the crew clear
their nearly-fearless names?

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Humorous adventure stories with highinterest characters and themes are sure to
please active early readers
ÍÍ Perfect for readers who are ready to
transition from easy readers to chapter
books
ÍÍ Illustrations created with school-age
children in mind, appealing to fans of
Cartoon Network and Nickelodeon

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$7.95 ($9.95 can)
SEPTEMBER 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 5-7 years
reading level: Grades K-2
6” x 9”
48 pages
15 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 100

Escape from Haunted Treasure Island
by Michael Anthony Steele
Illustrated by Pauline Reeves
978-1-5158-2686-6

The Nearly Fearless Monkey Pirates sail to a secret treasure
island where they come face to face with pirate ghosts! Will they
escape or will they walk the haunted plank?

Hunt for the Octo-Shark
by Michael Anthony Steele
Illustrated by Pauline Reeves
978-1-5158-2688-0

When the rest of the Nearly Fearless Monkey Pirates don’t
believe that octo-sharks are real, Captain Banana Beard insists
they go on a hunt for the mythical creature. Will the crew
discover anything more than trouble in this swashbuckling
adventure?

Michael Anthony Steele — Kerens, Texas
Michael A. Steelehas is the writer of more than ninety books for children,
ranging from junior novelizations and chapter books to early readers and
preschool books. He has written four Tony Hawk: Live2Skate books and
currently lives in Texas.
Pauline Reeves — Exmouth, England
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Pauline lives by the sea in Exmouth, in southwest England, with her
husband, two children, and dog Jenson. She has loved drawing and
creating since she was a child, making and drawing all sorts of things.
Following her passion, Pauline graduated from Plymouth College of Art
with a degree in illustration, and she specializes in children’s literature.
She takes inspiration from the funny and endearing things animals and
people do every day, as well as the superb imaginations that children
have. Pauline works both digitally and with traditional materials to create
quirky illustrations with humor and charm.

YOUNG READERS
NEW SERIES

THREE HORSES
Clover Fields Fiasco

Movie Madness

Princess, the horse who believes she’s a cat, thinks she
needs to hunt for her next meal. She quickly convinces
her friends Seb and Snowy to join her on an adventure to
the clover fields. They encounter scary circumstances that
turn out to be not-so-scary after all. And when Princess
spots food, it’s in a tree! Will the three horses figure out
how to work together to get Princess her meal?

It’s Snowy’s birthday! Seb and Princess plan a special
surprise trip to the movies. But how will they get in
without anyone seeing them? And what happens when
the three horses get scared in the theater? Let’s just say, it
could be a stinky situation!

by Cari Meister
Illustrated by Stephen Park Gilpin
978-1-5158-2951-5

by Cari Meister
Illustrated by Stephen Park Gilpin
978-1-5158-2954-6

Snowy, Princess, and Seb may be horses,
but that doesn’t mean they enjoy being
stuck in a barn all day. There are new things
to see and do! And these horses aren’t
your regular horses, either. In fact, Princess
believes she’s a cat-for real! Whether
Princess is coughing up hairballs, or Snowy
is coming up with lines for his book, these
horses will keep young readers laughing as
they break out on outrageous adventures!
Download the Capstone 4D app to access
a variety of bonus content.

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Discussion questions and writing prompts
in the back of every book
ÍÍ Glosssary included in every book
ÍÍ Great book for horse lovers!
ÍÍ Leveled text perfect for the K-2 beginning
readers
ÍÍ Humorous text keeps readers engaged
and interested

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

Roller Coaster Ride

by Cari Meister
Illustrated by Stephen Park Gilpin
978-1-5158-2952-2
The Three Horses are off on another zany adventure!
Snowy, Princess, and Seb make plans to head to the
amusement park. Snowy believes he will get great
material for his book, Seb can ride the upside-down roller
coaster, and Princess? Well, she heard there’s a posh cat
spa near the park. The plan is set. But can the three friends
escape the barn? And how are they going to get into the
Amusement park?

Seaside Escape

by Cari Meister
Illustrated by Stephen Park Gilpin
978-1-5158-2953-9
Seb is sad. Betty, a horse from the neighboring farm
moved away. Princess and Snowy try to cheer him, but
nothing works. Snowy decides Seb needs an adventure.
The three plan to escape to the seaside. There, Seb can
swim in the ocean (a dream of his), Princess (the horse
who believes she’s a cat) can catch fish, and Snowy can
get some inspiration for his book. But can they outsmart
the barn’s new security system? And can they make it to
the sea before Tony discovers they are gone?

$4.95 ($5.95 can)
SEPTEMBER 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 5-7 years
reading level: Grades K-2
5 3/4” x 7 1/2”
56 pages
20 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

Cari Meister — Evergreen, Colorado
Cari Meister has written more than 130 books for children, including
the Tiny series (Penguin) and the Fast Forward Fairy Tales series
(Scholastic). Cari is a school librarian and she loves to visit other schools
and libraries to talk about the joy of reading and writing. Cari lives in the
mountains of Colorado with her husband, four boys, one horse, and one
dog. You can find out more about her at www.carimeister.com.
Stephen Park Gilpin — Hiawatha, Kansas
Stephen Gilpin is the illustrator of several dozen children’s books and is
currently working on a project he hopes will give him the ability to walk
through walls — although he acknowledges there is still a lot of work to
be done on this project. He currently lives in Hiawatha, Kansas, with his
genius wife, Angie, and their kids.
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SCHOOL BUS OF
HORRORS
From dawn to dusk, the SCHOOL BUS OF
HORRORS rumbles along city streets and
down country roads, searching for another
passenger. It looks like any other bus —
yellow, black markings, and dirty windows.
But BEWARE! Step aboard and experience
the ride of your life, or the last ride you’ll
ever take! This addictively creepy series —
from Michael Dahl, the bestselling author
of LIBRARY OF DOOM — will keep young
readers on the edge of their bus seats until
the final stop. Download the Capstone 4D
app to access a variety of bonus content.

SELLING POINTS

Crush Hour

by Michael Dahl, Illustrated by Euan Cook, 978-1-4965-6275-3
A young girl slides into the first-row seat of her school bus. The cool kids won’t let her sit in the
back. But today, she’s glad to sit up front. Row by row, the seats in the back of the bus begin
disappearing! Will her row be next? Bestselling author Michael Dahl (LIBRARY OF DOOM and
IGOR’S LAB OF FEAR) takes young readers on the ride of their life in this addictively creepy
series, SCHOOL BUS OF HORRORS!

Dead End

by Michael Dahl, Illustrated by Euan Cook, 978-1-4965-6274-6
After detention, a young boy steps aboard the late bus. When the bus takes an unexpected
turn toward a graveyard, his long day suddenly goes from bad to worse! Will the detour be the
ride of his life . . . or his final destination? The addictively creepy SCHOOL BUS OF HORRORS —
from Michael Dahl, the bestselling author of LIBRARY OF DOOM — will keep young readers on
the edge of their bus seats until the final stop.

Destruction Zone

by Michael Dahl, Illustrated by Euan Cook, 978-1-4965-6273-9
During a field trip, a school bus takes students on a detour due to road construction. Then
another. And another! The bus seems to be driving in circles, as if the streets have become
a giant maze. Will the students ever reach their final destination? The addictively creepy
SCHOOL BUS OF HORRORS — from Michael Dahl, the bestselling author of LIBRARY OF
DOOM — will keep young readers on the edge of their bus seats until the final stop.

ÍÍ From Michael Dahl, prolific author of the
bestselling Library of Doom and Igor’s Lab
of Fear series

Friday Night Headlights

ÍÍ Addictively scary stories for young and
developing readers

After an away game victory, a bus full of football players heads back home. Suddenly, all of the
players receive the same message on their phones — an image of a mysterious shadow figure.
When the figure appears on the road ahead of them is all hope lost? Or can the team pull out
another win? Bestselling author Michael Dahl (LIBRARY OF DOOM and IGOR’S LAB OF FEAR)
takes young readers on the ride of their life in this addictively creepy series SCHOOL BUS OF
HORRORS!

ÍÍ Glossary, discussion questions, and
writing prompts enhance the reading
experience

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$4.95 ($5.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
5” x 7”
40 pages
10 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 100

by Michael Dahl, Illustrated by Euan Cook, 978-1-4965-6277-7

The Squeals on the Bus

by Michael Dahl, Illustrated by Euan Cook, 978-1-4965-6278-4
On a morning like any other, a young boy gets on his school bus, but the passengers are
anything but ordinary. One student has an extra eye! Another has a tail! And another has lizards
for hair! At least his best friend is normal — or is she? Step aboard Michael Dahl’s (LIBRARY OF
DOOM and IGOR’S LAB OF FEAR) addictively creepy SCHOOL BUS OF HORRORS, where the
final destination is never expected.

Under the Hood

by Michael Dahl, Illustrated by Euan Cook, 978-1-4965-6276-0
After a long school day, a young girl falls asleep on her bus, only to be awakened by a
monstrous creature. The beast claws at the bus’s hood! It rips apart the engine! Can the girl
stop the creature before this bus ride becomes a nightmare? Bestselling author Michael Dahl
(LIBRARY OF DOOM and IGOR’S LAB OF FEAR) takes young readers on the ride of their life in
this addictively creepy series, SCHOOL BUS OF HORRORS!

Michael Dahl — Minneapolis, Minnesota
Michael Dahl is the prolific author of the bestselling Goodnight,
Baseball picture book and more than 200 other books for children and
young adults. He has won the AEP Distinguished Achievement Award
three times for his nonfiction, a Teacher’s Choice award from Learning
magazine, and a Seal of Excellence from the Creative Child Awards. Dahl
currently lives in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Euan Cook — London
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Euan is an illustrator from London who enjoys drawing pictures for books,
watching foxes and jays out his window and walking around looking at
broken brickwork, sooty statues and the weird drainpipes and stuff you
can find behind old run down buildings.

YOUNG READERS
NEW TITLES

SQUISHY TAYLOR

Squishy Taylor and the Tunnel
of Doom
by Ailsa Wild
Illustrated by Ben Wood
978-1-5158-1987-5

Why are tunnels both exciting and
scary? How do dogs always know who
the bad guys are? Why are pinkieswears so important? Who’s storing
toxic waste under the park? It will take a
sleuth like Squishy Taylor to investigate
these mysteries!

Squishy Taylor in Zero Gravity
by Ailsa Wild
Illustrated by Ben Wood
978-1-5158-1988-2

How long would it take to ride your
bike to a space station? What are those
sparks coming from the apartment
building across the street? How come
you can’t hug over the internet? Why is
there a renegade astronaut on the roof?
With her bravery and enthusiasm, these
mysteries should be no problem for
super-sleuth Squishy Taylor!

In this hilarious mystery series,
Squishy Taylor is a cheeky, sneaky
11-year-old who lives with her
dad and step-family in a very
crowded apartment. Luckily for
Squishy, their building is huge,
and there’s always plenty of
weird stuff going on! Whether
it’s cranky Mr. Hinkenbushel
behaving suspiciously, an ancient
vase disappearing from a locked
apartment, or a mysterious
runaway living in the basement,
Squishy Taylor is on the case.
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍRelatable, spunky 11-year-old
main character
ÍÍDiverse characters and family
ÍÍFun, creative design
ÍÍFocus on problem-solving
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
SEPTEMBER 2018
rights: United States, Canada, The
Phillippines, Europe including the United
Kingdom
age level: 7-10 years
reading level: Grades 2-4
5” x 7 3/4”
128 pages
15 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 70

MORE TITLES ON PAGE 106
Ailsa Wild — Melbourne, Australia
Ailsa Wild is an acrobat, whip cracker, and teaching artist who ran away
from the circus to become a writer. She currently lives in Melbourne,
Australia.
Ben Wood — Sydney, Australia
Ben Wood is a freelance illustrator based in Sydney, Australia. He
has developed a wide range of illustration styles and skills using both
traditional and digital tools over his 10 years as an illustrator. When not
drawing in his studio, Ben visits schools to teach students about the
world of publishing, character design, and the joys of creating stories.

Squishy Taylor and a
Question of Trust
978-1-5158-1971-4

Squishy Taylor and
the Mess Makers
978-1-5158-1973-8
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XANDER AND THE
RAINBOW-BARFING
UNICORNS
Xander Stone is your average twelve-yearold boy. And, like any average twelve-yearold boy, he didn’t believe in unicorns. No
way. No how. NOT A CHANCE. Then one
day — BLECH! — one puked on him. Yes,
PUKED on him! Filthy, sticky-icky, rainbowcolored puke. If seeing is believing, Xander
got beliefed all over his favorite sneakers.
UNICORNS WERE REAL! Not the beautiful,
brightly colored, tra-la-la-ing ones in fairy
tales. But stinky, zombie, rainbow-puking
ones. At that moment, Xander Stone vowed
to protect them and their disgusting secret
at all costs — oh, and keep his sneakers
squeaky clean. Plump-full of grotesquely
delightful characters and fantastical
adventures, Xander and the RainbowBarfing Unicorns — from writer Matthew K.
Manning (Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles Adventures) — is so epic it’ll make
you wanna puke.

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Written by comics and children’s
book writer Matthew K. Manning
(Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
Adventures)

Not your Mom’s unicorns!
Magic Smells Awful

by Matthew K. Manning, Illustrated by Joey Ellis
978-1-4965-5719-3
Xander Stone didn’t believe in unicorns — until one puked on him! In
this adventure, twelve-year-old Xander first meets the Rainbow-Barfing
Unicorns — stinky, zombielike, upchucking creatures from the magical
world of Pegasia. They’ve been banished to Earth for, well, being stinky,
zombielike, upchucking creatures. However, Earth presents them with
a great danger: HUMANS. Luckily, the dashing, naively heroic Xander
vows to protect them and their disgusting secret at all costs.

Return to Pegasia

by Matthew K. Manning, Illustrated by Joey Ellis
978-1-4965-5719-3
Xander Stone travels to the home world of the Rainbow-Barfing
Unicorns — and it smells surprisingly good! Once banished for being
stinky, zombielike, upchucking creatures, the Rainbow-Barfing Unicorns
(still stinky, zombielike, upchucking creatures) return to their home
world, Pegasia. Twelve-year-old Xander travels along, but Pegasia isn’t
the retched realm he expects. Instead, beautiful, brightly colored, trala-la-ing unicorns roam this fairy tale-ish world. Heck, even their farts
smell strawberry-sweet! Which is a problem, since the Rainbow-Barfers
just emptied their stomachs and are craving fruit-flavored unicorns!

Revenge of the One-Trick Pony

by Matthew K. Manning, Illustrated by Joey Ellis
978-1-4965-5716-2
The secret of the Rainbow-Barfing Unicorns is out — and that makes
Xander Stone sick! Twelve-year-old Xander is the only person on Earth
who knows about the Rainbow-Barfing Unicorns. Except, of course, for
a rich and crazy billionaire who will stop at nothing to capture these
zombielike, upchucking creatures and get even richer and crazier! Him
too. The the dashing, naively heroic Xander is the only hope for the
Rainbow-Barfing Unicorns. (So yeah, the odds aren’t great.)

ÍÍ With grotesquely delightful unicorns and
fantastical realms, this series appeals to
both boys and girls alike

The Search for Stalor

ÍÍ Bright, bold, full-color illustrations by
Euan Cook

Xander Stone must save the handsomest of all Rainbow-Barfing
Unicorns! In this installment, the handsomest of all Rainbow-Barfing
Unicorns, Stalor, is missing. (P.S. He’s not really that handsome.)
Twelve-year-old Xander and his other stinky, zombielike, upchucking
unicorns set out to find him. Their naively heroic quest leads them to
another dimension ruled by a diabolically bizarre king. Can the RainbowBarfing Unicorns save their relatively handsome friend, or will the plan
throw up in their faces?

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$7.95 ($9.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 8-10 years
reading level: Grades 3-5
5 1/4” x 7 1/2”
128 pages
10 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

by Matthew K. Manning, Illustrated by Joey Ellis
978-1-4965-5717-9

Matthew K. Manning — Mystic, Connecticut
The author of the Amazon best-selling hardcover Batman: A Visual
History, Matthew K. Manning has contributed to many comic books,
including Beware the Batman, Spider-Man Unlimited, Pirates of the
Caribbean: Six Sea Shanties, Justice League Adventures, Looney Tunes,
and Scooby-Doo, Where Are You? When not writing comics themselves,
Manning often authors books about comics, as well as a series of young
reader books starring Superman, Batman, and the Flash for Capstone. He
currently resides in Asheville, North Carolina with his wife Dorothy and
their two daughters, Lillian and Gwendolyn.
Joey Ellis — Charlotte, North Carolina
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Joey Ellis lives and works in Charlotte, NC with his wife Erin and two
sons. Joey writes and draws for books, magazines, comics, games, big
companies, small companies, and everything else in between.

The new kid is hoping
she’s found her fit.
Being a Punch Line Is No Joke

by D.L. Green, Illustrated by Leandra La Rosa
978-1-4965-6473-3
Shelby Bloom cringes when her mom posts an embarrassing video of
her online. Shelby hopes no one will see it, but quickly the clip goes
viral at school. When it turns out mean girl Brooke sent the video to
everyone, Shelby plots revenge and secretly records Brooke doing
something equally humiliating. But Shelby can’t bring herself to share
the video. She gets a better idea-one that will have everyone confessing
their greatest embarrassments, if it works. Download the Capstone 4D
app to access a variety of bonus content.

Good Deeds and Other Laughing Matters
by D.L. Green, Illustrated by Leandra La Rosa
978-1-4965-6474-0

After their teacher announces a good citizenship contest, Shelby and
her classmates try to outdo each other with good deeds. Grand plans go
wrong and sometimes backfire, but then Shelby does something truly
good without thinking of any award. When the prize isn’t quite what
anyone expects, she and her friends have a laugh and decide helping
others feels better than getting an award. Download the Capstone 4D
app to access a variety of bonus content.

Making Friends and Horsing Around
by D.L. Green, Illustrated by Leandra La Rosa
978-1-4965-6471-9

After her family moves across the country and she starts at a new
school, Shelby Bloom struggles to make friends and find her place. She
tries to share other kids’ interests but doesn’t fit in with the fashionistas,
the burping boys, or the rock star wannabes. Finally, Shelby discovers
she has more in common with the horse-loving girls than she’d thought,
and she finds two friends who love a good laugh almost as much as
she does. Download the Capstone 4D app to access a variety of bonus
content.

Something Smells Funny at the Talent Show
by D.L. Green, Illustrated by Leandra La Rosa
978-1-4965-6472-6

With a big prize at stake, everyone wants to win the school talent
show. Shelby Bloom is planning a stand-up comedy act, while mean girl
Brooke is planning to model clothes. After Brooke finds Shelby’s notes
and spoils the fun by sharing the punch lines, Shelby hustles to create a
new routine-and to think of a few tricks of her own. They’re both in for
a surprise at the big show. Download the Capstone 4D app to access a
variety of bonus content.

YOUNG READERS
NEW SERIES

THE FUNNY GIRL
Shelby Bloom cringes when her mom
posts an embarrassing video of her online.
Shelby hopes no one will see it, but quickly
the clip goes viral at school. When it turns
out mean girl Brooke sent the video to
everyone, Shelby plots revenge and secretly
records Brooke doing something equally
humiliating. But Shelby can’t bring herself
to share the video. She gets a better ideaone that will have everyone confessing
their greatest embarrassments, if it works.
Download the Capstone 4D app to access
a variety of bonus content.

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Following the success of the Zeke Meeks
series, author D.L Green returns with a
new character and new stories
ÍÍ The first-person narration is engaging,
fun, fast-paced, and relatable
ÍÍ The main character confronts realistic
challenges (making and keeping friends,
dealing with mean girls, etc.) in stories
that maintain a light, good-natured feel
ÍÍ Green’s previous series have been wellreceived by readers and critics
ÍÍ Main character Shelby Bloom is genuinely
clever and funny”

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$7.95 ($9.95 can)
SEPTEMBER 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 8-10 years
reading level: Grades 3-5
5 1/4” x 7 1/2”
112 pages
10-12 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

D.L. Green — Palermo, Sicily
D.L. Green lives in California with her husband, three children, silly dog,
and a big collection of rubber chickens. She loves to read, write, and joke
around.

Leandra La Rosa — Charlotte, North Carolina
Illustrator Leandra La Rosa lives and works in Palermo, Sicily. She was
born in Trapani, a town on the island’s western side, and since childhood
her main interests have been illustration, animation, and music. Leandra
studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Palermo and obtained a degree in
graphic design. Since 2013 she has been working as a graphic designer
and illustrator for many Italian agencies and publishing houses.
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MY UNDEAD LIFE
Like any other twelve-year-old girl, Tulah
Jones wants to be normal. There’s just one
problem-she’s a zombie. And navigating
the everyday horrors of middle school,
friendship drama, and awkward first
crushes all while keeping her monstrous
secret under wraps and under control is no
walk in the graveyard. Because although
her average life is officially over, Tulah’s
undead life has only just begun. With
hordes of comic-style art and hilarious
tween misadventures, young readers will
be devouring these ghoulishly good chapter
books.

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Zombie stories that are safe for young
readers—no gore or violence, but plenty
of laughs!
ÍÍ Sixteen pages of full-color comic art
throughout each book bring Tulah’s
mishaps to (un)life, and will keep
reluctant readers engaged
ÍÍ Features relatable tween problems with a
supernatural twist
ÍÍ Fills a gap: Not many chapter book
options for girls seeking fun monster tales

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$7.95 ($9.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-7
5 1/2” x 8 1/4”
112 pages
16 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 100

Got Brains?

by Emma T. Graves
978-1-4965-6451-1
Tulah Jones, undercover twelve-year-old zombie, is excited
to join the academic bowl team . . . until she remembers her
nemesis and know-it-all Bella Gulosi is team captain! When
the group goes on a weekend retreat, keeping a low profile
gets even tougher and soon Tulah notices Bella is watching her
like a vulture. Has the queen of mean dug up Tulah’s secret, or
is something graver going on? Featuring hordes of comic art
and hilarious misadventures, kids will eagerly devour this tale
of undead tween life.

OMG, Zombie!

by Emma T. Graves
978-1-4965-6448-1
After suffering through school’s Monday mystery lunch,
twelve-year-old Tulah Jones does NOT feel right. She’s craving
meat, cold as a corpse, and feeling stiff and awkward . . . Tulah
tries to ignore the creepy changes and instead focus on her
upcoming musical audition. But when her fears about the
tryout-and her weird affliction-start to fester, will Tulah have
the guts to face her problems head on? Featuring hordes of
comic art and hilarious misadventures, kids will eagerly devour
this tale of undead tween life.

Really Rotten Drama
by Emma T. Graves
978-1-4965-6449-8

Twelve-year-old undercover zombie Tulah Jones has a
problem. She’ll soon be sharing her first-ever stage kiss with
dreamy Jeremy Romero in the school musical. But her total
death breath is sure to ruin any chance with her crush-along
with her cover! And what’s worse, Tulah’s BFF can tell her
friend is keeping a secret and is super upset. Can Tulah put an
end to this stinky situation? Featuring hordes of comic art and
hilarious misadventures, kids will eagerly devour this tale of
undead tween life.

Total FREAK-Out
by Emma T. Graves
978-1-4965-6450-4

Tulah Jones, secret twelve-year-old zombie, is STRESSED. She
needs a job to support her raw meat diet, plus she’s hoping
dreamy Jeremy Romero will ask her to the school’s Monster
Mash Dance. But Tulah’s hunger-fueled rage outs are getting
worse, and she keeps embarrassing herself in front of her
crush! Tulah is fed up with feeling like a monster! How can she
ever be comfortable in her undead skin? Featuring hordes of
comic art and hilarious misadventures, kids will eagerly devour
this tale of undead tween life.

Emma T. Graves — Oakland, California
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Emma T. Graves has authored more than 90 books for children, and has written about
characters both living and dead. When she’s not writing, Emma enjoys watching classic
horror movies, taking long walks in the nearby cemetery, and storing up food in her cellar.
She is prepared for the zombie apocalypse.

YOUNG READERS
NEW TITLES

JAKE MADDOX GIRL
SPORTS STORIES

Digging Deep

Striker’s Sister

Asiyah Najjar is upping her volleyball
game and joining the travel team. But
the practices are longer, harder, and
more frequent than her old rec squad’s.
Now easy-going Asiyah is having a
tough time focusing up and making the
commitment. Can she dig deep and
jump to the next level of play? This
fast-paced Jake Maddox sports story is
sure to be a winning read for any young
athlete!

Lily Davis’ big sister, Jana, has recently
left home for basic training, and Lily
really misses her soccer idol. But when
Lily’s parents and coach start pushing
her to fill Jana’s cleats, the pressure to
be like the all-star striker is too much.
Can Lily find the strength to be herself?
This fast-paced Jake Maddox sports
story is sure to be a winning read for any
young athlete!

by Jake Maddox
Illustrated by Katie Wood
978-1-4965-6358-3

by Jake Maddox
Illustrated by Katie Wood
978-1-4965-6357-6

Get in the game with best-selling sports
stories by Jake Maddox! These easy-toread books feature contemporary, true-tolife plots that emphasize persistence, fair
play, and showing true strength—on and
off the court. Whether it’s facing obstacles
on the field, the stage, the ice, or the halfpipe, these determined female athletes are
up for the challenge. Girls will identify with
the characters’ struggles and triumphs in
these fast-paced, exciting novels.

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Over 1.5 million copies sold in the Jake
Maddox series
ÍÍ Relatable, encouraging sports stories
perfect for young readers
ÍÍ Extra nonfiction information on the sport
will keep kids reading after the story has
ended

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$5.95 ($7.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World
age level: 8-11 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
5 1/4” x 7 1/2”
72 pages
10 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

MORE TITLES ON PAGE 120

Katie Wood — Leicester, England
Since graduating from Loughborough University School of Art and Design
in 2004, Katie Wood has been a freelance illustrator. From her studio in
Leicester, England, she creates bright and lively illustrations for books and
magazines all over the world.

Cowgirl Grit
978-1-4965-5849-7

Ice Rink Rookie
978-1-4965-5850-3
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YOUNG READERS
NEW SERIES

JAKE MADDOX
SPORTS STORIES
These best-selling sports stories by Jake
Maddox are a hit! Pumped-up, easy-toread stories with an emphasis on speed,
skill, and fair play. The boys in these books
face obstacles on the court, the field, the
ice, or the half-pipe, and meet mental and
social challenges as well. Readers discover
that an athlete’s inner game, persistence,
and courage are just as important as a
steady hand or a chance for a goal.

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Over 1.5 million copies sold in the Jake
Maddox series
ÍÍ Good for teaching plot and character
development; features problem/solution
sequel of events

Blueline Breakaway

Pick and Roll

Jack has the talent to be a big-time
hockey player just like his older sister.
Can Jack find a way to slip out of his
sister’s shadow and become a hockey
phenom in his own right?

Roman is the point guard for the
Bulldogs, and he’s worried about his
team and their startling lack of a center.
But when big man Sebastian shows up,
the Bulldogs are ecstatic . . . until they
see that Sebastian’s coordination hasn’t
caught up with his body yet. Can Roman
and “Bash” work out a plan to catch the
big man up to speed before the season
run out?

by Jake Maddox
Illustrated by Sean Tiffany
978-1-4965-6319-4

ÍÍ Discussion questions and writing prompts
encourage students to engage and think
critically; perfect for those that love
sports

by Jake Maddox
Illustrated by Sean Tiffany
978-1-4965-6320-0

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$5.95 ($7.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World
age level: 8-11 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
5 1/4” x 7 1/2”
72 pages
10 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

MORE TITLES ON PAGE 121

Rodeo Challenge
978-1-4965-5867-1
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Secondhand Slice
978-1-4965-5866-4
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Sean Tiffany —
When Sean Tiffany was growing up, he lived on a small island off the
coast of Maine. Every day, from sixth grade until he graduated from high
school, he had to take a boat to get to school. When Sean isn’t working
on his art, he works on a multimedia project called “OilCan Drive,” which
combines music and art. He has a pet cactus named Jim.

YOUNG READERS
NEW TITLES

JAKE MADDOX
GRAPHIC NOVELS

Gear Hero

Strange Boarders

Nelson Greenwood loves BMX racing,
almost as much as he loves to draw
superheroes. The hero of his own
comic book, Major Speed, isn’t afraid
of anything, much like Nelson’s twin
brother Nick. Nelson looks up to Nick
and his mad BMX skills. But when a
rough crash keeps Nick out of the BMXTreme Competition, he suggests that
Nelson take his place. However, Nelson
doesn’t think he has what it takes to
compete against the best racers in the
city - especially Nick’s nemesis, Cain
Otto. Can Nelson shift gears and muster
the courage and strength of Major Speed
to compete in the race? Combining a
high-stakes sports story with a dynamic
full-color comic format, this Jake
Maddox Graphic Novel is sure to be a
win for young athletes and struggling
readers alike.

Adnan Zakaria’s family recently fled Syria
and resettled in America. Adnan feels like a
stranger in a strange land. He’s lonely and
homesick. The one thing that gives him
comfort is his best friend’s skateboard that
he brought with him from Syria. As Adnan
navigates his new community, he bonds
with new friends at a local skatepark. But
he also faces adversity in the form of local
troublemaker Mike Proctor. After Adnan
loses his precious skateboard one evening,
he learns that Mike Proctor has it and
won’t give it up without a challenge. Will
Adnan be able to out-skate his foe and
reclaim his board? And will the two boys
learn to respect one another, in spite of
their differences? Combining a high-stakes
sports story with a dynamic full-color
comic format, this Jake Maddox Graphic
Novel is sure to be a win for young athletes
and struggling readers alike.

by Brandon Terrell
Illustrated by Mr. Eduardo Garcia
978-1-4965-6049-0

by Brandon Terrell
Illustrated by Bere Muniz
978-1-4965-6050-6

Fan-favorite Jake Maddox is going for the
win - by combining exciting sports stories
with the dynamic graphic novel format.
Building off the success of the best-selling
Jake Maddox series, these fast-paced tales
of sportsmanship and teamwork come to
life in full-color comics. Supportive back
matter, including visual literacy discussion
questions, writing prompts, and nonfiction
sports info, encourages critical thinking and
comprehension to help young readers and
sports enthusiasts step up their game.

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Over 1.5 million copies sold in the Jake
Maddox series
ÍÍ High-energy sports stories combined
with action-packed comics is perfect for
reluctant or struggling readers
ÍÍ Diverse teen protagonists appeals to a
broad range of readers
ÍÍ Connects comics to the curriculum
with included visual literacy disussion
questions and writing prompts aimed at
critically engaging students

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 2-5
6” x 9”
72 pages
195 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

Brandon Terrell — St. Paul, Minnesota
Brandon Terrell is the author of numerous children’s books, including six
volumes in the Tony Hawk’s 900 Revolution series and several Sports
Illustrated Kids Graphic Novels.
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YOUNG READERS
NEW SERIES

ACADEMY OF DANCE
At Ms. Marianne’s Academy of
Dance, all dancers are welcome
on the competitive dance team.
Although Brie, Gabby, Grace, and
Jada each specialize in their own
style of dance, hard work and
determination drives the girls to
new levels, building friendships
that last far beyond the dance
studio.
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍDance is a popular topic for this
age group
ÍÍAt-level fiction for girl readers
ÍÍDance featured as an athletic
sport
ÍÍDiverse main characters
ÍÍTeamwork focus
ÍÍFirst-person point of view

Ballet Breakdown

by Margaret Gurevich
Illustrated by Claire Almon
978-1-4965-6210-4
Jada isn’t thrilled to leave her old life in Philadelphia behind. Not
only is she saying goodbye to her school and her friends, she also
has to leave her dance team. Jada lives for ballet, and thankfully,
she finds a way to keep dancing at Ms. Marianne’s Academy of
Dance. But when an injury threatens to sideline Jada before the big
competition, she has to find a way to overcome her anxiety and her
injury or risk letting down her new team.

BFF Breakup

by Margaret Gurevich
Illustrated by Claire Almon
978-1-4965-6209-8
When Gabriela joined Ms. Marianne’s Academy of Dance, she hit it
off with Brie right away. Even though Gabby is a jazz dancer and Brie
loves hip-hop, the two became best friends. But when Ms. Marianne
announces a solo slot at the next dance competition, Gabby’s
friendship with Brie is put to the test. Can these BFFs survive going
head-to-head?

Dance Team Bully

by Margaret Gurevich
Illustrated by Claire Almon
978-1-4965-6207-4
Grace doesn’t love middle school. Everyone seems far too obsessed
with who’s wearing what and how much it cost. But at Ms.
Marianne’s Academy of Dance, Grace’s tap dance skills take center
stage. Unfortunately, when a mean girl from school joins the dance
team, Grace’s safe haven is no longer so secure...

Hip-Hop Road Trip

by Margaret Gurevich
Illustrated by Claire Almon
978-1-4965-6208-1
There’s nothing better than a vacation - unless it’s a vacation with
your dance team! Brie and the rest of the dancers at Ms. Marianne’s
Academy of Dance are thrilled when they find out they’re
performing in the Citrus Jam - the competition to end all dance
team competitions. But then Brie overhears another team plotting
to win at all costs. Can she find a way to fight fair and still win?

Margaret Gurevich — New Jersey

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
OCTOBER 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 8-11 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
5 1/4” x 7 1/2”
72 pages
10 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50
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Margaret Gurevich has wanted to be a writer since second grade and
loves writing for kids of all ages. She has written for many magazines
including Girls’ Life, SELF, and Ladies’ Home Journal. Her first YA novel,
Inconvenient, was a Sydney Taylor Notable Book for Teens, and her
second novel, Pieces of Us, garnered positive reviews from Kirkus, Voya,
and Publishers Weekly, which called it “painfully believable.” When not
writing, Margaret enjoys hiking, cooking, reading, watching too much
television, and spending time with her husband and son.
Claire Almon — Atlanta, Georgia
Claire Almon lives and works in warm and sunny Atlanta, Georgia, and
holds a BFA in illustration from Ringling College of Art and Design, as
well as an MFA in animation from Savannah College of Art and Design.
She has worked on a variety of projects for clients including American
Greetings, Netflix, and Cartoon Network and has taught character
design at Savannah College of Art and Design. Thanks to her training
in both illustration and animation, Claire specializes in creating fun,
dynamic characters full of life and wit and works in a variety of styles and
mediums including watercolor, pen and ink, pastel, and digital. When not
making art, Claire enjoys dancing, napping, hanging out with her friends,
and being an aunt to her six nieces.

YOUNG READERS
NEW SERIES

Ares’ Underworld Army
by Louise Simonson
Illustrated by Luciano Vecchio
978-1-4965-6535-8

With the help of Hades, Ares unleashes a
skeleton army on Gateway City! Wonder
Woman quickly jumps into action, but
as the conflict grows so does the God of
War’s power. Can the Amazing Amazon
send the villain and his minions back to the
underworld? Or will Ares and Hades prevail
with their perilous partnership?

Cheetah Unleashed

by Brandon T. Snider
Illustrated by Luciano Vecchio
978-1-4965-6533-4
Cheetah’s on the loose! After a desperate
escape from prison, the feline felon uses a
stolen map to track down Pandora’s Box.
While the villain thinks it has the power
to make her human again, the Amazing
Amazon knows better. Can Wonder
Woman stop Cheetah before she opens
the legendary artifact? Or will the world be
cast into complete chaos?

WONDER WOMAN™
THE AMAZING
AMAZON
When the world’s most notorious supervillains are up to no good, Wonder Woman
always answers the call. Join the Amazing
Amazon on her eternal quest to foil the
sinister schemes of Ares, Cheetah, Giganta,
and more! With original artwork by DC
Comics illustrators, these action-packed,
full-color chapter books will captivate
young readers with Wonder Woman’s
amazing adventures.

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Features DC Comic’s most popula female
super hero, Wonder Woman, against her
most famous super villains
ÍÍ Provides a fast-paced action adventure in
chapter book format
ÍÍ Full-color illustrations

Circe’s Dark Reign

by Brandon T. Snider
Illustrated by Luciano Vecchio
978-1-4965-6534-1
During a battle with the Servants of Evil,
Wonder Woman recovers a piece of an
ancient wand. When she discovers the
artifact is infused with dark magic, she sets
out to find the remaining pieces before
they fall into the wrong hands. But little
does she know, Circe also has her eyes on
the powerful prize. Can Wonder Woman
secure the wand before it’s too late? Or will
Circe’s sorcery reign supreme?

Giganta’s Colossal Double-Cross
by Louise Simonson
Illustrated by Luciano Vecchio
978-1-4965-6536-5

When a legendary Amazonian shield is
stolen, Wonder Woman finds herself hot
on the heels of Giganta and Gorilla Grodd.
But soon she discovers the villains aren’t
in cahoots, and Giganta might be the
Amazing Amazon’s best hope for foiling
Grodd plans. Can Wonder Woman tame
the titan long enough pry the shield from
the gorilla’s grasp? Or will Giganta wind
up wielding the weapon with a dastardly
double-cross?

TM & © DC Comics. (s18)

ÍÍ Teacher support back matter materials
include: discussion questions, writing
prompts, a comprehensive glossary and
pronunciation guide, and author and
illustrator biographies
ÍÍ Comparable to the very popular DC
chapter book series such as The Dark
Knight and The Man of Steel
ÍÍ Written and Illustrated by DC-approved
authors and illustrators

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 7-12 years
reading level: Grades 2-7
5 1/4” x 7 1/2”
88 pages
10 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

Luciano Vecchio — Buenos Aires, Argentina
Luciano Vecchio currently lives in Buenos Aires, Argentina. With
experience in illustration, animation, and comics, his works have been
published in the US, Spain, UK, France, and Argentina. His credits include
Ben 10 (DC Comics), Cruel Thing (Norma), Unseen Tribe (Zuda Comics),
Sentinels (Drumfish Productions), and several DC Super Heroes books for
Stone Arch Books.
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YOUNG READERS
NEW SERIES

WONDER WOMAN™
TALES OF PARADISE
ISLAND
Welcome to Paradise Island, the secret
home of Wonder Woman! Hundreds of
weapons and trophies fill the halls of the
island’s palace—and each one tells an
amazing adventure. In this action-packed
hi-lo set, reluctant readers will experience
the adventures behind the Amazing
Amazon’s most prized possessions,
including her Lasso of Truth, the Invisible
Jet, her silver bracelets, and more!

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Compelling mix of DC super heroes and
adventure
ÍÍ Hi-lo books
ÍÍ Teacher support materials include
discussion questions, writing prompts,
a comprehensive glossary and
pronunciation guide, and author and
illustrator biographies
ÍÍ An easy-to-read, action-packed series.
Comparable to the ultra-popular Library
of Doom series of books.
ÍÍ Written by well-known author Michael
Dahl, known for his success with Batman
Tales of the Batcave, Library of Doom,
Hocus Pocus Hotel, and other mystery
and adventure series

Jet-Powered Justice

by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Omar Lozano
978-1-5158-3032-0
Welcome to Paradise Island, the secret home of Wonder Woman!
Hundreds of weapons and trophies fill the halls of the island’s
palace. Each one tells a story of adventure, danger, and bravery. This
is the tale of the Invisible Jet that saved Wonder Woman from Ares!

The Legendary Lasso
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Omar Lozano
978-1-5158-3029-0

Welcome to Paradise Island, the secret home of Wonder Woman!
Hundreds of weapons and trophies fill the halls of the island’s
palace. Each one tells a story of adventure, danger, and bravery. This
is the tale of the Lasso of Truth that saved Wonder Woman from
Circe!

The Tiara and the Titan
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Omar Lozano
978-1-5158-3030-6

Welcome to Paradise Island, the secret home of Wonder Woman!
Hundreds of weapons and trophies fill the halls of the island’s
palace. Each one tells a story of adventure, danger, and bravery.
This is the tale of the golden tiara that saved Wonder Woman from
Giganta!

The Unbreakable Bracelets
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Omar Lozano
978-1-5158-3031-3

Welcome to Paradise Island, the secret home of Wonder Woman!
Hundreds of weapons and trophies fill the halls of the island’s
palace. Each one tells a story of adventure, danger, and bravery. This
is the tale of the silver bracelets that saved Wonder Woman from
Cheetah!

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$4.95 ($5.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
5” x 7”
40 pages
15 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 100

Michael Dahl — Minneapolis, Minnesota
Michael Dahl is the prolific author of the bestselling Goodnight,
Baseball picture book and more than 200 other books for children and
young adults. He has won the AEP Distinguished Achievement Award
three times for his nonfiction, a Teacher’s Choice award from Learning
magazine, and a Seal of Excellence from the Creative Child Awards. Dahl
currently lives in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Omar Lozano — Monterrey, Mexico

TM & © DC Comics. (s18)
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Omar lives in Monterrey, Mexico. He has always been crazy for
illustration, constantly on the lookout for awesome things to draw. In his
free time, he watches lots of movies, reads fantasy and sci-fi books, and
draws! Omar has worked for Marvel, DC, IDW, Capstone and several
other publishing companies.

Cosmic Conquest

by Laurie S. Sutton
Illustrated by Erik Doescher
978-1-4965-6559-4
Circe has transformed Justice League champions into Beastiamorph servants, and now
she’s ready to rule the galaxy! It’ll be up to Wonder Woman, Supergirl, Zatana, and other
remaining heroes to save the day. Do they try to undo Circe’s spell, or go after the sorceress
herself? Will they protect nearby planets from a takeover, or is the magical mayhem too
much to overcome? In this interactive adventure, YOU choose the path the Justice League
members take. With your help, can the heroes restore their teammates and prevent Circe’s
Cosmic Conquest?

The League of Laughs
by Matthew K. Manning
Illustrated by Erik Doescher
978-1-4965-6556-3

The Joker has assembled the zaniest villains around, and he’s claiming the Justice League
Watchtower as the evil team’s new base! When the comical crooks knock out Batman and
Superman, it’ll be up to super hero Cyborg to take back the headquarters. Does he launch
a solo attack, or free his captured teammates? Will he seek out the villains, or teleport to
Earth for backup? In this interactive adventure, YOU choose the path the Justice League
member takes. With your help, can Cyborg and his teammates defeat the League of
Laughs?

The Portal of Doom

by Laurie S. Sutton
Illustrated by Erik Doescher
978-1-4965-6558-7
Black Manta has unleashed a horde of inter-dimensional monsters! Now the Justice League
is splitting up to stop the ghoulish threat in the sky, land, and sea. Will the teams utilize
Green Lantern’s power ring, or Martian Manhunter’s optic blasts? Does Hawkgirl fight
with Superman, or investigate the secret to closing the creature portal? In this interactive
adventure, YOU choose the path the super heroes take. With your help, can Aquaman,
Batman, Wonder Woman, and their teammates contain the monster invasion and seal the
Portal of Doom?

The Ultimate Weapon
by Matthew K. Manning
Illustrated by Erik Doescher
978-1-4965-6557-0

Lex Luthor is holding an illegal auction for the cruelest criminals around. And when Batman,
Wonder Woman, and Aquaman investigate, they discover their teammate Metamorpho
is up for bid! Do the heroes stay undercover, or battle a dozen super-villains at once? Will
they join forces with unlikely allies, or be overpowered? In this interactive adventure, YOU
choose the path the Justice League members take. With your help, can the super heroes
rescue their captured teammate and bust up Luthor’s evil scheme?

YOUNG READERS
NEW SERIES

YOU CHOOSE
STORIES: JUSTICE
LEAGUE™
Are you ready to be a hero? Join Batman,
Superman, Wonder Woman, and more of
DC Comics’ all-star heroes in You Choose
Stories: Justice League! In these original,
action-packed adventures brought to life
with animated-style illustrations, young
readers can pick a path and decide the
fate of the World’s Greatest Super Heroes.
Face off against the most vicious supervillains. Protect the citizens of Earth from
cosmic threats. Foil a sinister scheme. Only
YOUR choices can help save the day. With
multiple endings and a truly interactive
reading experience, kids will want to pick
up these books again and again.

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Popular and current hero team: Justice
League Action animated series debuted
on the Cartoon Network in 2016, and
live-action Justice League movie released
in November 2018
ÍÍ Multiple endings and scenarios plus fastpaced writing encourages re-reads again
and again!
ÍÍ Stories feature a variety of super heroes,
including strong female heroes such
as Wonder Woman and Supergirl, and
diverse characters such as Cyborg and
Green Lantern

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: US & Canada
age level: 7-11 years
reading level: Grades 2-6
5 1/4” x 7 1/2”
112 pages
10 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

Erik Doescher — Texas
Erik Doescher is a concept artist for Gearbox Software and a professional
illustrator. He has freelanced with DC Comics for almost 20 years, in
addition to many other licensed properties. He lives in Texas with his
wife, five kids, two cats, and two fish.

TM & © DC Comics. (s18)
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YOUNG READERS
NEW SERIES

You’re in charge when you
choose your own path

YOU CHOOSE:
FRACTURED FAIRY
TALES
In You Choose Fractured Fairy Tales, you’re
the fairy godmother! These adventures
turn fairy tales upside down (and sideways
an backward). Wave your wand and take
charge of these tales, from once upon a
time to happily ever after ... or not!

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Readers determine the outcome!
ÍÍ Familiar fairy tales with fun, fresh twists
ÍÍ Mix of modern, scifi, and fantastical
settings and scenarios
ÍÍ Multiple points-of-view make for
multidimensional stories
ÍÍ More than 1 million copies sold in You
Choose series
ÍÍ Extension of the popular You Choose
Fractured Fairy Tales series

CAPSTONE PRESS

$6.95 ($7.95 can)
SEPTEMBER 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
5 1/4” x 7 1/2”
112 pages
20-25 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50
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Beauty and the Beast: An
Interactive Fairy Tale Adventure

Sleeping Beauty: An Interactive
Fairy Tale Adventure

It’s a tale as old as time. But what happens
when Beauty is a real beast? Or when the
prince is an android? Navigate your way
through three twisted tales of the classic
fairy tale. Will YOU CHOOSE the path to
your happily ever after?

Wake up, Sleeping Beauty. Maleficent is
on her way - and she’s bringing aliens!
Navigate through three twisted tales of the
classic fairy tale. Will YOU CHOOSE the
path to your happily ever after?

by Matt Doeden
Illustrated by Sabrina Miramon
978-1-5435-3009-4

by Jessica Gunderson
Illustrated by Mariano Epelbaum
978-1-5435-3008-7

YOUNG READERS
NEW TITLE

SCREAM SITE
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍPopularity of Youtube/online
videos among tweens and teens
ÍÍBiracial teen character
ÍÍUsing technology to solve a crime
will resonate with social-media
savvy teen readers
ÍÍScary plot but has a safe and
satisfying resolution
CAPSTONE EDITIONS

$15.95 ($19.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World
age level: 12-18 years
reading level: Grades 7-12
5 1/2” x 8 1/4”
304 pages
hardcover + jacket
carton qty: 20

Scream Site

by Justina Ireland
978-1-63079-102-5
Sabrina Sebastian’s goal in life is be an investigative
reporter. For her first big story, she researches a popular
website called Scream Site, where people post scary videos
and compete for the most “screams.” While Sabrina’s
friends and her sister, Faith, talk nonstop about the creepy
viral videos, Sabrina just hopes that covering this trend will
get her the scholarship she’s wishing for. But as she digs
into the truth behind the website, she begins to suspect
that these aren’t only aspiring actors and videographers
at work—some clips seem a little too real. And when Faith
goes missing, Sabrina must race against time to save her
sister from becoming the next video “star.”

Justina Ireland — York, Pennsylvania
Justina Ireland lives with her husband, kid, and dog in Pennsylvania. She is the author of both
full-length books and short fiction and considers words to be her best friends. You can visit
her at her website: justinaireland.com.
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What do you do
when your double
life goes viral?
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Middle Readers
NEW TITLE

DAPHNE,
SECRET VLOGGER
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍAuthor Tami Charles’ middle
grade debut; she will be
appearing at the ABA Winter
Institute in 2018 featuring her
new title Like Vanessa (2018)
ÍÍWritten in a first-person
perspective with a humorous,
authentic, and relatable voice
ÍÍA multiracial military family that
has traveled and lived all over the
world, speaks several different
languages, and remains tightknit
through it all
ÍÍCapitalizes on the popularity of
YouTube stars among tweens and
teens
STONE ARCH BOOKS

Definitely Daphne
by Tami Charles
978-1-68436-031-4

In front of her followers, Daphne is a hilarious, on-the-rise vlog star. But
at school Daphne is the ever-skeptical Annabelle Louis, seventh-grade
super geek and perennial new kid. To cope with her mom’s upcoming
military assignment in Afghanistan and her start at a brand new middle
school, Annabelle’s parents send her to a therapist. Dr. Varma insists
Annabelle try stepping out of her comfort zone, hoping it will give her
the confidence to make friends, which she’ll definitely need once Mom
is gone. Luckily there is one part of the assignment Annabelle DOES
enjoy—her vlog, Daphne Doesn’t, in which she appears undercover and
gives hilarious takes on activities she thinks are a waste of time. She is
great at entertaining her online fans, yet her classmates don’t know she
exists. Can Annabelle keep up the double life forever?

$14.95 ($18.95 can)
OCTOBER 2018
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-7
5 1/4” x 7 1/2”
256 pages
paper over board
carton qty: 25

Tami Charles — Central New Jersey
Tami Charles writes picture books, middle grade, young adult, and
nonfiction. Her middle grade debut novel, Like Vanessa, was selected
by the Junior Library Guild for its spring 2018 collection. The American
Bookseller’s Association also selected Like Vanessa for its Indies
Introduce Kids List for 2018. Her picture book, Freedom Soup, debuts
with Candlewick Press in fall 2019. Tami had the honor of appearing on
Good Morning America, where she featured a Thanksgiving version of
this popular holiday soup. Tami is also the author of four more books
forthcoming with Albert Whitman & Co, Candlewick, and Charlesbridge.
Tami resides in New Jersey with her husband and son.
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LOSS AND
FRIENDSHIP
WILL TAKE THEM
TO THE EDGE
OF THEIR
UNIVERSE.
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Middle Readers
NEW TITLE

EARTH TO DAD
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍTimely climate change issues
ÍÍDiverse main characters
ÍÍScience fiction for non-sciencefiction readers
ÍÍTackles emotional themes and
complex family issues
ÍÍCross-gender appeal
CAPSTONE EDITIONS

$15.95 ($19.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
5 1/4” x 7 1/2”
320 pages
hardcover + jacket
carton qty: 20

Earth to Dad

by Krista Van Dolzer
978-1-68446-012-0
Eleven-year-old Jameson O’Malley’s dad is on Mars. The only
way to see him, other than squinting into the night sky, is through
the JICC—short for Jameson’s Interplanetary Communication
Console. Jameson thought the JICC would help shorten the
millions of miles that stretch between Base Ripley and Mars,
but he’s is starting to realize no transmission can replace his
real, actual father. When a new family moves onto Base Ripley,
Jameson makes an unlikely friend in Astra Primm, daughter of
the country’s leading climatologist, who died in an explosion on
Mars. But as Jameson’s friendship with Astra grows stronger,
he begins to notice the flaws in his own family. Mom is growing
distant, and something is wrong with Dad. He’s not sending
transmissions as frequently as he used to, and when he does
there are bags under his eyes. Jameson begins to realize there’s
more to the story than he knows—and plenty people aren’t telling
him. Determined to learn the truth and discover what happened
to their parents, author Krista van Dolzer sends Jameson and
Astra on a journey exploring life, loss, and friendship that will
take them to the edge of their universe.

Krista Van Dolzer — Layton, Utah
Krista Van Dolzer is a stay-at-home mom by day and a children’s author
by bedtime. She lives with her husband and four kids in Layton, Utah,
where she watches too much college football and looks for her dead
people online. Krista is also the author of The Sound of Life and Everything
and Don’t Vote for Me, as well as the forthcoming Don’t Solve the Puzzle.
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The long awaited
sequel to
Newberry Honorwinning novel,
Paperboy
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Young Adult
NEW TITLE

COPYBOY
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍCopyboy is the sequel to
Paperboy, a Newbery Honor Book
written by former newspaper
publisher Vince Vawter
and based on his boyhood
experiences
ÍÍPaperboy has sold more than
125,000 copies and continues to
enjoy strong sales in paperback
ÍÍIn a starred review, Booklist said
of Paperboy, “The well-crafted
characters, the hot Southern
summer, and the coming-of-age
events are reminiscent of To Kill a
Mockingbird. But this has added
dimension in the way it brilliantly
gets readers inside the head of a
boy who stutters.”
MARKETING

Copyboy

by Vince Vawter
978-1-63079-105-6
In the sequel to the Newbery Honor-winning novel Paperboy, Victor
Vollmer sets off to fulfill a final request of Mr. Spiro, the aging neighbor
who became his friend and mentor. Now a few years older and working
as a newspaper copyboy, Victor plans to spread Mr. Spiro’s ashes at the
mouth of the Mississippi River as the former merchant marine wished.
But the journey will not be a simple one. Victor will confront a strange
and threatening world, and when his abilities and confidence get put
to the test, he’ll lean on a fascinating girl named Philomene for help.
Together they’ll venture toward the place where river meets sea, and
they’ll race to evade Hurricane Betsy as it bears down.

ÍÍNational publicity campaign
ÍÍCross promotion with the
prequel, Paperboy
ÍÍABA Children’s White Box
Mailing, Summer 2018
ÍÍExtensive advanced reader copy
distribution including BEA and
ALA
ÍÍSelect author appearances
including ALA and Tennessee
bookstore tour
ÍÍPre-publication announcement
mailing
CAPSTONE EDITIONS

$15.95 ($19.95 can)
AUGUST 2018

Vince Vawter — Knoxville, Tennessee
Vince Vawter was reared in Memphis and spent forty years in the
newspaper business as a writer, editor, and publisher. He is the author
of Paperboy, winner of a 2014 Newbery Honor. He and his wife live on a
small farm near Knoxville.

rights: World
age level: 14-18 years
reading level: Grades 9-12
5 1/2” x 8 1/4”
272 pages
hardcover + jacket
carton qty: 20
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Hobbies & Crafts
NEW TITLES

BOYS’ AND GIRLS’
GUIDES TO DRAWING:
REVISED AND
UPDATED EDITION
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍEasy-to-follow step-by-step
instructions empower readers
who might otherwise find
drawing intimidating
ÍÍRequiring only paper and a
writing utensil, the series is a
strong, cost-saving way to keep
kids entertained
ÍÍProjects range in difficulty from
beginner to expert to appeal to a
broad audience and to strengthen
spatial and fine motor skills
ÍÍSubjects appeal to the oftenreluctant-to-read/engage boy
audience
ÍÍ“Cute” and princess/fairy-tale
subjects on-trend especially with
girls

Boys’ Guide to Drawing: Revised
and Updated Edition

Girls’ Guide to Drawing: Revised
and Updated Edition

Go beyond your notebook doodles! Grab a
pencil and turn all the cool stuff you love—
aliens, monsters, warriors, high-octane
vehicles and more—into art! The Boys’
Guide to Drawing: Revised and Updated
Edition delivers easy-to-follow steps for
you to bring 65+ explosive, action-packed
images to life.

Want to get serious about your notebook
doodles AND have some serious fun? If
you’ve got a pencil and love for horses,
flowers, fairy-tale creatures, and more,
the step-by-step Girls’ Guide to Drawing:
Revised and Updated Edition will have you
bringing 65+ cute, cuddly images to life in
no time.

by Clara Cella
Illustrated by S. Altmann
978-1-5435-1562-6

by Clara Cella
Illustrated by Sydney Hanson
978-1-5435-1561-9

CAPSTONE PRESS

$12.95 ($16.95 can)
OCTOBER 2018
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
8 1/2” x 11”
176 pages
352 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

Clara Cella — Red Wing, Minnesota
Clara Cella lives, writes, and draws in Red Wing, Minnesota. Her nonfiction titles for children
celebrate all sorts of things, from groundhogs and U.S. presidents to aircraft, aliens, and
trolls. She recharges her creative battery with hikes along the river bluffs with her dog,
BetsyBoo.
S. Altmann — New York
Scott Altmann is a New York/ New Jersey based illustrator with over 10 years of professional
experience. His clients include Harper Collins, Random House, Blizzard Entertainment,
Oxford University Press UK, and Scholastic among many others. His work has been featured
in Spectrum and the Society of Illustrators, and in 2010 he was awarded a Chesley for best
paperback cover for “The Mysterious Mr. Spines :FLIGHT” published by Penguin Books USA.
Scott’s work is distinguished by a strong focus on storytelling and engaging characters.
With an ever-evolving style and craftsmanship, his illustrations give the viewer a visceral
experience, filled with wonder and intrigue.
Sydney Hanson — Vancouver, British Columbia
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Sydney Hanson is an illustrator currently working in Vancouver, British Columbia where she
lives with her husband and two pets, an inseparable dog and cat duo. She knew she wanted
to be an artist from the age of four when her first drawing of a six-legged cat(possibly a
possum) was proudly displayed on the fridge. Animals and the natural world are still her
favorite subjects. Born in Minnesota, she loves winter and spending time outdoors. When
she is not drawing she can usually be found outside camping, hiking or horse-back riding.

Hobbies & Crafts
NEW TITLE

SCOOBY-DOO!
ENCYCLOPEDIA
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍWritten by Benjamin Bird, prolific
author of Scooby-Doodles!: Draw,
Color, and Create with ScoobyDoo! and the bestselling ScoobyDoo board book series
ÍÍFeatures more than 200
characters, including neverbefore-unmasked monsters
ÍÍFull-color illustrations and
diagrams to keep even the most
meddlesome kids interested for
hours
Scooby-Doo! Encyclopedia
by Benjamin Bird
Illustrated by Tim Levins
978-1-4965-6582-2

Unmask the world of Scooby-Doo with the official character encyclopedia! This illustrated
encyclopedia features in-depth profiles, stats, and history of Scooby-Doo and the Mystery
Inc. Gang. From detailed diagrams of the Mystery Machine to laugh-out-loud jokes
to profiles of - ZOINKS! - more than 200 monsters and villains, THE SCOOBY-DOO
ENCYCLOPEDIA is sure to please Scooby fans of all ages, from meddling kids to adults.

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$9.95 ($12.95 can)
OCTOBER 2018
rights: US & Canada
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
8 1/2” x 11”
128 pages
28 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

Benjamin Bird — St. Paul, Minnesota
Benjamin Bird is a children’s book editor and freelance writer from
St. Paul, Minnesota. He has written books about some of today’s
most popular characters, including Batman, Superman, Wonder
Woman, Scooby-Doo, Tom & Jerry, and many more.
Tim Levins — Midland, Ontario, Canada
Tim Levins is best known for his work on the Eisner Award-winning DC
Comics series Batman: Gotham Adventures. Tim has illustrated other DC
titles, such as Justice League Adventures, Batgirl, Metal Men, and Scooby
Doo, and has also done work for Marvel Comics and Archie Comics. Tim
enjoys life in Midland, Ontario, Canada, with his wife, son, dog, and two
horses.

SCOOBY-DOO and all related characters and
elements are © & ™ Hanna-Barbera. (s18)
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This hands-on, visual Guide to Coding
will have you

Coding from Scratch
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in no time!
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Hobbies & Crafts
NEW TITLE

CODING
FROM SCRATCH
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍA great introduction to coding for
beginners
ÍÍHands-on, accessible projects for
beginner makerspace users
ÍÍGreat addition to at-home
makerspaces
ÍÍHighly visual with fun,
approachable language
ÍÍSimple coding techniques and
language introduces readers to
Scratch coding
CAPSTONE PRESS

$14.95 ($18.95 can)
AUGUST 2018

Coding from Scratch

rights: World except UK
age level: 8-10 years
reading level: Grades 3-5
8 1/2” x 11”
144 pages
150 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

by Rachel Ziter
978-1-5435-3589-1

Learn to create your own games, animation, presentations, and
musical projects in no time at all with Coding from Scratch. Whether
you’re just learning to code or need a refresher, this visual guide to
coding will cover all the basics—coding tools, where to find them, and
how to use them—with hands-on, step-by-step instructions designed
to make Coding from Scratch second nature.

Rachel Ziter — Debut author — Las Vegas, Nevada
Rachel Ziter was raised in Las Vegas, Nevada. She earned a
Bachelor of Science in education and her teaching credentials
from Florida Southern College. She has also completed graduate
coursework in computer science education at St. Scholastica,
as well as professional development in fablab project-based
learning at NuVu. Rachel works at the Adelson Educational
Campus in Las Vegas and is a member of the Tech Team. She
works in STEM curriculum and instruction, mentoring students across all grades
school-wide, with direct teaching responsibility for all lower school (JK-6th) coding
and engineering. Rachel was a founding teacher in Dawson College Bound, a
regional program mentoring high-performing youth toward high school and college
success. During the summer, she teaches coding to children across the valley
through Spark Skill. As a former competitive lacrosse player in college, Rachel
enjoys coaching club lacrosse and a variety of other sports.
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NONFICTION &
REFERENCE
NEW SERIES

NATIONAL
LANDMARKS
People visit landmarks to learn
about important people and
places in history. Landmarks
honor presidents and soldiers.
Landmarks also stand for ideas
such as freedom and loyalty. This
captivating series of books tells
the story behind our country’s
famous monuments. Download
the Capstone 4D app to access a
variety of bonus content.
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍTable of contents, glossary, map,
sidebars, full-color photographs,
index, read more entries
ÍÍEasy-to-read informational text
meets curriculum requirements
for U.S. history and social studies
ÍÍNonfiction
PEBBLE

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
AUGUST 2018

The Lincoln Memorial: A 4D Book
by Erin Edison
978-1-5435-3134-3

The Lincoln Memorial was built to honor our country’s 16th
president. The marble and limestone memorial sits on the
National Mall in Washington, D.C. Discover the story behind
this famous national landmark. Download the Capstone 4D
app to access a variety of bonus content.

The Statue of Liberty: A 4D Book
by Erin Edison
978-1-5435-3135-0

The Lincoln Memorial was built to honor our country’s 16th
president. The marble and limestone memorial sits on the
National Mall in Washington, D.C. Discover the story behind
this famous national landmark. Download the Capstone 4D
app to access a variety of bonus content.

The Vietnam Veterans Memorial: A 4D Book
by Erin Edison
978-1-5435-3136-7

The Lincoln Memorial was built to honor our country’s 16th
president. The marble and limestone memorial sits on the
National Mall in Washington, D.C. Discover the story behind
this famous national landmark. Download the Capstone 4D
app to access a variety of bonus content.

The Washington Monument: A 4D Book
by Erin Edison
978-1-5435-3137-4

The Lincoln Memorial was built to honor our country’s 16th
president. The marble and limestone memorial sits on the
National Mall in Washington, D.C. Discover the story behind
this famous national landmark. Download the Capstone 4D
app to access a variety of bonus content.

rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
8” x 8”
24 pages
9 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 100

Erin Edison — Minneapolis, Minnesota
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Erin Edison has written dozens of nonfiction books for children. She holds a BA degree in
English from Concordia College in Moorhead, Minnesota. She lives in Minneapolis.

Building a New Nation: An Interactive American Revolution Adventure
by Allison Lassieur
978-1-5435-1543-5
Vivid storytelling and authentic dialogue bring American history to life and place readers in
the shoes of real people who experienced some of the most pivotal moments of the end of
the American Revolution and the early years of the United States. With the signing of the
Treaty of Paris and the conclusion of the Revolutionary War, the Founding Fathers of the United
States needed to lay the groundwork for the new nation. Early years of government expose
weaknesses in the Articles of Confederation, which leads to the Constitutional Convention. The
Founders begin drafting the Constitution of the United States. Readers dive into this history
and make choices throughout that affect the outcome of the story. Scenarios are developed
and lead up to choices, which the readers take to control the direction of the character and
story. This format creates a unique and powerful experience for readers as they face the
challenges and decisions that real people encountered.
Fighting for Independence: An Interactive American Revolution Adventure
by Blake Hoena
978-1-5435-1547-3
Vivid storytelling and authentic dialogue bring American history to life and place readers in
the shoes of real people who experienced some of the most pivotal moments of the American
Revolution. Battles such as Bunker Hill have begun to take their toll on both sides in the war.
The Second Continental Congress meets and names George Washington as the commander
in chief of the Continental Army. John Adams and Benjamin Franklin work to secure European
allies in the fight against British rule. Readers dive into this history and make choices
throughout that affect the outcome of the story. Scenarios are developed and lead up to
choices, which the readers take to control the direction of the character and story. This format
creates a unique and powerful experience for readers as they face the challenges and decisions
that real people encountered.
Resisting British Rule: An Interactive American Revolution Adventure
by Elizabeth Raum
978-1-5435-1548-0
Vivid storytelling and authentic dialogue bring American history to life and place readers in
the shoes of real people who experienced some of the most pivotal moments of the American
Revolution. Unrest was growing in the thirteen colonies but Massachusetts was a hotbed
of revolt, especially in light of the Boston Tea Party. The British king and Parliament were
considering various ways to quell the rebellion, leading to the Intolerable Acts. The colonists
hold the First and Second Continental Congresses, war breaks out, and the Declaration of
Independence is written. Readers dive into this history and make choices throughout that
affect the outcome of the story. Scenarios are developed and lead up to choices, which the
readers take to control the direction of the character and story. This format creates a unique
and powerful experience for readers as they face the challenges and decisions that real people
encountered.
The Colonists Revolt: An Interactive American Revolution Adventure
by Matt Doeden
978-1-5435-1549-7
Vivid storytelling and authentic dialogue bring American history to life and place readers in the
shoes of real people who experienced some of the most pivotal moments leading up to the
American Revolution. Hostilities are beginning between British and Colonists, as the British fire
on the mob at the Boston Massacre. Paul Revere, John Adams, and others to begin rebellious
acts such as the Gaspee Affair and Boston Tea Party. Readers dive into this history and make
choices throughout that affect the outcome of the story. Scenarios are developed and lead
up to choices, which the readers take to control the direction of the character and story. This
format creates a unique and powerful experience for readers as they face the challenges and
decisions that real people encountered.

NONFICTION &
REFERENCE
NEW SERIES

YOU CHOOSE: FOUNDING
THE UNITED STATES
You Choose: Founding the United States
puts the reader in the driver’s seat, allowing
them to make choices that affect the
outcome of the story. Vivid storytelling and
authentic dialogue bring American history
to life and place readers in the shoes of
real people who experienced some of the
most pivotal moments of the American
Revolution. Scenarios are developed and
lead up to choices, which the readers take
to control the direction of the character
and story. This format creates a unique and
powerful experience for readers as they
face the challenges and decisions that real
people encountered.

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Readers get a first-person experience of
some of the pivotal events surrounding
the end of the American Revolutionary
War, such as the Treaty of Paris, the
Constitutional Convention, and the
drafting of the United States Constitution
ÍÍ Students who are interested in the early
history of the United States will jump
at the chance to step into the shoes of
realistic, everyday people of the time
ÍÍ The format provides extra engagement
by allowing readers to make choices that
affect the outcome of the story
ÍÍ Scenarios are developed and lead up to
choices, which the readers take to control
the direction of the character and story
ÍÍ This format has been hugely successful
in supplemental history studies, creating
a unique and powerful experience for
readers as they face the challenges and
decisions that real people encountered

CAPSTONE PRESS

$6.95 ($7.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World
age level: 8-11 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
5 1/4” x 7 1/2”
112 pages
20-24 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50
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NONFICTION &
REFERENCE
NEW TITLES

TANGLED HISTORY
Vivid storytelling and authentic dialogue
bring history to life. Tangled History lets
readers experience pivotal historical
events through the eyes of real people.
Suspenseful, dramatic events unfold in
chronological, interwoven stories from
the different perspectives of people
who experienced the event while it was
happening. Narratives intertwine to create
a breathless, “What’s Next?” kind of
read. Students gain a new perspective on
historical figures as they learn about real
people struggling to decide how best to act
in a given moment.

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Readers gain an intimate portrait of many
of the people who experienced one of the
worst fires in American history
ÍÍ Students who are interested in history
will be mesmerized by little known details
of the time period such as firefighting
technologies and strategies
ÍÍ The large cast of characters helps
students see historical figures as real
people struggling to decide how best
to survive and deal with an unfolding
disaster

All Is Not Lost: The Story of the Great
Chicago Fire
by Steven Otfinoski
978-1-5157-7962-9

Vivid storytelling and authentic dialogue bring American history
to life and place readers in the shoes of people who experienced
one of the worst fires in American history - the Great Chicago Fire.
In October 1871 the Midwest was in the midst of one of the driest
periods on record. A center of modern firefighting technology, all
of Chicago’s resources were put to the test by a fire that almost
completely destroyed the city. Suspenseful, dramatic events unfold
in chronological, interwoven stories from the different perspectives
of people who experienced the event while it was happening.
Narratives intertwine to create a breathless, “What’s Next?” kind of
read. Students gain a new perspective on historical figures as they
learn about real people struggling to decide how best to act in a
given moment.

We Shall Overcome: The Story of the
Selma Marches for Civil Rights
by Steven Otfinoski
978-1-5157-7965-0

Vivid storytelling and authentic dialogue bring American history to
life and place readers in the shoes of ten people who experienced
one of the most pivotal moments of the Civil Rights Movement - the
marches from Selma to Montgomery. In March 1965 nonviolent
activists, led by Martin Luther King Jr., began a series of marches in
Alabama. They faced brutal resistance as they struggled for voting
rights for African-Americans in the South and across the nation.
Suspenseful, dramatic events unfold in chronological, interwoven
stories from the different perspectives of people who experienced
the event while it was happening. Narratives intertwine to create
a breathless, “What’s Next?” kind of read. Students gain a new
perspective on historical figures as they learn about real people
struggling to decide how best to act in a given moment.

CAPSTONE PRESS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-7
5 1/4” x 7 1/2”
112 pages
15 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 50

MORE TITLES ON PAGE 156

Steven Otfinoski — Connecticut
Breaking Barriers: The
Story of Jackie Robinson
978-1-5157-7963-6
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Houston, We’ve Had a
Problem: The Story of

the Apollo 13 Disaster

978-1-5157-7964-3

capstoneyoungreaders.com

Steven Otfinoski has written more than 150 books for young readers.
Three of his nonfiction books have been chosen Books for the Teen Age
by the New York Public Library. Steve is also a playwright and has his own
theater company that brings one-person plays about American history to
schools. Steve lives in Connecticut with his wife, who is a teacher. They
have two children, two dogs, and a cat.

NONFICTION &
REFERENCE
NEW SERIES

GRAPHIC SCIENCE 4D
A Crash Course in
Forces and Motion
with Max Axiom
Super Scientist:
An Augmented
Reading Science
Experience
by Emily Beth Sohn,
Illustrated by Steve
Erwin
978-1-5435-2956-2

Adventures in
Sound with Max
Axiom Super
Scientist: An
Augmented
Reading Science
Experience
by Emily Beth Sohn,
Illustrated by Cynthia
Martin
978-1-5435-2955-5

Exploring
Ecosystems
with Max Axiom
Super Scientist:
An Augmented
Reading Science
Experience
by Agnieszka
Jòzefina Biskup,
Illustrated by Tod G.
Smith
978-1-5435-2957-9

Lessons in
Science Safety
with Max Axiom
Super Scientist:
An Augmented
Reading Science
Experience
by Donald B. Lemke,
Illustrated by Tod G.
Smith
978-1-5435-2959-3

The Attractive
Story of
Magnetism with
Max Axiom
Super Scientist:
An Augmented
Reading Science
Experience
by Andrea
Gianopoulos,
Illustrated by
Cynthia Martin
978-1-5435-2961-6

You’ve never had a science teacher like
this! Whether shrinking to explore an atom
or riding on a sound wave, Max Axiom
does what it takes to make super science
super cool. Using his special powers, Max
takes science out of the classroom and into
the world—and beyond. Featuring all new
interactive, 4D-enhanced content, these
nonfiction graphic novels will captivate
readers and bring the world of science
to life like never before. Download the
Capstone 4D app to access a variety of
bonus content.

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Graphic novel format
ÍÍ Targeted ATOS of 4.5-5.5
ÍÍ 4D video enhanced sidebars
ÍÍ Hands on activities with 4D video
ÍÍ Critical thinking discussion questions
and writing prompts match content from
teacher’s guide
The Explosive
World of
Volcanoes with
Max Axiom
Super Scientist:
An Augmented
Reading Science
Experience
by Christopher L.
Harbo, Illustrated
by Tod G. Smith
978-1-5435-2958-6

The Shocking
World of
Electricity with
Max Axiom
Super Scientist:
An Augmented
Reading Science
Experience
by Liam O’Donnell,
Illustrated by Richard
Dominguez
978-1-5435-2960-9

The World of
Food Chains
with Max Axiom
Super Scientist:
An Augmented
Reading Science
Experience
by Liam O’Donnell,
Illustrated by
Cynthia Martin
978-1-5435-2962-3

Understanding
Global Warming
with Max Axiom
Super Scientist:
An Augmented
Reading Science
Experience
by Agnieszka
Jòzefina Biskup,
Illustrated by
Cynthia Martin
978-1-5435-2964-7

Understanding
Photosynthesis
with Max Axiom
Super Scientist:
An Augmented
Reading Science
Experience
by Liam O’Donnell,
Illustrated by
Richard Dominguez
978-1-5435-2963-0

ÍÍ Dialogue and text suitable to the graphic
novel format
ÍÍ Comic book-style art makes for fun
science learning

CAPSTONE PRESS

$7.95 ($9.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World
age level: 8-14 years
reading level: Grades 3-9
7” x 9”
32 pages
80 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 100
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NONFICTION &
REFERENCE
NEW SERIES

GREATEST SPORTS
MOMENTS
Sports fans love watching an
underdog overcome the odds to
achieve a thrilling victory. And
they are awed when their heroes
achieve the impossible. History
is full of iconic sports moments
in which athletes and teams
achieve legendary status. From
Babe Ruth’s amazing “calledshot” home run to the miraculous
victory of the 1980 US Olympic
Hockey team, Greatest Sports
Moments gives readers a front
row seat to the most incredible
achievements in sports history.
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍHigh-interest sports story perfect
for engaging developing or
dormant readers
ÍÍGraphic novel format provides
visual storytelling that grabs
readers’ attention and keeps
them wanting more
ÍÍTells the story of a legendary
moment in sports history and
explores the truth surrounding it
ÍÍProvides additional information
about the main characters and
their lives after the events of the
story
CAPSTONE PRESS

$7.95 ($9.95 can)
AUGUST 2018
rights: World
age level: 8-14 years
reading level: Grades 3-9
7” x 9”
32 pages
80 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 100
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Calling His Shot: Babe Ruth’s Legendary Home
Run
by Brandon Terrell, Illustrated by Mr. Eduardo Garcia
978-1-5435-2872-5

When the legendary Babe Ruth strode to the plate in Game 3 of the 1932 World Series,
the game was tied 4-4 in the fifth inning. After taking two strikes, Ruth cemented his
place in baseball history. He first pointed toward the outfield, and then slammed a
monster home run on the very next pitch. It is a moment that has lived in baseball lore
ever since. In this graphic novel, readers will get an up-close look at one of baseball’s
most iconic moments and learn about the controversy surrounding the truth of Babe
Ruth’s famous called-shot homer.

Defying Hitler: Jesse Owens’ Olympic Triumph
by Nel Yomtov, Illustrated by Mr. Eduardo Garcia
978-1-5435-2869-5

At the 1936 Summer Olympics in Berlin, Germany, the last thing Adolf Hitler expected
was to see a black man compete and win. But Jesse Owens didn’t just win. He was
dominant in the track and field events, winning four gold medals and helping to set a
world record. Now, in this graphic novel, readers can witness one of the most iconic
moments in sports history as Owens proves that people of all races can compete and
win at the Olympic games.

Lake Placid Miracle: When U.S. Hockey Stunned
the World
by Blake Hoena, Illustrated by Mr. Eduardo Garcia
978-1-5435-2871-8

In 1980 the Soviet Union had dominated the world of hockey for nearly 30 years.
Nobody thought the USSR’s hockey team could be beaten in the Winter Olympics. But
US Hockey coach Herb Brooks didn’t believe that. He pulled together a ragtag team
of amateur hockey players and molded them into a team that could compete with
the best teams in the world. Through months of hard work and determination, the US
team achieved the impossible and defeated the dreaded Soviets. In this graphic novel,
readers will get a thrilling up-close look at the story of the 1980 US Olympic Hockey
team and their miraculous victory in Lake Placid, New York.

Showdown in Manila: Ali and Frazier’s Epic Final
Fight
by Matt Doeden, Illustrated by Mr. Eduardo Garcia
978-1-5435-2870-1

In 1975 two legends of boxing met in the ring for the third and final time. Muhammad
Ali and Joe Frazier had already clashed in two previous bouts, with each claiming a
victory. But in this final titanic match in Manila, The Philippines, the two men would
battle for 14 grueling rounds to become the Heavyweight Champion of the world. The
fighters gave everything they had to defeat one another. In the end, Ali was declared
the winner, but both were ready to concede defeat. In this graphic novel, readers will
have a ringside seat to one of the most iconic moments in sports history and watch as
two legendary fighters go toe-to-toe in boxing’s greatest bout.

Mr. Eduardo Garcia — Mexico City, Mexico
Working out of Mexico City, passionate comic book fan and artist
Eduardo Garcia has lent his talented illustration abilities to such varied
projects as the Spider-Man Family, Flash Gordon, and Speed Racer. He’s
currently working on a series of illustrations for an educational publisher
while his wife and children look over his shoulder!

Full STEAM Baseball: Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics of the Game
by N. Helget
978-1-5435-3042-1

Baseball is much more than game-winning hits, double plays, and
grand slams. It’s a spectacular spectacle where baseball, science,
technology, engineering, arts, and mathematics happen to meet.

NONFICTION &
REFERENCE
NEW SERIES

FULL STEAM SPORTS
Full STEAM Basketball: Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics of the Game
by N. Helget
978-1-5435-3041-4

Basketball is much more than jump shots, no-look passes, and
slam dunks. It’s a spectacular spectacle where basketball, science,
technology, engineering, arts, and mathematics happen to meet.

Full STEAM Football: Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics of the Game
by Sean McCollum
978-1-5435-3043-8

Football is much more than tackles, touchdowns, and end zone
celebrations. It’s a spectacular spectacle where football, science,
technology, engineering, arts, and mathematics happen to meet.

Full STEAM Soccer: Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics of the Game
by Sean McCollum
978-1-5435-3044-5

Soccer is much more than passes, throw-ins, and bicycle kicks.
It’s a spectacular spectacle where soccer, science, technology,
engineering, arts, and mathematics happen to meet.

Sports and the STEAM education
movement mingle in this
informative and entertaining series
for students of the game. From the
wonders of science and tech to the
marvels of engineering and artistry
to the miracles of mathematics,
Full STEAM Sports has something
of interest for everyone.
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍTable of Contents
ÍÍSports Illustrated photography
ÍÍRead More Resources
ÍÍSafe Web Sites at www.
FactHound.com
ÍÍIndex
ÍÍFascinating facts and anecdotes
about sports
ÍÍPithy and engaging sports
writing; awesome photography
from Sports Illustrated; perfect
for those that love sports;
STEAM; STEAM education
movement; science; technology;
engineering; arts; mathematics
CAPSTONE PRESS

$7.95 ($9.95 can)
OCTOBER 2018

N. Helget — St. Peter, Minnesota
Nicole Helget is the author of the middle grade novels Wonder at the
Edge of the World and The End of the Wild and the co-author a middle
grade novel, Horse Camp. She has also authored two adult novels, The
Turtle Catcher and Stillwater, and a memoir, The Summer of Ordinary
Ways. She lives in St. Peter, Minnesota.

rights: World except UK
age level: 9-14 years
reading level: Grades 4-9
7” x 9”
32 pages
17 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 100

Sean McCollum — Boulder, Colorado
Award-winning author Sean McCollum has written more than 30
nonfiction books and hundreds of articles for children and teens.
Currently living in the United States Virgin Islands in the Caribbean
Sea, he has sailed on ships big and small, and always checks where the
lifeboats are stowed.
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NONFICTION &
REFERENCE
NEW SERIES

STATHEAD SPORTS
In big-time sports today, statheads
rule. New stats and new uses of
old stats guide the decisions of
players, coaches, and general
managers. Fans helped to create
some of these new stats and, in
the process, sparked a revolution
pro sports. In Stathead Sports,
young fans find out which stats
matter most, what they mean, and
how they come into play.
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍSmart sports writing reveals how
new stats and data analysis are
transforming big-time sports
ÍÍStats and the math behind them
are explained clearly and simply
ÍÍFans get a behind-the-scenes
glimpse of how pro athletes and
coaches rely on data to make ingame decisions”
CAPSTONE PRESS

$8.95 ($11.95 can)
SEPTEMBER 2018
rights: World ex OFAC Embargo, ZW,
Western Balkans
age level: 9-14 years
reading level: Grades 3-9
7” x 9”
48 pages
30 illustrations
paperback
carton qty: 100
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Stathead Baseball: How Data Changed the Sport
by Eric Mark Braun
978-1-5435-1453-7

In pro baseball today, it’s good to be a stathead. Managers use
stats to decide who should be in the lineup each game, where
fielders should be positioned, and when to signal for a bunt or a
steal. Players use stats to prepare for games and to get an edge
from the first pitch to the final out. And sports reporters rely on
data to explain the game. Today’s baseball fans, who always want
to be in the know, get more out of the action by joining the ranks
of the statheads.

Stathead Basketball: How Data Changed the Sport
by Michael Bradley
978-1-5435-1451-3

In pro basketball today, it’s good to be a stathead. Coaches
use stats to decide who should be in the lineup each game,
how defend against each opponent, and when to send in a sub.
Players use stats to train and prepare and to get an edge after
the opening tip. And sports reporters rely on data to describe the
games. Today’s hoops fans, who always want to be in the know,
get more out of the action by joining the ranks of the statheads.

Stathead Football: How Data Changed the Sport
by Michael Bradley
978-1-5435-1452-0

In pro football today, it’s good to be a stathead. Coaches use
stats to decide which plays to run, how defend against each
opponent, when to go for it on fourth down, and when to punt.
Players use stats to train and prepare and to get an edge after the
kickoff. And sports reporters rely on data to describe the games.
Today’s football fans, who always want to be in the know, get
more out of the action by joining the ranks of the statheads.

Stathead Hockey: How Data Changed the Sport
by Hans Carroll Hetrick
978-1-5435-1450-6

In pro hockey today, it’s good to be a stathead. Coaches use stats
to decide which players should be on the ice, when to reshuffle
the lines, and how defend against each opponent. Players use
stats to train and prepare and to get an edge after the puck
is dropped. And sports reporters rely on data to describe the
games. Today’s hockey fans, who always want to be in the know,
get more out of the action by joining the ranks of the statheads.

Young Adult
NEW TO PAPERBACK

BLACK LIGHT
EXPRESS
SELLING POINTS

ÍÍSequel to Railhead, which has
earned three starred reviews
and was described by Publishers
Weekly as a “thrilling and
imaginative escapade”
ÍÍWarner Bros. has purchased the
film rights for Railhead
ÍÍSuperb storytelling by successful
and award-winning author Philip
Reeve, winner of the prestigious
Carnegie Medal
ÍÍDiverse cast of characters brings
complexity and heart to this
stunningly original sci-fi world
ÍÍThrilling action, political intrigue,
and surprising twists will appeal
to a wide audience—and keep
readers glued to the page
Black Light Express
by Philip Reeve
978-1-63079-097-4

With superb world building, gripping action, and ruthless political intrigue, Black Light
Express delivers a breathtaking adventure into the darkest depths of space and is sure to
please sci-fi fans and foes alike. At the edge of the Great Network, a small-time thief and
an android girl ride aboard a sentient train. They hurtle toward the unknown, ready to see
what lies beyond the end of the universe. But Zen Starling and Nova leave behind worlds
on the brink of chaos. Old rulers are dead, and now young Threnody Noon sits precariously
on the throne. Unrest spreads like a virus, a rival corporate family grows hungry for power,
and the once tranquil Empire seems bound for railwar and ruin. Watching everything are the
Guardians--the mysterious god-like AIs to whom people of the Network offer their prayers
and praises. But even gods have secrets. Secrets the so-called benevolent deities would do
anything to keep hidden deep within the farthest reaches of existence. Return to the exciting
sci-fi world of Philip Reeve in this sequel to Railhead, which received three starred reviews
and was praised by Publishers Weekly as a “thrilling and imaginative escapade.”

MARKETING

ÍÍGoodreads and NetGalley
promotions
ÍÍSocial media campaign
SWITCH PRESS

$9.95 ($12.95 can)
OCTOBER 2018
rights: North America Only
age level: 14-18 years
reading level: Grades 9-12
5 1/2” x 8 1/4”
352 pages
paperback
carton qty: 20

Philip Reeve — Dartmoor, England
Philip Reeve wrote his first story when he was just five years old, about a
spaceman named Spike and his dog, Spook. Philip has continued writing
and dreaming up adventures and is now the acclaimed author of the
Mortal Engines series, the Fever Crumb series, Here Lies Author (2008
Carnegie Medal Winner), and many other exciting tales. Born and raised
in Brighton, England, Philip first worked as a cartoonist and illustrator
before pursuing a career as an author. He lives in Dartmoor with his wife,
Sarah, and their son, Sam.
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Young Adult
NEW TO PAPERBACK

STRANGE ALCHEMY
On Roanoke Island, the legend of the
Lost Colony — and the 114 colonists who
vanished without a trace more than four
hundred years ago — still haunts the town.
But that’s just a story told for the tourists
. . . or it is? When 114 people suddenly
disappear from the island in present day, it
seems history is repeating itself — and an
unlikely pair of seventeen-year-olds might
be the only hope of bringing the missing
back. Miranda Blackwood, a member of
one of island’s most infamous families,
and Grant Rawling, the sheriff’s son, who
has demons and secrets of his own, find
themselves at the center of the mystery.
As the unlikely pair works to uncover the
secrets of the new Lost Colony, they must
dodge everyone from the authorities to
long-dead alchemists as they race against
time to save their family and friends before
they too are gone for good.

SELLING POINTS
ÍÍ Promotable Author: Gwenda Bond is
the acclaimed author of the Lois Lane
series (Fallout, Double Down, Triple
Threat) and the Cirque American series
(Girl on a Wire, Girl Over Paris, Girl in the
Shadows)
ÍÍ Explores America’s oldest mystery, the
disappearance on Roanoke Colony

Strange Alchemy
SWITCH PRESS

$9.95 ($12.95 can)
SEPTEMBER 2018
rights: World except UK
age level: 14-18 years
reading level: Grades 9-12
5 1/2” x 8”
336 pages
paperback
carton qty: 20

by Gwenda Bond
978-1-63079-077-6

Gwenda Bond’s first book Blackwood has been reimagined and brought back to life with
new vision. On Roanoke Island, the legend of the Lost Colony — and the 114 colonists who
vanished without a trace more than four hundred years ago — still haunts the town. But
that’s just a story told for the tourists. When 114 people suddenly disappear from the island
in present day, it seems history is repeating itself — and an unlikely pair of seventeen-yearolds might be the only hope of bringing the missing back. Miranda Blackwood, a member of
one of island’s most infamous families, and Grant Rawling, the sheriff’s son, who has demons
and secrets of his own, find themselves at the center of the mystery. As the unlikely pair
works to uncover the secrets of the new Lost Colony, they must dodge everyone from the
authorities to long-dead alchemists as they race against time to save their family and friends
before they too are gone for good.

Gwenda Bond — Lexington, Kentucky
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Gwenda Bond is the author of the young adult novels Girl on a Wire,
Blackwood, and The Woken Gods. She has also written for Publishers
Weekly and the Los Angeles Times, among other publications, and just
might have been inspired to get a journalism degree by her childhood love
of Lois Lane. She has an MFA in Writing from the Vermont College of Fine
Arts, and lives in a hundred-year-old house in Lexington, Kentucky, with
her husband, author Christopher Rowe, and their menagerie. Visit her
online at gwendabond.com or @gwenda on Twitter.
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FALL 2018 COLLECTIONS

KYLIE JEAN COLLECTION
Marci Peschke
978-1-4795-9319-4
Kylie Jean wants to be a queen, no matter what
the activity. Whether it's singing in a talent show,
trying out for the school play, or competing in the
annual Blueberry festival, this spunky secondgrader knows she has what it takes to wear the
crown. This collection of three Kylie Jean books in
one incudes Kylie Jean Blueberry Queen, Kylie Jean
Singing Queen, and Kylie Jean Drama Queen.
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$9.99 (12.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8
reading level: Grades 1-3
53/4" x 71/2"
304 pages
paper over board

KYLIE JEAN COLLECTION
VOLUME 2
Marci Peschke
978-1-5158-1892-2
From blueberries to beauty pageants, second
grader Kylie Jean wants to be the queen of
everything! But in her quest to be the best, this
young southern belle learns a few lessons of
her own. Young girls will love this mischievous,
delightful, and fun three-book collection!
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$9.99 (12.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8
reading level: Grades 2-3
53/4" x 71/2"
304 pages
paper over board

KATIE WOO COLLECTION
Fran Manushkin
978-1-4795-9318-7
Katie Woo knows how to make every day an
adventure. Of course, a curious, creative girl like
her sometimes finds herself in a bit of mischief,
but don't worry! Katie always manages to fix her
mishaps, making her friends laugh along the way.
Join Katie and have an adventure of your own
with this collection of delightful stories by Fran
Manushkin.
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$9.99 (12.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 5-7
reading level: Grades K-2
53/4" x 71/2"
288 pages
paper over board

ADVENTURES AT HOUND HOTEL COLLECTION
Shelley Swanson Sateren
978-1-5158-1891-5
Welcome to Hound Hotel, the perfect place to board your canine family members. In
this four-book collection, readers will enjoy meeting all sorts of dogs through the eyes
of eight-year-old Alfie Wilfe, the good-hearted, funny narrator. Every dog that visits the
kennel has different needs, and Alfie and his twin sister, Alfreeda, are ready to serve
them. The problem is the twins usually disagree about what those needs are!
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$9.99 (12.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8
reading level: Grades 1-4
53/4" x 71/2"
272 pages
paper over board
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FALL 2018 COLLECTIONS

FINLEY FLOWERS COLLECTION

YOU CHOOSE: CAN YOU
SURVIVE COLLECTION

YOU CHOOSE: CAN YOU SURVIVE
COLLECTION VOLUME 2

Rachael Teresa Hanel, Allison Lassieur, and
Matt Doeden
978-1-5157-6198-3

Rachael Teresa Hanel, Allison Lassieur, and
Matt Doeden
978-1-5157-9081-5

This collection puts the reader in the driver's seat
as they explore different choices and outcomes in
their quest for survival. Follow the directions on
each page and find out how your decisions change
your fate. When YOU CHOOSE what to do next,
the choices you make could mean the difference
between life and death. Will you survive?

Your survival depends on making the right choices in
key moments. Which path to take? Readers use their
wits and knowledge in this three-book collection of
nonfiction adventures, learning about survival skills in
various settings and making choices that will lead to
either survival or doom.

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

CAPSTONE PRESS

$9.99 (12.95 can)

$9.99 (12.95 can)

$9.99 (12.95 can)

rights: World
age level: 6-8
reading level: Grades 1-3
53/4" x 71/2"
256 pages
paper over board

rights: North America Only
age level: 8-11
reading level: Grades 3-6
51/4" x 71/2"
328 pages
paperback

Jessica Young
978-1-4795-9850-2
Finley Flowers has Flower Power. That means she
has a million ideas. This third-grade star can take
anything from Duct Tape to glitter glue and create
something incredible. Problem is, when you're
full of ideas, some of them are bound to get you
into trouble. Chapter-book readers will fall in love
with Finley, her friends, and her family in these
quirky, funny stories that highlight creativity and
imagination.

CAPSTONE PRESS

rights: World
age level: 8-12
reading level: Grades 3-6
51/4" x 71/2"
328 pages
paperback
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HOLIDAYS & EVENTS
Back-to-School

Be a Star, Wonder
Woman™!
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Omar Lozano
978-1-62370-875-7

Do Not Bring Your
Dragon to Recess
by Julie Gassman
Illustrated by Andy
Elderton
978-1-68436-035-2

Good Morning,
Superman™!
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Omar Lozano
978-1-62370-850-4

100th Day of School
by Emma Carlson Berne
Illustrated by Charlie Alder
978-1-68410-189-4

Harrison P. Spader,
Personal Space Invader
by Christianne C. Jones
Illustrated by Cale Atkinson
978-1-5158-2723-8

Katie Woo Loves School
by Fran Manushkin
Illustrated by Tammie Lyon
978-1-4795-2027-5

The Social Butterfly
by Beth Bracken
Illustrated by Sofia Cardoso
978-1-5158-1697-3

Curious McCarthy Series
by Tory Christie
Illustrated by Mina Price

Pedro, First-Grade Hero
by Fran Manushkin
Illustrated by Tammie Lyon
978-1-5158-0112-2

S.M.A.R.T.S. Series
by Melinda Metz

Lucky School Bus
by Mindy Melton Crow
Illustrated by Chad
Thompson
978-1-4342-3381-3

Creature Teacher Series
by Sam Watkins
Illustrated by David
O’Connell

Thanksgiving

The Kiddie Table
by Colleen Madden
978-1-68446-002-1

A Short History of Thanksgiving
by Sally Ann Lee
978-1-4914-6101-3

Christmas

A Christmas Drawing
Wonderland!
by Jennifer M. Besel
Illustrated by Lucy Makuc
978-1-4765-3447-3
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A Short History of
Christmas
by Sally Ann Lee
978-1-4914-6099-3

The North Police:
A Christmas Carol
Elf Detectives
by Charles Dickens
by Scott Sonneborn
978-1-4965-0378-7
Illustrated by Omar Lozano
978-1-62370-838-2

HOLIDAYS & EVENTS
Halloween

A Short History of
Halloween
by Sally Ann Lee
978-1-4914-6100-6

Frightmares: A Creepy
Collection of Scary
Stories
by Michael Dahl
978-1-4965-0598-9

Even Monsters Say Goodnight
by Doreen Mulryan Marts
978-1-62370-256-4

Frightmares 2: More
Scary Stories for the
Fearless Reader
by Michael Dahl
978-1-4965-4136-9

Monster Heroes
by Blake Hoena
Illustrated by Dave
Bardin
978-1-62370-783-5

Finley Flowers: Super
Spooktacular
by Jessica Young
Illustrated by Jessica
Secheret
978-1-4795-9811-3

Night of the Scaredy
Crows
by Sarah Hines Stephens
Illustrated by Art Baltazar
978-1-4048-7663-7

Frightmares 3: Even
More Super Creepy Tales
for Brave Readers
by Michael Dahl
978-1-4965-4915-0

School Bus of Horrors
series
by Michael Dahl
978-1-4965-6275-3

My Undead Life series
by Emma T. Graves
978-1-4965-6451-1

Nice Shot, Cupid!
by Kate McMullan
978-1-4342-3435-3

Dessert Designer:
Creations You Can Make
and Eat!
by Dana Meachen Rau
978-1-62370-006-5

A Short History of
Valentine's Day
by Sally Ann Lee
978-1-4914-6102-0

Valentine’s Day

Sweet Revenge: PassiveAggressive Desserts for
Your Exes & Enemies
by Heather Kim
978-1-63079-089-9

Valentine's Day
by Emma Carlson Berne
Illustrated by Aaron Cushley
978-1-68410-194-8

Valentine Queen
by Marci Peschke
Illustrated by Tuesday
Mourning
978-1-4795-8608-0

Room Love: 50 DIY
Projects to Design Your
Space
by Heather Wutschke
978-1-62370-817-7
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LICENSED PRODUCTS

Bedtime for Batman™
pg. 82, 84

Good Morning, Superman™!
pg. 82, 84

DC Board Books
pg. 81

DC Super Heroes:
The Man of Steel
pg. 117

DC Super Heroes
Character Education
pg. 107

DC Super Heroes:
The Dark Knight
pg. 117

You Choose Stories:
Justice League
pg. 51

DC Super Heroes:
Superman
pg. 118

The Amazing Adventures
of Superman™!
pg. 108

DC Super Heroes Origins
pg. 108

DC Super Heroes Origami
pg. 144

Lois Lane™
pg. 170
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Be A Star, Wonder Woman™!
pg. 84
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Justice League
pg. 116

DC Super Heroes:
Batman
pg. 118

You Choose Stories:
Batman
pg. 116

Wonder Woman The
Amazing Amazon
pg. 49

Sweet Dreams, Supergirl™
pg. 84

DC Super Heroes:
Wonder Woman
pg. 118

DC Super-Pets Origin Stories
pg. 108

DC Super-Pets
pg. 109

DC Super-Pets
Encyclopedia
pg. 109

Batman™ & Robin™
Adventures
pg. 116

DC Comic Chapter
Books
pg. 117

You Choose Stories:
Superman
pg. 117

Batman Science
pg. 164

Superman Science
pg. 164

Wonder Woman Tales
Of Paradise Island
pg. 50

DC Super Heroes
World’s Greatest Jokes
pg. 138

How to Draw Batman,
Superman, and Other DC
Super Heroes and Villains
pg. 145
TM & © DC Comics. (s17)

LICENSED PRODUCTS

Sports Illustrated Kids
Bedtime Books
pg. 81, 88
Sports Illustrated Kids
is a trademark of Meredith Corp.

Starting Line Readers
pg. 101

Play Like the Pros
pg. 166

Victory School Superstars All-Star Goofball Trivia
pg. 166
pg. 110

Drawing with Sports
Illustrated Kids
pg. 146

Ballpark Eats
pg. 139

Fantasy Sports Math
pg. 167

Food, Football, and Fun!:
Football Recipes
pg. 139

Side-by-Side Sports
pg. 167

Sports Math
pg. 167

TM & © Turner
Entertainment Co.
(s17)

Tom and Jerry
pg. 92

TM & © Hanna-Barbera. (s17)

Scooby-Doo!
Beginner
Mysteries
pg. 109

Scooby-Doodles!
pg. 115

Scooby-Doo’s
Laugh-Out-Loud
Jokes!
pg. 114

You Choose Stories: Scooby-Doo
Scooby-Doo
Comic Chapter
pg. 115
Books
pg. 115

Scooby-Doo
Encyclopedia
pg. 61

Dorothy and Toto
pg. 101
TM & © Turner
Entertainment Co. (s18)

Smithsonian

Smithsonian Drawing War Timelines
Books
pg. 155
pg. 148

Smithsonian Field Trips
pg. 151

Introducing Primary
Sources
pg. 155

Little Explorer
pg. 163

Little Paleontologist
pg. 163
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BACKLIST

Board Books
6+ MONTHS

12+ MONTHS

18-24+ MONTHS

2+ YEARS

HELLO GENIUS
For the youngest learners, fun, cheerful
read-alouds that help guide a child’s
first steps in learning and growing.
Teaches:
ÌÌ Early concepts
ÌÌ Animal recognition
ÌÌ Self-care
ÌÌ Speaking skills
ÌÌ First words
ÌÌ Manners

Pig Takes A Bath
978-1-4048-5729-2

Bye-Bye Bottles, Zebra
978-1-4795-5792-9

Bunny Eats Lunch
978-1-4048-5728-5

Bear Says “Thank You”
978-1-4048-6786-4

Story Time for Lamb
978-1-4048-6495-5

Little Monkey Calms Down Nap Time for Kitty
978-1-4795-2286-6
978-1-4048-5216-7

Duck Goes Potty
978-1-4048-5726-1

Big Bed for Giraffe
978-1-4795-5791-2

No More Pacifier, Duck
978-1-4795-5793-6

Penguin Misses Mom
978-1-4795-8739-1

Little Lion Shares
978-1-4795-2287-3

Hippo Says “Excuse Me”
978-1-4048-6787-1

Pony Brushes His Teeth
978-1-4048-5727-8

Snack Time for Cow
978-1-4048-6496-2

Little Tiger Picks Up
978-1-4795-2288-0

Mouse Says “Sorry”
978-1-4048-6789-5

Playdate for Panda
978-1-4795-8741-4

Penguin Says “Please”
978-1-4048-6788-8

Little Elephant Listens
978-1-4795-2289-7

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$7.99 ($8.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 1-3 years
reading level: Grades 1-2
8” x 8”
20 pages
10 illustrations
board book
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Oriol Vidal
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“Vibrant colors, simple repetitive
text and concepts that young
children will comprehend.”
–School Library Journal
“Important social and emotional
tasks like learning empathy, social
skills, and independence are presented
in toddler-friendly language.”
– Dr. Heather Wittenberg, Psy.D.,
BabyShrink.com
2012 Mom’s Choice Awards, Gold

Thumbs Up, Brown Bear
978-1-4795-5794-3

$11.99
($14.99 can)
Paperback
8” x 8”
Hello Genius
Milestone Box
978-1-4795-9838-0
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Includes the following titles:

Duck Goes Potty
Bear Says Thank You
Penguin Says Please
Little Monkey Calms Down
Mouse Says Sorry
Little Lion Shares

Board Books
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
KIDS BEDTIME BOOKS
Bring the excitement of your favorite game to the
youngest fan with the Sports Illustrated Kids Bedtime
Books series. The action-packed stories follow a young fan
cheering on the hometown team. When the game is over,
the rhyming text turns gentle and soothing as it prepares
readers for bed—encouraging his/her own sports dream!
The series has been praised by Publisher’s Weekly for its
“energized illustrations,” and School Library Journal loves
the “fun, comforting bedtime story” and “the diversity
present in the fans.” Simply put, this series is a victory.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$7.99 ($9.95 can)
rights: World ex OFAC Embargo, ZW,
Western Balkans
age level: 1-4 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
7” x 6”
30 pages
15 illustrations
board book

BACKLIST

WEARABLE BOOKS

DC BOARD BOOKS

Fun, interactive board books that children and adults
alike can wear like masks, allowing for make-believe
games and hilarious snapshot moments! With catchy
rhymes, colorful illustrations, and interactive dialogue,
everyone will enjoy these laugh-out-loud read-alongs.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

A series of board books featuring DC Comics’ Greatest
Super Heroes, Batman™ and Superman™! Illustrated
by DC artists, these board books are sure to attract
superhero fans, collectors, and kids of all ages. These
heroic characters will teach children early concepts,
including ABCs, Numbers, Shapes, and Colors, through
iconic imagery and fun, action-paced text.

$7.99 ($8.95 can)

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

rights: World
age level: 1-6 years
reading level: Grades PreK-1
8” x 8”
12 pages
6 illustrations
board book

$5.99 ($6.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 1-3 years
reading level: Grade PreK
6” x 6”
20 pages
10 illustrated spreads
board book

PICTURE BOOKS ON PAGE 88

by Donald Lemke
Illustrated by Bob Lentz
Book-O-Beards: A
Wearable Book
978-1-62370-183-3
Book-O-Hats: A
Wearable Book
978-1-62370-184-0
Book-O-Masks: A
Wearable Book
978-1-62370-185-7
Book-O-Teeth: A
Wearable Book
978-1-62370-186-4
“Giggle-fueling
fun.”
— Booklist
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Christina E. Forshay

by Benjamin Bird
Illustrated by Ethen Beavers

Goodnight Baseball
978-1-62370-922-8

Batman Shapes
978-1-4795-5892-6

Goodnight Football
978-1-62370-923-5

Superman Colors
978-1-4795-5890-2

Goodnight Hockey
978-1-62370-924-2

Wonder Woman™ ABCs
978-1-4795-5889-6

Sports Illustrated Kids is a registered
trademark of Meredith Corp.
Used with permission.

TM & © DC Comics. (s18)
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BACKLIST

Board Books

DC SUPER HEROES
Look, up in the sky! It’s a bird. It’s a plane. It’s the...
SUN! When morning comes, a young boy must
prepare for his day, faster than a speeding bullet. In
this board book edition, follow along as he leaps tall
buildings (jumps out of bed) in a single bound, dons
his heroic uniform (his clothes), and faces his greatest
weakness (Kryptonite-colored toothpaste). Then
it’s up, up, and away to daycare! Includes a morning
routine checklist.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$7.99 ($9.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 4-7 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
6” x 7”
30 pages
15 illustrations
Board Book

Good Morning, Superman™
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Omar Lozano
978-1-68436-004-8

Bedtime for Batman™
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Ethen Beavers
978-1-62370-921-1

PICTURE BOOK ON PAGE 84
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Board Books

BACKLIST

TOO MANY CARROTS
Rabbit loves carrots. Maybe a little too much. In fact,
his carrots are crowding him out of his cozy burrow.
When his friends offer to help, Rabbit happily accepts.
But will too many carrots cause too much trouble for
Rabbit and his caring friends? The board book edition
of this bestseller is the perfect size for little hands.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$7.99 ($9.95 can)

Too Many Carrots
by Katy Hudson
Illustrated by Katy Hudson
978-1-68436-005-5

rights: World
age level: 4-7 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
7” x 7”
30 pages
12 illustrations
Board Book

PICTURE BOOK ON PAGE 85

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Picture Books

SWEET DREAMS,
SUPERGIRL™

BEDTIME FOR
BATMAN™

A young Supergirl fan faces her most
elusive adversary — sleep! As darkness
falls, a young girl attempts to catch some
Z’s while DC Comics’ SUPERGIRL tracks
down an enemy. With super hero traits, like
BRAVERY, PATIENCE, and PERSISTENCE,
they’ll both turn sleepless nights into
sweet success and sweet dreams. Along
with Omar Lozano’s action-packed art,
bestselling author Michael Dahl (Bedtime
for Batman, Good Morning, Superman and
Be a Star, Wonder Woman) delivers an
imaginative bedtime book for fangirls and
fanboys alike.

When a dark night comes to the big city,
one little super hero prepares for a great
adventure…bedtime! Award-winning
author Michael Dahl (Goodnight Baseball,
Goodnight Football, and Goodnight
Hockey) and illustrator Ethen Beavers (DC
Super Friends) team up to bring you the
ultimate bedtime board book. Bedtime for
Batman is the perfect way to say goodnight
to your own little super hero.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$15.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 4-7 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
10” x 81/2”
32 pages
30 illustrations
paper-over-board + jacket

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$15.95 ($21.50 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 4-7 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
10” x 81/2”
32 pages
30 illustrations
paper-over-board + jacket

BOARD BOOK ON PAGE 82

“In the bedtime-book
market, this hits its
mark well, delivering fun
without darkness.”
— Kirkus Reviews

Sweet Dreams, Supergirl
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Omar Lozano
978-1-62370-998-3
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Bedtime for Batman
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Ethen Beavers
978-1-62370-732-3

capstoneyoungreaders.com

BE A STAR,
WONDER
WOMAN™!
As a new day dawns, a young girl faces
the ultimate challenge: school! Follow
along as she demonstrates her greatest
superpower (sharing), overcomes her
worst fear (the playground),and conquers
her archenemy (the spelling test).With
courage, kindness, and other heroic traits
of DC Comics’ Wonder Woman, she’ll turn
a difficult school day into an AMAZING
ADVENTURE! Along with Omar Lozano’s
bright, bold illustrations, bestselling author
Michael Dahl (Bedtime for Batman and
Good Morning, Superman) delivers an
imaginative read-aloud for your littlest
super heroes.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$15.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 3-5 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
10” x 81/2”
32 pages
30 illustrations
paper-over-board + jacket

GOOD MORNING,
SUPERMAN™!
Look, up in the sky! It’s a bird. It’s a plane.
It’s the... SUN! When morning comes,
a young boy must prepare for his day,
faster than a speeding bullet. In this board
book edition, follow along as he leaps
tall buildings (jumps out of bed) in a
single bound, dons his heroic uniform (his
clothes), and faces his greatest weakness
(Kryptonite-colored toothpaste). Then it’s
up, up, and away to daycare! Includes a
morning routine checklist.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$15.95 ($21.50 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 4-7 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
10” x 81/2”
32 pages
30 illustrations
paper-over-board + jacket

BOARD BOOK ON PAGE 82

BOARD BOOK ON PAGE 6
“... imaginative take on
a typical morning routine.”
— School Library Journal

Be A Star, Wonder Woman!
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Omar Lozano
978-1-62370-875-7

Good Morning, Superman!
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Omar Lozano
978-1-62370-850-4

TM & © DC Comics. (s18)

Picture Books
TOO MANY CARROTS

A LOUD WINTER’S NAP

Rabbit loves carrots. Maybe a little too much. In fact,
his carrots are crowding him out of his cozy burrow.
When his friends offer to help—that’s just asking for
trouble. TOO much trouble! This charming and lovingly
illustrated picture book shows how friendships get us
over the rough spots in life, even if the going gets a
little bumpy!

For Tortoise, winter is good for one thing: a nice long
nap. Can friends open his eyes to a season full of
surprises? Every year, Tortoise hibernates through
winter. He assumes he isn’t missing much. However,
his friends are determined to prove otherwise! Will
Tortoise sleep through another winter, or will his
friends convince him to stay awake and experience
the frosty fun? In the follow-up to her bestselling
Too Many Carrots, Katy Hudson delivers a charming
picture book, featuring the fun of winter and the
heartwarming benefits of friendship.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.50 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 3-5 years
reading level: Grades PreK-1
10” x 10”
32 pages
32 illustrations
paper-over-board + jacket

BOARD BOOK ON PAGE 83

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$15.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 3-5 years
reading level: Grades PreK-1
10” x 10”
32 pages
32 illustrations
paper-over-board + jacket

BACKLIST

HERBIE’S BIG
ADVENTURE
Herbie is a little hedgehog who is perfectly happy
at home with his mother. But one day Mommy tells
Herbie that it’s time to go exploring—all by himself!
Herbie is so not sure, but ready or not, a westerly wind
sweeps Herbie into the wide world … and Herbie’s Big
Adventure begins!
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$15.95 ($21.50 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 3-5 years
reading level: Grades 1-2
91/4” x 101/4”
40 pages
32 illustrations
paper-over-board + jacket

BOARD BOOK ON PAGE 6

Herbie’s Big Adventure
by Jennie Poh
Illustrated by Jennie Poh
978-1-62370-766-8

Too Many Carrots
by Katy Hudson
978-1-62370-638-8
A Loud Winter’s Nap
by Katy Hudson
Illustrated by Katy Hudson
978-1-62370-869-6

“A charming story that explores
a child’s newfound independence”
— Kirkus Reviews
“This enjoyable story of a lovable
hedgehog exploring his world and
learning some independence is perfect
for Storytime and small group sharing.”
— School Library Journal

“Simultaneously
sassy and sweet.”
— Publishers Weekly
“In Too Many Carrots,
a sweet story intended for
children ages 2 to 7, rabbit learns
the importance of sharing.”
— Foreword Reviews
capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Picture Books

THE SOCIAL
BUTTERFLY

MILES MCHALE,
TATTLETALE

LACEY WALKER,
NONSTOP TALKER

YOU GET
WHAT YOU GET

Charlotte loves talking, singing, and playing.
What Charlotte doesn’t love is sitting
still, being quiet, and listening, which is a
big problem at school. Charlotte’s overly
social ways interfere with her friendships
and her learning. Will Charlotte be able to
modify her behavior and learn when to be
social and when to be quiet? A sweet and
relatable picture book story that shines a
light on social behaviors.

From the award-winning author of Lacy
Walker, Nonstop Talker comes a book about
tattling. Miles McHale is a tattletale. And
everybody knows it. He’s not the only one
who needs help, so his teacher decides: It’s
time to fight the Tattle Battle! But will Miles
figure out the right time to tell a grown-up
about another person’s behavior, or is he
doomed to be a tattletale forever?

Lacey Walker loves to talk. She talks all
day, and sometimes all night. But when
she loses her voice, Lacey learns the
importance of listening.

Melvin throws fit after fit when he doesn’t
get what he wants. He must learn how to
deal with disappointment. After all, you get
what you get and you don’t throw a fit.

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$14.95 ($16.95 can)

$14.95 ($16.95 can)

rights: World
age level: 4-6 years
reading level: Grades K-3
10” x 10”
32 pages
24 illustrations
paper-over-board

rights: World
age level: 4-6 years
reading level: Grades K-3
10” x 10”
32 pages
24 illustrations
paper-over-board

Lacey Walker, Nonstop Talker
by Christianne C. Jones
Illustrated by Richard Watson
978-1-4795-2156-2

You Get What You Get
by Julie Gassman
Illustrated by Sarah Horne
978-1-4795-2157-9

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$14.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 4-8 years
reading level: Grades K-2
10” x 10”
32 pages
16 illustrations
paper-over-board

The Social Butterfly
by Beth Bracken
Illustrated by Sofia Cardoso
978-1-5158-1697-3

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$14.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 4-8 years
reading level: Grades K-2
10” x 10”
32 pages
16 illustrations
paper-over-board

Miles McHale, Tattletale
by Christianne C. Jones
Illustrated by Elina Ellis
978-1-5158-0753-7

“Simple, easy-to-remember
rhymes to help guide children
toward appropriate sharing
of concerns…this book fills a
niche for those seeking titles
dealing with this particular
issue of character education.”
— Kirkus Reviews
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Picture Books
BABY SURVIVAL GUIDES
Adults have thousands of resources for raising babies.
But how do babies survive their parents?! This
humorous, colorful picture book series contains the
first-ever survival guides specifically created for babies
(and toddlers)! Both cleverly quirky and buoyantly
affectionate, Baby Survival Guides are books that
babies cant live without.

BIG BROTHERS
AND BIG SISTERS
Bringing a new baby into the home is a time of wonder
and challenges. Author Fran Manushkin celebrates this
special time with a tale that emphasizes that there is
plenty of love for everyone, baby and all.
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$6.95 ($7.95 can)

$6.95 ($7.95 can)

rights: World
age level: 2-5 years
reading level: Grade PreK
6” x 7”
24 pages
21 illustrations
paper-over-board

rights: World except UK
age level: 0-3 years
reading level: Grades PreK-1
6” x 7”
24 pages
22 illustrations
paper-over-board

A Baby’s Guide to Surviving Dad
by Benjamin Bird
Illustrated by Tiago Americo
978-1-62370-610-4

A Baby’s Guide to Surviving Mom
by Benjamin Bird
Illustrated by Tiago Americo
978-1-62370-611-1
“A gift book for new dads that
trades on old dad-humor.”
— Kirkus Reviews

BACKLIST

WE JUST HAD A BABY
It’s not easy getting used to a new baby in the house.
Everyone in the world thinks whatever the baby does
is amazing! And if you aren’t the baby, everyone acts
like you’re invisible. This clever, funny picture book
is told from a slightly older sibling’s point of view.
The observations about living with a new sister or
brother are poignant, spot-on, and will make even the
youngest reader chuckle.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.50 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 2-5 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
9” x 9”
32 pages
32 illustrations
paper-over-board + jacket

Big Brothers Are the Best
by Fran Manushkin
Illustrated by Kirsten Richards
978-1-4048-7224-0
We Just Had A Baby
by Stephen Krensky
Illustrated by Amélie Graux
978-1-62370-603-6

Big Sisters Are the Best
by Fran Manushkin
Illustrated by Kirsten Richards
978-1-4048-7225-7

Winner!— Mom’s Choice Awards
(Big Sisters Are the Best)
“Excellent introductions to the topic”
— School Library Journal
capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Picture Books

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
KIDS BEDTIME BOOKS

THE NIGHT THE STARS
WENT OUT

Help small sports fans drift off to sleep with this
collection of sweet bedtime books.

Alien was the star controller for the entire galaxy,
which was a big job for a very little alien. One night
something disastrous happens, and Alien faces the
biggest problem of his life. Will Alien be able to fix the
stars? With a focus on friendship and problem solving,
this picture book is a treat for everyone.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.95 can)
rights: World ex OFAC Embargo,
ZW, Western Balkans
age level: 4-7 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
10” x 81/2”
32 pages
15 illustrations
paper-over-board

BOARD BOOKS ON PAGE 81

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$15.95 ($21.50 can)
Goodnight Soccer
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Christina E. Forshay
978-1-62370-833-7

rights: World except UK
age level: 4-7 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
10” x 10”
32 pages
29 illustrations
paper-over-board

The Night the Stars Went Out
by Suz Hughes
978-1-62370-745-3

Goodnight Baseball
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Christina E. Forshay
978-1-62370-000-3

Goodnight Football
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Christina E. Forshay
978-1-62370-106-2

“A fun, comforting bedtime story for sports fans”
— School Library Journal
“This cheerful bedtime book looks like a winner.”
— Booklist
Winner!— Mom’s Choice Awards
Sports Illustrated Kids is a registered
trademark of Meredith Corp.
Used with permission.
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Goodnight Hockey
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Christina E. Forshay
978-1-62370-298-4

Picture Books
ME AND MY PET
Toddlers and pets? What a combo! What a handful! It
takes a lot of work to be best friends. These relatable
and cute picture books share a few simple rules
that make playtime with pets a lot more fun. Sweet
illustrations will make little learners smile, and the
lessons learned will make pets sigh with relief!
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$6.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 3-5 years
reading level: Grades K-2
6” x 7”
24 pages
13 illustrations
paper-over-board

Me and My Cat
by Michael Dahl, Illustrated by Zoe Persico
978-1-62370-794-1

BACKLIST

DALMATIAN IN A
DIGGER

BEARS MAKE THE BEST
READING BUDDIES

Dugger! Dugger! Dugger! What’s that noise? It’s the
booming sound of big construction vehicles, and Little
Dalmatian is determined to find out what they are
building in this energetic picture book from Rebecca
Elliott.

All the students in the class are assigned reading
buddies. Except for Adelaide. She already has one. A
bear! And Adelaide is quite persuasive as she explains
to her language arts teacher, Mrs. Fitz-Pea, and the
reader, that bears really do make the best reading
buddies. They sniff out good books. Their claws
are just right for turning pages. And the bear looks
rather friendly (and studious) in these crayon-bright,
contemporary illustrations, making this picture book
perfect for every collection.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$15.95 ($21.50 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 3-5 years
reading level: Grades PreK-K
11” x 9”
32 pages
16 illustrations
paper-over-board + jacket

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.50 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 4-6 years
reading level: Grades PreK-1
9” x 11”
32 pages
29 illustrations
paper-over-board + jacket

Dalmatian in a Digger
by Rebecca Elliott
978-1-62370-802-3

“A natural pick for
storytime read-alouds.”

— School Library Journal

Bears Make the Best Reading Buddies
by Carmen Oliver
Illustrated by Jean Claude
978-1-62370-654-8

Me and My Dog
by Michael Dahl, Illustrated by Zoe Persico
978-1-62370-793-4

“Children will surely want their
own large brown reading buddies
after listening to this book about the
joys and challenges of reading.”
— Kirkus Reviews

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Picture Books

DO NOT BRING YOUR
DRAGON TO THE
LIBRARY
Have you ever thought about bringing your dragon
to the library? Don’t do it! You might have the best
intentions, but that dragon will cause nothing but
trouble. Using rhyming text and a diverse cast of
characters, this charming picture book will provide
some important—and some not so important—library
etiquette in a very entertaining way.

DO NOT TAKE YOUR
DRAGON TO DINNER
We know you shouldn’t take your dragon to the
library, but what about taking him out to dinner? After
all, dragons need to eat too! But with fiery breath,
flapping wings, and pointy spikes, that might not be a
good idea! Rhyming text and diverse characters bring
the importance of dinner manners to a new level in
this colorful picture book by Julie Gassman.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($19.95 can)

$14.95 ($19.95 can)

rights: World except UK
age level: 3-7 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
9” x 11”
32 pages
13 illustrations
paper-over-board

rights: World except UK
age level: 3-7 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
9” x 11”
32 pages
13 illustrations
paper-over-board

WHEN PENNY MET POTUS
When Penny Met POTUS will transport you on a presidential
adventure in imagination. A smartly written, beautifully
illustrated picture book about a young girl whose mother
works for a boss named POTUS. POTUS? Just who or—
WHAT—is a POTUS? Penny is on a mission to find out! She
imagines all the fun things she and POTUS will do together
when they meet -like have a tea party in the China Room
and do important work in the Oval Office. When she goes to
work with her mother one day—at a big White House—Penny
sneaks off on her own through the historic corridors to find
POTUS. Along the way, she chats up the White House butler
and Rose Garden gardener. Will she find POTUS? And will
he live up to her great expectations? Rachel Ruiz, former
producer on Barack Obama’s 2012 presidential campaign,
delivers a perfect picture book to get your family talking
about the president this election season. Heartwarming and
empowering at the same time, this presidential book will
teach our kids no dream is too big to dream!
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS
paper-over-board + jacket

$15.95 ($21.50 can)
paperback

$7.95 ($9.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 4-7 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
9” x 11”
32 pages
32 illustrations

Do Not Bring Your Dragon to the Library
by Julie Gassman
Illustrated by Andy Elkerton
978-1-62370-651-7

Do Not Take Your Dragon to Dinner
by Julie Gassman
Illustrated by Andy Elkerton
978-1-62370-916-7

When Penny Met POTUS
by Rachel Ruiz
Illustrated by Melissa Manwill
978-1-62370-758-3 (POB)
978-1-62370-759-0 (Paperback)

Summer 2016 Kids’ Indie Next List Pick
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“Younger readers…[will] be
entertained by Penny’s POTUS fantasies
and the bright-eyed energy of newcomer
Manwill’s animation-style drawings.”
— Publishers Weekly

Picture Books

BACKLIST

HAIR-POCALYPSE

FUCHSIA FIERCE

I KNOW SASQUATCH

In this outrageously funny picture book, a bad hair day
seems like the end of the world. But Aidan Allen’s hair
isn’t just bad—it’s MAD! And over the course of one
crazy day, Aidan’s hair takes its revenge. But can Aidan
stop it before it ruins his life?

Fuchsia Fierce is a bold name for a bold girl, but
she wasn’t always so brave. Thanks to her parents,
her camp counselor, and her friends, Fuchsia finally
learns how to live up to her name. This vibrant picture
book will teach every reader the importance of self
confidence: a priceless lesson.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

Sasquatch are big, creepy creatures with razor-sharp
teeth, long claws, and stinky fur (Ew!). At least, thats
what most people think…But nobody’s actually ever
met one—except Jess Bradley! In this quirky, colorful
picture book, Jess describes her first encounter with
a Sasquatch and the real beauty inside this Bigfoot
beast. (Apparently, he’s a big fan of bubble gum!)
You’ll never judge a beast by its stinky fur again!

$15.95 ($21.50 can)

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$15.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 4-8 years
reading level: Grades K-3
9” x 11”
32 pages
31 illustrations
paper-over-board + jacket

Hair-pocalypse
by Geoff Herbach
Illustrated by Stephen Gilpin
978-1-62370-884-9

rights: World except UK
age level: 4-7 years
reading level: Grades 1-2
9” x 11”
32 pages
27 illustrations
paper-over-board + jacket

Fuchsia Fierce
by Christianne C. Jones
Illustrated by Kelly Canby
978-1-62370-786-6

$15.95 ($17.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 4-7 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
11” x 9”
32 pages
32 illustrations
paper-over-board

I Know Sasquatch
by Jess Bradley
978-1-4795-6482-8

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Picture Books

SQUIRREL ME TIMBERS
Ahoy mateys! A young squirrel has always dreamed of
sailing the seas as a pirate. So when he finds a treasure
map, he can’t believe his luck! X marks the spot of ONE
HUNDRED THOUSAND NUTS! Set sail for adventure
with vibrant illustrations and imaginative rhyming text
to discover how exciting a pirate’s life can be!
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.50 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 3-6 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
10” x 8”
24 pages
24 illustrations
paper-over-board + jacket

BECAUSE I STUBBED
MY TOE
A sequence of silly events takes place after a boy stubs
his toe, including a flying cat, a bike crash, an elephant
dash, and a deflated bouncy house. After the chaos
that ensues from his stubbed toe, the boy ends up
with a a sore toe, a sweet treat, and a crazy story!
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 5-7 years
reading level: Grades PreK-3
11” x 9”
32 pages
12 - 16 illustrated spreads
paper-over-board

TOM AND JERRY
A light, quirky “meta-fictional” picture book series
using the well known, timeless characters of Tom and
Jerry. Young readers will whoop with delight at the
story and artwork, but parents and caregivers will also
appreciate the humorous and gentle introduction to
the process of reading and the parts of a book.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$9.95 ($11.50 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 4-7 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
10” x 9”
32 pages
15 illustrations
paper-over-board
A Cat Is Chasing
Me Through This
Book!
by Benjamin Bird
Illustrated by
Carmen Pérez
978-1-62370-126-0

Squirrel Me Timbers
by Louise Pigott
Illustrated by Louise Pigott
978-1-62370-652-4

Because I Stubbed My Toe
by Shawn Byous
978-1-62370-088-1

Don’t Give This
Book a Bowl of
Milk!
by Benjamin Bird
Illustrated by
Carmen Pérez
978-1-62370-127-7
There’s a Mouse
Hiding In This
Book!
by Benjamin Bird
Illustrated by
Carmen Pérez
978-1-62370-125-3
This Book Is Not a
Piece of Cheese!
by Benjamin Bird
Illustrated by
Carmen Pérez
978-1-62370-128-4

“An eye-tickling,
cacophonous
vocabulary builder.”
— Kirkus Reviews
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“Whether they are familiar or not
with these characters, youngsters will
enjoy a storytime or lap sit with this …
A good use of well-worn characters.”
— Kirkus Reviews

TM & © Turner Entertainment Co. (s17)

Picture Books
LITTLE BO PEEP AND
HER BAD, BAD SHEEP:
A MOTHER GOOSE
HULLABALOO
Little Bo Peep has lost her sheep … as usual. What
starts out as a simple nursery rhyme quickly derails
into mayhem. Bo Peep can’t find her sheep, but
readers will, and they’ll be coaching Bo from the
sidelines as they watch her mischievous sheep
swiping mittens from kittens, toppling Humpty
Dumpty, and trampling Mary’s garden. Dozens of
beloved Mother Goose characters have cameos … and
all have run-ins with the sheep. Readers will giggle
all the way to the end when at last they can finish
the rhyme, as the sheep (sheepishly) come home,
wagging their tails, of course.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

FLIP-SIDE NURSERY
RHYMES
Check out the flip-side of beloved nursery rhymes.
One half of these books has the original rhyme. Flip
over the book and start from the “back” for a fresh,
new rhyme from another character’s point of view.
Bold, whimsical illustrations complement the playful
text.
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$9.95 ($10.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 3-5 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
10” x 10”
24 pages
11 illustrations
paper-over-board

$14.95 ($16.50 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 4-8 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
91/4” x 101/4”
40 pages
15 illustrations
paper-over-board + jacket

FLIP

BACKLIST

FAIRY TALES TODAY
Fairy Tales Today is a collection of picture books
retelling classic fairy tales with a modern and
humorous spin. With fun stories and beautiful
illustrations, this series will delight any young reader.
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$9.95 ($10.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 3-7 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
10” x 10”
24 pages
24 illustrations
paper-over-board
Cinderella and the
Incredible TechnoSlippers
by Charlotte Guillain
Illustrated by Becka
Moor
978-1-4795-8750-6

Emma Peror’s New
Clothes
by Isabel Thomas
Illustrated by Erica
Jane Waters
978-1-4795-8751-3

Hansel, Gretel, and
the Pudding Plot
by Isabel Thomas
Illustrated by Mónica
Carretero
978-1-4795-8748-3

Little Bo Peep and Her Bad, Bad
Sheep: A Mother Goose Hullabaloo
by A.L. Wegwerth
Illustrated by Luke Flowers
978-1-62370-501-5

Humpty Dumpty Flip-Side Rhymes
by Christopher Harbo
Illustrated by Danny Chatzikonstantinou
978-1-4795-6006-6

Sleeping
Handsome and the
Princess Engineer
by Kay Woodward
Illustrated by
Jo de Ruiter
978-1-4795-8749-0

Jack and Jill Flip-Side Rhymes
by Christopher Harbo
Illustrated by Colin Jack
978-1-4795-6008-0
Little Bo Peep Flip-Side Rhymes
by Christopher Harbo
Illustrated by Danny Chatzikonstantinou
978-1-4795-6009-7
Little Miss Muffet Flip-Side Rhymes
by Christopher Harbo
Illustrated by Colin Jack
978-1-4795-6007-3
capstoneyoungreaders.com
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THE OTHER SIDE OF
THE MYTH
Was Medusa bullied for being beautiful? Was
Polyphemus the Cyclops really a softie at heart?
Potentially misunderstood characters from classic
Greek mythology come clean with their sides of
the stories, prompting critical thinking discussions
about perspective—and lots of laughs. Make sure
your readers know the whole story!

Cronus the Titan Tells All:
Tricked by the Kids
by Eric Braun
Illustrated by Stephen Gilpin
978-1-4795-2941-4 (Paperback)

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
Reading Level: Grades K-2
8” x 10” • 120 pages
paper-over-board

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

paperback

$6.95 ($7.95 can)

The Other Side of the Story:
Fairy Tales with a Twist
978-1-4795-5697-7

“With kid friendly illustrations
and a clever narrative voice,
these twisted myths will
have kids chuckling”
— School Library Journal,
“Series Made Simple”

Medusa Tells All: Beauty Missing,
Hair Hissing
by Rebecca Fjelland Davis
Illustrated by Stephen Gilpin
978-1-4795-2960-5 (PoB)
978-1-4795-2942-1 (Paperback)

Another Other Side of the
Story: Fairy Tales with a Twist
978-1-4795-5739-4
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Pandora Tells All: Not the Curious Kind
by Nancy Loewen
Illustrated by Ryan Pentney
978-1-4795-2956-8 (PoB)
978-1-4795-2938-4 (Paperback)
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No Lie, Pigs (and Their Houses) Can
Fly!: The Story of the Three Little
Pigs as Told by the Wolf
978-1-4795-8625-7 (Paperback)

Believe Me, I Never Felt a Pea!: The
Story of the Princess and the Pea as
Told by the Princess
978-1-4795-8626-4 (Paperback)

Really, Rapunzel Needed a Haircut!:
The Story of Rapunzel, as Told by
Dame Gothel
978-1-4795-1946-0 (Paper-over-Board)
978-1-4795-1950-7 (Paperback)

Frankly, I Never Wanted to Kiss
Anybody!: The Story of the Frog
Prince, as Told by the Frog
978-1-4795-1948-4 (Paper-over-Board)
978-1-4795-1952-1 (Paperback)

Seriously, Cinderella Is SO Annoying!:
The Story of Cinderella as Told by the
Wicked Stepmother
978-1-4795-1941-5 (Paper-over-Board)
978-1-4048-7048-2 (Paperback)

Frankly, I’d Rather Spin Myself a New
Name!: The Story of Rumpelstiltskin
as Told by Rumpelstiltskin
978-1-4795-8628-8 (Paperback)

Seriously, Snow White Was SO
Forgetful!: The Story of Snow White
as Told by the Dwarves
978-1-4795-1943-9 (Paper-over-Board)
978-1-4048-8085-6 (Paperback)

Honestly, Red Riding Hood Was
Rotten!: The Story of Little Red
Riding Hood as Told by the Wolf
978-1-4795-1940-8 (Paper-over-Board)
978-1-4048-7046-8 (Paperback)

Medea Tells All: A Mad,
Magical Love
by Eric Braun
Illustrated by Stephen Gilpin
978-1-4795-2958-2 (PoB)
978-1-4795-2940-7 (Paperback)

$9.95 ($12.95 can)

rights: World
age level: 4-8 years
reading level: Grades 2-3
8” x 10”
24 pages
11 illustrations

Believe Me, Goldilocks Rocks!: The
Story of the Three Bears as Told by
Baby Bear
978-1-4795-1939-2 (Paper-over-Board)
978-1-4048-7044-4 (Paperback)

Helen of Troy Tells All: Blame
the Boys
by Nancy Loewen
Illustrated by Stephen Gilpin
978-1-4795-2939-1 (Paperback)

paper-over-board

$6.95 ($8.95 can)

rights: World
age level: 4-8 years
reading level: Grades 2-3
8” x 10”
32 pages
15 illustrations
Cyclops Tells All: The Way EYE See It
by Nancy Loewen
Illustrated by Ryan Pentney
978-1-4795-2955-1 (PoB)
978-1-4795-2937-7 (Paperback)

Was Cinderella annoyingly chatty?
Was the Big Bad Wolf a victim of
circumstance? Just because these
classic stories are usually told from
the protagonists’ point of view doesn’t
mean the antagonists don’t have their
side of the story, too. Make sure your
readers have the whole story!
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

paper-over-board

$9.95 ($11.50 can)

THE OTHER SIDE
OF THE STORY

No Kidding, Mermaids Are a Joke!:
The Story of the Little Mermaid, as
Told by the Prince
978-1-4795-1947-7 (Paper-over-Board)
978-1-4795-1951-4 (Paperback)
No Lie, I Acted Like a Beast!: The
Story of Beauty and the Beast as Told
by the Beast
978-1-4795-1944-6 (Paper-over-Board)
978-1-4048-8083-2 (Paperback)

Truly, We Both Loved Beauty Dearly!:
The Story of Sleeping Beauty, as Told
by the Good and Bad Fairies
978-1-4795-1945-3 (Paper-over-Board)
978-1-4795-1949-1 (Paperback)
Trust Me, Hansel and Gretel Are
Sweet!: The Story of Hansel and
Gretel as Told by the Witch
978-1-4795-8627-1 (Paperback)
Trust Me, Jack’s Beanstalk Stinks!:
The Story of Jack and the Beanstalk
as Told by the Giant
978-1-4795-1942-2 (Paper-over-Board)
978-1-4048-7050-5 (Paperback)

Picture Books
MY HOMETOWN
Every town has a story. Experience small-town life and
American history with this nearly wordless picture
book. A magical newspaper takes a young boy on a
journey through the history of a beloved hometown,
from the 1860s to present day. Striking illustrations
celebrate main-street Americana as the boy discovers
the past and its importance.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

JUNETEENTH FOR
MAZIE
This beautiful picture book focuses on the celebration
of Juneteenth through the eyes of a child. Mazie learns
why Juneteenth is important and remembers the
struggles and the triumphs of her ancestors. Awardwinning author and illustrator Floyd Cooper will
captivate both children and adults with his incredible
art and heartfelt story.

$15.95 ($17.50 can)

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
11” x 9”
40 pages
25 illustrations
paper-over-board

$15.95 ($17.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-9 years
reading level: Grades 1-2
81/2” x 11”
40 pages
18 illustrations
paper-over-board

BACKLIST

FLOOD
When a flood threatens to destroy a family’s home,
they must leave. What will they return to once the
waters recede? This intense, beautiful look at a flood’s
effect on a family carries a simple message of hope
and recovery.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$15.95 ($18.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
11” x 81/2”
32 pages
15 illustrations
paper-over-board

Flood
by Alvaro F. Villa
978-1-62370-001-0

My Hometown
by Russell Griesmer
Illustrated by Priscilla Wong
978-1-62370-174-1
Juneteenth for Mazie
by Floyd Cooper
978-1-62370-170-3
“Captures the tender
relationship between a father
and daughter and the sadness
and pride of their family story.
A quiet and informative picture
of belated emancipation.”
– Kirkus Reviews
“A nostalgic, historical feel
while remaining accessible and
enjoyable for children today.”
– Foreword Magazine

“…will leave the reader speechless.”
— Wall Street Journal
“A wordless narrative
of epic proportions.”
— ForeWord Reviews
“A useful resource for adults
to use with children.”
— Publishers Weekly

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Picture Books

TIME TOGETHER
Small moments create big memories. From reading
a book to playing outside, basic daily activities are
the ones that create a special bond and lifelong
memories between a parent and a child. The Time
Together series focuses on these every day moments
and snapshots. When life gets busy, it’s important to
remember how valuable time together really is.

THE NIGHT DAD WENT
TO JAIL
When someone you love goes to jail, you might feel
lost, scared, and even mad. What do you do? No
matter who your loved one is, this story can help you
through the tough times.
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$8.99 ($9.95 can)

$8.95 ($9.95 can)

rights: World
age level: 5-8 years
reading level: Grades 2-3
9” x 9”
24 pages
10 illustrations
paper-over-board

rights: World except UK
age level: 2-6 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
81⁄8” x 8”
32 pages
14 illustrations
paper-over-board

Time Together: Me and Dad
by Maria Catherine
Illustrated by Pascal Campion
978-1-4795-2253-8
Rights: World except UK

“Great for lap reading or to put on
a Father’s Day reading display.”
— School Library Journal
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CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS
paper-over-board

$14.95 ($16.95 can)
paperback

$7.95 ($8.95 can)

The Night Dad Went to Jail: What
to Expect When Someone You Love
Goes to Jail
by Melissa Higgins
Illustrated by Wednesday Kirwan
978-1-4795-2142-5

Here I Am
by Patti Kim, Illustrated by Sonia Sánchez
978-1-62370-036-2 (PoB)
978-1-4795-1931-6 (PB)

Time Together: Me and Grandma
by Maria Catherine
Illustrated by Pascal Campion
978-1-4795-5795-0
Rights: World

“Sweet enough for any family”
— Booklist

This inspiring picture-story of a child’s immigration to
the United States as told through evocative, detailed
illustrations. Each scene takes you through the
story, showing how a young boy goes from feeling
like a stranger to knowing he belongs. Author Patti
Kim infuses the tale with authentic experience and
emotion. The nearly wordless format creates an ideal
opportunity for readers of any age to step into one
child’s experience.

rights: World
age level: 5-10 years
reading level: Grades K-5
9” x 11”
40 pages
50-70 illustrations

Time Together: Me and Mom
by Maria Catherine
Illustrated by Pascal Campion
978-1-4795-2252-1
Rights: World except UK

Time Together: Me and Grandpa
by Maria Catherine
Illustrated by Pascal Campion
978-1-4795-5796-7
Rights: World

HERE I AM

2014 Eisner Award Nominee
Indie Fab Book of the Year
— Foreword Reviews
“... a nice balance between
softness and realism.”
— Booklist

“Winsome”
— The New York Times
“Eye-Opening”
— Publishers Weekly
★ Starred Review
“A kaleidoscope of emotion and
powerful sensations…children
will grasp completely. It’s The
Arrival for younger readers.”
— Kirkus Reviews
★ Starred Review
Winner!— Mom’s Choice Awards

Picture Books

BACKLIST

A DIFFERENT POND

HEDY’S JOURNEY

Acclaimed poet Bao Phi delivers a
powerful, honest glimpse into a relationship
between father and son—and between
cultures, old and new. A Different Pond
is an unforgettable story about a simple
event—a long-ago fishing trip. As a young
boy, Bao Phi awoke early, hours before his
father’s long workday began, to fish on
the shores of a small pond in Minneapolis.
Unlike many other anglers, Bao and his
father fished for food, not recreation.
A successful catch meant a fed family.
Between hope-filled casts, Bao’s father
told him about a different pond in their
homeland of Vietnam. The New York Times
has said that Bao Phi’s poetry “rhymes with
the truth.” Together with graphic novelist
Thi Bui’s striking, evocative art, Phi’s
expertly crafted prose reflects an immigrant
family making its way in a new home while
honoring its bonds to the past.

Readers remember information best when it’s told
as a story. Encounter Books use powerful storytelling
techniques to share nonfiction content in an engaging,
captivating way. Don’t just read. Encounter the stories
in your world.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$15.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-7
9” x 11”
40 pages
33 illustrations
paper-over-board

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$15.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
9” x 11”
32 pages
26 illustrations
paper-over-board + jacket

A Different Pond
by Bao Phi
Illustrated by Thi Bui
978-1-62370-803-0

Hedy’s Journey : The True Story of a
Hungarian Girl Fleeing the Holocaust
by Michelle Bisson
Illustrated by El Primo Ramon
978-1-5157-8222-3

2018 Charlotte Zolotow Award

2018 Caldecott Honor Book

“This wistful, beautifully
illustrated story will resonate not
only with immigrant families but any
family that has faced struggle.”
— Booklist
★ Starred Review

“This gentle coming-of-age story is
filled with loving, important aspects
of the immigrant experience and is
a first purchase for all libraries.”
— School Library Journal
★ Starred Review

“Spare and simple, a mustread for our times.”
— Kirkus
★ Starred Review

“Graphic novel panels and strong
figures give the pages the air of a
documentary as Phi celebrates an
unexpected superhero: a father who
endures a strange new culture, works
to support his family cherishes time
with his son, and draws no attention
to the sacrifices he’s made.”
— Publishers Weekly
★ Starred Review

“With evocative detail and a keen
ear for metaphor...Phi hints at the
family’s joys and struggles.”
— Horn Book
★ Starred Review

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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JARS OF HOPE
Readers remember information best
when it’s told as a story. Encounter Books
use powerful storytelling techniques to
share nonfiction content in an engaging,
captivating way. Don’t just read. Encounter
the stories in your world.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
9” x 11”
32 pages
23 illustrations
paper-over-board

Jars of Hope: How One Woman
Helped Save 2,500 Children During
the Holocaust
by Jennifer Roy, Illustrated by Meg
Owenson
978-1-62370-425-4

FOR THE RIGHT TO
LEARN
She grew up in a world where women
were supposed to be quiet. But Malala
Yousafzai refused to be silent. She defied
the Taliban’s rules, spoke out for education
for every girl, and was almost killed for her
beliefs. This powerful true story of how one
brave girl named Malala changed the world
proves that one person really can make a
difference.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$15.95 ($17.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
9” x 11”
40 pages
32 illustrations
paper-over-board

For the Right to Learn: Malala
Yousafzai’s Story
by Rebecca Langston-George
Illustrated by Janna Bock
978-1-62370-426-1
2017 Teachers’
Choice Awards
— Learning Magazine

“A sensitive, discussable
access point for
children learning about
Holocaust history.”
— Kirkus Reviews
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HELEN THAYER’S
ARCTIC
ADVENTURE
Take a trip with Helen and Charlie—to
the North Pole. The adventures of Helen
Thayer and her dog, Charlie, as they walk
from Canada to the magnetic North Pole
are exciting, perilous, and heartwarming.
Perfect for the boy or girl who loves
adventure and exploration.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

REBEL WITH A
CAUSE
Bloody Bill is coming! Fourteen-year-old
Dicey Langston overhears that the fierce
Loyalist leader is heading for the Patriot
camp where her brothers are secretly
based. None of their Loyalist neighbors can
find out that Dicey’s family are Patriots,
but she must warn her brothers. Discover
the gripping true story of how brave Dicey
saves many lives … and who risked her own
life for independence.

$14.95 ($16.50 can)

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

rights: World except UK
age level: 9-11 years
reading level: Grades 4-5
9” x 11”
32 pages
15 illustrations
paper-over-board

$15.95 ($17.50 can)

Helen Thayer’s Arctic Adventure: A
Woman and a Dog Walk to the North
Pole
by Sally Isaacs
Illustrated by Iva Sasheva
978-1-62370-607-4

rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
8” x 10”
40 pages
32 illustrations
paper-over-board

Rebel with a Cause: The Daring
Adventure of Dicey Langston, Girl Spy
of the American Revolution
by Kathleen V. Kudlinski
Illustrated by Rudy Faber
978-1-62370-427-8

Picture Books
SAVED BY THE BOATS
Readers remember information best when it’s told
as a story. Encounter Books use powerful storytelling
techniques to share nonfiction content in an engaging,
captivating way. Don’t just read. Encounter the stories in
your world.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$14.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-10 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
9” x 11”
32 pages
18 illustrations
paper-over-board

Saved by the Boats: The Heroic Sea
Evacuation of September 11
by Julie Gassman
Illustrated by Steve Moors
978-1-5157-0275-7

BACKLIST

EXTRAORDINARY
MIGRATIONS

THE STORY BEHIND
THE NAME

Many animals migrate, and their journeys are filled with
challenges and wonder. But some animals’ migrations
go beyond, making them extraordinary. Delightful
storytelling and vivid illustrations invite readers to swim,
waddle, crawl, and fly alongside a gray whale, an Emperor
penguin, a Christmas Island crab, and a monarch butterfly
as each animal fulfills part of its life cycle.

Big ideas come with big obstacles! Meet people
who believed in their inventions and business ideas
and persevered to achieve great success. Written in
narrative form, readers will share in all the excitement,
disappointment, failures and successes. The use of
primary source photographs mixed with realistic
illustrations brings their stories to life.

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$9.95 ($10.95 can)

$14.95 ($16.50 can)

rights: World
age level: 5-9 years
reading level: Grades K-3
91/4” x 101/4”
24 pages
11 illustrations
paper-over-board

rights: World
age level: 7-10 years
reading level: Grades 2-4
8” x 10”
32 pages
15 illustrations
paper-over-board

When Butterflies Cross the Sky: The
Monarch Butterfly Migration
by Sharon Katz Cooper
Illustrated by Joshua S. Brunet
978-1-4795-6104-9

George Ferris’ Grand Idea: The Ferris Wheel
by Jenna Glatzer
Illustrated by Stephanie Dominguez
978-1-4795-7161-1

When Crabs Cross the Sand: The
Christmas Island Crab Migration
by Sharon Katz Cooper
Illustrated by Christina Wald
978-1-4795-6105-6

New York Public Library’s 100
Best Books for Kids 2016

When Penguins Cross the Ice: The
Emperor Penguin Migration
by Sharon Katz Cooper
Illustrated by Tom Leonard
978-1-4795-6106-3
When Whales Cross the Sea: The
Gray Whale Migration
by Sharon Katz Cooper
Illustrated by Tom Leonard
978-1-4795-6107-0
“This heartwarming book
helps young readers ages 5 to
9 grasp its scope by focusing
on one mother-to-be.”
— Science Magazine

John Deere’s Powerful Idea: The Perfect Plow
by Terry Collins
Illustrated by Carl Pearce
978-1-4795-7164-2
capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Young Readers

MOLLY MAC

PEDRO

KATIE WOO

Meet Molly Mac, the curious girl who is always onto
something. She’s a whirlwind full of questions, and
she’s out to find the answers!
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

From the creator of Katie Woo, Fran Manushkin,
comes a series about Katie’s pal Pedro. Join Pedro and
his friends as he enjoys adventures at school, on the
soccer field, and at home with his sometimes pesky,
younger brother Paco!

$4.95 ($5.95 can)

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

Katie Woo is a spunky, sassy, and stylish schoolgirl
that readers will fall in love with. These early chapter
books are perfect for explaining life changes, family
celebrations and growing up. Award-winning author
Fran Manushkin outdoes herself with these fun,
lighthearted stories.

rights: World except UK
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades K-2
6” x 81/2”
56 pages
20 illustrations
paperback

NEW TITLE ON PAGE 34
Lucky Break
by Marty Kelley
Illustrated by Marty
Kelley
978-1-5158-0841-1

$4.95 ($6.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
51/2” x 71/4”
96 pages
80 illustrations
paperback

NEW TITLE ON PAGE 30

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$4.95 ($5.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 5-7 years
reading level: Grades K-2
51/2” x 71/4”
96 pages
82 illustrations
paperback

Pedro the Great
by Fran Manushkin
Illustrated by Tammie Lyon
978-1-5158-1913-4
The Best Friend
Bandit
by Marty Kelley
Illustrated by Marty
Kelley
978-1-5158-0840-4

by Fran Manushkin
Illustrated by Tammie Lyon

Katie Woo and Friends
978-1-4048-7909-6
Katie Woo and Her Big
Ideas
978-1-4795-2026-8
Katie Woo Celebrates
978-1-4048-8100-6
Katie Woo Loves School
978-1-4795-2027-5
Katie Woo Rules the
School
978-1-4048-7908-9
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“Early readers
will enjoy
Katie’s antics”
—School Library
Journal
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Sammy’s Great
Escape
by Marty Kelley
Illustrated by Marty
Kelley
978-1-5158-0839-8

Tooth Fairy
Trouble
by Marty Kelley
Illustrated by Marty
Kelley
978-1-5158-0842-8

“will delight
beginning readers”
— Booklist

Pedro, First-Grade Hero
by Fran Manushkin
Illustrated by Tammie Lyon
978-1-5158-0112-2
“Delightful collection of
stories … Fans of Katie Woo
are sure to love this collection.”
—School Library Journal

More than
25,000
members in
the Katie Woo
Book Club

Katie Woo Tries
Something New
978-1-4795-6182-7
Katie Woo, Don’t Be Blue
978-1-4048-8101-3
Katie Woo, Every Day’s
an Adventure
978-1-4795-5211-5
Katie Woo, We Love You!
978-1-5158-2277-6

$9.99 ($12.95 can)
Paper-over-Board
Reading Level: K–2
53/4” x 71/2”
288 pages
Rights: World
Katie Woo Collection
978-1-4795-9318-7

Young Readers
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
KIDS STARTING LINE
READERS
Ready…set…go! New readers are off to the races with
Starting Line Readers. Using short sentences, sight words,
and picture-text match, Starting Line Readers score high
for children and adults. Combining sports with the early
reader concept is a winning combination for everyone.
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$3.95 ($5.50 can)
rights: World ex OFAC Embargo, ZW,
Western Balkans
age level: 4-6 years
reading level: Grades PreK-1
6” x 9”
32 pages
15 illustrations
paperback
Baseball Buzz
by CC Joven
Illustrated by Ed Shems
978-1-4965-4259-5

Basketball Break
by CC Joven
Illustrated by Alex Lopez
978-1-4965-4260-1

Gymnastics Jump
by CC Joven
Illustrated by Ed Shems
978-1-4965-4257-1

Soccer Score
by CC Joven
Illustrated by Alex Lopez
978-1-4965-4258-8

Sports Illustrated Kids is a registered
trademark of Meredith Corp.
Used with permission.

BACKLIST

DOROTHY AND TOTO

TINY TALES

Dorothy Gale and her little dog, Toto, invite you to their
home in the Land of Oz—a place filled with wonder and
magic. Each warmly illustrated story takes readers on a
gentle adventure in and around Oz and treats them to the
simple joys true friendship brings.
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

Tiny Tales introduces four charming new characters—
Cuddle Bunny, Adeline Porcupine, Bobby Bear,
and Lucy Goose. Each 64-page book focuses on
one adorable character and is filled with multiple
heartwarming stories about friendship, family, and life
adventures. These tiny tales will bring big smiles to
every reader.

$3.95 ($4.50 can)

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

rights: US & Canada
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades K-2
6” x 9”
40 pages
20-25 illustrations
paperback
Dorothy and Toto Little
Dog Lost
by Debbi Michiko Florence
Illustrated by Monika Roe
978-1-4795-8709-4

Dorothy and Toto The
Disappearing Picnic
by Debbi Michiko Florence
Illustrated by Monika Roe
978-1-4795-8708-7

Dorothy and Toto The
Hunt for the Perfect
Present
by Debbi Michiko Florence
Illustrated by Monika Roe
978-1-4795-8707-0

Dorothy and Toto What’s
YOUR Name?
by Debbi Michiko Florence
Illustrated by Monika Roe
978-1-4795-8706-3

TM & © Turner Entertainment Co. (s18)

$4.95 ($5.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
53/4” x 81/4”
64 pages
25 illustrations
paperback
Adeline Porcupine
by Charles Ghigna
Illustrated by
Jacqueline East
978-1-4795-6534-4

Bobby Bear
by Charles Ghigna
Illustrated by
Jacqueline East
978-1-4795-6535-1

Cuddle Bunny
by Charles Ghigna
Illustrated by
Jacqueline East
978-1-4795-6532-0

Lucy Goose
by Charles Ghigna
Illustrated by
Jacqueline East
978-1-4795-6533-7

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Young Readers

ADVENTURES AT
HOUND HOTEL

ADVENTURES AT TABBY
TOWERS

Welcome to Hound Hotel, the perfect place to board
your canine family members. Readers will enjoy
meeting all sorts of dogs through the eyes of eightyear-old Alfie Wolfe, the good-hearted, funny narrator.
Every dog that visits the kennel has different needs,
and Alfie and his twin sister, Alfreeda, are ready to
serve them. The problem is the twins usually disagree
about what those needs are! There is one thing they
always agree on, though: there’s nothing better than
a dog!

Why should dogs have all the fun? A companion to
the popular Adventures at Hound Hotel chapter-book
series, Adventures at Tabby Towers invites readers to
spend a little time with the Felinus family and some of
their furry, finicky, and fabulous feline guests. Each title
highlights a featured breed and subtly weaves facts
about it into a funny, fast-paced, entertaining story.

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

rights: World except UK
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
53/4” x 71/2”
72 pages
12 illustrations
paperback

$4.95 ($5.50 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-4
53/4” x 71/2”
72 pages
10 illustrations
paperback

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$4.95 ($5.95 can)

Boxing Bootsie
by Shelley Swanson
Sateren
Illustrated by
Deborah Melmon
978-1-5158-1551-8

Disappearing Darcy
by Shelley Swanson
Sateren
Illustrated by Deborah
Melmon
978-1-5158-1550-1

by Shelley Swanson Sateren
Illustrated by Deborah Melmon
Cool Crosby
978-1-5158-0068-2
Rights: World except UK

Homesick Herbie
978-1-4795-5901-5
Rights: World

Drooling Dudley
978-1-5158-0222-8
Rights: World except UK

Mighty Murphy
978-1-5158-0069-9
Rights: World except UK

Fearless Freddie
978-1-4795-5902-2
Rights: World

Mudball Molly
978-1-4795-5904-6
Rights: World

Growling Gracie
978-1-4795-5903-9
Rights: World

Stinky Stanley
978-1-5158-0223-5
Rights: World except UK
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Fishing Frankie
by Shelley Swanson
Sateren
Illustrated by
Deborah Melmon
978-1-5158-1552-5

Leaping Lizzie
by Shelley Swanson
Sateren
Illustrated by
Deborah Melmon
978-1-5158-1549-5

SUPERFAIRIES
When there’s trouble in Peaseblossom Woods it’s up
to the Superfairies to save the day! Rose, Berry, Star,
and Silk use teamwork to rescue animals in distress,
bringing together their unique superskills, petal power,
and lots of love.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
5” x 73/4”
192 pages
100 illustrations
paperback
Superfairies:
Adventures in
Peaseblossom Woods
by Janey Louise Jones
Illustrated by Jennie Poh
978-1-62370-819-1

Superfairies to the
Rescue
by Janey Louise Jones
Illustrated by Jennie Poh
978-1-62370-990-7

“An aesthetically pleasing fairy-fix.”
— Kirkus Reviews

Young Readers
SOFIA MARTINEZ
Growing up in a big family, 7-year-old Sofia Martinez is
used to fighting for attention. Her outgoing personality
mixed with her confidence and fiery passion for
everything she does gets her that attention — even
if it’s sometimes mixed with trouble. Sophia is a little
stubborn and a lot mischievous, so you can imagine
the fun she creates in this early chapter book series.
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$4.95 ($5.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades K-2
51/2” x 71/4”
96 pages
80 illustrations
paperback

NEW TITLE ON PAGE 21

ASHLEY SMALL AND
ASHLEE TALL

DEAR MOLLY,
DEAR OLIVE

Who says opposites can’t go together? Best friends
Ashley Small and Ashlee Tall share the same name—
and not much else! From their heights to their hobbies,
the two girls seem different in almost every way. But
this unique duo doesn’t let their differences stop them.
Together they take on adventures and solve everyday
problems, all while figuring out what it means to
be a fantastic friend. Accessible text and relatable
characters make this a great pick for early readers.

Molly and Olive are best friends—best friends who’ve
never met! One’s a city girl living with a single mom.
The other’s at home on the family farm in Iowa. But
these third-graders understand each other better than
anyone, thanks to their schools’ cross-country Pen
Pal Clubs. Make quick friends with Molly and Olive by
reading their letters, email messages, and postcards to
one another, and join in the pair’s crazy adventures!

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$4.95 ($5.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
53/4” x 71/2”
64 pages
10 illustrations
paperback
Best Friends Forever?
by Michele Jakubowski
Illustrated by Hédi Fekete
978-1-5158-0013-2

My Fantástica Family
by Jacqueline Jules
Illustrated by Kim Smith
978-1-5158-0746-9
My Vida Loca
by Jacqueline Jules
Illustrated by Kim Smith
978-1-4795-8720-9

“A lighthearted,
enjoyable read.”
— School Library Journal

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$5.95 ($6.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
53/4” x 71/2”
96 pages
15-48 illustrations
paperback

NEW TITLE ON PAGE 36
Molly Discovers
Magic (Then Wants
to Un-discover It)
by Megan Atwood
Illustrated by
Lucy Fleming
978-1-62370-616-6

Brushes and Basketballs
by Michele Jakubowski
Illustrated by Hédi Fekete
978-1-5158-0014-9

Molly Meets Trouble
(Whose Real Name
Is Jenna)
by Megan Atwood
Illustrated by
Lucy Fleming
978-1-62370-618-0

The Grass Is Always
Greener
by Michele Jakubowski
Illustrated by Hédi Fekete
978-1-5158-0016-3

Olive Finds Treasure
(of the Most
Precious Kind)
by Megan Atwood
Illustrated by
Lucy Fleming
978-1-62370-615-9

The Sleepover
by Michele Jakubowski
Illustrated by Hédi Fekete
978-1-5158-0015-6

Olive Spins a Tale
(and It’s a Doozy!)
by Megan Atwood
Illustrated by
Lucy Fleming
978-1-62370-617-3

Every Day Is Exciting
by Jacqueline Jules
Illustrated by Kim Smith
978-1-5158-2343-8
My Family Adventure
by Jacqueline Jules
Illustrated by Kim Smith
978-1-4795-5790-5

BACKLIST
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Young Readers

ELLIE ULTRA

FINLEY FLOWERS

KYLIE JEAN

Ellie Ultra is no ordinary girl—she’s a
superhero. She fights alien blobs. She
knows about death ray safety. She flies
through the sky and sees through walls.
Saving the world is all in a day’s work for
Ellie, but fitting in in the mostly normal
town of Winkopolis? Not so much. Tackling
everyday problems can be harder than
taking down a super-villain when you’re a
third-grade superhero! Being a super kid
isn’t easy, and nobody knows that better
than Ellie Ultra. Chapter-book readers will
be charmed by Ellie and her super sense of
adventure in these girl-centric superhero
stories.

Finley Flowers has Flower Power. That means she has a
million ideas. This third-grade star can take anything from
duct tape to glitter glue and create something incredible.
Problem is, when you’re full of ideas, some of them are bound
to get you into trouble. Chapter-book readers will fall in love
with Finley, her friends, and her family in these quirky, funny
stories that highlight creativity and imagination.

Second grader Kylie Jean wants to be the queen of everything! But in her
quest to be the best, this young southern belle learns a few lessons of her
own. Mischievous, delightful, and fun, this series will be a must-read for girls
who love ruffles, tiaras, and anything pink—just like Kylie Jean!

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
53/4” x 71/2”
128 pages
15 illustrations
paperback

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS
paper–over–board

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$8.95 ($9.95 can)

paper–over–board

paperback

$8.95 ($9.95 can)

$4.95 ($5.95 can)

paperback

rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 2-3
53/4” x 71/2”
112 pages
26 illustrations

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
53/4” x 71/2”
128 pages
20 illustrations

NEW TITLE ON PAGE 31

by Jessica Young
Illustrated by Jessica Secheret
Art-Rageous
978-1-4795-5960-2 (PoB)
978-1-4795-9780-2 (PB)

NEW TITLE ON PAGE 35

Fin-tastic Fashion
978-1-4795-9808-3 (PoB)
Nature Calls
978-1-4795-5879-7 (PoB)
978-1-4795-9778-9 (PB)
New & Improved
978-1-4795-5959-6 (PoB)
978-1-4795-9779-6 (PB)
Original Recipe
978-1-4795-5878-0 (PoB)
978-1-4795-9777-2 (PB)

“Here comes another smart,
spunky girl with a great deal of
resourcefulness.”
—Shelf Awareness
$9.99 ($12.95 can)
Paper-over-Board
53/4” x 71/2” • 304 pages
Rights: World

Pet-rified
978-1-4795-9809-0 (PoB)
Room to Bloom
978-1-4795-9810-6 (PoB)
by Gina Bellisario,
Illustrated by Jessika von Innerebner
An Extra-Ordinary Girl
978-1-4965-3144-5
Queen of the Spelling Bee
978-1-4965-3145-2
Super Fluffy to the Rescue
978-1-4965-3146-9

Super Spooktacular
978-1-4795-9811-3 (PoB)
$9.99 ($12.95 can) • Paper-over-Board
Reading Level: Grades 1–3
53/4” x 71/2” • 256 pages

Team Earth Takeover
978-1-4965-3147-6
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Kylie Jean Collection: Volume 1
978-1-4795-9319-4

Finley Flowers
Collection
by Jessica Young
Illustrated by
Jessica Secheret
978-1-4795-9850-2
Rights: World
Kylie Jean Collection: Volume 2
978-1-5158-1892-2
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by Marci Peschke
Illustrated by
Tuesday Mourning
Blueberry Queen
978-1-4048-6615-7 (PB)
Cooking Queen
978-1-4795-9901-1 (PoB)
Cupcake Queen
978-1-4048-8102-0 (PoB)
978-1-4795-6753-9 (PB)
Dancing Queen
978-1-4048-7209-7 (PB)
Drama Queen
978-1-4048-6616-4 (PB)
Fashion Queen
978-1-4795-5881-0 (PoB)
978-1-4795-6173-5 (PB)
Fishing Queen
978-1-4795-9902-8 (PoB)
Football Queen
978-1-4048-7210-3 (PB)
Green Queen
978-1-4795-3813-3 (PoB)
978-1-4795-8607-3 (PB)
Gymnastics Queen
978-1-5158-0053-8 (PoB)
Hoop Queen
978-1-4048-6617-1 (PB)
Pirate Queen
978-1-4048-8103-7 (PoB)
978-1-4795-8020-0 (PB)
Rodeo Queen
978-1-4048-6618-8 (PB)
Singing Queen
978-1-4048-7211-0 (PB)
Soccer Queen
978-1-4795-5884-1 (PoB)
978-1-4795-6172-8 (PB)
Spelling Queen
978-1-4048-7212-7 (PB)
Vacation Queen
978-1-5158-0059-0 (PoB)
Valentine Queen
978-1-4795-3814-0 (PoB)
978-1-4795-8608-0 (PB)

Young Readers

BACKLIST

GRACIE LAROO

GINGER GREEN, PLAYDATE QUEEN

Gracie LaRoo is a synchronized swimming pig extraordinaire! Follow Gracie as she shoots
for the gold medal; uses her dazzling moves in a Piggywood movie; visits her old school
and shows her former coach just how hard synchronized swimming can be; and captivates
a cruise ship audience with her signature spins. This easy-to-read, beautifully illustrated
chapter book by seasoned author Marsha Qualey will make new readers squeal with
delight as they learn about the marvelous, the amazing, the pig-tastic Gracie LaRoo!

Every playdate is different, and no playdate is perfect. But Ginger Green is the queen of
playdates! Ginger brings creativity and energy to all of her playdates, and she loves playing
with her friends.

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS
$5.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
53/4” x 71/2”
128 pages
90 illustrations
paperback

The Marvelous, Amazing,
Pig-Tastic Gracie LaRoo!
by Marsha Qualey
Illustrated by Kristyna Litten
978-1-5158-1458-0

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS
$5.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: United States, Canada, The Phillippines, Europe including
the United Kingdom
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
5” x 73/4”
64 pages
49 illustrations
paperback

The Crazy Friend
by Kim Kane
Illustrated by Jon Davis
978-1-5158-1953-0

The Fancy Friend
by Kim Kane
Illustrated by Jon Davis
978-1-5158-1954-7

The New Friend
by Kim Kane
Illustrated by Jon Davis
978-1-5158-1952-3

The Next Door Friend
by Kim Kane
Illustrated by Jon Davis
978-1-5158-2011-6

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Young Readers

SQUISHY TAYLOR
In this hilarious mystery series, Squishy Taylor is a
cheeky, sneaky 11-year-old who lives with her dad
and step-family in a very crowded apartment. Luckily
for Squishy, their building is huge, and there is always
plenty of weird stuff going on! No matter the mystery,
Squishy Taylor is on the case!
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS
$6.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: United States, Canada, The
Phillippines, Europe including the
United Kingdom
age level: 7-10 years
reading level: Grades 2-4
5” x 73/4”
128 pages
15 illustrations
paperback

NEW TITLE ON PAGE 41

THUNDERTRUCKS!:
MONSTER TRUCK
MYTHS
Monster trucks collide with Greek myths in this
high-octane chapter book. With towering tires and
earth-shaking engines, the world’s mightiest monster
trucks - the ThunderTrucks - crush the competition.
Follow the legendary HERCULES monster truck
through the ultimate obstacle course! See PERSEUS
soar over ginormous jumps! Watch THESEUS face-off,
bumper-to-bumper, against his meanest mechanical
foe BULLISTIC! And much more monster truck
mayhem!! With short, action-packed chapters and
high-powered art, the ThunderTrucks will have little
motorheads and mythology fans alike shifting their
reading habits into high gear.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS
$7.95 ($9.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
53/4” x 71/2”
144 pages
40 illustrations
paperback

SUPERHERO HARRY
Harry wants to be a superhero — but he knows
that’s not possible (no mater how hard he tries).
So Harry invents things that will help him be more
like a superhero, including Roby the robot, rocket
blaster boots, a superhero flashlight belt, and super
swinger wristbands. Combine these inventions with
Harry’s positivity, perseverance, and energy and the
adventures are endless.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS
$6.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 5-8 years
reading level: Grades K-2
5” x 71/2”
160 pages
60 illustrations
paperback

Superhero Harry
by Rachel Ruiz
Illustrated by Steve May
978-1-62370-886-3
by Ailsa Wild
Illustrated by Ben Wood
Squishy Taylor and a Question of
Trust
978-1-5158-1971-4
Squishy Taylor and the Bonus Sisters
978-1-5158-1972-1
Squishy Taylor and the Mess Makers
978-1-5158-1973-8
Squishy Taylor and the Vase that
Wasn’t
978-1-5158-1974-5
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ThunderTrucks!: Monster Truck Myths
by Blake Hoena
Illustrated by Fernando Cano
978-1-68436-000-0

Young Readers

BACKLIST

DC SUPER HEROES
CHARACTER EDUCATION
This series of picture books is designed to support school character
education programs with action-packed examples of DC Super
Heroes living out the pillars of character education. Filled with a wide
cast of characters, the books invite readers to reread and take in all
the details of the Super Heroes’ world. Each book features terms
from the Six Pillars of Character framework and a glossary.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS
$4.95 ($5.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 5-7 years
reading level: Grades K-2
8” x 8”
24 pages
24 illustrations
paperback

Green Lantern™ Is Responsible
by Christopher Harbo
Illustrated by Otis Frampton
978-1-62370-953-2

TM & © DC Comics. (s18)

Superman™ Is a Good Citizen
by Christopher Harbo
Illustrated by Otis Frampton
978-1-62370-956-3

Aquaman™ Is Fair
by Christopher Harbo
Illustrated by Otis Frampton
978-1-62370-954-9

Batman™ Is Trustworthy
by Christopher Harbo
Illustrated by Otis Frampton
978-1-62370-958-7

The Flash™ Is Caring
by Christopher Harbo
Illustrated by Otis Frampton
978-1-62370-955-6

Wonder Woman™ Is Respectful
by Christopher Harbo
Illustrated by Otis Frampton
978-1-62370-957-0

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Young Readers

DC SUPER HEROES
ORIGINS
Have you ever wondered how Princess Diana became
the amazing Wonder Woman? What about young
Bruce Wayne’s journey to become the Batman? How
did Hal Jordan inherit the role of sector 2814’s Green
Lantern? And what about the orphan from Krypton
who became Superman? Read all about their journeys
in these DC Super Heroes Origins early reader chapter
books! Each book is filled with colorful art crafted by
DC Comics illustrators.
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$4.95 ($5.50 can)
rights: World ex OFAC Embargo, ZW,
UK
age level: 5-7 years
reading level: Grades K-2
81/2” x 11”
48 pages
36 illustrations
paperback

THE AMAZING
ADVENTURES OF
SUPERMAN™!
An action-packed early chapter book series featuring
the World’s Greatest Hero, SUPERMAN! The MAN
OF STEEL teams up with his super hero pals to save
Metropolis from being destroyed, while also building
great friendships. An excellent introduction to this
popular character for kids and a nostalgic collectible
for adults.
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

DC SUPER-PETS ORIGIN
STORIES
Every super hero needs a Super-Pet! But have you
ever wondered how Krypto became Superman’s
Super-Dog? What about Ace’s journey to become
Batman’s loyal hound? How did Streaky take on
the role of Supergirl’s feline friend? And what about
Wonder Woman’s high-hopping Kanga? Read all
about their journeys in the DC Super-Pets Origins early
reader chapter books! Each book is filled with colorful
comic-style art by Art Baltazar, Eisner Award-winning
cartoonist and creator of DC Comics’ Tiny Titans.

$3.95 ($4.50 can)

STONE ARCH BOOKS

rights: World ex OFAC Embargo & ZW
age level: 5-7 years
reading level: Grades K-2
6” x 9”
32 pages
20 illustrations
paperback

$4.95 ($5.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
81/2” x 11”
48 pages
30 illustrations
paperback
Ace: The Origin of
Batman’s Dog
by Steve Korte
Illustrated by Art Baltazar
978-1-4965-5142-9

Jumpa: The Origin of
Wonder Woman’s Kanga
by Steve Korte
Illustrated by Art Baltazar
978-1-4965-5140-5

Batman: An Origin Story
by John Sazaklis
Illustrated by Luciano Vecchio
978-1-4342-9731-0
Green Lantern: An Origin Story
by Matthew K. Manning
Illustrated by Luciano Vecchio
978-1-4342-9734-1
Superman: An Origin Story
by Matthew K. Manning
Illustrated by Luciano Vecchio
978-1-4342-9732-7
Wonder Woman: An Origin Story
by John Sazaklis
Illustrated by Luciano Vecchio
978-1-4342-9733-4
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Alien Superman!
by Yale Stewart
978-1-4795-5737-0

Day of the Bizarros!
by Benjamin Bird
978-1-4795-6522-1

Battle of the Super
Heroes!
by Yale Stewart
978-1-4795-5735-6

Escape From Future
World!
by Yale Stewart
978-1-4795-5736-3

Bubble Trouble!
by Benjamin Bird
978-1-4795-6524-5

Magic Monsters!
by Benjamin Bird
978-1-4795-6525-2

Creatures from
Planet X!
by Yale Stewart
978-1-4795-5738-7

Supergirl’s Pet
Problem!
by Benjamin Bird
978-1-4795-6523-8

Krypto: The Origin of
Superman’s Dog
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Art Baltazar
978-1-4965-5143-6

Streaky: The Origin of
Supergirl’s Cat
by Steve Korte
Illustrated by Art Baltazar
978-1-4965-5141-2

TM & © DC Comics. (s18)

Young Readers
DC SUPER-PETS

SCOOBY-DOO!
BEGINNER MYSTERIES

They, too, are working night and day to fight crime and
evil in the DC Universe. These early chapter books are
sure to engage and amuse younger readers. Unleash
the power of Super-Pets!

Ruh-roh! Spooky things are happening, and the
Mystery Inc. gang is on the case! Nothing can get in
their way; except for vampires, ghost pirates, and
skeletons. Join the gang as they find clues and take
on each creepy mystery in the Scooby-Doo! Beginner
Mysteries stories.

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$4.95 ($5.95 can)
rights: World ex OFAC Embargo & ZW
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 2
53/4” x 81/4”
More th
56 pages
175,0 an
copies 00
20 illustrations
series-wsold
paperback
ide
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STONE ARCH BOOKS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)

$7.95 ($9.95 can)
Reading Level: Grades 1–3
81/2” x 11” • 128 pages
Rights: US and Canada

rights: US & Canada
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
51/4” x 71/2”
112 pages
24 illustrations
paperback

DC Super-Pets Character Encyclopedia
by Steve Korté
Illustrated by Art Baltazar
978-1-4048-8297-3

“Attractive artwork, jokey scripts,
and animal heroes are guaranteed
to appeal to boys and girls alike”
— School Library Journal’s Good
Comics for Kids

The Amazing Mini-Mutts
978-1-4048-7218-9

The Hopping Hero
978-1-4048-6843-4

Attack of the Invisible
Cats
978-1-4048-6847-2

Midway Monkey
Madness
978-1-4048-6619-5

by Michael Anthony Steele
Illustrated by Scott Jeralds

Backward Bowwow
978-1-4048-6845-8

Night of the Scaredy
Crows
978-1-4048-7663-7

Creepy Cowboy Caper
978-1-4965-4772-9

Barnyard Brainwash
978-1-4048-7213-4

Pooches of Power!
978-1-4048-6620-1

Monster Mutt Madness
978-1-4965-4771-2

Royal Rodent Rescue
978-1-4048-6622-5

Skeleton Crew Showdown
978-1-4965-4773-6

The Biggest Little Hero
978-1-4048-7664-4

Salamander Smackdown!
978-1-4048-6844-1

Candy Store Caper
978-1-4048-7214-1

Sleepy Time Crime
978-1-4048-7215-8

Vampire Zoo Hullabaloo
978-1-4965-4774-3

The Cat Crime Club
978-1-4048-7665-1

Starro and the Space
Dolphins
978-1-4048-7217-2

Battle Bugs of Outer
Space
978-1-4048-6848-9

Deep-sea Duel
978-1-4048-7662-0
The Fantastic Flexy Frog
978-1-4048-7666-8
The Fastest Pet on Earth
978-1-4048-6623-2
Heroes of the High Seas
978-1-4048-6621-8

TM & © DC Comics. (s18)

Super Hero Splash Down
978-1-4048-6624-9
Super-Pets Showdown
978-1-4048-7216-5
Superpowered Pony
978-1-4048-6846-5
Swamp Thing vs the
Zombie Pets
978-1-4048-7667-5

TM & © Hanna-Barbera. (s18)
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LAFF-O-TRONIC
JOKE BOOKS!

MICHAEL DAHL’S
REALLY SCARY STORIES

Super-terrific collections of jokes, comics, gags, and
basically everything awesome and fun and gross!

There’s something for everyone in this anthology of
scary stories. Featuring tales that range from creepy
to bone-chilling, from suspicious and strange to
downright frightening, Michael Dahl’s Frightmares will
come back to haunt you again and again.

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$4.95 ($5.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades K-3
51/4” x 73/4”
96 pages
32 illustrations
paperback
Laff-O-Tronic
Animal Jokes!
by Michael Dahl
978-1-4342-6190-8

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$8.95 ($9.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades K-3
5” x 73/4”
224 pages
30 illustrations
paperback
Frightmares: A
Creepy Collection of
Scary Stories
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Xavier
Bonet
978-1-4965-0598-9
Rights: World

Laff-O-Tronic
Monster Jokes!
by Michael Dahl
978-1-4342-6191-5

Laff-O-Tronic
School Jokes!
by Michael Dahl
978-1-4342-6192-2

Laff-O-Tronic
Sports Jokes!
by Michael Dahl
978-1-4342-6193-9
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Frightmares 2: More
Scary Stories for the
Fearless Reader
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Xavier
Bonet
978-1-4965-4136-9
Rights: World except UK

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
KIDS VICTORY SCHOOL
SUPERSTARS
The Victory School Superstars are six young athletes
with super skills in sports from cheerleading to hockey.
Even though these kids have extreme abilities, they
are still learning about the confidence, control, and
teamwork needed to win on and off the field. The
vibrant illustrations and recurring characters make this
set appealing to young readers.
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$5.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World ex OFAC Embargo, ZW,
Western Balkans
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
51/4” x 71/2”
56 pages
paperback

an
More th 0
125,00old
s
copies ide
series-w

Beach Volleyball Is No
Joke
978-1-4342-3393-6
Cheerleading Really Is
a Sport
978-1-4342-2809-3
Don’t Break the Balance
Beam!
978-1-4342-2807-9
Don’t Wobble on the
Wakeboard!
978-1-4342-3396-7

Frightmares 3: Even
More Scary Stories to
Read - If You Dare
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Xavier
Bonet
978-1-4965-4915-0
Rights: World except UK

I Only Surf Online
978-1-4342-3394-3
It’s Hard to Dribble with
Your Feet
978-1-4342-2782-9
I’ve Got the NoSkateboard Blues
978-1-4342-3866-5
Nobody Wants to Play
with a Ball Hog
978-1-4342-2806-2

Five Fouls and You’re Out!
978-1-4342-3075-1

A Running Back Can’t
Always Rush
978-1-4342-2805-5

I Am on Strike Against
Softball
978-1-4342-3870-2

Skating Is Hard When
You’re Homesick
978-1-4342-3398-1

I Broke into Gymnastics
Camp
978-1-4342-3869-6

Skiing Has Its Ups and
Downs
978-1-4342-3395-0

I Could Be a One-Man
Relay
978-1-4342-3867-2

There Are No Figure
Eights in Hockey
978-1-4342-2808-6

I Couldn’t Land a Bunny
Hop
978-1-4342-3865-8

There’s No Crying in
Baseball
978-1-4342-3077-5

I Don’t Want to Live on
the Tennis Court
978-1-4342-3868-9

Who Wants to Play Just
for Kicks?
978-1-4342-3079-9

I Just Have to Ride the
Half-Pipe
978-1-4342-3397-4

You Can’t Spike Your
Serves
978-1-4342-3080-5

Sports Illustrated Kids is a registered
trademark of Meredith Corp.
Used with permission.

Young Readers

BACKLIST

THUD AND BLUNDER

DINO-MIKE!

JIM NASIUM

Thud and Blunder may be small, but they’re the greatest
nine-year-old knights the world has ever known! They’re
also the ONLY nine-year-old knights the world has ever
known, but you’ll forget all about that fact as you read
their big adventures! Join our heroic heroes as they pick a
fight with a sickly dragon. Laugh and point as a five-yearold princess pokes fun at them. Watch with concern as
they quest alongside a questionable knight. Wonder why
in the world they decide to trust a toothy rooster. If every
adventure is an opportunity for growth, then these small
knights are gonna be HUGE!

A series of early chapter books by the Eisner-Award
winning creator of Tiny Titans: Franco! The son of a
famous paleontologist, eight-year-old Michael Evans,
travels the world with his dino-huntin’ dad. From the
Jurassic Coast in Great Britain to the Liaoning Province in
China, young Mike and his pops have been there dug that.
On each of these trips, when his dad is dusting fossils,
Mike’s boning up on his own dino-tracking skills—only
he’s finding the real deal. Witness dino-fossils come to life!
Discover a secret cove on an island of dinosaurs!! Dig your
heels into an ancient dino graveyard in Antarctica!!! Take
part in a Brontosaurus-sized showdown on the moon!!!!
Follow Dino-Mike and his friend, Shannon, on wild and
wacky adventures beyond your wildest dino-dreams!

Jim Nasium desperately wants to live up to his name,
but this ten-year-old lacks some serious game.
For him, physical education is a lesson in survival.
No matter the competition, Jim’s the last player to
be picked. But he’s not giving up so easily! Jim’s
determined to try his hardest every day in gym class,
until he finds something that fits him like a well-oiled
glove. After all, everyone is good at something, right?
Will he find a sport to suit his skills and become the
next gym class hero? Or will this athletic supporter
get tossed to the sidelines? Hilarious stories that any
sports-star-wannabe can relate to, these chapter
books will delight young readers. Extra sports facts at
the end of each book keep the fun going even after the
story has ended.

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$4.95 ($6.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 6-9 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
51/2” x 8”
56 pages
20 illustrations
paperback

The Not-so-Deadly Dragon
by Sean Tulien
Illustrated by Pol Cunyat
978-1-4965-3224-4
The Not-so-Evil Wizard
by Sean Tulien
Illustrated by Pol Cunyat
978-1-4965-3225-1
The Not-so-Helpless Princess
by Blake Hoena
Illustrated by Pol Cunyat
978-1-4965-3222-0
The Not-so-Heroic Knight
by Blake Hoena
Illustrated by Pol Cunyat
978-1-4965-3223-7

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$5.95 ($6.95 can)
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
51/4” x 71/2”
128 pages
40 illustrations
paperback

by Franco
Dino-Mike and the
Dinosaur Cove
978-1-4965-2494-2
Rights: World

Dino-Mike and the
Lunar Showdown
978-1-4965-2496-6
Rights: World except UK

Dino-Mike and the
Dinosaur Doomsday
978-1-4965-2495-9
Rights: World except UK

Dino-Mike and the
Museum Mayhem
978-1-4342-9632-0
Rights: World

Dino-Mike and the
Jurassic Portal
978-1-4342-9634-4
Rights: World

Dino-Mike and the T.
Rex Attack
978-1-4342-9631-3
Rights: World

Dino-Mike and the
Living Fossils
978-1-4965-2493-5
Rights: World

Dino-Mike and the
Underwater Dinosaurs
978-1-4342-9633-7
Rights: World

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$5.95 ($6.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 2-3
5” x 7”
88 pages
10 illustrations
paperback

by Marty McKnight
Illustrated by Chris Jones
Jim Nasium Is a Basket Case
978-1-4965-0526-2
Jim Nasium Is a Football Fumbler
978-1-4965-0527-9
Jim Nasium Is a Hockey Hazard
978-1-4965-0524-8
Jim Nasium Is a Soccer Goofball
978-1-4965-0525-5
Jim Nasium Is a Strikeout King
978-1-4965-3027-1
Jim Nasium Is a Tennis Mismatch
978-1-4965-3028-8
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BILLY BURGER,
MODEL CITIZEN
Trouble has a way of finding Billy Burger, landing him in
the principal’s office more times than he can count. But
deep down, Billy wants to be a model citizen, just like his
namesake, his late grandfather. Of course, even model
citizens have some problems once in a while, often in
the most hilarious ways. Lucky for Billy it’s nothing that
imagination, good humor, and hard work can’t handle.
With fast-paced text and energetic illustrations, Billy
Burger will have young readers laughing at his many
attempts to be one of the good kids.
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$4.95 ($5.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 7-10 years
reading level: Grades 2-4
51/4” x 71/2”
96 pages
10 illustrations
paperback

CREATURE TEACHER
Something’s out of control in the classroom…and for
once, it isn’t the kids! Jake and his class love their
teacher, Mr. Hyde. But whenever he gets upset, Mr.
Hyde turns into a tricky little monster called Creature!
These fast-paced books for beginning readers follow
Jake and his classmates as they help keep their
teacher’s secret.
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 7-9 years
reading level: Grades 2-4
5” x 73/4”
176 pages
62 illustrations
paperback
Creature Teacher
by Sam Watkins
Illustrated by David
O’Connell
978-1-4965-5681-3

THE FRANKENSTEIN
JOURNALS
Fourteen-year-old J.D. discovers why he never fit in at
the creepy orphanage—he’s the son of Frankenstein’s
monster! The boy always wanted a big family. Now he’s
got a doozy: the donors of his jigsaw puzzle-papa! Fans
of adventure and classic monster movies will gasp with
delight as they follow J.D. through this diary-style thriller.
Old photos, maps, artifacts, and entries from the mad
scientist’s own journals will plunge the reader into J.D.’s
quest to track down his Frankenstein family. But will he
be in time? A shadowy stalker seeks the journals—and
J.D.—to build a new, more powerful monster!
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$9.95 ($11.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 7-10 years
reading level: Grades 2-4
51/4” x 71/2”
160 pages
50 illustrations
paper-over-board

Creature Teacher
Goes Wild
by Sam Watkins
Illustrated by David
O’Connell
978-1-4965-5684-4

The Dangers of Dog Walking
by John Sazaklis
Illustrated by Lee Robinson
978-1-4965-2684-7
The Ferret Fiasco
by John Sazaklis
Illustrated by Lee Robinson
978-1-4965-2686-1

Creature Teacher Out
to Win
by Sam Watkins
Illustrated by David
O’Connell
978-1-4965-5687-5

The Frankenstein Journals
by Scott Sonneborn
Illustrated by Timothy Banks
978-1-4342-9130-1

Jumping for Junk Food
by John Sazaklis
Illustrated by Lee Robinson
978-1-4965-2683-0
Recess Is Ruined
by John Sazaklis
Illustrated by Lee Robinson
978-1-4965-2685-4
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Creature Teacher
Science Shocker
by Sam Watkins
Illustrated by David
O’Connell
978-1-4965-5689-9
The Frankenstein Journals: Guts or Bust
by Scott Sonneborn
Illustrated by Timothy Banks
978-1-4965-0223-0
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ZEKE MEEKS

CURIOUS MCCARTHY

Like any third-grade boy, Zeke Meeks has his share of
problems. His little sister sings embarrassing princess
songs around his friends. He has a deep, dark secret that
no one can find out about. (Psst…he’s terrified of bugs!)
And his biggest enemy is a tiny, evil girl with razor-sharp
fingernails. It’s Zeke Meeks versus the world!

Ten-year-old Curious McCarthy’s real name is Curie, after
the famous scientist Marie Curie. So it’s no surprise that
Curious has decided become a scientist. As she studies
the world around her, Curious records her observations
and uses footnotes, just like a real scientist. Best of all,
Curious’s footnotes provide more giggles than clarity. As
one of seven kids, with an English teacher mom and an
engineer Dad, Curious knows that her family members
are the perfect research subjects. Discover the crazy
adventures of the McCarthy family as revealed by a
fourth-grade scientist!

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS
paper–over–board

$8.95 ($9.95 can)
paperback

$5.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 7-10 years
reading level: Grades 2
51/4” x 71/2”
128 pages
25 illustrations

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
51/4” x 71/2”
112 pages
34 illustrations
paperback
Curious McCarthy’s
Electric Ideas
by Tory Christie
Illustrated by Mina Price
978-1-5158-1648-5

by D.L. Green, Illustrated by Josh Alves
Zeke Meeks vs
Zeke Meeks vs His Big
the Mother’s Day
Phony Cousin
Meltdown
978-1-4795-3812-6 (PoB)
978-1-4795-5769-1 (PB)
978-1-4795-3810-2 (PB)
Zeke Meeks vs the
Zeke Meeks vs the
Pain-in-the-Neck Pets
Annoying Princess
978-1-4795-3811-9 (PoB)
Sing-Along
978-1-4795-3809-6 (PB)
978-1-4795-5213-9 (PoB)
Zeke Meeks vs the Big
Blah-rific Birthday
978-1-4048-8105-1 (PoB)

Zeke Meeks vs the
Putrid Puppet Pals
978-1-4048-7223-3 (PB)

Zeke Meeks vs the
Crummy Class Play
978-1-4795-5212-2 (PoB)

Zeke Meeks vs the
Stinkin’ Science Fair
978-1-4048-7222-6 (PB)

Zeke Meeks vs the
Gruesome Girls
978-1-4048-7221-9 (PB)

Zeke Meeks vs the
Stinky Soccer Team
978-1-4795-5770-7 (PB)

Zeke Meeks vs the
Horrifying TV-Turnoff
Week
978-1-4048-7220-2 (PB)

Zeke Meeks vs the
Super Stressful Talent
Show
978-1-4048-8106-8 (PoB)

BACKLIST

THE MYSTERIOUS
MAKERS OF SHAKER
STREET
For as long as he can remember, Michael Wilson has
enjoyed tinkering with things, and now, along with
his buddies Liv Hernandez, and Leo Hammer, he’s
formed the Mysterious Makers of Shaker Street. The
Makers spend their free time making gadgets out of
old equipment and everyday stuff. In between their
inventing, the three friends notice their Shaker Street
neighborhood is filled with suspicious characters. Can
they stop their sinister neighbors with a new tool,
a stop-action movie, or some other ingenious use
of engineering and technology? Written to inspire
readers to invent on their own, author Stacia Deutsch
combines mystery, humor, and friendship to build a
top-grade series.
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
51/4” x 71/2”
112 pages
18 illustrations
paperback

Curious McCarthy’s
Family Chemistry
by Tory Christie
Illustrated by Mina Price
978-1-5158-1649-2

Curious McCarthy’s NotSo-Perfect Pitch
by Tory Christie
Illustrated by Mina Price
978-1-5158-1647-8

A Picture’s Worth a Thousand Clues
by Stacia Deutsch
Illustrated by Robin Boyden
978-1-4965-4681-4
Sounds Like Trouble
by Stacia Deutsch
Illustrated by Robin Boyden
978-1-4965-4680-7

Curious McCarthy’s
Power of Observation
by Tory Christie
Illustrated by Mina Price
978-1-5158-1650-8

That’s the Spirit!
by Stacia Deutsch
Illustrated by Robin Boyden
978-1-4965-4682-1
The Hole Nine Yards
by Stacia Deutsch
Illustrated by Robin Boyden
978-1-4965-4683-8
capstoneyoungreaders.com
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OUT OF THIS WORLD
I’m Starr, and I’m just like every other eight-year old girl
I know, with one major difference… I live in space. You
see, my mom is a world-class astronaut, scientist, and
all around super-genius. Now she’s not just my mom,
she’s also in charge of the world’s most advanced
space station. People can visit here on vacation and it’s
my job to make sure they have a great time. My best
friend Allison thinks I’ll forget all about her now that
I live in space, but just because I live in space doesn’t
mean I don’t need my best friend. I may be a regular
girl, but my life is completely out of this world!
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World ex OFAC Embargo, ZW,
W Balkans, UK
age level: 7-10 years
reading level: Grades 2-5
53/4” x 71/2”
112 pages
12 illustrations
paperback

BENJI FRANKLIN: KID
ZILLIONAIRE

SCOOBY-DOO’S
LAUGH-OUT-LOUD JOKES!

After inventing a bestselling excuse-generating app,
twelve-year-old Benjamin “Benji” Franklin became the
world’s youngest and, well, only ZILLIONAIRE. Unlike
other fat cats, this tiny tycoon uses his wealth for the
greater good instead of selfish gain—because it’s not all
about the Benjamin!

Joke-master Michael Dahl is back, and with the help of
Scooby-Doo and friends, he’s up to some funny business!
Comical illustrations and nonfiction back matter accompany
clever jokes, puns, and wordplay featured in this new series.

STONE ARCH BOOKS
paper–over–board

$9.95 ($11.50 can)
paperback

$6.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 7-11 years
reading level: Grades 2-5
51/4” x 71/2”
160 pages
50 illustrations

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$9.95 ($10.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 7-10 years
reading level: Grades 2-3
51/4” x 71/2”
224 pages
80 illustrations
paperback

First Family in Space
by Raymond Bean
Illustrated by Matthew
Vimislik
978-1-4965-3621-1

Journey to the Moon
by Raymond Bean
Illustrated by Matthew
Vimislik
978-1-4965-3620-4

Benji Franklin: Kid Zillionaire
by Raymond Bean
Illustrated by Matthew Vimislik
978-1-4342-6419-0 (Paper-over-Board)
978-1-4965-2487-4 (Paperback)

Scooby-Doo’s Laugh-Out-Loud Jokes!
by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Scott Jeralds
978-1-62370-182-6

The Curse of Mars
by Raymond Bean
Illustrated by Matthew
Vimislik
978-1-4965-3619-8

Trouble on Venus
by Raymond Bean
Illustrated by Matthew
Vimislik
978-1-4965-3618-1
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Benji Franklin: Kid Zillionaire: Money Troubles
by Raymond Bean
Illustrated by Matthew Vimislik
978-1-4965-0369-5 (Paper-over-Board)
978-1-4965-4137-6 (Paperback)

TM & © Hanna-Barbera. (s18)

Young Readers
SCOOBY-DOODLES!
Unmask your inner artist with this collection of more
than 100 activities and drawing prompts with ScoobyDoo and the Mystery Inc. gang! Create new designs
for the Mystery Machine. Draw lip-smacking snacks
for Scooby and Shaggy. Color creepy clowns, ghastly
ghouls, and—ZOINKS!—g-g-ghosts! Loaded with
dozens of jokes and facts, SCOOBY-DOODLES is sure
to solve any case of boredom.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 6-10 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
81/2” x 11”
144 pages
175-200 illustrations
paperback

BACKLIST

SCOOBY-DOO COMIC
CHAPTER BOOKS

YOU CHOOSE STORIES:
SCOOBY-DOO

Traditional chapter book text combines with comic
book art in these hybrid comics featuring Scooby-Doo
and his friends Fred, Velma, Daphne, and Shaggy! Avid
and reluctant readers alike will gravitate toward this
exciting storytelling style: comics fans will be drawn to
the twelve pages of comics-style illustrations in each
book, while traditional readers will love the fast-paced
action that propels them forward from chapter to
chapter. Join Scooby and the gang as they solve
spooky mysteries and expose common criminals in a
truly dynamic reading experience!

A new series of You Choose Books featuring
Scooby-Doo and his friends Fred, Velma, Daphne, and
Shaggy! These mysteries feature fun, action-packed
stories (and illustrations!) that allow the reader to
choose their own path. In each book, with the help
of the reader, Scooby and the gang will solve spooky
mysteries and expose common criminals in a truly
dynamic reading experience.

STONE ARCH BOOKS

rights: US & Canada
age level: 7-12 years
reading level: Grades 2-6
51/4” x 71/2”
112 pages
10 illustrations
paperback

$5.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-7
6” x 9”
88 pages
12 illustrations
paperback

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$6.95 ($7.95 can)

All illustrated by Scott Neely
The Mystery of the
The Case of the
Aztec Tomb
Cheese Thief
by Laurie S. Sutton
by J.E. Bright
978-1-4342-9128-8
978-1-4342-7927-9
Scooby-Doodles!: Draw, Color,
and Create with Scooby-Doo!
by Benjamin Bird
978-1-62370-811-5

Curse of the Stage Fright
by Steve Korte
Illustrated by Scott Neely
978-1-4965-3587-0
Legend of the Gator Man
by Laurie S. Sutton
Illustrated by Scott Neely
978-1-4965-3588-7
Mystery of the Mist Monster
by Matthew K. Manning
Illustrated by Scott Neely
978-1-4965-3590-0
Secret of the Haunted Cave
by Matthew K. Manning
Illustrated by Scott Neely
978-1-4965-3589-4

TM & © Hanna-Barbera. (s18)

The Case of the
Clown Carnival
by Laurie S. Sutton
978-1-4965-4335-6

The Mystery of the
Mayhem Mansion
by Matthew K. Manning
978-1-4965-2663-2

The Case of the
Fright Flight
by Michael Anthony
Steele
978-1-4965-2664-9

The Mystery of the
Maze Monster
by John Sazaklis
978-1-4342-7928-6

The Curse of Atlantis
by Laurie S. Sutton
978-1-4965-0479-1

The Salem Witch
Showdown
by Matthew K. Manning
978-1-4965-4336-3

The Fright at Zombie
Farm
by Laurie S. Sutton
978-1-4342-9715-0

The Secret of the
Flying Saucer
by Laurie S. Sutton
978-1-4965-0480-7

The Ghost of the
Bermuda Triangle
by Laurie S. Sutton
978-1-4342-9129-5

The Secret of the Sea
Creature
by Laurie S. Sutton
978-1-4342-7925-5

The House on Spooky
Street
by Laurie S. Sutton
978-1-4342-9716-7

The Terror of the
Bigfoot Beast
by Laurie S. Sutton
978-1-4342-7926-2

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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JUSTICE LEAGUE™
When the forces of evil strike, the World’s Greatest
Super Heroes unite to meet the challenge. Join
Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, and the rest
of the Justice League in their quest to save the
Earth—and beyond—from the sinister schemes of the
universe’s worst super-villains! With original artwork
by DC Comics illustrators, these full-color chapter
books will captivate young readers.
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$5.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-7
51/4” x 71/2”
88 pages
10 illustrations
paperback

BATMAN™ & ROBIN™
ADVENTURES

YOU CHOOSE STORIES:
BATMAN™

DC SUPER HEROES chapter books feature the WORLD’S
GREATEST HEROES including BATMAN & ROBIN. The
DARK KNIGHT prowls the shadowy streets of GOTHAM
CITY with his partner, ROBIN, THE BOY WONDER, putting
fear into the hearts of super-villains. With original art by
DC COMICS illustrators, these full-color chapter books will
captivate young readers.

A series of You Choose Stories featuring BATMAN,
the CAPED CRUSADER! These adventures feature
action-packed stories and comic-style illustrations that
allow the readers to choose their own path. In each
book, with the help of the reader, BATMAN solves
crimes and takes down his worst super-villains in a
truly dynamic reading experience.

STONE ARCH BOOKS

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$5.95 ($7.95 can)

$6.95 ($7.95 can)

rights: World except UK
age level: 6-12 years
reading level: Grades 1-6
51/4” x 71/2”
88 pages
10 illustrations
paperback

rights: US & Canada
age level: 7-12 years
reading level: Grades 2-6
51/4” x 71/2”
112 pages
10 illustrations
paperback

Catwoman’s Purrfect
Plot
by Sarah Hines Stephens
Illustrated by Luciano
Vecchio
978-1-4965-5359-1

Amazo and the
Planetary Reboot
by Brandon T. Snider
Illustrated by Tim Levins
978-1-4965-5164-1

Gorilla Grodd and the
Primate Protocol
by Brandon T. Snider
Illustrated by Tim Levins
978-1-4965-5986-9

Bizarro and the
Doppelgängers of
Doom
by Brandon T. Snider
Illustrated by Tim Levins
978-1-4965-5989-0

Injustice Gang
and the Deadly
Nightshade
by Derek Fridolfs
Illustrated by Tim Levins
978-1-4965-5166-5

Black Adam and the
Eternity War
by Derek Fridolfs
Illustrated by Tim Levins
978-1-4965-5988-3

The Joker and Harley
Quinn’s Justice
League Jailhouse
by Louise Simonson
Illustrated by Tim Levins
978-1-4965-5987-6

Harley Quinn’s Crazy
Creeper Caper
by Louise Simonson
Illustrated by Luciano
Vecchio
978-1-4965-5356-0

Starro and the
Cyberspore
by Brandon T. Snider
Illustrated by Tim
Levins, Rex Lokus
978-1-4965-5167-2

The Joker’s Magic
Mayhem
by J.E. Bright
Illustrated by Luciano
Vecchio
978-1-4965-2542-0

Darkseid and the
Fires of Apokolips
by Derek Fridolfs
Illustrated by Tim Levins
978-1-4965-5165-8
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Clayface’s Slime Spree
by Laurie S. Sutton
Illustrated by Luciano
Vecchio
978-1-4965-2540-6

TM & © DC Comics. (s18)

Poison Ivy’s Rainforest
Revenge
by Sarah Hines Stephens
Illustrated by Tim Levins
978-1-4965-5361-4
The Riddler’s
Battleship Blitz
by J.E. Bright
Illustrated by Tim Levins
978-1-4965-5358-4
Scarecrow’s Nightmare
Maze
by J.E. Bright
Illustrated by Luciano
Vecchio
978-1-4965-2541-3
Two-Face Face-Off
by Laurie S. Sutton
Illustrated by Luciano
Vecchio
978-1-4965-2539-0

All illustrated by Ethen Beavers
The Joker’s Dozen
Clayface Returns
by Laurie S. Sutton
by John Sazaklis
978-1-4342-9711-2
978-1-4965-3091-2
Seed Bank Heist
by J.E. Bright
978-1-4342-9709-9

The Lazarus Plan
by John Sazaklis
978-1-4965-3090-5

Summer Freeze!
by Brandon Terrell
978-1-4342-9712-9

The Riddler’s Ransom
by Blake Hoena
978-1-4342-9710-5

Super-Villain
Smackdown!
by John Sazaklis
978-1-4965-0530-9

The Terrible Trio
by Laurie S. Sutton
978-1-4965-0531-6

Young Readers
DC SUPER HEROES
COMIC CHAPTER
BOOKS
Chapter books and comics combine to create
this exciting adventure series. SUPERMAN™
and BATMAN™ comics fans will be drawn to
the twelve pages of comics-style illustrations
in each book, while traditional readers will
love the fast-paced action that propels
them forward from chapter to chapter. Fully
approved and endorsed by DC Comics, these
super hero tales are sure to be a hit!
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$5.95 ($6.95 can)
rights: World ex OFAC
Embargo & ZW
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-7
6” x 9”
88 pages
12 illustrations
paperback

THE DARK KNIGHT

THE MAN OF STEEL

DC SUPER HEROES chapter books feature
the WORLD’S GREATEST HEROES including
BATMAN. The DARK KNIGHT prowls the
shadowy streets of GOTHAM CITY with
his partner, ROBIN, THE BOY WONDER,
putting fear into the hearts of super-villains.
With original art by DC COMICS illustrators,
these full-color chapter books will captivate
young readers.

DC SUPER HEROES chapter books feature
the WORLD’S GREATEST SUPER HEROES
including SUPERMAN. The MAN OF
STEEL defeats aliens and super-villains
in METROPOLIS, and rescues LOIS LANE
and JIMMY OLSEN. With original art by
DC COMICS illustrators, these full-color
chapter books give young readers glowing
examples of bravery, loyalty, and true
heroism.

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$5.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World ex OFAC
Embargo & ZW
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 2-3
51/4” x 71/2”
88 pages
10 illustrations
paperback

BACKLIST

YOU CHOOSE
STORIES:
SUPERMAN™

STONE ARCH BOOKS

These You Choose adventures feature
SUPERMAN, the MAN OF STEEL, in actionpacked stories and comic-style illustrations
that allow the readers to choose their own
path. In each book, with the help of the
reader, SUPERMAN protects the citizens of
Earth and Metropolis, and defeats the evil
plans of the most cunning and powerful
super-villains.

$5.95 ($7.95 can)

STONE ARCH BOOKS

rights: World ex OFAC
Embargo & ZW
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 2-3
51/4” x 71/2”
88 pages
10 illustrations
paperback

$6.95 ($8.95 can)

Apokolips Invasion
by Matthew K. Manning
Illustrated by Dario Brizuela
978-1-4965-5830-5

rights: US & Canada
age level: 7-11 years
reading level: Grades 2-6
51/4” x 71/2”
112 pages
10 illustrations
paperback

All illustrated by Luciano Vecchio
Attack of the Man-Bat!
by Jake Black
978-1-4965-0515-6

The Dark Knight: Batman
Fights the Joker Virus
978-1-4342-4218-1

The Man of Steel: Superman and the
Poisoned Planet
978-1-4342-4224-2

Catwoman’s Nine Lives
by Matthew K. Manning
978-1-4342-9136-3

The Dark Knight: Batman
Undercover
978-1-4342-4213-6

The Man of Steel: Superman Battles
Parasite’s Feeding Frenzy
978-1-4342-4221-1

Scarecrow’s Panic Plot
by Scott Beatty
978-1-4965-0514-9

The Dark Knight: Batman and
the Flock of Fear
978-1-4342-4217-4

The Man of Steel: Superman vs. the
Demons of Deep Space
978-1-4342-4220-4

Prisoner of the Penguin!
by Scott Sonneborn
978-1-4342-9135-6

The Dark Knight: Batman and
the Killer Croc of Doom!
978-1-4342-4215-0

The Man of Steel: Superman vs. the
Moon Bandits
978-1-4342-4223-5

The Dark Knight: Batman and
the Villainous Voyage
978-1-4342-4216-7

The Man of Steel: Cyborg Superman
978-1-4342-4219-8

The Dark Side of Apokolips
by Laurie S. Sutton
978-1-4965-0511-8
Lex Luthor’s Power Grab!
by Louise Simonson
978-1-4965-0510-1
The Planet Collector
by Laurie S. Sutton
978-1-4342-9137-0
The Real Man of Steel
by Laurie S. Sutton
978-1-4342-9138-7

The Dark Knight: Batman
Crashes the Black Masquerade
978-1-4342-4824-4
The Dark Knight: Batman vs.
the Cat Commander
978-1-4342-4214-3
The Dark Knight: Batman vs.
the Penguin
978-1-4342-4825-1

The Man of Steel: Superman and the
Man of Gold
978-1-4342-4222-8

Metallo Attacks!
by Michael Anthony Steele
Illustrated by Dario Brizuela
978-1-4965-5831-2
Metropolis Mayhem
by Sarah Hines Stephens
Illustrated by Dario Brizuela
978-1-4965-5832-9
Superman Day Disaster
by Steve Korte
Illustrated by Dario Brizuela
978-1-4965-5829-9

The Man of Steel: Superman vs. Mr.
Mxyzptlk
978-1-4342-4826-8
The Man of Steel: Superman vs. the
Doomsday Army
978-1-4342-4827-5

TM & © DC Comics. (s18)
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Young Readers

more than

2 MILLION

copies sold in the
DC Super Heroes series

DC SUPER HEROES:
SUPERMAN™, BATMAN™, AND
WONDER WOMAN™
These DC COMICS CHAPTER BOOKS feature the WORLD’S
GREATEST SUPER HEROES: SUPERMAN, BATMAN, and
WONDER WOMAN. These full color chapter books, with original
art by DC illustrators will captivate young readers and give them
glowing examples of bravery, loyalty, and true heroism.
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$4.95 ($5.95 can)
rights: World ex OFAC Embargo, ZW, UK
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 2-3
51/4” x 71/2”
56 pages
10 illustrations
paperback
“These full-color chapter books are fast moving and entertaining.”
— School Library Journal

Attack of the Cheetah
978-1-4342-2254-1

Arctic Attack
978-1-4342-1728-8

Creature of Chaos
978-1-4342-2256-5

Bat-Mite’s Big Blunder
978-1-4342-2255-8

Dr. Psycho’s Circus of
Crime
978-1-4342-2761-4

Catwoman’s Classroom
of Claws
978-1-4342-1732-5

The Fruit of All Evil
978-1-4342-2766-9

Catwoman’s Halloween
Heist
978-1-4342-2767-6

Monster Magic
978-1-4342-2260-2
Rumble in the Rainforest
978-1-4342-2765-2
Sword of the Dragon
978-1-4342-2760-7
Trial of the Amazons
978-1-4342-2263-3
“An ideal launching
pad into the vast world
of Superman comics”
— Booklist
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Emperor of the
Airwaves
978-1-4342-1364-8
Five Riddles for Robin
978-1-4342-1366-2
The Fog of Fear
978-1-4342-1365-5
Fun House of Evil
978-1-4342-1367-9
Harley Quinn’s Shocking
Surprise
978-1-4342-1729-5
Killer Croc Hunter
978-1-4342-2258-9

capstoneyoungreaders.com

Mad Hatter’s Movie
Madness
978-1-4342-1675-5
The Maker of Monsters
978-1-4342-2762-1
The Man Behind the Mask
978-1-4342-1730-1
My Frozen Valentine
978-1-4342-1731-8
Poison Ivy’s Deadly
Garden
978-1-4342-1368-6

Bizarro is Born!
978-1-4342-1725-7

Meteor of Doom
978-1-4342-1734-9

Cosmic Bounty Hunter
978-1-4342-2769-0

The Museum Monsters
978-1-4342-1372-3

The Deadly Double
978-1-4342-1726-4

Parasite’s Power Drain
978-1-4342-2261-9

The Deadly Dream
Machine
978-1-4342-2759-1

Prankster of Prime Time
978-1-4342-2763-8

Deep Space Hijack
978-1-4342-2257-2

The Revenge of Clayface
978-1-4342-1369-3

The Kid Who Saved
Superman
978-1-4342-1937-4

Robin’s First Flight
978-1-4342-2262-6

Last Son of Krypton
978-1-4342-1370-9

Scarecrow, Doctor of Fear
978-1-4342-2764-5

Little Green Men
978-1-4342-2259-6

The Puppet Master’s
Revenge
978-1-4342-1727-1

Livewire!
978-1-4342-1733-2

Two-Face’s Double Take
978-1-4342-2264-0

The Menace of Metallo
978-1-4342-1371-6

The Shadow Masters
978-1-4342-2768-3
The Shrinking City
978-1-4342-1735-6
The Stolen Superpowers
978-1-4342-1373-0
Super-Villain Showdown
978-1-4342-1736-3
Toys of Terror
978-1-4342-1374-7
Under the Red Sun
978-1-4342-1375-4

TM & © DC Comics. (s18)

Young Readers

BACKLIST

MERMAID KINGDOM

SLEEPOVER GIRLS

UNICORN RIDERS

The magical and mysterious world of mermaids is brought
to life in the Mermaid Kingdom chapter book series. The
allure of life on land is a constant presence in the life of
a mermaid, especially for 12-year-olds Cora, Rachel, and
Shyanna. Take a deep breath, dive in, and get swept away
with the friendship, drama, and fun.

Four best friends plus one weekly tradition equals a
whole lot of fun! Meet the Sleepover Girls: Ashley,
Delaney, Maren, and Willow. Every Friday, new
memories are made as these sixth-grade girls gather
together for crafts, fashion, cooking, and of course, girl
talk! Grab your pillow, settle in, and get to know the
Sleepover Girls.

Avamay is a beautiful and magical kingdom, but it’s
also filled with unexpected dangers. Unicorn Riders
Quinn, Ellabeth, Krystal, and Willow protect the land
and its people with the help of their magical unicorns.
Although the challenges are great and many, their
friendship and teamwork conquers all. They ride as
one. Filled with magic and action, this enchanting
series will captivate the imagination of any young
reader. Glossary, discussion questions, and writing
prompts complete each book, making it a great
addition to any library.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS
paper–over–board

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$12.95 ($14.50 can)

$6.95 ($7.95 can)

paperback

rights: World
age level: 8-11 years
reading level: Grades 3-5
5” x 8”
128 pages
8 illustrations
paperback

$8.95 ($9.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 7-10 years
reading level: Grades 3-5
5” x 73/4”
288 pages
48 illustrations
Deep-Water Drama
by Janet Gurtler
Illustrated by
Katie Wood
978-1-62370-632-6
(PoB)

Secrets Beneath
the Sea
by Janet Gurtler
Illustrated by
Katie Wood
978-1-62370-187-1
(PoB)
978-1-62370-681-4
(PB)

$5.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 8-10 years
reading level: Grades 3-5
5” x 73/4”
112 pages
40-45 illustrations
paperback

by Jen Jones
Illustrated by Paula Franco
Sleepover Girls: Ashley Goes Viral
978-1-62370-306-6
Sleepover Girls: Delaney vs. the Bully
978-1-62370-261-8
Sleepover Girls: Dog Days for Delaney
978-1-62370-194-9

“Social drama, fashion and
mermaid magic will keep sparklehappy readers entertained.”
— Kirkus Reviews

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

Sleepover Girls: Maren Loves Luke
Lewis
978-1-62370-193-2
Sleepover Girls: Maren’s New Family
978-1-62370-260-1

by Aleesah Darlison
Illustrated by Jill Brailsford
Ellabeth’s Light
978-1-4795-6559-7

Quinn’s Riddles
978-1-4795-6552-8

Ellabeth’s Test
978-1-4795-6555-9

Quinn’s Truth
978-1-4795-6556-6

Krystal’s Charge
978-1-4795-6558-0

Willow’s Challenge
978-1-4795-6553-5

Krystal’s Choice
978-1-4795-6554-2

Willow’s Victory
978-1-4795-6557-3

Sleepover Girls: The New Ashley
978-1-62370-196-3
Sleepover Girls: Willow’s Boy-Crazy
Birthday
978-1-62370-195-6
Sleepover Girls: Willow’s Spring
Break Adventure
978-1-62370-305-9
“Lighthearted fun.”
— Manhattan Book Review
capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Young Readers

FIELD TRIP MYSTERIES

MUSEUM MYSTERIES

Four fun kids find themselves in the middle of a
mystery on every school field trip they take! Visual and
verbal clues are sprinkled throughout the story to help
the reader solve the mystery before the kids do.

From best-selling young adult author Steve Brezenoff
comes a suspenseful new middle-grade series—
Museum Mysteries. Join four friends as they take in
culture and solve crimes in the Capitol City museums.
Because of their parents’ jobs in the museums, the
kids have unprecedented access to the exhibits, and
because of their brains, they solve mysteries that leave
the pros scratching their heads.

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$5.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 8-11 years
reading level: Grades 2-3
51/4” x 71/2”
88 pages
10-15 illustrations
paperback

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$6.95 ($7.95 can)
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 2-6
51/4” x 71/2”
128 pages
10 illustrations
paperback

JAKE MADDOX
GIRL SPORTS STORIES
These easy-to-read sports books are bursting with
pumped-up energy. The contemporary, true-to-life plots
emphasize persistence, focus on fair play, and follow
characters who have real strength, on and off the court.
Girls will identify with the struggles and the triumphs in
these fast-paced, exciting novels.
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$5.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 8-11 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
51/4” x 71/2”
72 pages
10 illustrations
paperback

NEW TITLES ON PAGE 47

by Steve Brezenoff
The Ballgame with No One at Bat
978-1-4342-6211-0

BASKETBALL:

RUNNING:

The Bowling Lane Without Any Strikes
978-1-4342-6212-7

Full Court Dreams
978-1-4342-0519-3

Running Scared
978-1-4342-4203-7

The Burglar Who Bit the Big Apple
978-1-4342-2771-3

Rebound Time
978-1-4342-4202-0

SKATING:

The Cave That Shouldn’t Collapse
978-1-4342-3430-8

CHEERLEADING:

Longboard Letdown
978-1-4965-4974-7

Cheer Challenge
978-1-4342-0518-6

Skating Showdown
978-1-4342-4204-4

Cheer Choice
978-1-4342-7931-6

SOCCER:

The Crook that Made Kids Cry
978-1-4342-6210-3
The Crook Who Crossed the Golden Gate Bridge
978-1-4342-2770-6
The Dinosaur that Disappeared
978-1-4342-6213-4
The Everglades Poacher Who Pretended
978-1-4342-4197-9
The Ghost Who Haunted the Capitol
978-1-4342-2772-0
The Grand Canyon Burros That Broke
978-1-4342-4198-6
The Mount Rushmore Face That Couldn’t See
978-1-4342-4199-3
The Ride That Was Really Haunted
978-1-4342-3427-8
The Seals That Wouldn’t Swim
978-1-4342-3428-5
The Symphony That Was Silent
978-1-4342-3429-2
The Yellowstone Kidnapping That Wasn’t
978-1-4342-4200-6
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by Steve Brezenoff
Illustrated by Lisa K. Weber
The Case of the
Counterfeit Painting
978-1-4965-2522-2
Rights: World except UK

The Case of the
Portrait Vandal
978-1-4342-9689-4
Rights: World

The Case of the
Haunted History
Museum
978-1-4342-9691-7
Rights: World

The Case of the
Soldier’s Ghost
978-1-4965-2523-9
Rights: World

The Case of the
Missing Mom
978-1-4965-2521-5
Rights: World
The Case of the
Missing Museum
Archives
978-1-4342-9692-4
Rights: World

The Case of the
Stolen Sculpture
978-1-4342-9690-0
Rights: World
The Case of the
Stolen Space Suit
978-1-4965-2520-8
Rights: World

Squad Struggles
978-1-4965-4973-0
DANCE:
Dance Team Dilemma
978-1-4342-4201-3
Dancing Solo
978-1-4342-7930-9
GYMNASTICS:
Gymnastics Jitters
978-1-4342-3908-2
HOCKEY:
Ice Rink Rookie
978-1-4965-5850-3
HORSEBACK RIDING:
Horseback Hurdles
978-1-4342-3905-1

Soccer Show-Off
978-1-4342-7932-3
Soccer Surprise
978-1-4342-3906-8
SOFTBALL:
Softball Surprise
978-1-4342-7929-3
SURFING:
Storm Surfer
978-1-4342-0521-6
SWIMMING:
Pool Panic
978-1-4965-2620-5
VOLLEYBALL:
Jump Serve
978-1-4342-0520-9

RODEO:

Volleyball Dreams
978-1-4342-3907-5

Cowgirl Grit
978-1-4965-5849-7

Volleyball Victory
978-1-4965-2621-2

Young Readers
JAKE MADDOX
SPORTS STORIES

BACKLIST

TEAM JAKE
MADDOX SPORTS
STORIES

Pumped-up, easy-to-read sports stories
with an emphasis on speed, skill, and
fair play. The boys in these books face
challenges both inside and out of the
athletic arena. Readers and fans alike will
discover that an athlete’s inner game,
persistence, and courage are just as
important as a steady hand or a chance
for a goal.

Follow the Wildcats’ season through
the eyes of four different players. These
interconnected novels highlight teamwork,
but each player has his own struggle. The
players are more than their positions; they
are part of a team.
STONE ARCH BOOKS

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$5.95 ($7.95 can)

$5.95 ($7.95 can)

rights: World
age level: 8-11 years
reading level: Grades 2-3
51/4” x 71/2”
72 pages
paperback

rights: World
age level: 8-11 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
51/4” x 71/2”
72 pages
10 illustrations
paperback

NEW TITLES ON PAGE 48

BASEBALL:

GO-KART:

SKATEBOARD:

Batter Up!
978-1-4342-0515-5

Go-Kart Rush
978-1-59889-415-8

Board Battle
978-1-4342-6208-0

Behind the Plate
978-1-4342-4205-1

Kart Competition
978-1-4342-6209-7

Board Rebel
978-1-59889-414-1

Caught Stealing
978-1-4965-0497-5

Kart Crash
978-1-4342-0873-6

Skate Park Challenge
978-1-59889-241-3

Mr. Strike Out
978-1-59889-239-0

Speedway Switch
978-1-59889-416-5

Skateboard Save
978-1-4342-0871-2

BASKETBALL:

GOLF:

Free Throw
978-1-59889-238-3

Secondhand Slice
978-1-4965-5866-4

Skateboard Struggle
978-1-4342-3424-7

Hoop Hustle
978-1-4965-0498-2

HOCKEY:

Point Guard Prank
978-1-4342-4207-5
Slam Dunk Shoes
978-1-59889-894-1
BIKES:
BMX Bully
978-1-59889-236-9
BMX Challenge
978-1-4342-3423-0
Cycling Champion
978-1-4342-3904-4
Motocross Double-Cross
978-1-59889-897-2
BULL RIDING:
Cowboy Up
978-1-4342-3425-4
FOOTBALL:
Home-Field Football
978-1-4342-4206-8
On the Line
978-1-59889-240-6
Punter’s Pride
978-1-4965-4958-7
Quarterback Sneak
978-1-4342-0514-8
Touchdown Triumph
978-1-4965-0496-8

Backup Goalie
978-1-4342-0517-9

SNOWBOARD:
Snowboard Duel
978-1-59889-895-8
SOCCER:

Face-Off
978-1-59889-237-6

Soccer Shake-Up
978-1-4965-0499-9

Hockey Meltdown
978-1-4342-3426-1

Soccer Shootout
978-1-59889-896-5

LACROSSE:

Striker Assist
978-1-4342-4208-2

Lacrosse Attack
978-1-4342-0872-9
OUTDOOR:
Free Climb
978-1-4342-0880-4

TENNIS:

Paintball Invasion
978-1-4342-0516-2
Paintball Problems
978-1-4342-6207-3
RODEO:
Rodeo Challenge
978-1-4965-5867-1

On Guard
978-1-4342-2279-4

SWIMMING:

Legend of the Lure
978-1-4342-0879-8

Paintball Blast
978-1-59889-417-2

Off the Bench
978-1-4342-2278-7

Beach Bully
978-1-4342-6206-6
Gold Medal Swim
978-1-4342-3902-0

PAINTBALL:

Linebacker Block
978-1-4342-2779-9

SURFING:

The Hunter’s Code
978-1-4342-0878-1

Wild Hike
978-1-4342-0881-1

by Jake Maddox
Illustrated by Sean Tiffany

Playing Forward
978-1-4342-2280-0

Doubles Trouble
978-1-4965-4959-4

Quarterback
Comeback
978-1-4342-2778-2
Running Back
Dreams
978-1-4342-2781-2
Speed Receiver
978-1-4342-2780-5
Win or Lose
978-1-4342-2281-7

TRACK & FIELD:
Relay Race Breakdown
978-1-4342-3903-7
Track and Field Takedown
978-1-4342-3901-3
WRESTLING:
Takedown
978-1-4342-0870-5

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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YOUNG / Middle Readers

YOU CHOOSE:
FRACTURED FAIRY TALES

THE BABYSITTER
CHRONICLES

In You Choose fairy tales, you’re the fairy godmother!
These adventures turn fairy tales on their heads (and
sideways and backward). Wave your wand and take
charge of these tales, from once upon a time to happily
ever after…or not!

Babysitting can be great: cute kids, a chance to be in
charge, and of course, extra cash! But it doesn’t always go
smoothly. Experience the hilarious, crazy, and maddening
adventures the manuals forget to mention with The
Babysitter Chronicles. Each book features a whole new
cast of characters, while sharing a light-hearted tone and
popular themes like friendship and new experiences,
making this series perfect for tween girls who love drama
and dream of babysitting jobs of their own.

CAPSTONE PRESS

$6.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 8-11 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
51/4” x 71/2”
112 pages
20-30 illustrations
paperback

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$6.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-7
5” x 73/4”
160 pages
paperback
Bri’s Big Crush
by Melinda Metz
978-1-4914-8863-8

Cinderella: An
Interactive Fairy Tale
Adventure
by Jessica Gunderson
Illustrated by Ayesha
Lopez
978-1-4914-5927-0

Little Red Riding
Hood: An Interactive
Fairy Tale Adventure
by Eric Braun
Illustrated by Mariano
Epelbaum
978-1-4914-5929-4

Goldilocks and the
Three Bears: An
Interactive Fairy Tale
Adventure
by Eric Braun
Illustrated by Alex Lopez
978-1-4914-5928-7

Rapunzel: An
Interactive Fairy Tale
Adventure
by Michele Jakubowski
Illustrated by Federica
Frenna
978-1-5157-8778-5

Hansel and Gretel: An
Interactive Fairy Tale
Adventure
by Matt Doeden
Illustrated by Sabrina
Miramon
978-1-5157-6952-1

Rumpelstiltskin: An
Interactive Fairy Tale
Adventure
by Eric Braun
Illustrated by Alan
Brown
978-1-5157-8777-8

Jack and the
Beanstalk: An
Interactive Fairy Tale
Adventure
by Blake Hoena
Illustrated by Amit Tayal
978-1-4914-5930-0

Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs: An
Interactive Fairy Tale
Adventure
by Jessica Gunderson
Illustrated by Sabrina
Miramon
978-1-5157-6951-4
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Elisabeth and the
Unwanted Advice
by C.H. Deriso
978-1-4914-8864-5

Kaitlyn and the
Competition
by D.L. Green
978-1-4914-8861-4

Olivia Bitter,
Spooked-Out Sitter!
by Jessica Gunderson
978-1-4914-8862-1

THE DESSERT DIARIES
A delightful middle-school series with a magical
touch! Meet Daisy, a baker with a cozy, kitschy,
neighborhood bakery and a rotating cast of characters
who find their way to her door, each facing a personal
challenge. Full of friendship and positive messages,
these stories help young readers face their own
challenges and remind them that there’s always a
sweet silver lining to be found.
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$5.95 ($6.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
5” x 73/4”
160 pages
paperback
For Emme, Baked
with Love
by Laura Dower
Illustrated by Lilly Lazuli
978-1-4965-4142-0

Gabi and the Great
Big Bakeover
by Laura Dower
Illustrated by Lilly Lazuli
978-1-4965-4139-0

Kiki Takes the Cake
by Laura Dower
Illustrated by Lilly Lazuli
978-1-4965-4140-6

Maggie’s Magic
Chocolate Moon
by Laura Dower
Illustrated by Lilly Lazuli
978-1-4965-4141-3

Middle Readers
THE SLEUTHS OF
SOMERVILLE
Somerville seems like a sleepy small town—the kind
of place where people only stop for cheap gas and a
good donut. To Astrid Vega and her brother Rowan,
Somerville is home, and it’s full of surprises. Curiosity
leads the Vega kids and friends into adventure after
adventure. What they discover proves Somerville isn’t
dull at all.
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-6
51/4” x 71/2”
144 pages
paperback

MY ROTTEN
STEPBROTHER RUINED
FAIRY TALES
Maddie McMatthews has the worst stepbrother ever.
Not only does he make fun of her favorite fairy tales,
but he somehow breaks the actual stories. Now none
of the characters live happily ever after—and that’s
the best bit! Maddie and Holden find themselves
sucked into the fairy tale world to fix the problems he’s
caused. And if they can’t, they can kiss their chance to
return to the real world goodbye…
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$8.95 ($11.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-5
51/4” x 71/2”
160 pages
paperback

BACKLIST

STITCH HEAD
In the frightening, maze-like dungeon laboratory deep
within Castle Grotteskew, mad scientist Professor
Erasmus brings his bizarre experiments to life. His first
creation, Stitch Head, is ignored and forgotten until he
steps out of the shadows and into the adventure of an
almost-lifetime.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS
paper–over–board

$10.95 ($12.50 can)
paperback

$7.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: North America Only
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
5” x 73/4”
192-208 pages
40-60 illustrations

My Rotten Stepbrother
Ruined Aladdin
by Jerry Mahoney
Illustrated by Aleksei
Bitskoff
978-1-4965-4468-1

Mick’s Buried Treasure
by Michele Jakubowski, Illustrated by Amerigo Pinelli
978-1-4965-3182-7
The Professor’s Discovery
by Michele Jakubowski, Illustrated by Amerigo Pinelli
978-1-4965-3181-0
Secrets in Somerville
by Michele Jakubowski, Illustrated by Amerigo Pinelli
978-1-4965-3179-7
Tour of Trouble
by Michele Jakubowski, Illustrated by Amerigo Pinelli
978-1-4965-3180-3

My Rotten Stepbrother
Ruined Beauty and the
Beast
by Jerry Mahoney
Illustrated by Aleksei
Bitskoff
978-1-4965-4469-8

My Rotten Stepbrother
Ruined Cinderella
by Jerry Mahoney
Illustrated by Aleksei
Bitskoff
978-1-4965-4470-4

by Guy Bass
Illustrated by Pete Williamson
Stitch Head
978-1-62370-007-2 (PoB)
978-1-62370-384-4 (PB)
The Ghost of Grotteskew
978-1-62370-030-0 (PoB)
978-1-62370-386-8 (PB)
The Pirate’s Eye
978-1-62370-008-9 (PoB)
978-1-62370-385-1 (PB)
The Spider’s Lair
978-1-62370-192-5 (PoB)

My Rotten Stepbrother
Ruined Snow White
by Jerry Mahoney
Illustrated by Aleksei
Bitskoff
978-1-4965-4467-4

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Middle Readers

MABEL OPAL PEAR AND
THE RULES FOR SPYING
A young spy gets entangled in an action-filled, whodunit
mystery! When Mabel’s parents leave town without
warning, she isn’t worried. They’re spies, after all. But
when her beloved Aunt Gertie is arrested for leading a
smuggling ring, then her obnoxious Uncle Frank and Aunt
Stella show up, demanding to be let into the family’s
private museum…things begin to look fishy. Especially
since Mabel hasn’t heard from her parents in days.
Tackling a mystery like this one is what she has been
training for her whole, short life. Using her self-authored
spy handbook, will Mabel be able to find her parents and
unmask the real criminal before it’s too late? Rife with
quirky characters, zany twists, and an unflinching look at
the difficulty of learning to trust, Amanda Hosch’s debut is
sure to capture the hearts of secret-keepers, sleuths, and
everyone in between.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($18.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-7
51/4” x 71/2”
272 pages
paper-over-board + jacket

ZINNIA AND THE BEES

SCRAP CITY

Talk about having a lousy day. While Zinnia’s seventhgrade classmates are celebrating the last day of school,
she’s cooped up in the vice principal’s office, serving
detention. Her offense? Yarn bombing a statue of
the school mascot. And when Zinnia rushes home to
commiserate with her older brother, Adam, who also
happens to be her best friend, she’s devastated to
discover that he’s left home with no explanation. Just
when it looks like Zinnia’s day can’t possibly get any
worse, a colony of frantic honeybees mistakes her hair for
a hive and lands on her head! Told from the alternating
perspectives of Zinnia—a humorous young loner and
knitter—and an unintentionally comical hive of honeybees,
this quirky, heartfelt novel will strike a chord with anyone
who has ever felt alone, betrayed, or misunderstood as it
explores the challenges that come with learning to trust
yourself and the often messy process of discovering the
true meaning to home.

Would you believe that under the ground, right
beneath your city, was another city? Would you
believe it was populated with Scrappers, people
built of metal and glass? Jerome has no choice but to
believe it after he meets Arkie. Arkie is a Scrapper, and
he and Jerome quickly become friends—maybe even
brothers. So when Arkie’s city is in danger, Jerome
knows he must help. But helping Arkie means hurting
Jerome’s dad, the only real family Jerome still has…

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($18.95 can)

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS
paper–over–board

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
paperback

$9.95 ($12.95 can)
rights: US, Canada, & UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
51/4” x 71/2”
352 pages

rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-7
51/4” x 71/2”
240 pages
paper-over-board

Scrap City
by D. S. Thornton
978-1-62370-297-7 (PoB)
978-1-4965-0476-0 (PB)

Mabel Opal Pear and the Rules for Spying
by Amanda Hosch
Illustrated by Ira Sluyterman van Langeweyde
978-1-62370-805-4

Zinnia and the Bees
by Danielle Davis
Illustrated by Laura K. Horton
978-1-62370-867-2

“Kids will be taken with the pair
of plucky young protagonists, and
Thornton also crafts a crowd-pleasing,
Pixar-style supporting cast along the
lines of those in Cars and Wall-E.”
— Booklist
“With a perfect blend of
emotion and humor, the pages
practically turn themselves.”
—Foreword Reviews
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“A solid adventure with a
provocative message about cultural
and environmental preservation.”
— School Library Journal

Middle Readers
ELECTRIGIRL

LOST IN GHOSTVILLE

Holly never expected to become a superhero. But after
she was struck by lightning, she developed amazing
powers. Now, she uses them for good!

Someone has kidnapped all the ghosts in town,
including his Grandma! Suddenly, Trey’s goofy plan to
get on TV and meet his hero—famous ghost-hunter
Rex Rangler—turns into a race to save his beloved
Grandma’s spirit. Written by debut middle-grade
author John Bladek, Lost in Ghostville is a funny,
fast-paced novel filled with humor, adventure and, of
course, spirit!

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$8.95 ($11.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-7
5” x 73/4”
240 pages
78 illustrations
paperback

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$10.95 ($14.95 can)

Electrigirl
by Jo Cotterill
Illustrated by Cathy
Brett
978-1-4965-5654-7

rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
51/4” x 71/2”
208 pages
paper-over-board

BACKLIST

HOW TO STAGE A
CATASTROPHE
ACT 1: The Juicebox Theatre is about ready for the
recycling bin. ACT 2: Sidney and Folly consider a crime.
[You have to read it to see if we commit a crime—
that’s called suspense.] ACT 3: Sidney and Folly
save the Juicebox Children’s Theatre! [It’s not giving
anything away to tell you that. We just don’t want you
to worry.] Sidney Camazzola plans to be the director
of the Juicebox Theater when he grows up. But the
theater is in danger of closing, and he and his friends
know they need a plan to save it—and fast. Hilarious
and heartwarming, the mission to save a failing
community theater unites a riotous cast of characters
in this offbeat middle-grade novel.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$12.95 ($17.50 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-6
51/4” x 71/2”
256 pages
paper-over-board + jacket

Electrigirl and the
Deadly Swarm
by Jo Cotterill
Illustrated by Cathy
Brett
978-1-4965-5661-5

Lost in Ghostville
by John Bladek
978-1-62370-776-7
Electrigirl and the
Invisible Thieves
by Jo Cotterill
Illustrated by Cathy
Brett
978-1-4965-5669-1

“A fun and only slightly spooky
romp about friendship, dealing with
grief, and the importance of family”
— KidsReads.com

How to Stage a Catastrophe
by Rebecca Donnelly
978-1-62370-807-8

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Middle Readers

THE FEARLESS
TRAVELERS’ GUIDE TO
WICKED PLACES
Twelve-year-old Nell Perkins knows there is magic at
work that she can’t yet understand. Her mother has
been taken by witches and turned into a bird. Nell
must journey to get her mother back, even if it takes
her deep into the Wicked Places—the frightening
realm where Nightmares resides. There she must
break the spell and stop the witches from turning our
world into a living nightmare.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.50 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
51/4” x 71/2”
384 pages
paper-over-board

The Fearless Travelers’ Guide to Wicked Places
by Peter Begler
978-1-62370-799-6
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BE LIGHT LIKE A BIRD

BAKER’S MAGIC

After the death of her father, twelve-year-old Wren finds
her life thrown into upheaval. And when her mother
decides to pack up the car and forces Wren to leave the
only home she’s ever known, the family grows even more
fractured. As she and her mother struggle to build a new
life, Wren must confront issues with the environment,
peer pressure, bullying, and most of all, the difficulty of
forgiving those who don’t deserve it. A quirky, emotional
middle grade novel set in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula,
Be Light Like a Bird features well-drawn, unconventional
characters and explores what it means to be a family—
and the secrets and lies that can tear one apart.

Bee is an orphan, alone in a poor, crumbling kingdom.
In desperation, she steals a bun from a bakery. To
Bee’s surprise, the baker offers her a place at his shop.
As she learns to bake, Bee discovers that she has a
magical power. When a new friend desperately needs
her help against an evil mage, Bee wonders what a
small orphan girl with only a small bit of magic can
do. Bee’s journey to help her friend becomes a journey
to save the kingdom, and a discovery of the meaning
of family.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-7
51/4” x 71/2”
240 pages
paper-over-board + jacket

Be Light Like a Bird
by Monika Schröder
978-1-62370-749-1

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-6
51/4” x 71/2”
336 pages
paper-over-board

Baker’s Magic
by Diane Zahler
978-1-62370-642-5

“A quiet but potent novel about grief…
Readers should be easily drawn into
Wren’s honest, thoughtful narrative
as she carries her father’s words with
her, remembering her past even as
she opens her eyes to the future.”
— Publishers Weekly

“A sweet, magical, environmentally
conscious adventure.”
— Kirkus Reviews

“In this book, readers experience
the many different forms that grief
can take and the varied effects
it can have on people and the
empowerment that Wren and Theo
begin to feel as they work together
is uplifting. A moving and ultimately
heartwarming journey through loss.”
— School Library Journal

“Standout secondary characters, a
creative environmental twist, and just
enough intrigue make this a pleasing
adventure story for middle-grade readers”
— Booklist

VOYA Magazine’s Top
Shelf Fiction 2016 list

“A cozy fantasy adventure with
tension, twists, and sweet treats.”
— Publishers Weekly

“An entertaining read with an
empowering message for girls, while
still maintaining cross-gender appeal”
— School Library Journal

Middle Readers
THE BAKING LIFE
OF AMELIE DAY
Meet Amelie Day, a thirteen-year-old
baking whiz. Amelie has Cystic Fibrosis,
and she suffers daily from the sickness. This
heartfelt story follows Amelie as she copes
with setbacks, learns to love, and comes to
terms with her illness, all with the help and
healing power of baking.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS
paper–over–board

$10.95 ($11.95 can)
paperback

$7.95 ($9.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
51/4” x 71/2”
176 pages

THE LAST GREAT
ADVENTURE
OF THE PB & J
SOCIETY
When her best friend’s house is threatened
with foreclosure, young Annie Jenkins is
full of ideas to save the home: selling her
appendix on eBay, winning the lottery,
facing down the bankers . . . anything
to keep Jason from moving. But Jason’s
out-of-work dad blows up at the smallest
things, and he’s not very happy with Annie’s
interventions, which always seem to get
them into more trouble. But when Annie
tracks a lost treasure to Jason’s backyard,
she’s sure the booty will be enough to
save Jason’s family. Pirate treasure in the
Midwest seems far-fetched, even to Annie,
but it could be the answer to all their
problems. Now all she has to do is convince
Jason. As the two hunt for answers and the
pressure gets to Jason and his family, Annie
discovers that the best-laid plans aren’t
always enough and there are worse things
than moving away.

NORTHWOOD
When Cecilia Undergarment decides
to rescue a mistreated dog, she never
imagines she will end up stuck in the dark
and mysterious forest of Northwood—a
forest where those who enter never return.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS
paper–over–board

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
paperback

$9.95 ($10.95 can)
rights: North America Only
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
6” x 8”
272 pages

BACKLIST

THE LEGEND OF
JACK RIDDLE
So what if 12-year-old Jack’s great-greatgreat-great-great aunt has oddly youthful
looks? (Probably cosmetic surgery.) Or a
hat she never removes? (Fashion victim.) Or
goes out into the creepy forest at midnight
to play bingo? (Must be what people do in
the country.) Who cares about that when
her cottage doesn’t even have Wi-Fi?!
Forced to visit his distant relative with
the unusual name of Gretel, Jack is about
to find out that fairy tales aren’t sparkly,
cheesy love stories. They’re dark. They
have claws. They’re a warning. And when
you’re the unwilling hero of your own fairy
tale, you might be the one who’s taught a
nasty lesson.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$12.95 ($16.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-7
51/4” x 71/2”
264 pages
paper-over-board

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS
paper–over–board

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
paperback

$9.95 ($12.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
51/4” x 71/2”
256 pages
The Baking Life of Amelie Day
by Vanessa Curtis
Illustrated by Jane Eccles
978-1-62370-506-0 (PoB)
978-1-4965-4138-3 (PB)

Northwood
by Brian Falkner
Illustrated by Donovan Bixley
978-1-62370-083-6 (PoB)
978-1-62370-594-7 (PB)
“Contains just the
right combination of
witty dialogue and daring
action, plus an unlikely
heroine, that will keep
readers coming back.”
— Booklist

The Legend of Jack Riddle
by H. Easson
978-1-62370-907-5

The Last Great Adventure of
the PB & J Society
by Janet Johnson
978-1-62370-636-4 (PoB)
978-1-62370-842-9 (PB)
“An insightful depiction
of two kids wanting what is
best for their friendship in
a post-recession economy.”
— School Library Journal

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Middle Readers

MADDY WEST AND THE
TONGUE TAKER
Do you love a good adventure? So does Maddy West.
And she can speak EVERY language in the world! But
when Maddy encounters some frightening secrets,
evil magic, a fiendish witch, and ancient scrolls, will
her unique talent help her or hurt her? Find out in this
hilarious and heartwarming tale of fantasy, friendship,
and adventure.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
rights: North America Only
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
6” x 8”
256 pages
16 illustrations
paper-over-board

HOCUS POCUS HOTEL

THE DRUM OF DESTINY

The Abracadabra Hotel, built by and for magicians, has
long been know to locals as the Hocus Pocus Hotel.
Charlie Hitchcock has never stepped inside until Tyler
Yu tells him to meet him there…or else. As if the hotel’s
storied past isn’t enough, it turns out that the place is
inhabited by magicians, and while Charlie and Ty solve
magical mysteries, the bully and the brain form an
unlikely friendship.

The year is 1775 and twelve-year-old Gabriel Cooper is
an orphaned patriot stuck living in a house of loyalists.
But when the boy discovers a discarded drum in the
East River, he sees it as a call to leave his home in New
York and join in the fight for freedom in Boston. With
rich, historic details, Gabriel’s adventure will captivate
readers as they join the boy on the difficult journey to
his destiny.

STONE ARCH BOOKS

STONE ARCH BOOKS

paper–over–board

$8.99 ($9.95 can)

$10.95 ($12.50 can)
paperback

$7.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-6
5” x 73/4”
208-224 pages
20-30 illustrations

Maddy West and the Tongue Taker
by Brian Falkner
Illustrated by Donovan Bixley
978-1-62370-084-3
“A better than average fantasy
adventure that will appeal to fans of
Tony Abbot and Geronimo Stilton.”
— School Library Journal
“On balance, warm and magical.”
— Kirkus Reviews

The Drum of Destiny
by Chris Stevenson
978-1-4965-2674-8

by Michael Dahl
Illustrated by Lisa K. Weber
Hocus Pocus Hotel
978-1-4342-4253-2 (PoB)
978-1-4965-0753-2 (PB)
The Return of Abracadabra
978-1-4342-4721-6 (PoB)
978-1-4965-2486-7 (PB)
The Thirteenth Mystery
978-1-4342-6509-8 (PoB)
978-1-4965-0755-6 (PB)

“An inviting package.”
— Booklist
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rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-7
51/4” x 71/2”
224 pages
paperback

Middle Readers
THE EL DORADO MAP
When your pa’s an outlaw, you grow up mean, tough,
and fast—unless something or someone changes that
dirty, dusty path. One day, Kid Cody’s path changes
with a bang. Arrested after a stagecoach shootout and
deserted by his pa, the young gunman finds himself
alone in the Wild West. Alone, except for a mysterious
man in black, who aids Cody in his escape from jail.
Once free, Kid Cody sets out to blaze his own trail but
instead finds trouble at every turn. He also finds a map
to the fabled city of El Dorado, where the streets are
supposedly paved with gold. But others are after the
map as well, included his good-for-nothing pa. It’s only
a matter of time until their paths cross again.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$12.95 ($14.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-6
5” x 8”
320 pages
paper-over-board

BACKLIST

TALES OF A FIFTHGRADE KNIGHT

JONNY JAKES
INVESTIGATES

Fifth-grader Isaac Thompson considers himself
“nothing special.” That is, until his little sister Lily goes
missing. In his quest to rescue Lily, he ventures to the
fantastical world that exists below his school, the
Underground. Isaac leads his friends through a daring
escape, a riddle contest with a thumb-nosed jailer, and
a prison break. Finally, after a lonely last stand, Isaac
sees his friends and his sister Lily safely home, and in
the process learns an important lesson about what
it means to be a knight. He also learns that far from
being nothing special, he, his friends, and the world
around them are actually pretty incredible.

Meet Jonny Jakes, undercover reporter for banned
school newspaper The Woodford Word. Nothing
will stop his pursuit of the truth. Not teachers. Not
parents. Not even detention. When a new principal
arrives halfway through the semester, Jonny smells
a rat. Teachers handing out candy? All-you-can-eat
hamburgers? He’s determined to get to the bottom of
it, because Jonny Jakes investigates the same way he
eats his hamburgers: with relish.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-7
51/4” x 71/2”
240 pages
125 illustrations
paperback

$10.95 ($11.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-7
51/4” x 71/2”
160 pages
paper-over-board

STONE ARCH BOOKS

$8.95 ($9.95 can)

Jonny Jakes Investigates the
Hamburgers of Doom
by Malcolm Judge, Illustrated by Alan Brown
978-1-4965-2680-9
The El Dorado Map
by Michael O’Hearn
978-1-62370-243-4

Tales of a Fifth-Grade Knight
by Douglas Gibson
978-1-62370-255-7

“A fizzy mix of low humor
and brisk action, with promise
of more of both to come."
— Kirkus Reviews

Jonny Jakes Investigates the Old School Ghoul
by Malcolm Judge, Illustrated by Alan Brown
978-1-4965-2830-8
capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Middle Readers

THE MAGNIFICENT
LIZZIE BROWN

SHERLOCK, LUPIN,
AND ME

When 12-year-old Lizzie Brown runs away from her
home in the slums of 19th-century London, she finds
a new world of adventure waiting for her with a
traveling circus. Soon Lizzie discovers that she has a
mysterious talent of her own. In the adventure-filled
tales of The Magnificent Lizzie Brown, Lizzie and her
new friends must use her talent to solve one mystery
after the next as the circus moves from town to town
in this thrilling, not-to-missed series.

Have you ever wondered what kind of trouble a
young Sherlock Holmes might get into? Then join
the adventures of a young Sherlock, Irene Adler, and
Arsène Lupin as they use their critical minds and
their respective detective skills to solve mysterious
murders, kidnappings, and thefts. This action packed,
sequential series of books will engage young readers
with the childhood adventures of three of history’s
greatest fictional characters.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$10.95 ($12.50 can)

$12.95 ($14.50 can)

rights: US & Canada
age level: 9-14 years
reading level: Grades 5-9
51⁄8” x 713⁄16”
200 pages
paper-over-board

rights: World Excl. Ireland & UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-7
51/4” x 71/2”
256 pages
20-30 illustrations
paper-over-board

STARDUST STABLES
Welcome to Stardust Stables, a horse stable with
sparkle. Set in the Colorado mountains, it’s home to
the super-talented kids who are stunt doubles for
movie stars. Only daredevil horseback riders need
apply! Get ready for the ride of your life.
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$6.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: North America Only
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
5” x 713⁄16”
160 pages
paperback
Free Spirit
by Sable Hamilton
978-1-4342-9796-9

A Star Is Born
by Sable Hamilton
978-1-4342-9794-5

by Vicki Lockwood
The Magnificent Lizzie Brown and the
Devil’s Hound
978-1-62370-070-6
The Magnificent Lizzie Brown and the
Fairy Child
978-1-62370-210-6
The Magnificent Lizzie Brown and the
Ghost Ship
978-1-62370-209-0
The Magnificent Lizzie Brown and the
Mysterious Phantom
978-1-62370-069-0
“The story is fun and
the circus life is a draw.”
— School Library Journal
“Middle-grade readers
will gobble up this
delicious little novel.”
— Kirkus Review
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by Irene Adler
Illustrated by Iacopo Bruno
The Cathedral of Fear
978-1-62370-257-1
The Dark Lady
978-1-62370-040-9
The Mystery of the Scarlet Rose
978-1-62370-203-8
The Soprano’s Last Song
978-1-62370-158-1
“A delightful introduction
to the Sherlock Holmes canon
for intermediate readers.”
— Library Media Connection
“A solid choice for
readers looking for an
engaging mystery.”
— School Library Journal

International Rights © 2014 Atlantyca S.p.A.

Wildfire
by Sable Hamilton
978-1-4342-9795-2

Middle Readers

BACKLIST

FIRESTORMERS

SHADOW SQUADRON

BLOODLINES

From the makers of SHADOW SQUADRON comes
another elite crew of heroes, but these heroes fight a
very different battle: the war against wildfires. With the
climate changing and the population growing, wildfires
have increased in number, size, and severity. Only an
elite group of men and women are equipped to take on
these immense infernos: Firestormers! Like the toughest
military units, they have the courage, the heart, and the
technology to stand on the front lines against hundredfoot walls of 2,000-degree flames. With action-packed
story lines, these fiery chapter books are sure to make any
reader sweat.

Lieutenant Commander Ryan Cross has served his country
with excellence for many years. When his time in the
armed forces comes to an end, he is given a job offer he
can’t refuse: command an elite squad of soldiers tasked
with tackling military ops that are blacker than black and
far beyond the call of duty. In their Starred Review of
Shadow Squadron: Elite Infantry, Kirkus Reviews lauded
the Shadow Squadron series as “breathtaking to the
word” with “top-drawer renderings of secret military
missions around the globe.”

A heart-pounding, action-packed tale of
combat and kinship skillfully crafted by United
States Marine Corps veteran and acclaimed
comics writer M. Zachary Sherman (SOCOM:
SEAL Team Seven). Follow the Donovans
through four generations of American wars—
from World War II to the War in Afghanistan—
where each explosive moment defines the
future of this military family.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$8.95 ($10.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
51/4” x 8”
224 pages
paperback

Firestormers: Elite Firefighting Crew
by Carl Bowen
Illustrated by Marc Lee
978-1-62370-756-9

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$8.95 ($9.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
51/4” x 8”
224 pages
35-48 illustrations
paperback

Shadow Squadron: Critical Strike
by Carl Bowen
Illustrated by Wilson Tortosa
978-1-62370-109-3

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$7.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
51/4” x 8”
240 pages
48 illustrations
paperback

Heart of War
by M. Zachary Sherman
978-1-62370-002-7

Shadow Squadron: Elite Infantry
by Carl Bowen
Illustrated by Wilson Tortosa
978-1-62370-032-4
Shadow Squadron: Rogue Agent
by Carl Bowen
Illustrated by Wilson Tortosa
978-1-62370-296-0

“Breathtaking to the word”
— Kirkus Reviews, starred review

“Fast paced and full of action”
— VOYA Magazine
capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Middle Readers

CHLOE BY DESIGN

BEWITCHED IN OZ

If you find yourself captivated by Project
Runway, then you’re sure to love Chloe by
Design. 16-year-old Chloe Montgomery has
always loved everything to do with fashion.
Clothes, accessories, designing—she knows
it all. But the fashion industry is intense, and
Chloe has her hands full with more than just
her sketchbook. Will she be able to handle
both the fast-paced life of a designer and
the drama of being a teenager? Or are
Chloe’s fashion dreams far from reality?

There are witches in Oz other than Glinda the
Good and the Wicked Witch of the West. And
Zerie Greenapple is one of them. A spunky
and stubborn teen, Zerie refuses to let the
government in Oz squander her magical
power. But with fragile friendships and her
own safety at stake, will Zerie ever be the
witch she dreams of becoming? See the Land
of Oz in a new light in this thrilling adventure.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS
paper–over–board

$14.95 ($16.95 can)
paperback

$9.95 ($12.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
51/2” x 81/4”
384 pages
30 illustrations

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS
paper–over–board

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
paperback

BOY SEEKING
BAND
Terence Kato is a prodigy bass player, but
he’s determined to finish middle school on
a high note. Life has other plans. In eighth
grade, he’s forced to transfer from a private
arts school to a public school, where the
kids seemingly speak a different language.
Luckily, Terence knows a universal one:
music. He sets out to build a rock band
and, in the process, make a few friends.
However, great music and great friendships
aren’t always in harmony.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$9.95 ($10.95 can)

$14.95 ($18.95 can)

rights: World
age level: 9-14 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
51/4” x 8”
240-256 pages

rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-7
51/2” x 81/4”
240 pages
paper-over-board

Bewitched in Oz
by Laura J. Burns
978-1-62370-129-1 (PoB)
978-1-62370-679-1 (PB)
Boy Seeking Band
by Steve Brezenoff
978-1-62370-853-5

by Margaret Gurevich
Illustrated by Brooke Hagel
Chloe by Design: Making the Cut
978-1-62370-112-3 (PoB)
978-1-62370-680-7 (PB)
Chloe by Design: Balancing Act
978-1-62370-258-8 (PoB)
978-1-62370-812-2 (PB)
Chloe by Design: Measuring Up
978-1-62370-727-9 (PoB)

“A delight for fashionistas
everywhere.”
— Kirkus Reviews
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Magic Below
by Laura J. Burns
978-1-62370-613-5 (PoB)
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“A real treat”
—Kirkus Reviews
“Light and playful”
— VOYA

MYTH-O-MANIA
In Kate McMullan’s popular series Myth-OMania, you’ll get the real truth behind the
most famous Greek myths straight from
Hades, King of the Underworld. Find out
if Zeus is really the god you think he is in
these humorous and engaging parodies.
STONE ARCH BOOKS
paper–over–board

$10.95 ($12.50 can)
paperback

$5.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World ex OFAC
Embargo, ZW, Western Balkans
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
51/4” x 8”
176-240 pages

by Kate McMullan
Get Lost, Odysseus!
978-1-4342-9194-3 (PoB)
978-1-4342-9193-6 (PB)
Hit the Road, Helen!
978-1-4342-6219-6 (PoB)
978-1-4342-9304-6 (PB)
Get to Work, Hercules!
978-1-4342-3440-7 (PB)
Go for the Gold, Atalanta!
978-1-4342-3441-4 (PB)
Have a Hot Time, Hades!
978-1-4342-3437-7 (PB)
Keep a Lid on It, Pandora!
978-1-4342-3439-1 (PB)
Nice Shot, Cupid!
978-1-4342-3435-3 (PB)
Phone Home, Persephone!
978-1-4342-3436-0 (PB)
Say Cheese, Medusa!
978-1-4342-3442-1 (PB)
Stop that Bull, Theseus!
978-1-4342-3438-4 (PB)
“Hold on tight. This book is a
wild ride…”
— R. L. Stine, author of Goosebumps

Middle Readers
DRONE ACADEMY:
SWARM DRONE
ACADEMY: SWARM
The fate of the world as we know it depends on
a group of teenagers who have never met… not
face to face, anyway. Scared? Don’t be. They’re all
members of Drone Academy, a team of anonymous,
virtual-reality wearing teens who communicate
exclusively in cyberspace and interact only through
their high-tech UAVs. The team must tackle everything
from dogfighting enemy drones to working with
emergency responders to searching for criminals on
the run. No matter what the mission, this one-of-akind group has everything under (remote) control. The
only thing that’s not so simple? Managing their own
relationships.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$8.95 ($11.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
51/4” x 8”
224 pages
paperback

BACKLIST

REDWORLD

HIDDEN WOMEN

Belle Song and her family are aliens on a new world.
The Songs came to Mars to seek a new life, but living
on the red planet isn’t easy. The land is rough. The
people are strange. The weather is unpredictable, and
water is always in short supply. However, adventure is
never far away. Belle adapts to her new life on Mars,
faces dangerous Water Raiders, explores wondrous
ancient sites, and has other amazing adventures
on Redworld. From the rich imagination of author
A.J. Collins comes a fantastic sci-fi western story of
growing up on the Martian plains.

Four female African-American mathematicians literally
made it possible to launch US rockets and astronauts
into space. Hidden Women tells the thrilling tale of
how women contributed, the struggles and resistance
each experienced, and the amazing result.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$8.95 ($11.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-14 years
reading level: Grades 3-8
51/4” x 8”
320 pages
paperback

CAPSTONE PRESS

$9.95 ($12.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-7
6” x 9”
112 pages
15 illustrations
paperback

Hidden Women: The African-American
Mathematicians of NASA Who Helped America
Win the Space Race
by Rebecca Rissman
978-1-5157-9963-4
Redworld: Year One
by A. L. Collins
Illustrated by Tomislav Tikulin
978-1-62370-986-0
Drone Academy: SWARM
by Matthew K. Manning
978-1-62370-992-1

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Graphic Novels

FAR OUT FAIRY
TALES
What do you get when classic fairy tales
are twisted about, turned inside out, and
reworked for the graphic novel format?
Far Out Fairy Tales! Discover what Snow
White would be like if she were raised by
robots. Find out how Cinderella’s story
plays out when she walks the path of the
ninja. Play along when three billy goats
named Gruff get stuck inside a video game.
Chase down the Big Bad Wolf with the
help of a superpowered Red Riding Hood!
Each fairy tale revision holds true to the
spirit of the original while adding a modern
twist to the classic tales we know and love.
Experience fairy tales like never before in
this innovative series of full-color comic
books for kids!
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$12.95 ($14.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 8-11 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
7” x 10”
176 pages
140 illustrations
paperback

GRAPHIC SPIN
The world’s greatest fairy tales are
retold in a graphic-novel format. Fresh,
bold illustrations give these timeless
tales a modern edge and will attract
even the most reluctant readers.
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$4.95 ($5.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 8-11 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
7” x 10”
40 pages
paperback
FAIRY TALES:
Beauty and the Beast
retold by Michael Dahl
978-1-4342-0861-3
Cinderella
retold by Beth Bracken
978-1-4342-0860-6
The Emperor’s New Clothes
retold by Stephanie Peters
978-1-4342-1744-8
Hansel and Gretel
retold by Donald Lemke
978-1-4342-0863-7
How the Camel Got His
Hump
retold by Louise Simonson
978-1-4342-3879-5
How the Elephant Got His
Trunk
retold by Blake Hoena
978-1-4342-3880-1
How the Leopard Got His
Spots
retold by Sean Tulien
978-1-4342-3881-8

Far Out Fairy Tales: Five Full-Color
Graphic Novels
978-1-4965-2511-6
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FOLKTALES:
How the Rhinoceros Got
His Skin
retold by Martin Powell
978-1-4342-3882-5
Jack and the Beanstalk
retold by Blake Hoena
978-1-4342-0862-0
The Princess and the Pea
retold by Stephanie Peters
978-1-4342-1743-1

The Three Little Pigs
retold by Lisa Trumbauer
978-1-4342-1395-2

John Henry, Hammerin’ Hero
retold by Stephanie Peters
978-1-4342-2265-7

Thumbelina
retold by Martin Powell
978-1-4342-1741-7

The Legend of Johnny
Appleseed
retold by Martin Powell
978-1-4342-2266-4

The Ugly Duckling
retold by Martin Powell
978-1-4342-1742-4

Pecos Bill, Colossal Cowboy
retold by Sean Tulien
978-1-4342-2267-1
The Tall Tale of Paul Bunyan
retold by Martin Powell
978-1-4342-2268-8

Rapunzel
retold by Stephanie Peters
978-1-4342-1392-1
Red Riding Hood
retold by Martin Powell
978-1-4342-0865-1
Rumpelstiltskin
retold by Martin Powell
978-1-4342-0864-4
Sleeping Beauty
retold by Martin Powell
978-1-4342-1393-8
Snow White
retold by Martin Powell
978-1-4342-1394-5

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
age level: 8–11 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
7” x 10” • 144 pages
paperback

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
age level: 8–11 years
reading level: Grades 1–3
6 5⁄8” x 101/4” • 144 pages
paperback

Rudyard Kipling’s Just So
Comics: Tales of the World’s
Wildest Beasts
Retold by Sean Tulien, Blake A.
Hoena, Martin Powell, and Louise
Simonson
Illustrated by Pedro Rodriguez
978-1-4342-4880-0

Tall: Great American Folktales
978-1-4342-4068-2

capstoneyoungreaders.com

Four larger-than-life American folktales come alive
in this collection of comics from award-winning
creators and rising stars! The tall tales include:
• John Henry
• Johnny Appleseed

• Pecos Bill
• Paul Bunyan

Graphic Novels
MARCH GRAND
PRIX
A new, turbo-charged graphic novel by
Kean Soo, author of the acclaimed, awardwinning series Jellaby. March Hare wants
to be the fastest and furriest racecar driver
around. But first, this rabbit racers will
have to prove his skill at the speedway, on
the streets, and in the desert. With pedalto-the-metal illustrations and full-throttle
action, March is sure to be a winner!
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 7-10 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
6” x 9”
144 pages
120 illustrations
paperback

March Grand Prix: The Fast and the
Furriest
by Kean Soo
978-1-62370-171-0

JELLABY
An award-winning and critically-acclaimed
kids’ full-length graphic novel about a
smart, shy girl who befriends a gentle and
exciting monster. Covers redesigned with
the help of famed editor, author, and artist
Kazu Kibuishi, known for his work on the
Flight series of graphic novel anthologies
and the award-winning Amulet series
of kids’ comics. With forewords by Kazu
Kibuishi and Raina Telgemeier.

NICKOLAS
FLUX HISTORY
CHRONICLES

STONE ARCH BOOKS

Nickolas Flux is a teenage history buff with
the power of unpredictable time travel. The
slightest trigger sends him back in time
to history’s most important moments and
eras. By weaving together action-packed
graphic novel storytelling and solid
historical content, Nickolas Flux books don’t
simply allow readers to learn about history,
they invite them to experience it.

$12.95 ($14.95 can)

CAPSTONE PRESS

rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
6” x 9”
160-184 pages
72-86 illustrated spreads
paperback

Jellaby: The Lost Monster
by Kean Soo
978-1-4342-6420-6
Jellaby: Monster in the City
by Kean Soo
978-1-4342-6421-3
“A simply wonderful tale
of friendship and whimsy”
— Kirkus Reviews

$7.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
6” x 9”
40 pages
12 illustrations
paperback

BACKLIST

GODS AND
THUNDER
Gods and thunder. Brothers and betrayal.
Death and rebirth. Original Viking tales
of Asgard, Thor, Loki, Odin, and Baldur
come to life in a full-color, action-packed
graphic novel format that’s perfect for
young readers who crave adventure.
Prepare yourself for sibling rivalry, ancient
prophecies, and epic battles—and enter the
weird, wild world of Norse mythology like
you’ve never seen it before.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-6
7” x 10”
208 pages
92 illustrations
paperback

Arrested for Witchcraft!: Nickolas
Flux and the Salem Witch Trails
978-1-4765-5151-7
Defend Until Death!: Nickolas Flux
and the Battle of the Alamo
978-1-4765-5149-4
Flight to Freedom!: Nickolas Flux
and the Underground Railroad
978-1-4914-0259-7
Night of Rebellion!: Nickolas Flux
and the Boston Tea Party
978-1-4765-5150-0
Peril in Pompeii!: Nickolas Flux and
the Eruption of Mount Vesuvius
978-1-4914-0256-6

Gods and Thunder: A Graphic Novel
of Old Norse Myths
by Carl Bowen, Michael Dahl, and
Louise Simonson
Illustrated by Eduardo Garcia,
Tod Smith, and Rex Lokus
978-1-62370-848-1

Stake a Claim!: Nickolas Flux and
the California Gold Rush
978-1-4765-5148-7
Surprise Attack!: Nickolas Flux and
the Attack on Pearl Harbor
978-1-4914-0258-0
“A highly entertaining
trio of stories.”
— Publishers Weekly
★ STARRED REVIEW
“Saturday-morning-cartoon
feel… An unfalteringly sunny,
action-driven collection.”
— Kirkus Reviews

Titanic Disaster!: Nickolas Flux and
the Sinking of the Great Ship
978-1-4914-2286-1
Tracking an Assassin!: Nickolas
Flux and the Assassination of
Abraham Lincoln
978-1-4914-0257-3
Trapped in Antarctica!: Nickolas
Flux and the Shackleton Expedition
capstoneyoungreaders.com
978-1-4914-2285-4
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Graphic Novels

GRAPHIC REVOLVE:
COMMON CORE EDITIONS
The world’s best stories retold as dynamic, full-color graphic novels. These
re-visioned classics will hook your reluctant readers and thrust them face-to-face
with some of history’s most famous stories. Each comic book in the Graphic
Revolve series features enhanced Common Core State Standards support, including
discussion and writing prompts developed by a Common Core expert, an expanded
introduction, and bolded glossary words.
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 10-13 years
reading level: Grades 2-3
6” x 9”
72 pages
30 illustrated spreads
paperback

Around the World in 80 Days
by Jules Verne
Illustrated by Tod G. Smith
978-1-4965-0381-7

Moby Dick
by David Rodriguez
Illustrated by Ignacio Segesso
978-1-4965-5579-3

A Christmas Carol
by Charles Dickens
Illustrated by Dono Sanchez Almara
978-1-4965-0378-7

The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym
by Emanuel Castro
Illustrated by Enrique Alcatena
978-1-4965-5582-3

The Iliad
by Diego Agrimbau
Illustrated by Marcelo Zamora
978-1-4965-5584-7

The Odyssey
by Diego Agrimbau
Illustrated by Smilton
978-1-4965-5583-0

The Island of Dr. Moreau
by David Rodriguez
Illustrated by Pietro
978-1-4965-5580-9

Peter Pan
by J.M. Barrie
Illustrated by Fern Cano
978-1-4965-0380-0

The Lost World
by David Rodriguez
Illustrated by Pietro
978-1-4965-5581-6

Robinson Crusoe
by Daniel Defoe
Illustrated by Eva Cabrera
978-1-4965-0379-4
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SHAKESPEARE GRAPHICS
It’s Shakespeare like you’ve never seen before! His most famous lines and characters are
now retold in a more visual format bringing these dramatic stories to life.
STONE ARCH BOOKS

$7.15 ($8.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 10-14 years
reading level: Grades 2-3
53/4” x 81/4”
88 pages
72 illustrations
paperback

Julius Caesar
Retold by Carl Bowen
Illustrated by Eduardo Garcia
978-1-4342-3450-6

Macbeth
Retold by Martin Powell
Illustrated by Daniel Ferran
978-1-4342-3447-6

A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Retold by Nel Yomtov
Illustrated by Berenice Muniz and Aburtov
978-1-4342-3449-0

Romeo and Juliet
Retold by Martin Powell
Illustrated by Eva Cabrera
978-1-4342-3448-3

Graphic Novels / HOBBIES & CRAFTS
GRAPHIC LIBRARY

BACKLIST

EPIC CARDBOARD
ADVENTURES

CAPSTONE PRESS

The creator behind the blog Pink Stripey
Socks brings her crafting talent to
cardboard! With these easy-to-make,
imagination-growing cardboard crafts, kids
can put on a show, travel back in time, and
even rocket to outer space!

$8.10 ($10.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
7” x 9”
32 pages
paperback

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($18.95 can)
GRAPHIC HISTORY
The Adventures of Marco
Polo
978-0-7368-5240-1

Lords of the Sea: The Vikings
Explore the North Atlantic
978-0-7368-6208-0

The Assassination of
Abraham Lincoln
978-0-7368-5241-8

The Mystery of the Roanoke
Colony
978-0-7368-9657-3

The Battle of Gettysburg
978-0-7368-6880-8

Nat Turner’s Slave Rebellion
978-0-7368-6879-2

The Battle of the Alamo
978-0-7368-5242-5

Paul Revere’s Ride
978-0-7368-6209-7

Betsy Ross and the American
Flag
978-0-7368-6201-1

The Pilgrims and the First
Thanksgiving
978-0-7368-9656-6

The Boston Massacre
978-0-7368-6202-8

Rosa Parks and the
Montgomery Bus Boycott
978-0-7368-9658-0

The Boston Tea Party
978-0-7368-5243-2
The Brave Escape of Ellen
and William Craft
978-0-7368-6203-5
Buffalo Soldiers and the
American West
978-0-7368-6204-2
The Building of the
Transcontinental Railroad
978-0-7368-9652-8
The Creation of the U.S.
Constitution
978-0-7368-9653-5

The Salem Witch Trials
978-0-7368-5246-3
The Sinking of the Titanic
978-0-7368-5247-0
The Story of Jamestown
978-0-7368-6210-3
The Story of the StarSpangled Banner
978-0-7368-6881-5
The Story of the Statue of
Liberty
978-0-7368-6882-2

The Curse of King Tut’s Tomb
978-0-7368-5244-9

The Voyage of the
Mayflower
978-0-7368-6211-0

Dolley Madison Saves
History
978-0-7368-6205-9

Winter at Valley Forge
978-0-7368-6212-7

The First Moon Landing
978-0-7368-9654-2

Young Riders of the Pony
Express
978-0-7368-6883-9

Harriet Tubman and the
Underground Railroad
978-0-7368-5245-6

DISASTERS IN HISTORY

John Brown’s Raid on
Harper’s Ferry
978-0-7368-6206-6
John Sutter and the
California Gold Rush
978-0-7368-6207-3
The Lewis and Clark
Expedition
978-0-7368-9655-9

The Apollo 13 Mission
978-0-7368-6871-6
The Attack on Pearl Harbor
978-0-7368-6872-3
The Challenger Explosion
978-0-7368-6873-0
The Donner Party
978-0-7368-6874-7

The Great Chicago Fire of
1871
978-0-7368-6875-4
The Hindenburg Disaster
978-0-7368-6876-1
Shackleton and the Lost
Antarctic Expedition
978-0-7368-6877-8
The Triangle Shirtwaist
Factory Fire
978-0-7368-6878-5
GRAPHIC SCIENCE

A Journey through the
Digestive System with Max
Axiom, Super Scientist
978-1-4296-3452-6
Lessons in Science Safety
with Max Axiom, Super
Scientist
978-0-7368-7887-6
The Powerful World of
Energy with Max Axiom,
Super Scientist
978-1-4296-3450-2

Adventures in Sound with
Max Axiom, Super Scientist
978-0-7368-7889-0

A Refreshing Look at
Renewable Energy with Max
Axiom, Super Scientist
978-1-4296-3902-6

The Attractive Story of
Magnetism with Max Axiom,
Super Scientist
978-1-4296-1769-7

The Shocking World of
Electricity with Max Axiom,
Super Scientist
978-0-7368-7888-3

The Basics of Cell Life with
Max Axiom, Super Scientist
978-1-4296-3904-0

The Solid Truth about States
of Matter with Max Axiom,
Super Scientist
978-1-4296-3451-9

Decoding Genes with Max
Axiom, Super Scientist
978-1-4296-4862-2
The Dynamic World of
Chemical Reactions with Max
Axiom
978-1-4296-5635-1
The Earth-Shaking Facts
about Earthquakes with Max
Axiom, Super Scientist
978-1-4296-1759-8
Exploring Ecosystems with
Max Axiom, Super Scientist
978-0-7368-7894-4
The Explosive World of
Volcanoes with Max Axiom,
Super Scientist
978-1-4296-1770-3
The Illuminating World of
Light with Max Axiom, Super
Scientist
978-1-4296-1768-0
Investigating the Scientific
Method with Max Axiom,
Super Scientist
978-1-4296-1760-4

rights: World
age level: 7-11 years
reading level: Grades 2-5
8” x 10”
144 pages
325 illustrations
paperback

Epic Cardboard Adventures
by Leslie Manlapig
978-1-62370-931-0

The Surprising World of
Bacteria with Max Axiom,
Super Scientist
978-1-4296-4863-9
Understanding Global
Warming with Max Axiom,
Super Scientist
978-1-4296-1767-3
Understanding
Photosynthesis with Max
Axiom, Super Scientist
978-0-7368-7893-7
Understanding Viruses with
Max Axiom, Super Scientist
978-1-4296-3453-3
The Whirlwind World of
Hurricanes with Max Axiom,
Super Scientist
978-1-4296-5636-8
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DC SUPER
HEROES WORLD’S
GREATEST JOKES
Hundreds of laugh-out-loud jokes featuring
Batman™, Superman™, Wonder Woman™,
and other DC Super Heroes! Why does
Bruce Wayne brush his teeth every night?
So he doesn’t get Bat-breath! Where do
most of the world’s super heroes live?
Cape Town! Featuring 400+ kid-approved
jokes and full-color artwork, this official
DC Comics joke book will have readers
exploding with laughter! The perfect gift for
super hero fans young, old, and everyone
in between.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$9.95 ($12.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 7-12 years
reading level: Grades 2-6
51/4” x 71/2”
224 pages
250 illustrations
paperback

THE KIDS’
COLORING BOOK:
NO ADULTS
ALLOWED!
Introducing the first ever adult coloring
book JUST FOR KIDS! That’s right, boys
and girls. Coloring isn’t just for grown-ups
anymore—now you can get in on the
coloring craze, too! Forget meditative
mandalas, stress-relieving patterns, or
finding the true hue. The Adult Coloring
Book for KIDS!! is plain-old primary fun. For
the first time in years, color inside of the
lines of unicorns, sloths, or grumpy-faced
cats unironically! Or—*GASP!*—color
OUTSIDE the lines! Who cares?! You’re a
kid, after all. Color like one. This subversive
and irreverent parody of the adult coloring
book trend is the perfect gift for kids of
coloring-obsessed parents or—*SHHH!*—
for the parents themselves!
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$9.95 ($12.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
81/2” x 11”
96 pages
paperback

TANGLES

SANDWICHES!

Tap into your artsy side with TANGLES!
Kids of all drawing abilities can have
fun and unwind with tangles—simple,
repetitive patterns that combine to form
beautiful and elaborate drawings called
zendoodles. And with TANGLES as your
guide, it’s easy to dive into this doodly art
style. Explore over sixty awesome drawing
projects in Animals, Fairy Tales, Nature,
and Lettering and Embellishments themes.
Doodle prompts plus space for coloring and
tangling will ignite your imagination, and
bonus craft ideas will inspire you to create
a DIY zendoodle masterpiece. Packed full
of step-by-step tangle instructions and
extra tips, you’re sure to have fun getting
creative. So sharpen your pencils and
get lost in the twirls, curls, and swirls of
tangles!

Anyone can make a great sandwich—
that’s the beauty of America’s favorite
food. And thanks to this fully illustrated
cookbook, kids can easily assemble and
enjoy a variety of delicious sandwiches for
breakfast, lunch, dinner, or dessert. With fun
factoids and sandwich trivia, plus an array
of vegetarian sandwiches and regional
specialties, this truly is the ultimate guide
to what takes place between the bread.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$15.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-6
8” x 10”
144 pages
paperback

$9.95 ($12.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-7
8” x 10”
192 pages
paperback

Sandwiches!: More Than You’ve Ever
Wanted to Know About Making and
Eating America’s Favorite Food
by Alison Deering
Illustrated by Bob Lentz
978-1-62370-816-0
DC Super Heroes World’s Greatest
Jokes: Featuring Batman, Superman,
Wonder Woman, and more!
by Michael Dahl and Donald Lemke
978-1-68436-002-4
The Kids’ Coloring Book: No Adults
Allowed!
978-1-62370-856-6

TM & © DC Comics. (s18)
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Tangles: Amazing Zendoodles
to Color and Draw
by Abby Huff
Illustrated by Pimlada Phuapradit,
Lizzie Preston, Angelika
Scudamore, Lori Blackwell, Tyson
J. Schultz, Julijua Anzhelika
978-1-62370-835-1

Hobbies & Crafts
FEARLESS FOOD:
ALLERGY-FREE RECIPES
FOR KIDS
Let’s get cooking! Eating around your dietary
restrictions doesn’t have to be bland or boring. Take
control in the kitchen with these allergy aware recipes!
Make the foods you love without the ingredients you
can’t have. Prepare your tastebuds for delicious eats
and mouth-watering treats.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-6
8” x 10”
144 pages
85 illustrations
paperback

Fearless Food: Allergy-Free Recipes for Kids
by Katrina Jorgensen
978-1-62370-608-1

FOOD, FOOTBALL,
AND FUN!
Whether you’re throwing a football party, tailgating
at the stadium, or playing in the game, these recipes
have you covered. Hand off a pizza pocket football at
home, grill up some Thai peanut chicken kabobs at the
game, or celebrate with a chocolate-banana smoothie
after a big win. With more than 60 recipes, Sports
Illustrated Kids’ Food, Football, and Fun will keep your
hunger in check this football season!
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$15.95 ($17.50 can)
rights: World ex OFAC Embargo, ZW,
Western Balkans
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
8” x 10”
144 pages
paperback

Food, Football, and Fun!: Sports
Illustrated Kids’ Football Recipes
by Katrina Jorgensen
978-1-62370-230-4

Sports Illustrated Kids is a registered
trademark of Meredith Corp.
Used with permission.

BACKLIST

BALLPARK EATS
Forget peanuts and Cracker Jacks! America’s Ballparks
now offer a dizzying array of edible options. These
make-like stadium recipes give young chefs and sports
fans a culinary road trip at home. From the famous
fish tacos at the Giants’s AT&T Park in San Francisco
to the mouthwatering Cuban sandwich at the Tampa
Bay Rays’s Tropicana Field, these diamond dishes are
perfect for any seventh-inning stretch. Produced in
partnership with Sports Illustrated Kids.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$15.95 ($17.50 can)
rights: World ex OFAC Embargo, ZW,
Western Balkans
age level: 10-13 years
reading level: Grades 3-9
8” x 10”
144 pages
paperback

Ballpark Eats: Recipes Inspired by
America’s Baseball Stadiums
by Katrina Jorgensen
978-1-62370-647-0

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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ROOM LOVE

LAZY CRAFTERNOON

Show your room some love—and turn your personal
space into a happy place! A floor, a ceiling, and four
boring walls? No more! With these 50 deceptively
simple, budget-friendly DIY projects, your boring
bedroom can become the room of your dreams.
Makeover furniture, create one-of-a-kind decor, and
organize your stuff to refresh and renew your room—
and your spirit. Along with magazine-style photos
and step-by-step instructions, professional creative
director and lifelong DIY-er Heather Wutschke delivers
design tips, tricks, and hacks that’ll have you falling in
love with your room, all over again.

Spend a lazy crafternoon with your friends. From
pretty school supplies to colorful tech accessories to
perfect party decor, Lazy Crafternoon guides tween
crafters through simple steps to create amazing
projects.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$12.95 ($16.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
8” x 10”
112 pages
paperback

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
8” x 10”
128 pages
96 illustrations
paperback

Lazy Crafternoon
by Stella Fields
978-1-62370-751-4

Room Love: 50 DIY Projects to Design
Your Space
by Heather Wutschke
978-1-62370-817-7

“Fresh, funky and
visually appealing.”
—School Library Journal
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ACCESSORIZE
YOURSELF!
This how-to book is jammed with more than 65
DIY accessories to brighten your closet! Sparkle and
shine with earrings, necklaces, and hair accessories
as you accessorize yourself. Part of Capstone’s Craft
It Yourself (CIY) series, this book contains fun and
fabulous craft and activities for tweens and teens.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
8” x 10”
144 pages
152 illustrations
paperback

Accessorize Yourself!: 66 Projects to
Personalize Your Look
by Debbie Kachidurian, Kelly Kachidurian,
Megan Kachidurian, and Jennifer Phillips
978-1-62370-645-6

Hobbies & Crafts

BACKLIST
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MAKE IT, GIFT IT

GIRL PLUS PEN

What’s the best kind of gift? One that you
make yourself! Friends and family will love
receiving a unique gift made just for them.
Make It, Gift It is filled with do-it-yourself
gift ideas for everyone and every occasion.
From easy to aspirational, each project
includes step-by-step instructions, tips, and
full-color photos that make homemade gift
creation easy and fun. Craft-It-Yourself (CIY)
is a lifestyle brand designed for tweens
and young teens to share their creativity
by designing, decorating, planning, and
crafting their way to fun.

In this addition to the Craft It Yourself series,
designer and artist Stephanie Corfee will
inspire you to create one-of-a-kind doodle
drawings that are fresh, fun, and express your
unique sense of style. Doodle everything
from simple swirls, swooshes, and scallops
to intricate and detailed designs that you
can give as gifts or hang on your wall. Work
on lettering and word art, plus decorative
doodles perfect for prettifying just about
anything. Be inspired to use your doodling
skills on everything from paper and pebbles
to scarves and snapshots. Packed with stepby-step instructions, artistic prompts, and
helpful tips, this book will help any artist’s
pen move and creativity flow—important
steps on the way to discovering your own
unique, artistic voice. All you need to start is
your creativity…plus a pen.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
8” x 10”
144 pages
100 illustrations
paperback

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$12.95 ($14.95 can)

RE-CRAFT

Full of how-to projects for any level of
gardener, this book includes step-by-step
instructions with accompanying full-color
photographs. Whether you’re planting
flowers outdoors, or indoor vegetables,
you’ll find a range of unique gardens you
can grow yourself. Tips and techniques are
included, as well as variations to make each
project your own.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
8” x 10”
112 pages
paperback

Teens with a passion for crafts and our
planet will love this book! Transform torn
jeans into a fashionable new purse, make
an old t-shirt into a chew toy for your
dog, or use bottle caps to make a picture
frame. With easy instructions and inspiring
photographs of finished projects, Re-Craft
provides the earth-minded reader with
creative ways to be green, look good and
have fun.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
8” x 10”
112 pages
paperback

rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
81/2” x 11”
144 pages
150 illustrations
paperback

The Ultimate Guide to Gardening:
Grow Your Own Indoor, Vegetable,
Fairy, and Other Great Gardens
by Lisa J. Amstutz
978-1-62370-649-4

Make It, Gift It: Handmade Gifts
for Every Occasion
by Mari Bolte
978-1-62370-319-6
“An eclectic collection
of activities... a welldesigned book.”
— San Francisco Book Reviews

THE ULTIMATE
GUIDE TO
GARDENING

Re-Craft: Unique Projects That Look
Great (and Save the Planet)
by Carol Sirrine and Jen Jones
978-1-4296-6637-4

Girl Plus Pen: Doodle, Draw, Color,
and Express Your Individual Style
by Stephanie Corfee
978-1-62370-596-1

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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PLANNING PERFECT
PARTIES
Learn how to throw a pampering party that will go
down in history. Or plan a game night, a costume
party, a themed bash with friends, or anything else
you dream up! Planning Perfect Parties will fuel your
creativity and supply you with tips and techniques to
make your next party a can’t-miss success.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
8” x 10”
128 pages
paperback

Planning Perfect Parties: The Girls’ Guide to
Fun, Fresh, Unforgettable Events
by Jen Jones
978-1-62370-063-8
“Fabulous party planning book”
—School Library Journal

Visit
www.perfectpartiesguide.com
for more tips, shopping lists, recipes and
downloadable party decor
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DESSERT DESIGNER

CUSTOM CONFECTIONS

Design and decorate like a pro with no baking skills
required! Using premade cupcakes, cookies, and cake,
kids of all ages will learn tips and tricks for creating
whimsical, inspiring, and utterly gorgeous desserts. It’s
deliciously fun!

Bake up surprises in cupcakes and cookies. Create custom
desserts with ease. Or decorate all kinds of creative
confections like a pro. Forty fun, simple recipes will
have kids (and kids at heart) creating delicious desserts
to decorate and devour! Step-by-step instructions
and photos make red velvet cookies, black and white
angel food cake, cheesecake stuffed strawberries, and
more easy to achieve and tasty to eat. Sweetly simple,
appetizingly fun!

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
8” x 10”
112 pages
paperback

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
8” x 10”
112 pages
paperback

Dessert Designer: Creations You Can
Make and Eat!
by Dana Meachen Rau
978-1-62370-006-5
Custom Confections: Delicious
Desserts You Can Create and Enjoy
by Jen Besel
978-1-62370-136-9
“Dessert Designer is filled
with sweet, creative ideas that
are doable even for the novice
designer — and kids, too.”
— Rebecca Ffrench, author of Sweet
Home and sweet-home.com
“Kids — whether artists or foodies
— will be drawn to this attractive,
accessible offering, and many moms
will fight to join them in the kitchen.”
— Booklist

“This book is deliciously
encouraging for people
new to the kitchen.”
— Booklist

Hobbies & Crafts
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Creativity!
PAPER ARTIST
Paper is not just for drawing! Budding
artists use paper to create everything
from lanterns to picture frames. Simple,
step by step instructions and big, full color
photographs help readers maximize their
potential.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
8” x 10”
112 pages
paperback

FASHION
DRAWING STUDIO

FASHION
FORWARD

Featuring step-by-step sketches and
easy-to-follow illustrations, this bind-up
gives aspiring designers a look into fashionforward clothing trends including Rock Star,
Girly Girl, Hollywood, Harajuku, American
Girl, and Skater Chic. Tips, techniques, and
the perfect outfit accessories make this
book the perfect inspiration for the future
fashion designer.

Step into a thrift shop or your grandma’s
closet, and you’ve stepped into a world of
fashion possibilities. Learn how to wear
those fashion finds or how to create the
looks yourself. From styling finger waves
in your hair to creating your own pill box
hat, let your look build on the best fashions
from decades past. Go retro with style!

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
81/2” x 11”
144 pages
140 illustrations
paperback

Paper Artist: Creations Kids Can Fold,
Tear, Wear, or Share
by Kara L. Laughlin, Jennifer Phillips, and
Gail D. Green
978-1-62370-004-1

“A great resource for
teachers and families.”
— School Library Journal

Fashion Drawing Studio: A Guide to
Sketching Stylish Fashions
by Marissa Bolte
Illustrated by Brooke Hagel, Sarah Dahl,
Sole Otero, and Jennifer Rzasa
978-1-62370-005-8

“Reads like Teen
Vogue…attractive
and colorful, this will
be most appreciated
by fashionistas
seeking direction
and inspiration”
— Booklist

PAINT IT

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.95 can)

Think you can make a masterpiece? It
doesn’t matter! Have a blast and express
yourself in paint. Create with Color will
show you the basics in acrylic, oil, pastel,
or watercolor painting. Each engaging title
teaches basic techniques through projects
of progressive difficulty. Step-by-step
instructions and timely tips encourage
artists to explore their imagination.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
8” x 10”
144 pages
140 illustrations
paperback

rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
8” x 10”
208 pages
80-90 illustrations
paperback

Fashion Forward: Creating Your Look
With the Best of Vintage Style
by Lori Luster, Rebecca Langston-George,
Liz Sonneborn, and Allison Crotzer Kimmel
978-1-62370-062-1

Paint It: The Art of Acrylics, Oils,
Pastels, and Watercolors
by Mari Bolte
Illustrated by D.C. Ice
978-1-62370-009-6

“Well planned and easy
to follow...a great title for
beginners and a nice refresher
for experienced painters.”
— School Library Journal

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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ORIGAMI CHIC
Transform a simple sheet of paper into a
runway-ready outfit with easy-to-follow
instructions and illustrated diagrams from
origami master Sok Song. With thirty
unique origami models and fashion-forward
folding papers, you’ll create one-of-a-kind
gowns and sophisticated dresses for
elegant occasions, as well as everyday
items such as jeans, sweaters, and jacketsplus accessories to complete every look.
Everything you need to create a custom
origami wardrobe is included-all you have
to do is fold.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
83⁄8” x 8”
240 pages
30 illustrations
paperback

DC SUPER HEROES
ORIGAMI

ORIGAMI
PAPERPALOOZA!

Experience the power of paper folding
with your favorite DC super heroes. This
collection of 45 models, designed by
internationally renowned origami master
John Montroll, includes characters, vehicles,
and symbols for Batman™, Superman™,
Wonder Woman™, and the Justice League.
Each project features clear, step-by-step
diagrams and instructions to turn simple
squares of paper into Batarangs, S-Shields,
Invisible Jets, Green Lanterns, and so
much more. Also included in the back of
the book are 96 sheets of DC-illustrated
folding papers to make the models truly
come to life.

Origami enthusiasts of all ages will delight
in more than 40 exciting traditional and
original paper-folding projects. An array of
animals, objects, containers, and flowers
guarantee hours of paper-crafting fun.
With projects organized from easy to
challenging within each section, Origami
Paperpalooza includes clear, step-by-step,
photo-illustrated instructions to make
practicing the Japanese art of paper-folding
a snap. Special features on making origami
gift tags, greeting cards, ornaments, and
centerpieces, along with dozens of creative
and useful tips, ensure that aspiring origami
masters will impress their friends and
families with their finished masterpieces.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.50 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-7
83⁄8” x 8”
448 pages
paperback

EASY ORIGAMI
Origami is more popular than ever. These
step-by-step guides offer origami projects
with a range of difficulty levels for all your
crafty kids. Clear illustrations of folds and
photos of the finished product guide the
reader through each satisfying project.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
8” x 10”
112 pages
100 illustrations
paperback

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-9
8” x 10”
144 pages
paperback

Easy Origami: A Step-by-Step Guide
for Kids
by Mary Meinking and Chris Alexander
978-1-4296-5034-2
Origami Chic: A Guide to
Foldable Fashion
by Sok Song
Illustrated by Sok Song
978-1-62370-771-2

“Couture-minded kids
will appreciate Song’s
offbeat take on origami.”
— Booklist
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DC Super Heroes Origami: 46 Folding
Projects for Batman, Superman,
Wonder Woman, and More!
by John Montroll
Illustrated by Min Sung Ku
978-1-62370-217-5

“I love John’s new book. It
turns mild-mannered folders
into origami super heroes!”
— Chris Alexander, author of Star
Wars Origami

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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Origami Paperpalooza!
by Christopher Harbo
978-1-62370-227-4

Hobbies & Crafts
DRAWING FANTASY
CREATURES

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE
TO DRAWING HORSES

Little grabs people’s imaginations more than firebreathing dragons, magical elves, and other fantastic
creatures. Now with this ebook, fantasy fans can
learn to draw their favorite creatures and learn more
about them at the same time. Simple, step-by-step
instructions team up with lively creature descriptions
to teach young artists how to draw dragons, orcs,
dwarves, and many other fantastical creatures.

If you love horses as much as you love to draw, this
book will make you holler Giddy up! With step by step
instructions for more than 60 drawing projects, The
Ultimate Guide to Drawing Horses provides something
for every horse fanatic. Projects include many favorite
and exotic breeds, show horses in action, beautiful
nature scenes, and tips for drawing horse faces,
manes, and other key features. Grab a sketchpad and
climb in the saddle.

CAPSTONE PRESS

$9.95 ($12.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
8” x 10”
112 pages
68 illustrations
paperback

Drawing Fantasy Creatures
by Aaron Sautter
Illustrated by Stefano Azzalin, Tom McGrath, Colin
Howard, Jason Juta, and Martín Bustamante
978-1-4914-8670-2

CAPSTONE PRESS

$14.95 ($16.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
81/2” x 11”
144 pages
140 illustrations
paperback

BACKLIST

HOW TO DRAW
BATMAN™, SUPERMAN™,
AND OTHER DC SUPER
HEROES AND VILLAINS
Few things capture readers’ imaginations like the
adventures of their favorite super heroes. From mighty
heroes like Superman and Batman to super-villains
like Lex Luthor and Joker, fans will learn to draw
their favorite characters and learn more about them
at the same time. Simple, step-by-step drawing
instructions combine with character backgrounds and
bonus drawing tips to deliver hours of artistic fun and
entertainment. With more than 50 full-color drawing
projects to choose from, fans will be busily sketching
the time away!
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.50 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 7-10 years
reading level: Grades 3-5
81/2” x 11”
144 pages
50+ illustrations
paperback

The Ultimate Guide to Drawing Horses
by Rae Young
978-1-4765-3992-8

How to Draw Batman, Superman, and Other DC
Super Heroes and Villains
by Aaron Sautter
Illustrated by Tim Levins and Erik Doescher
978-1-62370-231-1

“A perfect instructive book for budding
artists that should be wildly popular with
middle-graders and high schoolers alike.”
— Seattle Book Review

TM & © DC Comics. (s18)
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YOU CAN DRAW
These easy-to-follow books will turn
readers into artists in no time! Visual stepby-step instructions, characters built from
simple shapes and lines, and a fun group
scene all help readers create their own
masterpieces.
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$6.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 5-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-2
13” x 11”
64 pages
paperback

BOYS’ GUIDE TO
DRAWING
Learn how to create awesome drawings of
everything from crazy monsters to monster
trucks. Step-by-step instructions provide all
the skills you need to create crazy robots,
warriors, and whatever you can imagine.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$14.95 ($16.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 8-14 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
81/2” x 11”
144 pages
140 illustrations
paperback

DRAWING
WITH SPORTS
ILLUSTRATED KIDS

THE ULTIMATE
GIRLS’ GUIDE TO
DRAWING

Have you ever imagined yourself on the
field, rink, or court alongside the pros?
Now you can draw yourself into the action!
Step-by-step instructions and awesome
Sports Illustrated photography allow you to
capture the excitement and be part of the
game. Produced in partnership with
Sports Illustrated Kids.

If you love animals as much as you love
to draw, this book will make you roar with
excitement! With easy-to-use illustrated
instructions for more than 60 drawing
projects, The Ultimate Girls’ Guide to
Drawing: Puppies, Polar Bears, and Other
Adorable Animals provides something for
every animal lover. Projects include many
favorite and interesting animals and tips for
drawing fur, feathers, and other key animal
features. Grab your pencil and get up close
with these incredible creatures.

CAPSTONE PRESS

$14.95 ($16.95 can)
rights: World ex OFAC
Embargo, ZW, Western Balkans
age level: 8-14 years
reading level: Grades 5-7
81/2” x 11”
144 pages
60 illustrations
paperback

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$14.95 ($16.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
81/2” x 11”
144 pages
100+ illustrations
paperback

Easy-to-Draw Animals:
A Step-by-Step Drawing Book
by Brenda Sexton
978-1-4795-5511-6

Boys’ Guide to Drawing
by Aaron Sautter
978-1-4296-2917-1

Easy-to-Draw Monsters:
A Step-by-Step Drawing Book
by Mattia Cerato, Illustrated by Jannie Ho
978-1-4795-5512-3

Drawing with Sports Illustrated Kids
by Anthony Wacholtz
Illustrated by Mike Ray and Erwin Haya
978-1-4765-3581-4

Easy-to-Draw Vehicles:
A Step-by-Step Drawing Book
by Mattia Cerato
978-1-4795-5513-0
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Sports Illustrated Kids is a registered
trademark of Meredith Corp.
Used with permission.

The Ultimate Girls’ Guide to Drawing:
Puppies, Polar Bears, and Other
Adorable Animals
by Abby Colich
978-1-62370-229-8

Hobbies & Crafts
KATIE WOO’S SUPER
STYLISH ACTIVITY
BOOK
It’s time to get creative! Join everyone’s favorite
stylish school girl in her first ever activity book. From
decorating Katie’s clothes to helping her plan a party,
there are nearly sixty pages of puzzles and pictures
to complete!
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$4.95 ($5.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 5-7 years
reading level: Grades K-2
81/2” x 11”
64 pages
60 illustrations
paperback

Katie Woo’s Super Stylish Activity Book
Illustrated by Charlie Alder
978-1-4795-2047-3

BACKLIST

KATIE WOO’S BIG IDEA
JOURNAL

GIRLS’ GUIDE TO
DRAWING

Katie Woo has lots of big ideas, and her readers do
too! This journal activity book is the perfect place for
young writers and artists to capture their best ideas,
drawings, and stories. Katie gets in on the action by
including some of her best work and inviting readers
to do the same with writing and drawing prompts,
checklists, and other fun activities.

Love to draw? The cool projects and easy-to-use
instructions in this series will show you how to draw
all kinds of horses, unicorns, fancy letters, and cool
kid characters. Encouraging instructions lead the
way through each project, while illustrated examples
model drawing skills you can apply to all your drawing
projects.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

CAPSTONE PRESS

$9.95 ($11.50 can)

$14.95 ($16.95 can)

rights: World
age level: 5-7 years
reading level: Grades K-2
51/2” x 81/4”
144 pages
100 illustrations
paper-over-board

rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
81/2” x 11”
144 pages
paperback

Katie Woo’s Big Idea Journal: A Place for Your
Best Stories, Drawings, Doodles, and Plans
by Fran Manushkin
Illustrated by Tammie Lyon
978-1-62370-166-6

Girls’ Guide to Drawing: Horses, Flowers,
Faces and Other Cool Stuff
by Kathryn Clay
978-1-4296-3645-2

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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BACKLIST

Nonfiction & Reference

Smithsonian

SMITHSONIAN
DRAWING BOOKS

Young artists will find tons of inspiration
in these fun, accessible drawing books,
produced in collaboration with the
Smithsonian. Easy-to-follow step-bystep instructions show how to create
awesome drawings, with next steps clearly
highlighted.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$7.19 ($8.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 8-13 years
reading level: Grades 3-8
81/2” x 11”
64 pages
60 illustrations
paperback

How to Draw Incredible Dinosaurs
by Kristen McCurry
Illustrated by Juan Calle
978-1-4296-9450-6

RECYCLED SCIENCE
What’s better than learning and having
fun at the same time? These cool
science experiments and projects will
have readers enjoying themselves while
learning scientific principles. This hands-on
approach to learning will ensure readers
remember what they’ve learned long after
the projects are done.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$9.95 ($12.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
7” x 9”
112 pages
68 illustrations
paperback

Recycled Science: Bring Out Your
Science Genius with Soda Bottles,
Potato Chip Bags, and More
Unexpected Stuff
by Tammy Enz and Jodi Lyn WheelerToppen
978-1-62370-697-5

How to Draw Amazing Airplanes and
Spacecraft
by Kristen McCurry
Illustrated by Mat Edwards
978-1-4296-9448-3
How to Draw Amazing Animals
by Kristen McCurry
Illustrated by Leonardo Meschini
978-1-62065-726-3
How to Draw Incredible Ocean
Animals
by Kristen McCurry
Illustrated by Jared Osterhold
978-1-62065-728-7
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THE ULTIMATE
GUIDE TO PAPER
AIRPLANES
Step-by-step instructions and easy-tofollow photos of every crease, tuck and
fold make these paper airplane books like
no other. The clever organization starts
with straightforward designs for beginning
paper pilots as they enter flight school
and progresses through the ranks to the
advanced creations of a paper airplane
captain!

BIG BOOK OF
BUILDING
Grab some paper, cardboard, duct tape,
and other materials and get ready to blast
away boredom! Inventive young builders
will love creating awesome projects such
as treasure chests, tin can robots, space
stations, swords and armor, and a whole
lot more. With easy to follow step-by-step
instructions, readers will be building their
own fantastic projects in no time!
CAPSTONE PRESS

CAPSTONE PRESS

$14.95 ($16.50 can)

$9.95 ($11.50 can)

rights: World
age level: 8-13 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
7” x 9”
144 pages
68 illustrations
paperback

rights: World
age level: 8-14 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
7” x 9”
112 pages
100 illustrations
paperback

The Ultimate Guide to Paper
Airplanes: 35 Amazing Step-By-Step
Designs!
by Christopher Harbo
978-1-4296-5648-1

Big Book of Building: Duct Tape,
Paper, Cardboard, and Recycled
Projects to Blast Away Boredom
by Marne Ventura
978-1-4914-4371-2

Nonfiction & Reference
THE CAT AND DOG
ENCYCLOPEDIA
FOR KIDS

PETS’ GUIDES

CRAZY ABOUT
HORSES

SHARK
EXPEDITION

Celebrate all things horses and the girls
who love them. Engaging text, fun quizzes,
colorful photos, sidebars, and fact boxes
cover a variety of information about horse
characteristics, horse care, riding basics,
and competitions. Whether they own a
horse or just daydream about riding, girls
will learn everything they need to know
about their favorite animal!

This “tell-all” from world-famous
underwater photographer Jeff Rotman
takes readers closer than they’ve ever been
to dozens of shark species. A 40-year
diving veteran and shark expert, Rotman
dives the world’s oceans seeking the
most elusive sharks. He shares new and
surprising facts about sharks and other
creatures, and reveals the wonders and
dangers of being a shark-diver (which
involves making himself into shark bait!).
With its unique approach to an everpopular subject, Shark Expedition will lure
shark-lovers and thrill-seekers alike.

Raise your paws if you love dogs! Sink your
claws into some cat facts! Learn the history,
behaviors, physical traits, and special
characteristics of cat and dog breeds with
these guidebooks that gives pet lovers
and owners an in-depth look at some furry
friends. Charming photographs, fun facts,
and hands-on pet care tips make these the
ultimate guide.

Titles in the Pets’ Guides series teach
young readers how to care responsibly
for their chosen pet. However, in a unique
spin, each book is written from the point
of view of one of the animals themselves,
thus also allowing the books to be used to
teach perspective. Topics covered within
the books include choosing a pet, getting
the right supplies, how to make your new
pet feel at home, feeding, exercising and
cleaning, best practices when handling your
pet, and trips to the vet.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

HEINEMANN

$12.95 ($14.95 can)

$14.95 ($19.95 can)

$7.99 ($8.95 can)

rights: World except UK
age level: 8-14 years
reading level: Grades 3-9
7” x 9”
208 pages
paperback

rights: World except UK
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
711⁄16” x 811⁄16”
32 pages
paperback

rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
8” x 10”
112 pages
paperback

The Cat Encyclopedia for Kids
by Joanne Mattern
978-1-62370-937-2

The Dog Encyclopedia for Kids
by Tammy Gagne
978-1-62370-694-4

“A clean design and
the concise but thorough
studies of each breed
should appeal to casual and
devoted dog-lovers alike.”
— Publishers Weekly

BACKLIST

CAPSTONE PRESS

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$12.95 ($14.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 10-13 years
reading level: Grades 5-7
8” x 10”
144 pages
paperback

Crazy About Horses: Everything
Horse Lovers Need to Know
by Molly Kolpin
and Donna Bowman Bratton
978-1-4914-0713-4
Beaky’s Guide to
Caring for Your
Bird
978-1-4846-0266-9

Kitty’s Guide to
Caring for Your
Cat
978-1-4329-7137-3

Bunny’s Guide to
Caring for Your
Rabbit
978-1-4329-7142-7

Nibble’s Guide to
Caring for Your
Hamster
978-1-4329-7140-3

Giggle’s Guide to
Caring for Your
Gerbils
978-1-4846-0267-6

Ruff’s Guide to
Caring for Your
Dog
978-1-4329-7138-0

Goldie’s Guide to
Caring for Your
Goldfish
978-1-4329-7139-7

Slinky’s Guide to
Caring for Your
Snake
978-1-4846-0270-6

Gordon’s Guide
to Caring for Your
Guinea Pigs
978-1-4846-0268-3

Squeak’s Guide
to Caring for Your
Pet Rats or Mice
978-1-4846-0271-3

Henrietta’s Guide
to Caring for Your
Chickens
978-1-4846-0269-0

Winnie’s Guide
to Caring for Your
Horse or Pony
978-1-4329-7141-0

Shark Expedition: A Shark
Photographer’s Close Encounters
by Mary M. Cerullo
978-1-62370-156-7

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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BACKLIST

Nonfiction & Reference

THE BOOTH
BROTHERS

ESCAPE FROM
ALCATRAZ

Readers remember information best
when it’s told as a story. Encounter Books
use powerful storytelling techniques to
share nonfiction content in an engaging,
captivating way. Don’t just read. Encounter
the stories in your world. Meets state
standards for character and story studies
and fulfills the need for a wide range of
text types.
CAPSTONE PRESS

What’s more exciting than a prison break?
Frank Morris and John and Clarence Anglin
escaped from Alcatraz in 1962 and have
never been caught. Many authorities are
certain they died crossing San Francisco
Bay. Relatives claim they made it to Brazil.
The theories of what happened to them
are endless. Find out the facts from people
who dealt with the men and the case firsthand. This is one mystery you’ll definitely
want to solve.

$9.95 ($12.95 can)

CAPSTONE PRESS

rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-7
6” x 9”
112 pages
15 illustrations
paperback

$7.95 ($9.95 can)

The Booth Brothers: Drama, Fame,
and the Death of President Lincoln
by Rebecca Langston-George
978-1-5157-7339-9

Escape from Alcatraz: The Mystery
of the Three Men Who Escaped From
The Rock
by Eric Braun
978-1-5157-4552-5

rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-6
53/4” x 71/2”
112 pages
paperback

TRAPPED BEHIND
NAZI LINES
Maps, primary source quotes, captivating
imagery and vivid text immerse readers in
the dramatic tale of capstured U.S. service
men and women during World War II.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

ESCAPING THE
NAZIS ON THE
KINDERTRANSPORT
The Encounter series tells gripping narrative
nonfiction tales. In “Escaping the Nazis on
the Kindertransport,” read the stories—in
their own words—of several of the
thousands of Jewish children rescued from
Nazi Germany and resettled in the United
Kingdom.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$7.95 ($9.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-6
6” x 9”
112 pages
paperback
“A powerful, insightful
perspective on the Holocaust.”
— Kirkus Reviews

Escaping the Nazis on the
Kindertransport
by Emma Carlson Berne
978-1-5157-4546-4

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
6” x 9”
128 pages
15 illustrations
paperback

Orphan Trains: Taking the Rails to a
New Life
by Rebecca Langston-George
978-1-62370-630-2

Immerse yourself in the dangerous and daring lives
of real-life spies. Using vivid images supplemented
with maps and timelines, you can live the experience
of some of the most notorious and ingenious spies
in four different eras. Traveling through the 20th
century and beyond, you’ll learn about the different
ways spies have navigated through the world.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-6
51/2” x 8”
224 pages
15 illustrations
paper-over-board

$14.95 ($18.95 can)
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Readers remember information best
when it’s told as a story. Encounter Books
use powerful storytelling techniques to
share nonfiction content in an engaging,
captivating way. Don’t just read. Encounter
the stories in your world.

SPIES!

$14.95 ($16.50 can)

Trapped Behind Nazi Lines: The
Story of the U.S. Army Air Force
807th Medical Evacuation Squadron
by Eric Braun
978-1-62370-605-0
capstoneyoungreaders.com

ORPHAN TRAINS

rights: World except UK
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-8
6” x 9”
240 pages
48 illustrations
paperback

Spies!: The History of Secret
Agents and Double-Crossers
by Allison Lassieur,
Rebecca Langston-George
978-1-62370-911-2

Nonfiction & Reference
CANADIAN SYMBOLS
These simple, photo-illustrated books provide a
perfect introduction to key symbols of Canada. Each
symbol’s origins, history and on-going significance
are presented with easy-to-read text for emergent
readers.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 4-8 years
reading level: Grades K-1
11” x 9”
24 pages
paperback

BACKLIST

SMITHSONIAN
FIELD TRIPS

MY FIRST PICTURE
ENCYCLOPEDIAS

Readers are invited on a private tour inside the
Smithsonian with Smithsonian Field Trips. They will
explore the halls of different museums and discover
treasured artifacts, such as Alexander Graham Bell’s
telephone, giant squids, and meteorites from Mars.
Readers learn the history behind these unique items
from engaging text and bold, lively images reviewed
by Smithsonian experts.

Satisfy curious young minds with these kid-friendly,
accessible photographic encyclopedias. Arranged
in sections most relevant to the subject, bite-sized
key points, diagrams, and photos introduce main
knowledge on each topic. With over 100 terms in each
book, these books are great references to use again
and again.

CAPSTONE PRESS

CAPSTONE PRESS

$7.95 ($9.95 can)

$7.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 7-11 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
73/4” x 83/4”
32 pages
paperback

rights: World
age level: 4-6 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
91/4” x 101/4”
32 pages
paper-over-board

The National Air and
Space Museum
by Megan Cooley
Peterson
978-1-5157-7987-2

The National Museum
of American History
by Megan Cooley
Peterson
978-1-5157-7988-9

Beavers
by Sabrina Crewe
978-1-4914-7097-8
Canadian Coins
by Sabrina Crewe
978-1-4914-7099-2

The National Museum
of Natural History
by Sally Lee
978-1-5157-7989-6

The Canadian Flag
by Sabrina Crewe
978-1-4914-7096-1
Canadian Mounties
by Sabrina Crewe
978-1-4914-7100-5
Totem Poles
by Sabrina Crewe
978-1-4914-7098-5

The National Zoo and
Conservation Biology
Institute
by Tamra B. Orr
978-1-5157-7990-2

Show Me Community
Helpers: My First
Picture Encyclopedia
978-1-62065-918-2
Rights: World

Show Me Rocks and
Minerals: My First
Picture Encyclopedia
978-1-4765-3346-9
Rights: US Only

Show Me Dinosaurs:
My First Picture
Encyclopedia
978-1-62065-916-8
Rights: World

Show Me Space:
My First Picture
Encyclopedia
978-1-62065-922-9
Rights: World

Show Me Dogs:
My First Picture
Encyclopedia
978-1-62065-927-4
Rights: World

Show Me the
Continents: My First
Picture Encyclopedia
978-1-4765-3344-5
Rights: US Only

Show Me Insects:
My First Picture
Encyclopedia
978-1-62065-929-8
Rights: World

Show Me the U.S.
Presidency: My First
Picture Encyclopedia
978-1-4765-3345-2
Rights: US Only

Show Me Polar
Animals: My First
Picture Encyclopedia
978-1-62065-920-5
Rights: World

Show Me the
United States: My
First Picture
Encyclopedia
978-1-4765-3347-6
Rights: US Only

Show Me Reptiles:
My First Picture
Encyclopedia
978-1-62065-928-1
Rights: World

Show Me
Transportation:
My First Picture
Encyclopedia
978-1-62065-931-1
Rights: World

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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BACKLIST

Nonfiction & Reference

FLY ON THE WALL
HISTORY
Who better to tell the stories of great moments in
American history than flies on the wall? Hitch a ride
with charming cartoon flies as they visit key events
from the Mayflower landing to the Wright Brothers’
first flight. Buzzing with plenty of facts and kid-friendly
humor.
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$7.95 ($9.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
91/4” x 101/4”
32 pages
14 illustrations
paperback

GRAPHIC LIVES
The life stories of the world’s most prominent and
influential people, told as dynamic, full-color graphic
novels. These comic book-style biographies will hook
your reluctant readers and thrust them face-to-face
with some of history’s most famous figures. Each
comic book features discussion and writing prompts,
background information about the featured figure,
author and illustrator biographies, glossary terms.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
6” x 9”
80 pages
66 illustrations
paperback

ASSASSINS’ AMERICA:
FOUR KILLERS,
FOUR MURDERED
PRESIDENTS, AND THE
COUNTRY THEY LEFT
BEHIND
Lincoln watched a play. Garfield walked through a
train station. McKinley shook hands with his public.
Kennedy smiled and waved from a motorcade. In
these moments shots rang out and four presidents
suffered mortal wounds. Some say their assassins
were calculating killers. Others say they were madmen
guided by strange notions of the world. Assassins’
America examines the life of each killer and his victim.
Their stories are full of twists and mysteries, and even
today Americans live with lasting effects of these
terrible crimes.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$9.95 ($12.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-15 years
reading level: Grades 4-9
5 3/4” x 7 1/2”
208 pages
Paperback

by Thomas Kingsley Troupe
Illustrated by Jomike Tejido
Apollo’s First Moon
Landing: A Fly on the
Wall History
978-1-5158-1602-7

The Pilgrims’ Voyage
to America: A Fly on
the Wall History
978-1-4795-9790-1

Birth of the StarSpangled Banner:
A Fly on the Wall
History
978-1-5158-1605-8

Titanic’s Tragic
Journey: A Fly on the
Wall History
978-1-5158-1603-4

Harriet Tubman’s
Escape: A Fly on the
Wall History
978-1-4795-9792-5

The Tuskegee
Airmen’s Mission to
Berlin: A Fly on the
Wall History
978-1-5158-1604-1

Paul Revere’s Ride:
A Fly on the Wall
History
978-1-4795-9789-5

The Wright Brothers’
First Flight: A Fly on
the Wall History
978-1-4795-9791-8
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Anne Frank
by Diego Agrimbau
978-1-5157-9165-2
Leonardo da Vinci
by Diego Agrimbau, Diego Aballay
978-1-5157-9167-6
Nelson Mandela
by Emanuel Castro
Illustrated by Ignacio Segesso
978-1-5157-9168-3
Pope Francis
by Emanuel Castro
Illustrated by Ignacio Segesso
978-1-5157-9166-9

Assassins’ America: Four Killers,
Four Murdered Presidents, and the
Country They Left Behind
by Jessica Gunderson
978-1-62370-981-5

Nonfiction & Reference
EQUIPPED FOR BATTLE
No investigation of war is complete without a look at
the equipment that made the soldiers battle ready.
This guide to the weapons, gear, and uniforms used
in American wars is filled with fascinating images,
diagrams, and facts. Perfect for military enthusiasts as
well as a great companion for history buffs.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 8-9 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
7” x 9”
176 pages
100+ illustrations
paperback

Equipped for Battle: Weapons, Gear, and
Uniforms of America’s Wars
by Michael Burgan, Eric Fein, and Shelley Tougas
978-1-4765-7653-4

U.S. MILITARY
BY THE NUMBERS
This fun and surprising book goes beyond words
and lets numbers tell the story! In a fresh infographic
approach, each military branch is revealed and
explained by the numbers. Stats, charts, tables, and
graphs breathe new life into all-things military.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$9.95 ($11.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 8-14 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
7” x 9”
112 pages
50-80 illustrations
paperback

U.S. Military by the Numbers
by Lisa M. Bolt Simons, Elizabeth Raum,
and Amie Jane Leavitt
978-1-62370-061-4

BACKLIST

COURAGE UNDER FIRE
From the battlefields of the Civil War to the dusty
deserts of the War in Afghanistan, put the courage
of the United States’ fighting men and women on
full display for young readers. With gripping real-life
accounts from members of the Army, Navy, Air
Force, and Marines, these absorbing, action-packed
narratives will transport readers into the heat of battle.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$9.95 ($11.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 8-14 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
7” x 9”
112 pages
paperback

Courage Under Fire: True Stories
of Bravery from the U.S. Army,
Navy, Air Force, and Marines
by Adam Miller, Steven Otfinoski, and
Jessica Gunderson
978-1-4914-1065-3

“Excellent use of emphatic titling
and well-designed infographics”
— School Library Journal,
“Series Made Simple”

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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BACKLIST

Nonfiction & Reference

PILOTS IN PERIL!
Historian Theodore White called it “the
most dangerous, terrifying, barbarous aerial
transport run in the world…the skyway to
Hell.” Life Magazine called it “the most
dangerous non-combat flying in the war,
the world’s worst weather over the world’s
highest mountains.” Both of these statements
are referring to the Hump, which was a
perilous 500-mile flight path across the
eastern Himalayan Mountains many U.S.
pilots flew during World War II in order
to keep the Allies well-supplied in China.
Between 1943 and 1945, about 3,000
pilots went down in the Hump. Only about
1,200 made it back to safety. This narrative
nonfiction title recounts the many dangers
pilots faced on their missions, including
ice storms, high winds, narrow mountain
passageways, and attacks by Japanese
Zeroes. It also recounts the equally daring
rescue attempts to save these pilots, many of
which were made by the Indo-China Division
of Search and Rescue. Using personal
accounts from pilots, rescuers, and U.S. Air
Force staff, this fast-paced narrative puts
young readers in the cockpit alongside some
of the war’s bravest pilots.

DISGUSTING
HISTORY

EYEWITNESS TO
TITANIC

KIDS’
TRANSLATIONS

From dirt pit bathrooms to homes infested
with critters, life could be pretty disgusting
for people throughout History. This book
takes you back to times when conditions
were very different and waaaay more
disgusting. Loaded with period photos,
illustrations, and primary source, this book
brings the real world of history to life.

The tragic tale of the great ship Titanic is
one that has captivated people around the
world for more than 100 years. The human
element is at the heart of some of the
ship’s most wrenching and heroic stories.
Experience the different perspectives
of people involved with the ship from
its inception to its tragic sinking and its
discovery decades later. With stunning
infographics, action-packed biographical
accounts, and intriguing quotes, young
Titanic enthusiasts are sure to get on board.

Examines key documents in our nation’s
history in a kid-friendly way, Kids’
Translations looks at primary-source
documents side by side with explanations
in language kids can easily explain. The
titles also put the documents in historical
context and include a “Why Should You
Care?” feature that shows why these
documents are still so important today.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

rights: World
age level: 3-4 years
reading level: Grades 8-9
73/4” x 83/4”
32 pages
paperback

CAPSTONE PRESS

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
rights: North America Only
age level: 8-10 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
71/4” x 81/4”
240 pages
135+ illustrations
paperback

$9.95 ($11.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 10-13 years
reading level: Grades 5-9
6” x 9”
160 pages
140 illustrations
paperback

CAPSTONE PRESS

$8.1 ($10.95 can)

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$16.95 ($18.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
51/4” x 71/4”
232 pages
15 illustrations
paper-over-board

The Bill of Rights in Translation: What
It Really Means
by Amie Jane Leavitt
978-1-5157-4218-0

Disgusting History: The Smelliest,
Dirtiest Eras of the Past 10,000
Years
by James A. Corrick
978-1-4765-7745-6
Eyewitness to Titanic: From Building
the Great Ship to the Search for Its
Watery Grave
by Terri Dougherty
978-1-62370-131-4

The Declaration of Independence in
Translation: What It Really Means
by Amie Jane Leavitt
978-1-5157-6250-8
The Dollar Bill in Translation: What It
Really Means
by Christopher Forest
978-1-5157-6249-2
The Gettysburg Address in
Translation: What It Really Means
by Kay M. Olson
978-1-5157-5168-7

Pilots in Peril!: The Untold Story of
U.S. Pilots Who Braved “the Hump”
in World War II
by Steven Otfinoski
978-1-62370-318-9
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The Star Spangled Banner in
Translation: What It Really Means
by Elizabeth Raum
978-1-5157-6274-4
The Pledge of Allegiance in
Translation: What It Really Means
by Elizabeth Raum
978-1-5157-9139-3

Nonfiction & Reference
PERSPECTIVES FLIP BOOKS
To fully explore historical perspective, look no further than this series’ fresh take on
history. Perspectives Flip Books are like two books in one: start from one end and
immerse yourself in one viewpoint on a major historical event. Then flip it over and
immerse yourself in another, very different viewpoint. Readers will come away with
deeper understanding of events and history’s many perspectives.
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COMPASS POINT BOOKS

$8.95 ($11.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 10-14 years
reading level: Grades 5-6
6” x 9”
64 pages
paperback

FLIP

Smithsonian

INTRODUCING
PRIMARY SOURCES

Through primary sources, young readers
find out what it was really like to live during
important moments in our nation’s history.
They will hear the stories behind some of
America’s most treasured symbols—told by
people who were there from the beginning.
Includes multiple age-appropriate primary
sources, engaging text supported by
Smithsonian experts, fun facts, sidebars,
charts, and timelines.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)

BACKLIST

WAR TIMELINES
War Timelines takes readers step-by-step
through famous wars. Photo- and contentrich spreads follow the timeline of crucial
events, providing details and context that
promote a deeper understanding of each
conflict. Includes battles, inventions, key
biographies, and more.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$8.95 ($11.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-14 years
reading level: Grades 4-6
10” x 8”
48 pages
paperback

rights: World
age level: 7-9 years
reading level: Grades PreK-2
73/4” x 83/4”
32 pages
50 illustrations
paperback
The Split History of the American
Revolution: A Perspectives Flip Book
978-0-7565-4592-5
The Split History of the Battle of
Gettysburg: A Perspectives Flip Book
978-0-7565-4701-1
The Split History of the Civil Rights
Movement: A Perspectives Flip Book
978-0-7565-4792-9
The Split History of the Civil War: A
Perspectives Flip Book
978-0-7565-4594-9

The Split History of the Women’s
Suffrage Movement: A Perspectives
Flip Book
978-0-7565-4791-2
The Split History of Westward
Expansion in the United States: A
Perspectives Flip Book
978-0-7565-4596-3
The Split History of World War I: A
Perspectives Flip Book
978-0-7565-4700-4
The Split History of World War II: A
Perspectives Flip Book
978-0-7565-4598-7

PERSPECTIVES FLIP BOOKS:
FAMOUS BATTLES
Every battle has two sides — and two very different perspectives. Experience battles from the
Revolutionary War, Civil War, and World War II from one side of the battlefield, and then read
the perspective of the other. A deeper understanding of each battle from both sides will help
readers develop a clearer view of the event.

The Declaration
of Independence:
Introducing
Primary Sources

The Statue
of Liberty:
Introducing
Primary Sources

The Liberty Bell:
Introducing
Primary Sources

The U.S. Capitol:
Introducing
Primary Sources

The Pledge
of Allegiance:
Introducing
Primary Sources

The U.S.
Constitution:
Introducing
Primary Sources

The StarSpangled
Banner:
Introducing
Primary Sources

The U.S. Flag:
Introducing
Primary Sources

978-1-5157-6360-4

978-1-4914-8608-5

978-1-4914-8611-5

978-1-4914-8610-8
The Split History of the Attack on Pearl
Harbor: A Perspectives Flip Book
978-0-7565-5695-2
The Split History of the Battle of Fort
Sumter: A Perspectives Flip Book
978-0-7565-5693-8

The Split History of the Battles of
Lexington and Concord: A Perspectives
Flip Book
978-0-7565-5696-9
The Split History of the D-Day Invasion: A
Perspectives Flip Book
978-0-7565-5694-5

978-1-4914-8607-8

978-1-5157-6359-8

978-1-4914-8609-2

978-1-4914-8606-1

The White
House:
Introducing
Primary Sources
978-1-5157-6361-1

A Revolutionary War Timeline
978-1-4765-5177-7
A Civil War Timeline
978-1-4765-5176-0
A World War I Timeline
978-1-4765-5179-1
A World War II Timeline
978-1-4765-5178-4
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THE CIVIL WAR
Connect brings together the nonfiction text features
you need with the engaging, powerful stories you
want. This four-book set explores the Civil War
through various nonfiction text types, including
chronology, biographies, and cause and effect. A
fiction book set during the Civil War is tailor-made to
compliment the nonfiction offerings. Pulling together
integrated resources has never been so easy!
CAPSTONE PRESS

THE
REVOLUTIONARY WAR
Connect brings together the nonfiction text features
you need with the engaging, powerful stories you
want. This four-book set explores the Revolutionary
War through various nonfiction text types, including
chronology, biographies, and cause and effect. A
fiction book set during the Revolutionary War is tailormade to compliment the nonfiction offerings. Pulling
together integrated resources has never been so easy!

$8.95 ($11.95 can)

CAPSTONE PRESS

rights: World
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
6” x 9”
48 pages
32 illustrations
paperback

$8.95 ($11.95 can)

The Battle over Slavery:
Causes and Effects of the
U.S. Civil War
by Michael Capek
978-1-4914-2162-8

The U.S. Civil War: A
Chronology of a Divided
Nation
by Amanda Peterson
978-1-4914-2163-5

Yankees and Rebels:
Stories of U.S. Civil War
Leaders
by Steven Otfinoski
978-1-4914-2161-1

rights: World
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
6” x 9”
48 pages
32 illustrations
paperback

TANGLED HISTORY
History isn’t about just dates and numbers. It’s about the
people who lived it. Explore the world’s most suspenseful,
dramatic, and tragic events by following the people
who were there. Narrative stories intertwine to tell the
powerful true tales of history’s most significant moments.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$6.95 ($8.95 can)
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-7
51/4” x 71/2”
112 pages
15 illustrations
paperback

Battle for a New Nation:
Causes and Effects of the
Revolutionary War
by Kassandra Radomski
978-1-4914-2159-8

Patriots and Redcoats:
Stories of American
Revolutionary War
Leaders
by Steven Otfinoski
978-1-4914-2158-1

Breaking Barriers: The
Story of Jackie Robinson
978-1-5157-7963-6
Rights: World
Day of Infamy: The Story
of the Attack on Pearl
Harbor
978-1-4914-7082-4
Rights: World
Fatal Faults: The Story of
the Challenger Explosion
978-1-4914-7081-7
Rights: World

The Revolutionary War: A
Chronology of America’s
Fight for Independence
by Danielle Smith-Llera
978-1-4914-2160-4

Fight for Survival: The
Story of the Holocaust
978-1-4914-8458-6
Rights: World except UK
Houston, We’ve Had a
Problem: The Story of

the Apollo 13 Disaster

978-1-5157-7964-3
Rights: World

The Songs of Stones
River: A Civil War Novel
by Jessica Gunderson
978-1-4342-9704-4
$7.95 ($9.95 can)
Paperback
6” x 9”
96 pages
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A Rebel Among Redcoats:
A Revolutionary War
Novel
by Jessica Gunderson
978-1-4342-9702-0
$7.95 ($9.95 can)
Paperback
6” x 9”
96 pages

Impact: The Story of the
September 11 Terrorist
Attacks
978-1-4914-7083-1
Rights: World
Smooth Sea and a
Fighting Chance: The
Story of the Sinking of
Titanic
978-1-4914-8457-9
Rights: World
The Wound Is Mortal:
The Story of the
Assassination of
Abraham Lincoln
978-1-4914-7080-0
Rights: World
Total Devastation: The
Story of Hurricane
Katrina
978-1-4914-8456-2
Rights: World
Tragedy in Dallas:
The Story of the
Assassination of John F.
Kennedy
978-1-4914-8455-5
Rights: World

Nonfiction & Reference
CAPTURED WORLD
HISTORY
Can a photograph change the world? Yes, and in many
ways. Captured World History turns an eye to crucial
moments in world history and iconic images that
spread across the globe. Combining art, biography,
history, and media literacy, Captured World History
focuses on famous photographs known worldwide,
details their initial effects, and describes how and why
the images resonate today.
COMPASS POINT BOOKS

$8.95 ($11.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 10-15 years
reading level: Grades 5-7
91/4” x 101/4”
64 pages
32 illustrations
paperback

CAPTURED HISTORY
Can a photograph change the world? The answer is yes! Captured History explores
how a single moment captured on film can influence society and change the course
of history. Combining art, history, and media literacy, this series looks at some of the
most famous photographs and details how and why these images resonate today
and what effect they had when they were published.
COMPASS POINT BOOKS

$8.95 ($11.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 10-14 years
reading level: Grades 5-9
91/4” x 101/4”
64 pages
45-55 illustrations
paperback

BACKLIST

CAPTURED
HISTORY SPORTS
Can iconic photographs of sporting events
help people better understand their world?
Yes they can. This new series, which builds
on the award-winning Captured History
formula, turns an eye to transformational
moments in sports and the iconic images
that were viewed around the world.
Combining biography, history, media
literacy, and sports, this series focuses on
famous photos that became well known
beyond the world of sports. The books
detail the initial reactions to the photos and
why the images resonate today.
COMPASS POINT BOOKS

$8.95 ($11.95 can)
age level: 10-12 years
reading level: Grades 5-9
91/4” x 101/4”
64 pages
35 illustrations
paperback

“A model of nonfiction
… An all-round winner.”
— Booklist,
★ STARRED REVIEW
“Clean sophisticated
design of a coffeetable art volume”
— Booklist,
★ STARRED REVIEW

The Blue Marble:
How a Photograph
Revealed Earth’s
Fragile Beauty
978-0-7565-4788-2

Hitler in Paris: How a
Photograph Shocked a
World at War
978-0-7565-4789-9

Che Guevara’s
Face: How a Cuban
Photographer’s Image
Became a Cultural Icon
978-0-7565-5442-2

Summiting Everest:
How a Photograph
Celebrates Teamwork
at the Top of the
World
978-0-7565-4790-5

The Hindenburg
in Flames: How a
Photograph Marked
the End of the Airship
978-0-7565-5443-9

Tank Man: How a
Photograph Defined
China’s Protest
Movement
978-0-7565-4787-5

“Outstanding follow-up to
Capstone’s ‘Captured History’ series …
exceptionally attractive … must buys”
— School Library Journal
“The books will certainly
draw a large readership and are
must-buys for all middle-level
and secondary collections.”
— School Library Journal,
“Series Made Simple” ★ STARRED REVIEW
“Makes events in the past feel
immediate and palpable—and what
better way to get kids interested?”
— Booklist

Assassination and Its Aftermath:
How a Photograph Reassured a
Shocked Nation
978-0-7565-4698-4

The Golden Spike: How a
Photograph Celebrated the
Transcontinental Railroad
978-0-7565-4997-8

Birmingham 1963: How a
Photograph Rallied Civil Rights
Support
978-0-7565-4446-1

Ground Zero: How a Photograph
Sent a Message of Hope
978-0-7565-5427-9

Breaker Boys: How a Photograph
Helped End Child Labor
978-0-7565-4510-9
Civil War Witness: Mathew Brady’s
Photos Reveal the Horrors of War
978-0-7565-4699-1
Death at Kent State: How a
Photograph Brought the Vietnam
War Home to America
978-0-7565-5426-2
Exposing Hidden Worlds: How
Jacob Riis’ Photos Became Tools
for Social Reform
by Michael Burgan
978-0-7565-5620-4
Face of Freedom: How the Photos
of Frederick Douglass Celebrated
Racial Equality
by Emma Carlson Berne
978-0-7565-5619-8

Little Rock Girl 1957: How a
Photograph Changed the Fight for
Integration
978-0-7565-4512-3
Man on the Moon: How a
Photograph Made Anything Seem
Possible
978-0-7565-4447-8
Migrant Mother: How a
Photograph Defined the Great
Depression
978-0-7565-4448-5
Raising the Flag: How a
Photograph Gave a Nation Hope
in Wartime
978-0-7565-4449-2
Shadow Catcher: How Edward
S. Curtis Documented American
Indian Dignity and Beauty
978-0-7565-4998-5

Daring Play: How a Courageous Jackie
Robinson Transformed Baseball 
978-0-7565-5295-4
Rights: World
Massacre in Munich: How Terrorists
Changed the Olympics and the World
978-0-7565-5296-1
Rights: World
Miracle on Ice: How a Stunning Upset
United a Country
978-0-7565-5294-7
Rights: North America
What a Kick: How a Clutch World Cup
Win Propelled Women’s Soccer 
978-0-7565-5297-8
Rights: World

School Library Journal’s Best Books of 2012
Booklist’s Editors Choice Award
Book of the year (finalist), — ForeWord Review
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YOU CHOOSE:
Put readers in the driver’s seat with these
interactive history books! Everything in
these books happened to real people. And
YOU CHOOSE the path you take and what
you do next. Readers will explore multiple
perspectives and learn for themselves the
value of seeing history from many points
of view.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$6.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World (unless otherwise noted)
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
51/4” x 71/2”
112 pages
paperback

YOU CHOOSE: 		
ANCIENT GREEK MYTHS
An Interactive Mythological Adventure
The Epic
Adventures of
Odysseus
by Blake Hoena
978-1-4914-8119-6
Rights: World
except UK

Olympians vs.
Titans
by Jessica
Gunderson
978-1-5157-4825-0
Rights: World
except UK

Hades and the
Underworld
by Blake Hoena
978-1-5157-4828-1
Rights: World
except UK

Perseus the Hero
by Nadia Higgins
978-1-4914-8117-2

Hercules and His
12 Labors
by Anika Fajardo
978-1-4914-8116-5
Jason, the
Argonauts,
and the Golden
Fleece
by Blake Hoena
978-1-4914-8118-9
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The Quest of
Theseus
by Blake Hoena
978-1-5157-4826-7
Rights: World
except UK

YOU CHOOSE: SPIES
An Interactive
Espionage Adventure
Spies of the American
Revolution
by Elizabeth Raum
978-1-4914-5931-7
Spies of the Civil War
by Michael Burgan
978-1-4914-5932-4
Spies of World War I
by Michael Burgan
978-1-4914-5933-1
Stealing Nazi Secrets
in World War II
by Elizabeth Raum
978-1-4914-5934-8

The Trojan War
by Blake Hoena
978-1-5157-4827-4
Rights: World
except UK

capstoneyoungreaders.com

YOU CHOOSE: DOOMSDAY
An Interactive Doomsday Adventure
Can You Survive a Global
Blackout?
by Matt Doeden
Illustrated by James Nathan
978-1-4914-5923-2
Can You Survive a
Supervolcano Eruption?
by Blake Hoena
Illustrated by Filippo Vanzo
978-1-4914-8126-4
Rights: World except UK
Can You Survive a Virus
Outbreak?
by Matt Doeden
Illustrated by Stewart
Johnson
978-1-4914-5924-9
Can You Survive a
Zombie Apocalypse?
by Anthony Wacholtz
Illustrated by James Nathan
978-1-4914-5925-6

Can You Survive an Alien
Invasion?
by Blake Hoena
Illustrated by Paul FisherJohnson
978-1-4914-5926-3
Can You Survive an
Artificial Intelligence
Uprising?
by Matt Doeden
Illustrated by Paul FisherJohnson
978-1-4914-8125-7
Rights: World except UK
Can You Survive an
Asteroid Strike?
by Matt Doeden
Illustrated by Paul Davidson
978-1-4914-8127-1
Rights: World except UK
Can You Survive in a
Dystopia?
by Anthony Wacholtz
Illustrated by James Nathan
978-1-4914-8128-8
Rights: World except UK

YOU CHOOSE:
ENGINEERING
MARVELS
An Interactive
Engineering Adventure
Building the Empire
State Building
by Allison Lassieur
978-1-4914-0405-8
Building the Golden
Gate Bridge
by Blake Hoena
978-1-4914-0403-4
Building the Great
Wall of China
by Allison Lassieur
978-1-4914-0404-1
Building the
Transcontinental
Railroad
by Steven Otfinoski
978-1-4914-0406-5

YOU CHOOSE:
MODERN HISTORY
An Interactive Modern
History Adventure
The Berlin Wall
by Matt Doeden
978-1-4914-0356-3
Hurricane Katrina
by Blake Hoena
978-1-4765-5220-0
The Korean War
by Michael Burgan
978-1-4914-0357-0
The Making of the
Social Network
by Michael Burgan
978-1-4765-5219-4
Rights: North America
Only
The Vietnam War
by Michael Burgan
978-1-4765-5218-7
War in Afghanistan
by Matt Doeden and
Blake Hoena
978-1-4765-5221-7
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Life-changing choices every 3–5 pages

YOU CHOOSE: HISTORY
An Interactive History Adventure
The Child Labor Reform
Movement
by Steven Otfinoski
978-1-4765-3608-8
Rights: US Only
The Civil War Experience
by Matt Doeden
978-1-4765-0839-9
Rights: North America Only
Ellis Island
by Michael Burgan
978-1-4765-3606-4
Rights: US Only
The Harlem Renaissance
by Allison Lassieur
978-1-4765-3609-5
Rights: US Only
The Oregon Trail
by Matt Doeden
978-1-4765-3607-1
Rights: US Only

Orphan Trains
by Elizabeth Raum
978-1-4296-6273-4

The Story of Juneteenth
by Steven Otfinoski
978-1-4914-1804-8

The Race to the Moon
by Allison Lassieur
978-1-4765-5216-3

The Voting Rights Act of
1965
by Michael Burgan
978-1-4914-1805-5

The Revolutionary War
Experience
by Michael Burgan
978-1-4914-1513-9
The Salem Witch Trials
by Matt Doeden
978-1-4296-6272-7
Rights: North America Only
The Sinking of the
Lusitania
by Steven Otfinoski
978-1-4765-5217-0

World War I
by Gwenyth Swain
978-1-4296-7997-8
Rights: North America Only
World War II
by Elizabeth Raum
978-1-4296-3457-1
World War II on the Home
Front
by Martin Gitlin
978-1-4296-7998-5
Rights: North America Only

YOU CHOOSE:
WORLD WAR II
An Interactive History
Adventure

YOU CHOOSE:
HISTORICAL ERAS
An Interactive History
Adventure

World War II Infantrymen
by Steven Otfinoski
978-1-62065-716-4
Rights: North America Only

Ancient China
by Terry Collins
978-1-4296-9472-8
Rights: North America Only

World War II Naval Forces
by Elizabeth Raum
978-1-62065-720-1
Rights: North America Only

The Aztec Empire
by Elizabeth Raum
978-1-4296-9474-2
Rights: North America Only

World War II Pilots
by Michael Burgan
978-1-62065-718-8
Rights: North America Only

Colonial America
by Allizon Lassieur
978-1-4296-6277-2
Rights: North America Only

World War II Spies
by Michael Burgan
978-1-62065-722-5
Rights: North America Only

The Great Depression
by Michael Burgan
978-1-4296-6276-5

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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YOU CHOOSE: WARRIORS,
BATTLEFIELDS, SURVIVAL,
GREEK MYTHS, SPACE

THE WORLD WAR II
SOLDIERS’
EXPERIENCE

Put readers in the driver’s seat with these interactive history books!
Everything in these books happened to real people. And YOU CHOOSE
the path you take and what you do next. Readers will
explore multiple perspectives and learn for themselves
the value of seeing history from many points of view.

What types of challenges and choices
were faced by World War II soldiers? Find
yourself in the midst of the action in The
World War II Soldier Experience. Storm
the beaches of Normandy on D-Day, face
kamikaze attacks in the Pacific Ocean, and
sweat in the blistering heat of battle in the
North African desert. With 148 choices
and 69 possible endings, The World War
II Soldiers’ Experience will put you on the
front lines of World War II.

CAPSTONE PRESS

$6.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World (unless otherwise noted)
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
51/4” x 71/2”
112 pages
paperback

YOU CHOOSE:
AMERICAN
BATTLES
An Interactive
Battlefield
Adventure
At the Battle of
Antietam
978-1-5435-0292-3
At the Battle of
Bull Run
978-1-5435-0295-4

CAPSTONE PRESS

$14.95 ($16.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
51/4” x 71/2”
328 pages
paperback

YOU CHOOSE:
WARRIORS
An Interactive
History Adventure

YOU CHOOSE:
BATTLEFIELDS
An Interactive Battlefield
Adventure

ife as a Gladiator
978-1-4296-5638-2
Rights: North
America Only

At Battle in the Civil War
978-1-4914-2391-2

Life as a Viking
978-1-4296-5639-9
Rights: North
America Only

At Battle in the
Revolutionary War
978-1-4914-2392-9
At Battle in World War I
978-1-4914-2393-6
At Battle in World War II
978-1-4914-2394-3

At the Battle of
the Ironclads
978-1-5435-0294-7
At the Battle of
Yorktown
978-1-5435-0293-0
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$9.99
($12.95 can)
Paperback
51/4” x 71/2”
328 pages
You Choose: Can You Survive Collection
978-1-5157-6198-3
Rights: North America Only
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YOU CHOOSE: SURVIVAL
An Interactive Survival Adventure
Can You Survive an Earthquake?
978-1-62065-709-6
Rights: North America Only
Can You Survive Antarctica?
978-1-4296-7345-7
Rights: North America Only
Can You Survive Being Lost at
Sea?
978-1-62065-711-9
Rights: North America Only
Can You Survive Extreme
Mountain Climbing?
978-1-4296-9478-0
Rights: North America Only

YOU CHOOSE:
SPACE
An Interactive Space
Adventure
Apollo 11 Moon
Landing
978-1-4914-8137-0
International Space
Station
978-1-4914-8138-7
Mars Exploration
Rovers
978-1-4914-8139-4
Space Race
978-1-4914-8136-3

The World War II Soldiers’ Experience
by Steven Otfinoski, Elizabeth Raum, and
Michael Burgan
978-1-4914-1514-6

Can You Survive in the Special
Forces?
978-1-4296-9480-3
Rights: North America Only
Can You Survive Storm Chasing?
978-1-4296-7347-1
Rights: North America Only
Can You Survive the Desert?
978-1-4296-7995-4
Rights: World except UK
Can You Survive the Jungle?
978-1-4296-7349-5
Rights: North America Only
Can You Survive the Titanic?
978-1-4296-7351-8
Rights: North America Only
Can You Survive the Wilderness?
978-1-4296-7996-1
Rights: North America Only

“Will help readers
understand the horrors
and dangers of battle”
— School Library Journal
“Series Made Simple”
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WORD FUN

MATH FUN

WRITER’S TOOLBOX

Life as a word can be wild and a lot of work.
Discover how these lexicons live and how
they help build sentences.

Primary math concepts are introduced using creative examples, easyto-understand text, and engaging art illustration. These entertaining
and fun math books are perfect for reading aloud or for reading alone.

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

Turn readers into writers. Using a single or small number of genrespecific works, this new series explores the tools all beginning
writers need. Each title includes a review list of key concepts, at least
four exercises for getting started, and numerous writing tips.

$7.95 ($9.95 can)

$7.95 ($9.95 can)

rights: World
age level: 7-10 years
reading level: Grades 2-4
11” x 9”
24 pages
11 illustrations
paperback

rights: World
age level: 7-9 years
reading level: Grades 2-4
11” x 9”
24 pages
10 illustrations
paperback

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$8.95 ($10.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 7-9 years
reading level: Grades 2-4
11” x 9”
32 pages
paperback

All illustrated by Sara Gray
If You Were a
Capital Letter
978-1-4048-5694-3

If You Were a
Pronoun
978-1-4048-2639-7

If You Were a
Comma
978-1-4048-5321-8

If You Were a
Question Mark
978-1-4048-5324-9

If You Were a
Compound Word
978-1-4048-4776-7

If You Were a Circle
by Molly Blaisdell
978-1-4048-5686-8

If You Were a Quadrilateral
by Molly Blaisdell
978-1-4048-5690-5

If You Were a
Suffix
978-1-4048-4778-1

If You Were a Divided-by
Sign
by Trisha Speed Shaskan
978-1-4048-5196-2

If You Were a Quart or a Liter
by Marcie Aboff
978-1-4048-5208-2

If You Were a
Conjunction
978-1-4048-2389-1

If You Were a
Synonym
978-1-4048-2391-4

If You Were a Fraction
by Trisha Speed Shaskan
978-1-4048-4791-0

If You Were a
Contraction
978-1-4048-4775-0

If You Were a
Verb
978-1-4048-1981-8

If You Were a Minus Sign
by Trisha Speed Shaskan
978-1-4048-4788-0

If You Were a
Homonym or a
Homophone
978-1-4048-3571-9

If You Were an
Adjective
978-1-4048-1982-5

If You Were a Minute
by Trisha Speed Shaskan
978-1-4048-5202-0

If You Were an
Adverb
978-1-4048-1983-2

If You Were a Plus Sign
by Trisha Speed Shaskan
978-1-4048-4785-9

If You Were an
Antonym
978-1-4048-2388-4

If You Were a Polygon
by Marcie Aboff
978-1-4048-5692-9

If You Were a
Noun
978-1-4048-1980-1
If You Were a
Period
978-1-4048-5333-1
If You Were a
Plural Word
978-1-4048-5696-7
If You Were a
Prefix
978-1-4048-4777-4
If You Were a
Preposition
978-1-4048-2390-7

If You Were an
Apostrophe
978-1-4048-5318-8
If You Were an
Exclamation Point
978-1-4048-5327-0
If You Were an
Interjection
978-1-4048-2638-0
If You Were
Quotation Marks
978-1-4048-5330-0

If You Were a Set
by Marcie Aboff
978-1-4048-4800-9
If You Were a Times Sign
by Trisha Speed Shaskan
978-1-4048-5211-2
If You Were a Triangle
by Marcie Aboff
978-1-4048-5688-2
If You Were an Even Number
by Marcie Aboff
978-1-4048-4797-2
If You Were an Inch or a
Centimeter
by Marcie Aboff
978-1-4048-5199-3

$14.95
($16.95 can)
10” x 8”
192 pages

Action!: Writing Your Own
Play
by Nancy Loewen
978-1-4048-6392-7

Once Upon a Time: Writing
Your Own Fairy Tale
by Nancy Loewen
978-1-4048-5336-2

Art Panels, BAM! Speech
Bubbles, POW!: Writing
Your Own Graphic Novel
by Trisha Speed Shaskan
978-1-4048-6393-4

Share a Scare: Writing
Your Own Scary Story
by Nancy Loewen
978-1-4048-5700-1

It’s All About You: Writing
Your Own Journal
by Nancy Loewen
978-1-4048-5698-1
Just the Facts: Writing
Your Own Research Report
by Nancy Loewen
978-1-4048-5702-5
Make Me Giggle: Writing
Your Own Silly Story
by Nancy Loewen
978-1-4048-5704-9

Show Me a Story: Writing
Your Own Picture Book
by Nancy Loewen
978-1-4048-5342-3
Sincerely Yours: Writing
Your Own Letter
by Nancy Loewen
978-1-4048-5339-3
Words, Wit, and Wonder:
Writing Your Own Poem
by Nancy Loewen
978-1-4048-5345-4

$14.95 ($16.95 can) • 10” x 8” • 192 pages

Writer’s Toolbox:
Learn How to
Write Letters,
Fairy Tales, Scary
Stories, Journals,
Poems, and
Reports
978-1-4048-5905-0

Math Fun
978-1-4048-5611-0
capstoneyoungreaders.com
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TIME TO SIGN
Introduce sign language with this kidfriendly series. Clear text teaches basic
signs in a range of useful categories. From
Food to People to the Alphabet and various
Greetings, this fun and easy series is an
excellent reference for even the youngest
reader.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$8.95 ($9.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 5-9 years
reading level: Grades PreK-1
91/4” x 101/4”
112 pages
100 illustrations
paperback

FRIENDS WITH
DISABILITIES

UNDERSTANDING
DIFFERENCES

KIDS’ GUIDE TO
GOVERNMENT

Celebrating tolerance and acceptance,
each title in this constructive and
accessible series focuses on the rewards
and challenges of having a friend with
a disability. Everyday situations are
accompanied by informative sidebars
that provide details about the highlighted
disability.

Teach diversity and tolerance to very young
readers. Colorful photos show kids with
disabilities enjoying activities with their peers.

Does the government really have branches?
Do kids have legal rights too? What’s
a ballot? It’s hard to understand all the
rules, laws, and processes that keep our
government running. What does it all
mean? With easy-to-understand language
and humorous, colorful photos, books in
this series help readers decode some of
the complicated systems in our nation’s
government.

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$7.49 ($9.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 5-8 years
reading level: Grades K-3
81⁄8” x 8”
24 pages
paperback

CAPSTONE PRESS

$6.29 ($7.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 4-8 years
reading level: Grades K-1
6” x 7”
24 pages
paperback

Understanding How You Can Help
by Emma Carlson Berne
978-1-5435-0320-3
Some Kids Are Blind: Revised Edition
by Lola M. Schaefer
978-1-4296-1774-1

Understanding Your Civil Rights
by Emma Carlson Berne
978-1-5435-0323-4

Some Kids Are Deaf: Revised Edition
by Lola M. Schaefer
978-1-4296-1775-8

Understanding Your Legal Rights
by John Joseph Micklos, Jr.
978-1-5435-0321-0

Some Kids Have Autism
by Martha E. H. Rustad
978-1-4296-1772-7

Understanding Your Role in Elections
by Jessica Gunderson
978-1-5435-0322-7

Some Kids Use Wheelchairs: Revised
Edition
by Lola M. Schaefer
978-1-4296-1776-5
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$8.95 ($11.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-7
7 3/4” x 8 3/4”
32 pages
Paperback

Time to Sign: Sign Language for Kids
by Kathryn Clay
Illustrated by Mick Reid
978-1-62065-687-7

“An enjoyable and
accessible introduction.”
— Booklist

CAPSTONE PRESS

My Friend Has ADHD
by Amanda Doering Tourville
Illustrated by Kristin Sorra
978-1-4048-6108-4
My Friend Has Autism
by Amanda Doering Tourville
Illustrated by Kristin Sorra
978-1-4048-6109-1

My Friend Has Down Syndrome
by Amanda Doering Tourville
Illustrated by Kristin Sorra
978-1-4048-6110-7
capstoneyoungreaders.com

Some Kids Wear Leg Braces:
Revised Edition
by Lola M. Schaefer
978-1-4296-1777-2
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Smithsonian

Smithsonian

SCIENCE WORKS

LITTLE EXPLORER

LITTLE PALEONTOLOGIST

Bring out your inner scientist with these visually dramatic books for
kids. Little Explorer investigates the topics kids love best. Stunning
images and simple text, coupled with fun facts and sidebars, help
make learning fun.

Fossils are like time machines—they take us back to the time of
dinosaurs! Discover the fascinating world of your favorite dinos, Little
Explorer style. New findings, old bones, and tons of awesome facts,
photos, and illustrations tell the amazing stories of these prehistoric
creatures and their journey through time.

CAPSTONE PRESS

$6.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 4-6 years
reading level: Grades PreK-1
73/4” x 83/4”
32 pages
paper-over-board
Airplanes
by Martha E. H. Rustad
978-1-4765-3542-5
Coral Reefs
by Megan C. Peterson
978-1-4765-3541-8
Dogs
by Martha E. H. Rustad
978-1-4914-0793-6
Hurricanes
by Martha E. H. Rustad
978-1-4765-5268-2
Insects
by Martha E. H. Rustad
978-1-4914-0794-3
My Body
by Martha E. H. Rustad
978-1-4765-3544-9
Sharks
by Megan C. Peterson
978-1-4765-3540-1
Snakes
by Martha E. H. Rustad
978-1-4765-5271-2
Space
by Martha E. H. Rustad
978-1-4765-3545-6
Volcanoes
by Martha E. H. Rustad
978-1-4765-5270-5
Water
by Martha E. H. Rustad
978-1-4765-3543-2

CAPSTONE PRESS

$6.95 ($7.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 4-6 years
reading level: Grades PreK-1
6” x 9”
32 pages
paper-over-board

BACKLIST

Our everyday world is full of stories about
science. From physics and fossils to the
food chain, these bright, funny books
show why things happen and how they
work. Readers will enjoy the graphic novel
stylings.
PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS

$7.95 ($9.95 can)
rights: US Only
age level: 8-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-6
9” x 9”
32 pages
50 illustrations
paperback

Allosaurus
by Sally Lee
978-1-4914-2378-3
Ankylosaurus
by Sally Lee
978-1-4914-0814-8
Apatosaurus
by Sally Lee
978-1-4914-2379-0
Diplodocus
by Sally Lee
978-1-4914-0815-5
Iguanodon
by Sally Lee
978-1-4914-2380-6
Megalosaurus
by Sally Lee
978-1-4914-2381-3
Stegosaurus
by A. L. Wegwerth
978-1-4914-0818-6
Triceratops
by Janet Riehecky
978-1-4914-0817-9
Tyrannosaurus Rex
by A. L. Wegwerth
978-1-4914-0816-2
Velociraptor
by Janet Riehecky
978-1-4914-0819-3

Charged Up: The Story of Electricity
by Jacqui Bailey
Illustrated by Matthew Lilly
978-1-4048-1129-4
Cracking Up: A Story About Erosion
by Jacqui Bailey
Illustrated by Matthew Lilly
978-1-4048-1996-2
A Drop in the Ocean: The Story of
Water
by Jacqui Bailey
Illustrated by Matthew Lilly
978-1-4048-1127-0
The Rock Factory: The Story About
the Rock Cycle
by Jacqui Bailey
Illustrated by Matthew Lilly
978-1-4048-1997-9
Sun Up, Sun Down: The Story of Day
and Night
by Jacqui Bailey
Illustrated by Matthew Lilly
978-1-4048-1128-7
Up, Down, All Around: A Story of
Gravity
by Jacqui Bailey
Illustrated by Matthew Lilly
978-1-4048-1999-3

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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SUPERMAN™ SCIENCE

BATMAN™ SCIENCE

GIRLS SCIENCE CLUB

Superman is the World’s Greatest Hero! With superstrength, lightning speed, laser vision, and the ability to
fly, he keeps Earth safe. But what is the science behind
strength, speed, sight, and flight? And does anything
or anyone in our world have similar abilities to
Superman? Superman Science explores how real-life
science and engineering relates to the Man of Steel’s
famous powers—and the real-world connections may
surprise you.

Batman conquers crime with brains, brawn, and a
whole lot of high-tech gadgetry. Batman Science
explores the surprising ways the Caped Crusader’s
gear and gadgets actually connect to reality.
Accessible text, real-world photos, and Batman
illustrations team up to reveal the real science and
engineering behind Batman’s fictional world.

Research has shown that girls begin to lose interest
in science as they grow up. Targeted specifically to
girls, this series is sure to spark readers’ interest. With
a variety of activities and experiments, these hip
how-tos show girls that there’s more to science than
lab coats and beakers.

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$9.95 ($12.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-6
6” x 9”
144 pages
75 illustrations
paperback

Superman Science: The Real-World Science
Behind Superman’s Powers
by Agnieszka Biskup and Tammy Enz
978-1-62370-702-6

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$9.95 ($11.50 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 10-15 years
reading level: Grades 5-9
6” x 9”
144 pages
71 illustrations
paperback

CAPSTONE PRESS

$8.19 ($10.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
8” x 10”
32 pages
paperback

Batman Science: The Real-World
Science Behind Batman’s Gear
by Tammy Enz and Agnieszka Biskup
978-1-62370-064-5

Cool Biology Activities for Girls
by Kristi Lew
978-1-4296-8019-6
Cool Chemistry Activities for Girls
by Jodi Wheeler-Toppen, PhD.
978-1-4296-8020-2
Cool Engineering Activities for Girls
by Heather E. Schwartz
978-1-4296-8021-9
Cool Physics Activities for Girls
by Suzanne Slade
978-1-4296-8022-6
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MIND BENDERS

CAPTURED SCIENCE HISTORY

Mind Benders makes common subjects like military vehicles amazing. Crazy, wild facts
and a bright, bold design will keep struggling and reluctant readers wanting more! Entice
browsers with quick facts that pack a punch.

Can a photograph change the world? The answer is yes! Captured Science History
explores how a single moment captured by a camera can influence science and
change the course of scientific history—or world history, for that matter. Combining
science, history, photography, and media literacy, this series looks at some of the most
influential scientific breakthroughs and details how and why they came about.

CAPSTONE PRESS

$7.95 ($8.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
8” x 6”
240 pages
100 illustrations
paperback

Totally Amazing Facts About Military
Vehicles
by Cari Meister
978-1-5157-4542-6

Totally Wacky Facts About History
by Cari Meister
978-1-4914-8391-6

Totally Wacky Facts About YOU!
by Cari Meister
978-1-4914-8376-3

“Imagine a book that will
keep kids busy reading no
matter how much or how
little interest they have in
reading. This is a winner.”
— San Francisco Book Reviews

COMPASS POINT BOOKS

$8.95 ($11.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 10-12 years
reading level: Grades 5-9
91/4” x 101/4”
64 pages
35 illustrations
paperback

Totally Wacky Facts About Animals
by Cari Meister
978-1-4914-6525-7

Double Helix: How an Image Sparked
the Discovery of the Secret of Life
by Danielle Smith-Llera
978-0-7565-5646-4

Finding the Titanic: How Images from
the Ocean Depths Fueled Interest in
the Doomed Ship
by Michael Burgan
978-0-7565-5644-0

Hubble Deep Field: How a Photo
Revolutionized Our Understanding of
the Universe
by Don Nardo
978-0-7565-5647-1

Mars Rover: How a Self-Portrait
Captured the Power of Curiosity
by Danielle Smith-Llera
978-0-7565-5645-7

Totally Wacky Facts About Space
by Emma Carlson Berne
978-1-4914-6526-4

capstoneyoungreaders.com
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TOP SPORTS TIPS
The feeling you get when you play the sport you love
is unlike any other. And when you excel at that sport?
Nothing compares! Books in this series will give you
all the information and tips you need to compete in
whatever sport you choose.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$7.95 ($9.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 6-8 years
reading level: Grades 1-3
8” x 10”
32 pages
24 illustrations
paperback

Top Basketball Tips
by Rebecca Rissman
978-1-5157-4725-3

Top Soccer Tips
by Danielle S. Hammelef
978-1-5157-4728-4

Top Dance Tips
by Jen Jones
978-1-5157-4730-7

Top Softball Tips
by Rebecca Rissman
978-1-5157-4727-7

Top Ice Hockey Tips
by Heather E. Schwartz
978-1-5157-4729-1

Top Volleyball Tips
by Heather E. Schwartz
978-1-5157-4726-0

ALL-STAR GOOFBALL
TRIVIA
Take a look at the goofy side of your favorite sports.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$9.95 ($12.95 can)
rights: World ex OFAC Embargo, ZW,
Western Balkans
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 4-6
7” x 9”
144 pages
160 illustrations
paperback

All-Star Goofball Trivia: Weird and Wild
Sports Trivia
by Matt Chandler, Shane Frederick,
and Megan Cooley Peterson
978-1-62370-778-1

PLAY LIKE THE PROS
Game-winning homeruns. Touchdowns that clinch
a team’s victory. How do the pros do it? It takes pro
athletes years of hard work to hone the skills of their
sport. With clear, professional advice and instructions
on key skills from each sport, this set is great for
aspiring athletes.
CAPSTONE PRESS

$7.19 ($8.95 can)
rights: North America Only
age level: 10-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
7” x 9”
32 pages
paperback

Play Baseball Like a Pro: Key Skills and Tips
by Hans Hetrick
978-1-4296-5644-3
Play Basketball Like a Pro: Key Skills and Tips
by Nate LeBoutillier
978-1-4296-5645-0
Play Football Like a Pro: Key Skills and Tips
by Matt Doeden
978-1-4296-5646-7
Play Soccer Like a Pro: Key Skills and Tips
by Christopher Forest
978-1-4296-5647-4
“Attractive graphics-rich layouts
walk the young footballer through how
to take a clean snap, how to complete
a pass and how to hang onto the ball.”
— LiveStrong.com
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SIDE-BY-SIDE SPORTS

SPORTS MATH

FANTASY SPORTS MATH

Which quarterback would win in a scoring shootout
between Tom Brady and Joe Montana? Who came out
on top in the classic matchup between Larry Bird and
Magic Johnson? Which hitter is better in the clutch,
David Ortiz or Reggie Jackson? Sports Illustrated Kids
sets the stage for a showdown between the greatest
players in sports history. Who will win? It’s up to
you to decide! Produced in partnership with Sports
Illustrated KIDS.

Math and sports go together like a ball and glove.
Show your sports fans how relevant and integral
math is to sports. High-impact photos integrate with
easy-to-understand explanations to show that hockey
goalies use geometry, baseball strategy depends on
statistics, basketball angles are key, and footballs
won’t go far if you don’t calculate the proper distance
for a pass. Produced in partnership with Sports
Illustrated KIDS.

Sports fans may never get the game-winning score to
win a major championship. But they can still capture
some glory by playing fantasy sports. Using statistical
data and basic math, young sports fans can learn all
they need to know to run their own fantasy teams and
dominate their leagues.

CAPSTONE PRESS

CAPSTONE PRESS

$7.95 ($8.95 can)

$8.19 ($10.95 can)

rights: World ex OFAC Embargo, ZW,
Western Balkans
age level: 10-14 years
reading level: Grades 4-6
6” x 9”
48 pages
paperback

rights: North America Only
age level: 9-13 years
reading level: Grades 4-6
6” x 9”
48 pages
paperback

rights: World ex OFAC Embargo, ZW,
Western Balkans
age level: 9-12 years
reading level: Grades 3-9
7” x 9”
32 pages
15-17 illustrations
paperback

Side-by-Side Baseball Stars: Comparing
Pro Baseball’s Greatest Players
by Matt Chandler
978-1-4765-6172-1
Side-by-Side Basketball Stars: Comparing
Pro Basketball’s Greatest Players
by Christopher Forest
978-1-4765-6169-1
Side-by-Side Football Stars: Comparing
Pro Football’s Greatest Players
by Shane Frederick
978-1-4765-6170-7

CAPSTONE PRESS

$7.95 ($9.95 can)

Baseball: The Math of the Game
by Thomas K. Adamson
978-1-4296-7315-0
Basketball: The Math of the Game
by Thomas K. Adamson
978-1-4296-7317-4
Football: The Math of the Game
by Shane Frederick
978-1-4296-7319-8
Hockey: The Math of the Game
by Shane Frederick
978-1-4296-7321-1

Fantasy Baseball Math: Using Stats
to Score Big in Your League
by Allan Morey
978-1-5157-2170-3
Fantasy Football Math: Using Stats
to Score Big in Your League
by Matt Doeden
978-1-5157-2171-0

Side-by-Side Hockey Stars: Comparing
Pro Hockey’s Greatest Players
by Shane Frederick
978-1-4765-6171-4

Sports Illustrated Kids is a registered trademark of Meredith Corp. Used with permission.
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PROJECT YOU

GIRL TALK

Find your balance. Become stronger. Feel
amazing. Center yourself after a stressful
week by taking five minutes to write in your
journal. Strengthen your body and calm
your mind with simple yoga poses and
breathing techniques. Craft a vision board
to help you achieve your goals. Awardwinning author Aubre Andrus shares more
than 50 do-right-now projects that will
help beat stress, smile big, and discover a
calmer more blissful you.

Being a tween girl is tough, caught in
that murky space between elementary
school and high school. Girl Talk poses
and answers the day-to-day life questions
today’s tween girls want to know in
a fresh, contemporary package. The
expert-approved advice appears to come
straight from the mouths of peer mentors,
rather than adults, so tween readers will be
assured they’re getting the real scoop.

SWITCH PRESS

$14.95 ($18.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 14+ years
8” x 10”
160 pages
paperback

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

THE BABYSITTER’S
BACKPACK

BOTANICAL
BEAUTY

You got your first babysitting job. Now
what? Find the tools you need to be a
responsible and successful babysitter.
Get tips on starting your own babysitting
business, keeping kids safe, and planning
fun activities for children of any age. Basic
information on how to care for children
is also included. “What Should You Do?”
quizzes and checklists will help make sure
you’re ready to take on any babysitting job.

Soak, scrub, and soothe your way to
relaxation with simple homemade spa
recipes from award-winning author
Aubre Andrus. Using some of nature’s
best ingredients, such as beeswax, sugar,
coconut oil, shea butter, avocado, sea salt,
essential oils, and more, craft everything
from a Cooling Peppermint Hand Cream
to a Vanilla Honey Body Scrub. Make
practical products, like your own all-natural
Bugs-Be-Gone Insect Repellent, Minty
Homemade Toothpaste, and Natural
Shaving Cream. Or pamper yourself after
a long day with a Re-energizing Tub Tea,
Lovely Lavender Bath Salts, and a Deep
Conditioning Treatment. Nourish your
body from head to toe with these organic,
handmade recipes and crafts, or package
them as a gift to share a fresh, fun spa
experience.

$12.95 ($14.50 can)

CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

rights: World
age level: 8-9 years
reading level: Grades 2-3
8” x 10”
112 pages
96 illustrations
paperback

$12.95 ($14.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 8-14 years
reading level: Grades 3-4
8” x 10”
128 pages
paperback

SWITCH PRESS

$14.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 14+ years
8” x 10”
160 pages
paperback

Project You: More than 50 Ways to
Calm Down, De-Stress, and Feel Great
by Aubre Andrus, Karen Bluth
Illustrated by Veronica Collignon
978-1-63079-091-2

Girl Talk: Questions and Answers
about Daily Dramas, Disasters, and
Delights
by Nancy Loewen
Illustrated by Julissa Mora
978-1-62370-218-2

The Babysitter’s Backpack: Everything
You Need to Be a Safe, Smart, and
Skilled Babysitter
by Melissa Higgins and Rebecca Rissman
978-1-62370-134-5

Botanical Beauty: 80 Essential
Recipes for Natural Spa Products
by Aubre Andrus
978-1-63079-075-2
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“Fun and original
maker projects.”
— Booklist

Young Adult
WAKING IN TIME

SUCKTOWN, ALASKA

Still mourning the loss of her beloved grandmother
and shaken by her mysterious, dying request to “find
the baby,” Abbi has just arrived at UW Madison for her
freshman year. But on her second day, she wakes up to a
different world: 1983. That is just the first stop on Abbi’s
journey backward through time. Will is a charming college
freshman from 1927 who travels forward through time.
When Abbi and Will meet in the middle, love adds another
complication to their lives. Communicating across time
through a buried time capsule, they try to decode the
mystery of their travel, find the lost baby, and plead with
their champion, a kindly physics professor, to help them
find each other again … even though the professor gets
younger each time Abbi meets him. This page-turning
story full of romance, twists, and delightful details about
campus life then and now will stay with readers long after
the book’s satisfying end.

Looking for a great adventure, eighteen-year-old Eddie
Ashford stumbles into a job as a reporter in tiny Kusko,
Alaska, a place so remote that bush planes and dog
sleds are the only ways in or out. When the job and
the place, which sits on the flat and desolate tundra
and not in the stunning mountains he’d imagined,
turn out to be disappointments, Eddie thinks maybe
it’s time to bail. But three things tie him there: 1)
Taylor, a girl who might be a little too pretty and a
little too smart for him; 2) Finn, a new friend who is
an all-around good dude but also happens to be a
small-time pot dealer; and 3) Eddie’s empty wallet,
which means he can’t afford to transport himself and
his possessions back to civilization. Despite every
good-guy instinct inside him, Eddie flirts with trouble
as he tries to find a way home.

SWITCH PRESS

$17.95 ($24.50 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 14+ years
51/2” x 81/4”
360 pages
paper-over-board + jacket

Waking in Time
by Angie Stanton
978-1-63079-070-7

SWITCH PRESS

BACKLIST

THE BOUNDLESS
SUBLIME
Ruby Jane Galbraith has nothing left. After an accident
tears her family apart, she finds her entire world
obliterated. And it’s all her fault. The only thing that
makes sense to her is Fox—a gentle new friend who
is wise, soulful, and clever, yet oddly naive about the
ways of the world. Fox understands her loss. Her pain.
And he offers her a way out—a chance to find peace in
a community that seems guided by love. He asks her
to join him at the Institute of the Boundless Sublime.
Ruby knows one thing for sure: her life without Fox
is a life she doesn’t want to live, and the Institute is
the only way to keep him. But as she’s drawn into
the Institute’s web, Ruby begins to learn its sinister
secrets. A fast-paced plot and searing prose drive this
gripping drama about an ordinary girl drawn into a
secretive cult and how far she will go for love.

$17.95 ($24.50 can)

SWITCH PRESS

rights: World
age level: 14+ years
51/2” x 81/4”
352 pages
paper-over-board + jacket

$17.95 ($22.95 can)

Sucktown, Alaska
by Craig Dirkes
978-1-63079-055-4

rights: US & Canada
age level: 14+ years
51/2” x 81/4”
352 pages
paper-over-board

The Boundless Sublime
by Lili Wilkinson
978-1-63079-100-1

“Angie Stanton’s Waking in Time
combines some of my favorite things:
family secrets, an enthralling mystery,
and a sweet romance. I couldn’t
turn the pages fast enough.”
— Tracy Ganis Graves, New York Times
bestselling author of On The Island
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STRANGE
ALCHEMY
On Roanoke Island, the legend of the
Lost Colony—and the 114 colonists who
vanished without a trace more than
four hundred years ago—still haunts the
town. But that’s just a story told for the
tourists…or it is? When 114 people suddenly
disappear from the island in present day,
it seems history is repeating itself—and an
unlikely pair of seventeen-year-olds might
be the only hope of bringing the missing
back. Miranda Blackwood, a member of
one of island’s most infamous families,
and Grant Rawling, the sherrif’s son, who
has demons and secrets of his own, find
themselves at the center of the mystery.
As the unlikely pair works to uncover the
secrets of the new Lost Colony, they must
dodge everyone from the authorities to
long-dead alchemists as they race against
time to save their family and friends before
they too are gone for good.

LOIS LANE™

RAILHEAD

In the tradition of whipsmart, funny—and
strong—girls like Veronica Mars and Buffy
Summers, this series brings Lois Lane to
life. Re-imagined as a contemporary high
school girl, Lois comes out from behind
Superman’s shadow as a savvy, unafraid,
and all-around awesome protagonist.

The Great Network is an ancient web of
routes and gates, where sentient trains can
take you anywhere in the galaxy in the blink
of an eye. Zen Starling is a nobody. A petty
thief from the filthy streets of Thunder City
who aimlessly rides the rails of the Network.
So when the mysterious stranger Raven
offers Zen a chance to escape the squalor of
the city and live the rest of his days in luxury,
Zen can’t believe his luck. All he has to do is
steal one small box from the Emperor’s train
with the help of Nova, an android girl. But the
Great Network is a hazardous mess of twists
and turns, and that little box just might bring
everything in this galaxy—and the next—to
the end of the line. The highly anticipated
novel from Carnegie-medal-winning author
Philip Reeve, Railhead is a fast, immersive,
and heart-pounding ride perfect for any sci-fi
fan. Step aboard—the universe is waiting.

SWITCH PRESS
paper–over–board + jacket

$16.95 ($18.95 can)
paperback

$9.95 ($10.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 14+ years
51/2” x 81/4”
304 & 384 pages

SWITCH PRESS
paper–over–board + jacket

SWITCH PRESS

$16.95 ($18.95 can)

$17.95 ($22.95 can)

paperback

rights: World except UK
age level: 14+ years
51/2” x 8”
336 pages
paper-over-board + jacket

rights: US & Canada
age level: 14+ years
51/2” x 81/4”
352 pages

$10.95 ($14.95 can)

BLACK LIGHT
EXPRESS
With superb world building, gripping
action, and ruthless political intrigue,
Black Light Express delivers a breathtaking
adventure into the darkest depths of space
and is sure to please sci-fi fans and foes
alike. At the edge of the Great Network,
a small-time thief and an android girl
ride aboard a sentient train. They hurtle
toward the unknown, ready to see what
lies beyond the end of the universe. But
Zen Starling and Nova leave behind worlds
on the brink of chaos. Old rulers are dead,
and now young Threnody Noon sits
precariously on the throne. Unrest spreads
like a virus, a rival corporate family grows
hungry for power, and the once tranquil
Empire seems bound for railwar and ruin.
Watching everything are the Guardians—
the mysterious god-like AIs to whom
people of the Network offer their prayers
and praises. But even gods have secrets.
Secrets the so-called benevolent deities
would do anything to keep hidden deep
within the farthest reaches of existence.
Return to the exciting sci-fi world of Philip
Reeve in this sequel to Railhead, which
received three starred reviews and was
praised by Publishers Weekly as a “thrilling
and imaginative escapade.”
SWITCH PRESS

$17.95 ($22.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 14+ years
51/2” x 81/4”
352 pages
paper-over-board

by Gwenda Bond
Double Down
978-1-63079-038-7 (PoB)
978-1-63079-039-4 (PB)
Fallout
978-1-63079-005-9 (PoB)
978-1-63079-006-6 (PB)
Triple Threat
978-1-63079-082-0 (PoB)
978-1-63079-084-4 (PB)

Strange Alchemy
by Gwenda Bond
978-1-63079-076-9

“So it’s basically Lois
Lane in a Veronica Marsesque plot, which sounds
like all kinds of awesome”
— Entertainment Weekly
“A spectacular prose start for
DC Comics’ spectacular lady.”
— Kirkus Reviews
★ STARRED REVIEW
“It’s not a bird, it’s not a
plane, it’s Lois Lane, boldly
following clues wherever
they lead, taking readers
along for a thrilling ride.”
— Chicago Tribune
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Railhead
by Philip Reeve
978-1-63079-048-6 (PoB)
978-1-63079-050-9 (PB)
“Featuring gorgeously
described alien landscapes,
sharply drawn characters (some
not even vaguely human),
and genuinely awesome
technology, this thrilling
and imaginative escapade
will captivate the Carnegie
Medal–winner’s many fans.”
— Publishers Weekly
★ STARRED REVIEW

Black Light Express
by Philip Reeve
978-1-63079-096-7

Young Adult

BACKLIST

NICE GIRLS
ENDURE

BECOMING
DARKNESS

CHILDREN OF
ICARUS

CHILDREN OF
DAEDALA

A must-read for anyone who struggles to
be happy in their own skin. Chelsea Duvay
is so many things. She’s an avid musical
lover, she’s a gifted singer, and she has
the most perfect, beautiful feet. But no
one ever notices that. All they notice is
Chelsea’s weight. Daily, Chelsea endures
endless comments about her appearance
from well-meaning adults and cruel
classmates. So she keeps to herself and just
tries to make it through. Don’t make waves.
Don’t draw attention. That’s how life is
for Chelsea—until a special class project
pushes the energetic and incessantly
social Melody into Chelsea’s world. As
their unlikely friendship grows, Chelsea
emerges from her isolated existence, and
she begins to find the confidence to enjoy
life. But bullies are bullies, and they remain
as vicious as ever. One terrible encounter
threatens to destroy everything Chelsea
has worked so hard to achieve. Readers
will be captivated by Chelsea’s journey as
she discovers the courage to declare her
own beauty and self-worth, no matter what
others might think.

Like everyone else living in Haven,
seventeen-year-old Sophie Harkness is an
Immune—a carrier of the genetic mutation
that protects her from the virus Hitler
unleashed upon the world more than half
a century ago. A virus that wiped out most
of humanity and turned two-hundred
million people into vamps. But after her
best friend is brutally murdered and several
attempts are made on her own life, Sophie
becomes determined to find answers to
what seems to be a conspiracy running
generations deep. And when she questions
the peace treaty that keeps her small
community protected, Sophie begins to
discover terrible truths about herself and
what it means to be human in a world ruled
by darkness. Lindsay Brambles’ debut
young adult novel is a story of an alternate
universe: Hitler won the war, our modern
technologies never evolved, and the
Nazis’ terrifying reign still continues. This
fast-paced novel will appeal to readers who
guzzle up genre mashups and are looking
for a fresh hybrid to sweep them away.

It’s Clara who’s desperate to enter the
labyrinth and it’s Clara who’s bright,
strong, and fearless enough to take on
any challenge. It’s no surprise when she’s
chosen. But so is the girl who has always
lived in her shadow. Together they enter.
Within minutes, they are torn apart forever.
Now the girl who has never left the city
walls must fight to survive in a living
nightmare, where one false turn with who
to trust means a certain dead end.

Six months alone in the labyrinth has
made her strong. But the search for the
exit means gambling on an old ‘friend’ and
going against everything she’s been taught
to survive. You know the labyrinth will
have yet more horrors lurking in its depths.
You’ve learned few people can be trusted.
But freedom is tantalizingly close. Are you
ready to take the risk?

SWITCH PRESS

$16.95 ($22.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 14+ years
51/2” x 81/4”
256 pages
paper-over-board + jacket

SWITCH PRESS

$17.95 ($22.95 can)

SWITCH PRESS

rights: World except UK
age level: 14+ years
51/2” x 81/4”
336 pages
paper-over-board + jacket

$16.95 ($22.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 14+ years
51/2” x 81/4”
312 pages
paper-over-board + jacket

SWITCH PRESS
paper–over–board + jacket

$17.95 ($19.95 can)
paperback

$10.95 ($14.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 14+ years
51/2” x 8”
496 pages
Children of Icarus
by Caighlan Smith
978-1-63079-057-8

Children of Daedala
by Caighlan Smith
978-1-63079-086-8

“The ending builds up to a
solid turning point, promising
more action and satisfying
answers in the future.”
— VOYA
“Icarus was, easily, the best
book I have read in 2016.”
— Teereads.com

Nice Girls Endure
by Chris Struyk-Bonn
978-1-63079-047-9
“Struyk-Bonn (Whisper)
gives Chelsea a blunt voice
and frank wit, and her hardwon triumphs and ability to
regain her self-confidence
come without resorting to
oft-seen and ill-advised
weight-loss plotlines.”
— Publisher’s Weekly

Becoming Darkness
by Lindsay Francis Brambles
978-1-63079-017-2 (PoB)
978-1-63079-074-5 (PB)
“A definite addition
for young vampire fans
thirsting for fresh meat.”
— School Library Journal

VOYA Magazine’s Top
Shelf Fiction 2016 list
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STATE OF GRACE

WANTED

THE DIAMOND THIEF

The trees are laden with fruit and the water in the
lagoon is as clear as crystal. Wren’s world is a utopia.
If only she could stop the strange visions she’s started
having: flashes of another world, where there are
people she doesn’t know, couldn’t possibly know, but
who somehow feel familiar. What does Blaze, the
most beautiful and mysterious of creations, know
about what’s going on in Wren’s head? When she
uncovers the lies that are propping up everything she
has ever believed in, Wren must choose: remain in
blissful ignorance or face the ugly truth?

After Grace Milton’s family is brutally murdered at their
ranch outside Tombstone, Arizona, she must learn to fend
for herself. She takes to the wilderness on her stallion,
Bullet, but soon falls ill on her journey. Joe, a young man
who lives with an Apache tribe, rescues her, and despite
her heartache, the two develop a passionate romance. As
Grace seeks revenge by tracking down each of the gang
members, she will need to fight hard to win the war her
heart wages against her vengeful instincts.

Remy Brunel survives life in Victorian England with catlike
reflexes and agility, skills that serve her well both on the
high wire and in darker situations. Meanwhile, Thaddeus
Rec survives with his intuition and strong character,
qualities that make him a promising young detective.
When Remy and Thaddeus are thrown together in this
steampunk series, the results are explosive. Can they
look past their differences and work together? More
importantly, can they afford not to?

SWITCH PRESS

SWITCH PRESS

$16.95 ($19.50 can)

$16.95 ($19.50 can)

rights: US & Canada
age level: 14+ years
51/2” x 81/4”
272 pages
paper-over-board

rights: North America Only
age level: 14+ years
51/2” x 81/4”
336 pages
paper-over-board + jacket

SWITCH PRESS

$17.95 ($19.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 14+ years
51/2” x 81/4”
304 pages
paper-over-board

Grace and the
Guiltless
by Erin Johnson
978-1-63079-001-1

Her Cold Revenge
by Erin Johnson
978-1-63079-007-3

The Diamond Thief
by Sharon Gosling
978-1-63079-002-8

State of Grace
by Hilary Badger
978-1-63079-015-8
“entertaining and highly
thought-provoking narrative.”
— Publisher’s Weekly
“An excellent addition to all
young adult collections.”
— School Library Journal
“Most intriguing and provocative.”
— Kirkus Reviews
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The Ruby Airship
by Sharon Gosling
978-1-63079-004-2
“Packed with
action, drama,
and, yes, a little
romance…Fans
will be begging
for the next book
in the series.”
— Teenreads.com
“The cliffhanger ending
and a plethora
of unanwered
questions guarantee
an exciting sequel.”
— Booklist

capstoneyoungreaders.com

The Sapphire Cutlass
by Sharon Gosling
978-1-63079-041-7

“A revenge
epic in the vein
of True Grit.”
— School Library
Journal
“A refreshing
surprise”
— VOYA
“Cinematic
action and
striking
descriptions.”
— Publisher’s
Weekly

“A rollicking good
story…a pleasant,
entertaining tale
populated with
well-developed
characters.”
— Booklist
“Romance, political
skullduggery and
fantastical inventions
giddily complicate a
jewel heist…Readers
will happily strap
in for the ride”
— Kirkus Reviews

“Vivid and
engrossing…
An entertaining
light read.”
— The Horn Book
“Intriguing and
well-written…
this action-packed
novel features
almost as many
unexpected twists
as the heroine’s
high-wire act.”
— School Library
Journal

Young Adult
PORTRAITS OF
CELINA
Make him pay, Bayley. Make him pay. “It’s
as if the wooden chest is luring me, urging
me to open it—daring me almost. Open me
up. Look inside. Come on, just for a second;
it won’t hurt.” Celina O’Malley was sixteen
years old when she disappeared. Now,
almost forty years later, Bayley is sleeping
in Celina’s room, wearing her clothes,
hearing her voice. What does Celina want?
And who will suffer because of it? A ghost
story. A love story. A story of revenge.
SWITCH PRESS

$16.95 ($18.95 can)
rights: US & Canada
age level: 14+ years
51/2” x 81/4”
352 pages
paper-over-board

LIFE IN COLOR
A spunky coloring book for every artist
who’s ever experienced the joys and
heartache of adolescence, this book is
chock-full of patterns, curves, prints, and
scenes reminiscent of the artists’ teenage
years. With over forty full-page illustrations,
you’re in for hours of fun
SWITCH PRESS

$12.95 ($17.50 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 14+ years
81/2” x 11”
96 pages
45 illustrations
paperback

IMAGE &
IMAGINATION

SWEET REVENGE

More than 150 compelling photos and
provocative writing prompts work together
in this hybrid photo book/journal to inspire
young adults to think, dream, create.
Writers looking for inspiration and ideas
will find what they need here. Image and
Imagination is a repository of story starters,
a practice space for fun and informal
writing, and a turnkey to unlock the writer
within.
SWITCH PRESS

$16.95 ($18.95 can)
rights: World except UK
age level: 14+ years
8” x 10”
256 pages
120 illustrations
paperback

BACKLIST

50+ killer cakes, cookies, and candies
for your exes and enemies. Dumped by
your beefcake boyfriend? BFF steal your
one-and-only? Lab partner a more-thanperiodic no-show? Don’t take these battles
online. (Seriously, don’t do that, okay?).
Get out your heaviest rolling pins, sharpest
cleavers, and most blistering torches, and
kill your enemies and exes…with kindness.
That’s right – bake that loser ex a pan of
Go Fudge Yourself. Gift your former friend
a You’re the Devil Cake. And give that
annoying admirer a Donut Call Me Again.
Let them taste your over-them happiness
and see what comes next…Pastry chef and
tattoo artist Heather Kim serves up sinfully
delicious recipes and bittersweet advice.
SWITCH PRESS

$19.95 ($25.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 14+ years
8” x 10”
224 pages
100 illustrations
paperback

Life in Color: A Coloring Book for
Bold, Bright, Messy Works-InProgress
978-1-63079-059-2

Portraits of Celina
by Sue Whiting
978-1-63079-024-0

Image & Imagination: Ideas and
Inspiration for Teen Writers
by Nick Healy
978-1-63079-044-8
Sweet Revenge: Passive-Aggressive
Desserts for Your Exes & Enemies
by Heather Kim
978-1-63079-089-9

“A good mashup of ghost
story and suspense thriller”
— VOYA
“Give this to fans of
paranormal mysteries with
a touch of romance.”
— School Library Journal
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THE ISOBEL
JOURNAL

YOGA FOR YOUR
MIND AND BODY

This quirky, narrative scrapbook gives
readers a witty, honest look at what it
means to be a teenager. Using mini-graphic
novels, photos, sketches, and captions,
The Isobel Journal offers a unique glimpse
into the creative life of eighteen-year-old
Isobel, just a northern girl from where
nothing really happens.

Release your inner guru and unleash yoga’s
healing power. Relieve stress. Focus your
mind. Build strength. Clear step-by-step
instructions and photos guide you through
more than 80 specific yoga poses. Study
the perfect yoga poses and unlock the key
to a healthy, fit, and calmer you!

SWITCH PRESS

$16.95 ($19.50 can)
rights: US Only
age level: 14+ years
61/4” x 81/4”
208 pages
paper-over-board

The Isobel Journal
by Isobel Harrop
978-1-63079-003-5
“A fascinating, sweetly
funny, and unscary
introduction to teenage life.”
— Publisher’s Weekly
“Will be devoured quickly—
and will inspire readers”
— School Library Journal

SWITCH PRESS

Love & Profanity features more than forty
brief, brilliant, and unforgettable true
stories from writers both renowned and
on the rise. Discover strange and surprising
scenes of people coming of age amidst the
everyday intensity of teenage life. Witness
transformative moments arising from the
mundane. Behold the young adult in full
splendor and horror, bursting with love and
profanity.

$14.95 ($16.50 can)

SWITCH PRESS

rights: World
age level: 14+ years
8” x 10”
208 pages
100+ illustrations
paperback

paper–over–board + jacket

Yoga for Your Mind and Body: A
Teenage Practice for a Healthy,
Balanced Life
by Rebecca Rissman
978-1-63079-013-4
“Newbies and experienced
yogis alike will benefit from
this easy-to-follow guide.”
— Booklist

“The journal is immediately
immersive…many pages of
impossibly cute animal drawings
and Lauren Child–like collages
of sketches and photographs”
—Kirkus Reviews
“When I return to school in
September, I plan on ripping
out pages of The Isobel
Journal and taping them
to my friends’ lockers.”
— Teenreads.com
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LOVE & PROFANITY
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$16.95 ($18.95 can)
paperback

$9.95 ($10.95 can)
rights: World
age level: 14-18 years
5” x 71/2”
232 pages

Love & Profanity: A Collection of True,
Tortured, Wild, Hilarious, Concise,
and Intense Tales of Teenage Life
Edited by Nick Healy
978-1-63079-012-7 (PoB)
978-1-63079-051-6 (PB)
“Hilarity, heartache, terror,
regret, shame, and selfawakening can all be found
in this collection of finely
wrought moments in time.”
— Publishers Weekly
“Each selection is heartfelt
and thought-provoking
and could be a catalyst for
intensive discussion.”
— School Library Journal
“Concise and punchy”
— Booklist

THE TEEN MONEY
MANUAL
Wouldn’t it be great if money grew on
trees? But since it doesn’t, everyone has
to learn how to earn and manage money
in order to live—and it’s never too early
to start. This book offers today’s teens the
best and most up-to-date tips on how
to make money, how to spend it, how to
invest and save it, and how to protect it.
CAPSTONE YOUNG READERS

$9.95 ($11.50 can)
rights: World
age level: 14+ years
6” x 9”
208 pages
paperback

The Teen Money Manual: A Guide to
Cash, Credit, Spending, Saving, Work,
Wealth, and More
by Kara McGuire
978-1-62370-135-2
“An inspiring, accessible,
comprehensive toolbox
for financial success”
— Leigh Gallager, Fortune
“A solid, thoroughly
readable guide”
— Kirkus Reviews
“Insightful, readable,
and informative”
— VOYA
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Capstone is proud to announce
A Different Pond is a
Caldecott Honor Book
“This wistful, beautifully illustrated story will resonate
not only with immigrant families but any family that
has faced struggle.”
Í Booklist, STARRED REVIEW

“Powerfully understated picture book … With
evocative detail and a keen ear for metaphor … Phi
hints at the family’s joys and struggles.”
Í Horn Book, STARRED REVIEW

“Spare and simple, a must-read
for our times.”
Í Kirkus, STARRED REVIEW

“Graphic novel panels and strong figures give the
pages the air of a documentary as Phi celebrates an
unexpected superhero: a father who endures a strange
new culture.”
Í Publishers Weekly, STARRED REVIEW

“This gentle coming-of-age story is filled with loving,
important aspects of the immigrant experience and is
a first purchase for all libraries.”
Bao Phi — Minneapolis, Minnesota
Bao Phi was born in vietnam and raised in the
phillips neighborhood of South Minneapolis.
He is an author, a poet, a community
organizer, and a father.
Thi Bui — Berkeley, California

011801TR

Thi Bui was born in Vietnam and grew up in
California and New York. Now all these places
are a part of her. She draws and writes and
teaches. She recently published her first graphic
novel, The Best We Could Do (Abrams, 2017),
which is about her mother and father.

Í School Library Journal, STARRED REVIEW

“A Different Pond isn’t a story in the traditional sense
— there’s no wedge-like event to disrupt the narrative’s
flow. But conflicts that happened offscreen shape the
narrative into one family’s story…”
Í Shelf Awareness, STARRED REVIEW
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